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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
Civ. No. 04-3749 (JAP)
(Consolidated Cases)
Hon. Joe1 A. Pisano

--------------+
IN RE ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL
TRANSPORT SECURITIES
LITIGATION
I

--------------+
Videotaped Deposition ofTim Warren
Washington, D.C.
Tuesday, January 30, 2007
10:25 a.m.
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23 Job No. 22-94054
24 Pages 1 -206,
25 Reported by: Pau1a G. Satkin
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Taken pursuant to notice, before Pau1a
23 G. Satkin, Registered Professional Reporter
24 And Notary Public in and for the District of
25 Columbia.
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CAROLINE MARSHALL, ESQUIRE
TIMOTHY J. MACFALL, ESQUIRE
LAURA HUGHES, ESQUIRE
BERNSTEIN, LIEBHARD & LIFSHITZ, LLP
10 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016
Telephone: (212)779-1414
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14 ON BEHALF OF ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL AND THE WITNESS:
15
RALPH C. FERRARA, ESQUIRE
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WILLIAM C. HORN, ESQUIRE
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STEPHEN A. BEST, ESQUIRE
LEBOEUF, LAMB, GREENE & MACRAE, LLP
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1875 Connecticut Avenue, Northwest
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Washington, D.C. 20009
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GABRIELLE S. MARSHALL, ESQUIRE
3
4
HUGHES, HUBBARD & REED, LLP
5
One Battery Park Plaza
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New York, New York 10004-1482
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HOGAN & HARTSON, LLP
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13
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7
Telephone: (202)263-3000
8
9 ALSO ON BEHALF OF ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL AND THE
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EARL D. WEED, ESQUIRE
12
SENIOR LITIGATION COUNSEL
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SHELL OIL COMPANY, Litigation Dept.
14
910 Louisiana, OSP 4836
15
Houston, Texas 77001
16
Telephone: (713)241-5195
17
18 ALSO ON BEHALF OF SHELL AND THE WITNESS:
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COLBY SMITH, ESQUIRE
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555 13th Street, Northwest
22
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Telephone: (202)383-8000
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0008
1
2
PROCEEDINGS
3
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Here begins
5 tape number one in the deposition of Tim Warren
6 in the matter of Royal Dutch/Shell Transport
7 Securities Litigation, in the United States
8 District Court, District of New Jersey, Case
9 Number 04-3749.
10
Today's date is January 30th,
11 2007. The time is 10:25 a.m.
12
The video operator today is Cali
13 Day of LegaLink New York.
14
This deposition is taking place at
15 1875 Co=ecticut Avenue, Northwest, Washington,
16 D.C.20009.
17
Would counsel please identifY
18 themselves and state whom they represent?
19
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Caroline
20 Marshall of Bemstein Liebhard & Lipshitz on
21 behalf of Peter M. Wood, the lead plaintiffs in
22 the class.
23
MS. HUGHES: Laura Hughes from
24 Bemstein Liebhard & Lipshitz on behalf of the
25 class.
0009
TIMWARREN
1
2
MR. MACFALL: Tim MacFall,
3 Bemstein Liebhard & Lipshitz on behalf of
4 plaintiffs and the class.
5
MR. HORN: William Horn, LeBoeuf,
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6 Lamb Greene & MacRae on behalf corporate
7 defendants and the witness.
8
MR. WEED: Earl Weed, in-house
9 Shell.
10
MR. SMlTH: Co1by Smith from
11 Debevoise & Plimpton, LLP, on behalf of Royal
12 Dutch Petroleum, Shell Transport & Trading and
13 the witness.
14
MR. BEST: Stephen Best with
15 LeBoeufLamb, Washington, nc., representing
16 Mr. Warren.
17
MS. TISKA: Tracy Tiska from Hogan
18 & Hartson for defendants KPMG Accountants NY.
19
MS. GABRIELLE MARSHALL: Gabrielle
20 Marshall, Hughes Hubbard & Reed representing
21 PWC, PriceWaterhouseCoopers.
22
MS. LATIMER: Aimee Latimer,
23 Mayer, Brown, Rose & Maw for defendants Philip
24 Watts.
25
MS. WlCKHEM: Rebecca Wickhem of
0010
TIMWARREN
1
2 Fo1ey & Lardner, LLP on behalf of Judith
3 Boynton.
4
MR. FERRARA: Ra1ph Ferrara,
5 LeBoeuf Lamb Greene & MacRae, on behalf of Shell
6 Transport & Trading, Royal Dutch/Shell, my good
7 friend and client, Tim Warren.
And I might make the footnote
8
9 comment in response to Tim's entered order of
10 appearance, I don't think we have a class yet,
11 but I understand who your client is.
12
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The court
13 reporter today is Pau1a Satkin of LegaLink, New
14 York. Would the reporter please swear in the
15 witness.
16 Whereupon-17
18
TIM WARREN
19 a witness, called for examination, having been
20 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as
21 follows:
22
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23
EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS
24
25 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
0011
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Good morning, Mr. Warren. My name
3 is Caroline Marshall. We met earlier. I'm
4 going to be asking you a series of questions
5 today. Before we begin, have you ever been
6 deposed before?
7
A. I have.
Q. SO I assume then you're familiar
8
9 with the ground rules for a deposition; is that
10 correct?
11
A. I believe so, but if you would
12 like to remind me of them I would be grateful.
13
Q. Okay. I can do that.
14
It's important for the court
15 reporter that you wait until I finish my
16 question before you give an answer.
17
It's also important you answer
18 verbally with a yes or no or something else.
19
If I ask you a question that you
20 don't llllderstand, let me know and I'll rephrase
21 it.
22
Provided there's not a question
23 pending, if you need to take a break we can do
24 so at any time if you just let me knOw. Okay?
25
A. Thank you.
0012
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. In what circumstances have you
3 been deposed in the past?
4
A. I was deposed in a case in
5 Houston, Texas brought against the Shell Oil
6 Company and by two members of staff for their
7 dismissal.
Q. When was that?
8
9
A. 2000, approximately.
Q. Also,for the purpose ofthis
10
11 deposition, when I use the term Shell I'm
12 meaning Royal Dutch, Shell Transport and
13 operating companies and service companies in
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14 which they hold an interest, two holding
15 companies, so we can operate with that
16 assumption. If at any point you want to clarify
17 that deposition -- that definition if you're
18 speaking about a particular entity just let me
19 know and we can do that; okay?
A. All right.
20
21
Q. This is an example of the nodding
22 and having to say it verbally. Otherwise it
23 just becomes torture for the court reporter,
24 okay?
25
A. Yes.
0013
TIMWARREN
1
2
MR. SMITH: We're going to torture
3 her enough today.
4 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. There we go. Can you please state
5
6 your address?
A. Kingfishers, Mill Green, Station
7
8 Road, Wargrave, Berkshire, Post Code RG 10 8EU,
9 in the United Kingdom.
10
Q. How long have you been at that
11 address?
12
A. Since the 5th of April 2006.
13
Q. Are you currently employed?
14
A. I'm a nonexecutive director on
15 behalf of a few bodies, but I'm not fully
16 employed by anybody.
17
Q. And which bodies are you a
18 nonexecutive director?
19
A. I'm a nonexecutive director of the
20 Save the Children International Alliance.
21
I'm a nonexecutive director of Oil
22 Search Limited.
23
And I am the chairman ofthe World
24 Energy Congress, Australia Limited.
25
Q. And what is Oil Search Limited?
0014
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. Oil Search Limited is an oil and
3 gas exploration and production company
4 registered in Papaua, New Guinea.
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5
Q. Does it have any affiliation with
6 Shell?
A. None.
7
Q. And does the World Energy
8
9 Congress, Australia Limited have any affiliation
10 with Shell?
11
A. No, though which would hope that
12 Shell would become a member and in the capacity
13 of Shell Australia, but they aren't a member at
14 the present time.
15
Q. And what is the purpose of that
16 organization?
17
A. The purpose ofthe World Energy
18 Congress is to propose sound policy for the
19 sustainable develop of energy across the world.
20 It is an international organization
21 headquartered in Paris with branches in most
22 developed countries in the world.
23
Q. How long have you been involved
24 with that organization?
25
A. The World Energy Congress, I was
0015
TIMWARREN
1
2 invited to take the Australian chair in November
3 last year.
Q. And when did you end your
4
5 employment with Shell?
A. On the 30th of April 2006. So I
6
7 was foot loose and fancy free on the 1st of May.
Q. And did you -- was that a
8
9 retirement?
l O A . That was a retirement.
11
Q. And it happened in the normal
12 course of your career at Shell?
13
A. It did.
14
Q. Now, if we can go back in time to
15 your formal education. Where did you receive
16 your lllldergraduate degree?
17
A. University of Saint Andrews in
18 Scotland.
19
Q. When did you receive that degree?
A. 1967 -- sorry. 1970.
20
21
Q. Okay. And what did you receive a
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22 degree in?
23
A. Applied mathematics.
Q. Did you receive any subsequent
24
25 degrees?
0016
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. No.
3
Q. Did you have a particular focus in
4 your applied mathematics degree?
5
A. Plasma physics.
Q. What is plasma physics?
6
7
A. It's the physics of ionized
8 fluids.
Q. Can you give me an example of an
9
10 ionized fluid?
11
A. A gas which is under electrical
12 charge.
13
Q. SO you have received no
14 postgraduate education?
15
A. No.
Q. Do you have any professional
16
17 licenses?
18
A. Can you explain what you would
19 mean by professional license?
Q. Well, do you -- have you belonged
20
21 to any professional organizations?
22
A. I have done, but the only
23 organization that I'm a member of at the present
24 time is the Australian Institute of Company
25 Directors.
0017
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. What is that institute?
3
A. It's an institute that supports
4 and educates nonexecutive directors.
Q. Have you ever been a member of any
5
6 other professional organization?
7
A. I have been a member of the
8 Society of Petroleum Engineers and the Society
9 of Professional Well Log Analysts.
10
Q. Do you recall when you were a
11 member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers?
12
A. I ca=ot remember when my
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

membership lapsed and I can't remember when I
began it, but for a significant part of my
career.
Q. Did you have to do anything in
particular in order to become a member ofthe
Society of Petroleum Engineers?
A. Merely to give evidence that I had
been a practicing petroleum engineer.
21
Q. And what kind of evidence did that
22 require?
23
A. A CV and a couple references, if I
24 remember.
25
Q. Okay. What is the Society of Well
0018
TIMWARREN
1
2 Log Analysts?
A. Society of Professional Well Log
3
4 Analysts is a society of petroleum engineers,
5 petroleum engineers who specifically concentrate
6 on the art and science of interpreting what lies
7 in the subsurface.
8
Q. Do you recall -9
A. They are sometimes known as
10 petro-physicists.
11
Q. I'm sorry.
12
A. And petro-physics being the
13 physics of rocks.
14
Q. Do you recall when you joined that
15 organization?
16
A. I would believe that would be in
17 the 1970s and it probably lapsed in the '80s.
Q. Did you have to have any
18
19 particular specialty in order to be admitted to
20 that society?
21
A. Again, merely experience in the
22 field.
23
Q. What was your first employment
24 after you graduated from Saint Andrews?
25
A. With a company called Shell
0019
TIMWARREN
1
2 International Petroleum Maatschappij,
3 M-A-A-T-S-C-H-A-P-P-I-J, based in the
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4 Netherlands.
5
Q. What was your job title at that
6 location?
7
A. Trainee petroleum engineer.
Q. And how long were you a training
8
9 petroleum engineer?
l O A . Approximately five months.
11
Q. And what did your training entail?
A. It entailed classroom training and
12
13 practical training in the oil and gas fields
14 that were owned by Netherlands NAM Maatschappij,
15 a joint Shell and Exxon lessor at that time,
16 joint venture in the Netherlands.
Q. Where did you go from there?
17
A. I went to -- well, first of all,
18
19 actually, to Brunei and to work for Brunei Shell
20 Petroleum Limited, a joint venture of the Bnmei
21 Government and Shell. And that was for
22 approximately four months before I was appointed
23 to Sarawak Shell Berhad, a company in the state
24 of Sarawak in East Malaysia.
25
Q. What was your job title there?
0020
1
TIMWARREN
2
A. In Bnmei Shell it was well site
3 petroleum engineer and in Sarawak Shell Berhad
4 after a period as well site petroleum engineer I
5 became a petro-physics engineer, petro-physical
6 engineer, and I ended my assignment there as an
7 operations engineer.
Q. Approximately what year are we at
8
9 at this point?
A. I left Sarawak in 1974.
10
11
Q. And where did you go from there?
A. I went to the U.K. to join Shell
12
13 U.K. Exploration Production Limited.
Q. What was your job title?
14
15
A. Petro-physical engineer for the
16 first part of the assignment and then economics
17 and planning engineer.
Q. How long did that assignment last?
18
A. Until 1978.
19
Q. Where did you go from there?
20
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21
A. Back to Sarawak to work for
22 Sarawak Shell Berhad as their manager of
23 planning and economics.
Q. And as manager of planning and
24
25 economics what was your focus?
0021
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. The focus was doing economic
3 analyses to justify new investments to be the
4 coordinator on behalf of management of the
5 company plan and specifically at that time to
6 adjust and amend all our planning systems to
7 change from what had been a tax concession basis
8 on which we were operating to a new production
9 sharing contract basis.
Q. How long did you hold that title?
10
11
A. I believe until 1981.
Q. Where did you go from there?
12
13
A. I moved to Kuala Lumpur in West
14 Malaysia where I worked on the corporate side of
15 Shell companies in Malaysia and still officially
16 an employee of Sarawak Shell Berhad where I was
17 the liaison manager with the National Oil
18 Company Petronas.
Q. And what were your duties and
19
20 responsibilities in that role?
21
A. To liaise with the company that
22 was now, if you like, the company that had let
23 us the contract under which we operated in the
24 exploration production business in Malaysia.
25 And specifically to -- I negotiated the first
0022
TIMWARREN
1
2 extensions of production sharing contracts with
3 them and supported them in the development of
4 the first natural gas contracts in Malaysia.
Q. What year did that position end?
5
6
A. 1983.
Q. Where did you go from there?
7
8
A. I went to Oman in the bottom of
9 the Gulfto work for Petroleum Development Oman,
10 again, a 50/50 joint venture between Shell and
11 the Government of Oman.
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12
Q. What was your title in Oman at
13 that time?
14
A. Operations superintendent.
15
Q. And what were your
16 responsibilities as operations superintendent?
17
A. I was responsible for all
18 activities of PDO in the northern desert of
19 Oman, which at that time was about 300,000
20 barrels a day of oil production, a significant
21 gas production, and I think we had operating
22 some four or five drilling rigs.
23
Q. How long were you in Oman for?
24
A. Until 1985.
Q. And then where did you go?
25
0023
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. And then I went to The Hague.
Q. To take on what position?
3
4
A. To become the Shell group head of
5 petro-physical engineering.
Q. SO that's in 1985?
6
7
A. '5.
Q. And what was your -- what were
8
9 your responsibilities as group head of petroleum
10 engineering?
11
A. Not petroleum engineering,
12 petro-physical engineering, which as I discussed
13 before is a branch of petroleum engineering.
14
And my job there was to ensure
15 that we had a robust and effective research
16 program supporting the discipline.
17
The sharing of knowledge amongst
18 all the petro-physical engineers working in our
19 different operating llllits around the world and a
20 staff mentorship and development responsibility
21 for all those petro-physical engineers working
22 worldwide for us.
23
Q. How long did you hold that role
24 for?
25
A. I believe lllltil 1987 or '88.
0024
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Were there particular places in
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3 the world where petro-physical engineering was
4 being performed or was it global?
5
A. Petro-physical engineering is
6 performed wherever we are exploring for and
7 developing oil and gas fields. It is a key
8 discipline to llllderstanding what is in the
9 subsurface, because lllldergrolllld one cannot see
10 with the eye, you have to use remote
11 instruments, and it's the science of putting the
12 measurements from those remote instruments into
13 an understanding of what is physically there.
Q. And that's for every type of
14
15 field?
16
A. That's for every type offield.
17
Q. Okay. Then in 1987 or '88 where
18 did you move to?
19
A. I was appointed to a new
20 appointment in The Hague. Again, I think at
21 that time I'm not sure whether it was Shell
22 International Petroleum Maatschappij or whether
23 the name had changed to Shell International
24 Exploration & Production, it was one of the two.
25
And my next assignment in that
0025
TIMWARREN
1
2 company was for the exploration and production
3 business of Shell, the group manager of
4 information management and technology.
5
Q. What were your responsibilities in
6 that role?
7
A. In that role, again, to facilitate
8 and agree global standards for our information
9 technology infrastructure and architecture and
10 software and also to begin the move to Shell
11 common systems across the world.
12
Previous to that our operating
13 llllits tended to use software that they had
14 created or brought in from the outside and we
15 had decided that it would be more cost effective
16 to have common systems in all our operations.
17
Q. The software that you're talking
18 about, what type of software practically would
19 that be?
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20
A. It was both on developed, so Shell
21 proprietary software, as well as software that
22 was purchased or licensed from the outside
23 world.
24
Q. And was it software that was used
25 for particular purposes within the company?
0026
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. For all corporate purposes from,
3 if you like, the financial accOlmting systems
4 through to the top end scientific routines to
5 support exploration and petroleum engineering.
Q. When was it that the company
6
7 decided to move towards a more global system?
8
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form.
9 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
10
Q. You can answer the question.
11
A. Sorry. Can you repeat the
12 question, please?
13
Q. Sure. When was it that the
14 company decided to move towards a more global
15 system for using software?
16
MR. SMlTH: Same objection.
17 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can still answer the question.
18
19
A. What was the objection?
20
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: It doesn't
21 matter.
22
MR. SMlTH: You can go ahead and
23 answer. I'm just making an objection for the
24 record.
25
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: It would
0027
TIMWARREN
1
2 be -- I hope it would be llllusual in this
3 deposition for you to be told you couldn't
4 answer a question. Unless you hear otherwise
5 you can answer a question. It is sort of legal
6 wrangling going on here.
THE WITNESS: Can you please
7
8 repeat the question?
9 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Sure. I don't remember it
10
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11 anymore. Now your testimony is so far up there
12 he's definitely going to object this time. I
13 can tell you for sure.
14
I'm just trying to figure out when
15 it was, if you could say in time that the
16 company decided to look at a more global system
17 for llllifying the different softwares or
18 technologies that the company was using?
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
20
THE WITNESS: I think it's
21 impossible to give a specific point in time.
22 Shell has been operating as an international
23 company since its very, very beginnings and
24 there have always been common systems, even
25 before the days of computing, that were part of
0028
TIMWARREN
1
2 the uniform structure of a single company.
3
Now, as the company expanded and
4 as particularly operating llllits grew there is
5 always a tendency for custom-tailored solutions
6 and custom-tailored systems to be built within
7 those llllits. And, in fact, throughout my career
8 there have been various campaigns to consolidate
9 and have one system for all.
10
But at the same time, when you are
11 experimenting it's worth having more than one
12 set of solutions flowing because then you can
13 take the best from the best when you do
14 consolidate and make things in common.
15
So we've always tried to run a
16 global business based on common principles,
17 common values, common systems. And the
18 structure llllderlying the business of course has
19 changed with the environment and with
20 technology.
21 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. In your role -- I'm sorry, one
22
23 second. I'm having a strange -- I'm sorry. I'm
24 just trying to recall the specific title of the
25 job we were last talking about?
0029
TIMWARREN
1
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2
A. That was the exploration and
3 production business infonuation -- manager of
4 infonuation management of technology.
Q. We're in the late '80s at this
5
6 point?
A. We're in the late '80s.
7
Q. Okay. And was part of your role
8
9 at that time -- did part of your role at that
10 time involve a globalizing llllifying process?
11
A. Yes, but specifically at that
12 time, as with all the previous roles, outside of
13 the United States.
14
In the United States, I forget
15 lllltil which year, Shell Oil Company had a
16 minority shareholding which wasn't owned by
17 Shell which meant that Shell Oil was independent
18 of the Royal Dutch/Shell group other than
19 through its board structure and we had various
20 mechanisms for cooperation and sharing across
21 the Atlantic, but they were cooperative
22 agreements and so Shell Oil was a different type
23 of operating unit than all the operating llllits
24 in the rest of the world.
25
So certainly I corresponded with
0030
TIMWARREN
1
2 my opposite numbers in Shell Oil and llllder the
3 research and technical sharing agreement we
4 shared where appropriate.
Q. How long did you hold that role
5
6 for?
A. I believe until 1990. It may have
7
8 been '91. I think it was the end of'90.
9
Q. And what was your new title?
l O A . The new title was manager of
11 exploration and production liaison for the
12 Middle East and Africa.
13
Q. How long did you hold that role
14 for?
15
A. For approximately two years-16 llllder two years it was, a year-and-a-half.
17
Q. Where were you physically located?
18
A. Physically located still within
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19 The Hague.
20
Q. What were your responsibilities in
21 that role?
22
A. To -- perhaps I can back up a bit
23 and give you some context.
Q. That would be great.
24
25
A. In those days the Shell business
0031
TIMWARREN
1
2 was organized in regions, geographical regions
3 ofthe world. And, if you like, the shareholder
4 accountability was handled through such regional
5 organizations, but alongside the regions you had
6 the businesses who took a global look at the
7 businesses across the world, one of which was my
8 business, exploration and production.
9
So that manager EP liaison liaised
10 with the shareholder function and took a global
11 view ofthe direction that our companies were
12 taking in the Middle East and Africa and
13 supported the shareholder in his shareholder
14 role. Shareholders' representative in their
15 role, I should say.
Q. SO this would have been in 1991?
16
17
A. 1990/1991. And I moved on in '92.
18 Actually, it must have been '91/'92 because I
19 moved in September '92.
Q. Where did you go then?
20
21
A. To Nigeria.
Q. What was your title there?
22
23
A. I started in Nigeria as the
24 general manager of operations and shortly after
25 that, once I had restructured the operations
0032
TIMWARREN
1
2 function, I took a new role after that
3 restructuring which was the general manager of
4 the Western Division of Shell Petroleum Company
5 Development Nigeria.
Q. And how did the restructuring
6
7 change your responsibilities, if at all?
8
A. Essentially from being responsible
9 for the total operations in Nigeria I took on
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10 general management responsibility for all our
11 activities west of the River Niger.
Q. How long did you hold that role?
12
13
A. Until 1995.
14
Q. Were you stationed in Nigeria?
15
A. For the first role in Lagos. For
16 the second role in Western Nigeria in a town
17 called Warri , W-A-R-R-I .
18
Q. Who did you report to while you
19 were in Nigeria?
20
A. Initially to Philip Watts and
21 secondly to Brian Anderson.
Q. And when you were in Nigeria did
22
23 you have a particular focus in terms of your
24 role there?
25
MR. SMITH: Which of the two jobs?
0033
TIMWARREN
1
2 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
3
Q. The second one.
4
A. Essentially, as with all or most
5 general management roles, to grow and maintain a
6 profitable business without causing harm to
7 people or the environment.
Q. Where did you go from there?
8
9
A. I went back to The Hague again,
10 and this time during 1995 the Boards of the
11 Shell companies had decided to restructure what
12 were called central offices, the, if you like,
13 the functions in the center of the Royal
14 Dutch/Shell group and I was invited back by Mark
15 Moody Stewart, who at that time was the
16 coordinator of the exploration and production
17 business, to take my place on what was called
18 the Shadow Business Committee and who were
19 designing or should I say steering the design of
20 the new exploration and production business
21 model and with a view to becoming a full member
22 of that Business Committee when it was fully
23 chartered.
24
Q. And what was that Business
25 Committee ultimately called?
0034
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1
TIMWARREN
2
A. It was called the EP Business
3 Committee, Exploration and Production Business
4 Committee, and it was chartered I believe in
5 January 1996.
Q. And sometimes is that referred to
6
7 as BusCom?
A. That's correct.
8
Q. I just want to try to clarify
9
10 something.
11
Mr. Moody Stewart invited you to
12 ultimately take over his role?
13
A. No. He was at the time the
14 coordinator of the EP business llllit, the
15 exploration and production business unit, and as
16 such was chairing a committee he called I think
17 the Transitional Business Committee, which was
18 steering the design for the future, which I
19 presume he knew he was going to lead and when he
20 invited me he said it was with a view to joining
21 his Business Committee in the new structure and
22 with the specific portfolio of technology and
23 technical services.
Q. Did you understand the reason for
24
25 the new structure?
0035
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. Very much so.
Q. And what was it?
3
A. Essentially to streamline Shell's
4
5 global business model to ensure that it stayed
6 competitive into the late '90s and the new
7 century.
8
We had been operating llllder a
9 business model that had been created in 1965,
10 which had served us well, but had not taken into
11 account the revolutions, particularly in
12 information technology, and we were not
13 sufficiently competitively nimble llllder that
14 business model.
15
Q. And when you said that you were
16 going to be joining this with a specific
17 portfolio of technology and technical services,
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18 can you explain what you mean by technology and
19 technical services in that context?
20
A. Yes. It was to become effectively
21 the director of two bodies at that time:
One was the exploration and
22
23 production research effort, which was to be
24 lllldertaken by a body which I will call KEPSL,
25 llllless you would like me to spell it out in
0036
TIMWARREN
1
2 Dutch.
3
Q. I think that's okay. K-A-C-P-L?
4
A. KEPSL, which was the research
5 company for the EP business in the Netherlands.
6
And one of the streamlining was to
7 integrate that research capability with the
8 technical services capability that was preserved
9 in either SIPM, I can't remember the date that
10 SIPM became SIEP. It might have been, in fact,
11 that restructuring that changed the name.
12
So we had our engineers who
13 delivered technical services to the operating
14 llllits, rather like the job I had done as group
15 head of petro-physics, sat in the corporate
16 entity called SIPM or SIEP, and our researchers
17 sat in an entity called KEPSL. They were
18 corporately separate, independently managed, and
19 the idea was to bring them into one uniform
20 structure llllder one direction.
21
Q. And was that done?
22
A. It was.
23
Q. And when was that accomplished?
24
A. And we implemented in
25 January 1996.
0037
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. And did it -- was it named
3 something?
4
A. It became known at that time as,
5 if! remember rightly, EP Research and Technical
6 Services or planograms, again, RTS, for short.
7
Q. And how long -- strike that.
8
So then you became the head of EP
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9 Research and Technical Services; is that
10 correct?
11
A. Correct.
Q. And as head ofEP Research and
12
13 Technical Services what were your
14 responsibilities?
15
A. To ensure that we had a research
16 program, a technical capacity that would keep us
17 competitive and in our business, globally.
Q. And at that time did you assume a
18
19 seat on the Business Committee?
20
A. I did indeed. So it was one of
21 the portfolios represented on the Business
22 Committee.
23
Q. SO did you have a seat on the
24 Business Committee when it was first formed?
25
A. I did.
0038
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Did you remain on the Business
3 Committee through the duration of its being
4 called the Business Committee?
5
A. I did.
Q. And then did it become the
6
7 Executive Committee?
8
A. It did.
Q. And did you have a seat on the
9
10 Executive Committee when that was formed?
11
A. I did.
12
MR. SMITH: Let her finish your
13 question before you answer.
14 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
15
Q. I know it's tedious.
In what year did it switch from
16
17 the Business Committee to the Executive
18 Committee?
19
A. My memory is not as sharp on that
20 event. Possibly 1998, but I couldn't guarantee
21 it.
22
Q. What was the purpose of the
23 Business Committee?
24
A. The purpose ofthe Business
25 Committee was to ensure that the resources that
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0039
1
TIMWARREN
2 were -- well, several fold.
Number one, to ensure the
3
4 resources that were allocated to the exploration
5 production business were utilized in the most
6 effective manner and that's resources in terms
7 of human and money and research and technology,
8 so three sets of resources.
9
To be the owners of the global
10 plan and to monitor the global plan and take
11 remedial action if the global plan was not
12 delivering what we were targeting it to do.
13
Q. When was this global plan made?
14
A. Global plans were made annually.
15
Q. When you joined the Business
16 Committee was there any -- what was the level of
17 integration with Shell in the U. S. at that time?
18
A. It was still working as per the
19 previous model. I believe by that time Shell
20 had acquired 100 percent of the shareholding in
21 Shell Oil, but it was being operated on a
22 hands-off basis through the Board involvement
23 and the cooperation agreements, technical
24 cooperation agreements that existed between
25 Shell International and Shell Oil.
0040
1
TIMWARREN
Q. What if any was your involvement
2
3 with the technical cooperation agreement between
4 Shell International and Shell Oil?
5
A. I was the custodian of the
6 agreement on the Royal Dutch side, if you like,
7 the research and technical agreement.
8
Q. Was there one research and
9 technical agreement operating at anyone time or
10 were there many?
11
A. At that time I believe there was
12 one. Certainly in principle there was one. How
13 many the lawyers made it in the end, I'm not
14 quite sure, but I thought of it as one umbrella
15 agreement.
16
Q. Can you describe what in principle
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17 the agreement was?
18
A. The agreement was a risk sharing
19 agreement whereby both parties agreed that they
20 would invest for their own businesses in
21 research and technology development, but through
22 a complex formula that was agreed prior to
23 investment that the results of that research and
24 development would be shared both ways, so our
25 research results from Rijswijk in the
0041
TIMWARREN
1
2 Netherlands was shared with Shell Oil in the
3 States and likewise the results from their
4 research from the BellAire Research Center was
5 shared with us in the Netherlands.
Q. And was there a name for the, for
6
7 essential research facility within Shell Oil at
8 that time?
9
A. I think it was called the BellAire
10 Technology Center. Again, these places changed
11 their names. It was always at BellAire; when it
12 acquired the name of the BellAire Technology
13 Center, I forget, in Houston.
Q. Do you recall who your counterpart
14
15 was in Shell Oil with respect to this agreement?
16
A. I ought to but the name escapes
17 me. He retired in 1998. No. I'm sorry, I
18 can't remember.
Q. That's okay.
19
20
Practically speaking what type of
21 research was being shared during this time
22 period when this agreement was in place?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
24 lack of foundation.
25
MR. BEST: Same objection.
0042
TIMWARREN
1
2 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer.
3
4
A. Can you restate the question?
5
Q. Sure. You said that the results
6 ofthe research and development would be shared
7 both ways.
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8
Can you please describe to me what
9 you meant by the results of the research and
10 development? What were those results?
11
A. Well, research output takes the
12 form normally of reports, patents and procedures
13 and practices. So written documents, patents,
14 if you like, basic know how was exchanged so
15 it's developed from these programs.
Q. And did the know how involve
16
17 petro-physical engineering, for example, or
18 something else?
19
A. It would be all research that
20 supported our entire life cycle of our
21 particular business, so it would be in support
22 of exploration, so exploration seismic. In
23 support of drilling technology. In support of
24 petro-physics, absolutely. In support of
25 reservoir engineering. In support of production
0043
TIMWARREN
1
2 engineering. In support of production systems.
3 In support of construction.
4
We were operating in many
5 pioneering environments where even how to
6 construct was not known at the time. We had to
7 invent our own construction methods. So it was
8 everything that enabled us to discover and
9 produce and sell oil and gas.
Q. How, if you know, did the two
10
11 technology centers share information practically
12 with each other?
13
MR. SMITH: At this time?
14 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
15
Q. Yeah, at this time. I think we're
16 in 1996 time period?
17
A. 1996. By the exchange of reports.
18 By attending common conferences and workshops
19 and by visiting each other in their workplaces
20 and talking with their opposite numbers.
21
Q. Now, I apologize ifI've asked you
22 this, but for how long did you hold the title of
23 the director of Research and Technical Services?
24
A. In essence lllltil 2001, but the
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25 title changed during that time.
0044
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. And what did it change to?
3
A. It changed to the director of
4 Shell Technology Exploration and Production.
Q. During the period from 1995 or
5
6 1996 to 2001 did the relationship between the
7 technology center in the United States and the
8 technology center in Rijswijk change?
9
A. It did.
Q. How did it change?
10
11
A. It changed to a structure where we
12 could enable the removal of overlaps and
13 duplication and, therefore, a more effective
14 research and development product for the Shell
15 companies globally.
16
So rather than running the
17 companies through, if you like, the loose
18 relationship previously where they were under
19 separate autonomous direction, now we changed
20 the shape of our agreement such that we agreed
21 programs and where various activities would be
22 undertaken and where specific expertise was it
23 would be used for the benefit ofthe entire
24 Shell global community rather than just specific
25 parts.
0045
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. And did that happen at any
3 specific time or was it a gradual movement?
4
A. No. I believe we implemented it,
5 again, ifmy memory serves me right, in '98. I
6 think it was '98. It might have been '99.
7
Q. Did that new organization have a
8 particular name?
9
A. Shell Technology EP.
Q. SO the BellAire Technology Center
10
11 became under Shell Technology EP?
12
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
13 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer.
14
15
A. The BellAire Technology Center
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16 remained one ofthe two technology centers
17 within the Shell group, but now harmonized and
18 coordinated to a much greater degree than had
19 happened in the past.
20
Should I point at this time the
21 size of the efforts, as you can imagine, were
22 much larger in the European and Royal Dutch
23 sphere than in the Shell Oil sphere because of
24 the size ofthe relative operations.
25
MR. FERRARA: Caroline, we've been
0046
TIMWARREN
1
2 on for about an hour. Is it a convenient point
3 to take a break?
4
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Sure. We
5 can stop now.
6
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are going
7 off the record. The time is 11: 13 a.m.
CA briefrecess was taken.)
8
9
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on
10 the record. The time is 11 :28 a.m.
11 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
12
Q. Mr. Warren, does -- what if any
13 role did SEPTAR play in these two technology
14 centers?
15
A. SEPTAR was a division of Shell
16 Technology EP.
Q. And what was the purpose of
17
18 SEPTAR?
19
A. SEPTAR undertook the research
20 function and a lot of smaller technical service
21 capabilities.
Q. And what if any was the
22
23 relationship between SEPTAR and the two
24 technology centers we were talking about
25 earlier?
0047
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. As I say, the objective of
3 bringing the two centers closer together was to
4 remove duplication, increase effectiveness,
5 increase efficiency and basically get a better
6 bang for the buck for our global research
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7 investment and ensure that we weren't building
8 duplicate capacities.
9
One of the ways of doing that was
10 to create identical structures both sides of
11 Atlantic.
12
In BellAire there was a SEPTAR, in
13 Rijswijk there was a SEPTAR. The other
14 divisions, I think with the exception of one,
15 had a mirror image, if you like, each side of
16 the Atlantic. That enabled much closer
17 coordination because of course the same types of
18 activities were being taken on in similar parts
19 of the organization each side of the Atlantic.
Q. Was there an effort to make it one
20
21 global organization?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
23
THE WITNESS: No, there wasn't.
24 The structures remained corporately separate
25 and, if you like, Step in the U. S. remained part
0048
TIMWARREN
1
2 ofthe Shell Oil Company. STEP in the
3 Netherlands remained part ofthe Netherlands
4 holding company structure and they had
5 independent boards.
6 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Were they both part ofEP
7
8 Technology?
A. As I was saying, we used as a
9
10 method to improve commllllication and
11 coordination, we used the same semantics.
12
So there was a Shell Technology
13 E&P on this side ofthe Atlantic. There was a
14 Shell Technology E&P on the other side ofthe
15 Atlantic.
16
There was a SEPTAR on this side of
17 the Atlantic. There was a SEPTAR on the other
18 side ofthe Atlantic.
19
There was an STY on this side of
20 the Atlantic. There was an STY on that side of
21 the Atlantic.
22
So mirror images which enabled us
23 as a first class commllllication because people
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24 were talking the same language and about the
25 same things.

0049
1
TIMWARREN
2
Q. Were they working together on
3 similar projects like the us. SEPTAR and the
4 European SEPTAR, how did they relate with each
5 other?
6
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form.
7
THE WlTNESS: Can you rephrase the
8 question?
9
MR. SMlTH: I think that's a whole
10 bunch of different questions. Maybe you can ask
11 them one at a time.
12 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
13
Q. Okay. That's fine.
14
You said that there was a SEPTAR
15 on this side of the Atlantic and there was a
16 SEPTAR on the other side ofthe Atlantic. How,
17 if at all, did they work together?
18
A. On the research side ensuring that
19 we didn't do duplicated research. That a
20 research program, if it was being proposed by
21 the US. side then we wouldn't duplicate and
22 have a similar research program on the Royal
23 Dutch side and vice versa.
24
So the research programs were
25 separate but they didn't overlap. They
0050
1
TIMWARREN
2 continued to share results for each other from
3 each other so they could feed off, if you like,
4 the benefits of each other's research, but they
5 conducted separate research programs.
6
They each offered a similar range
7 oftechnical services, though the technical
8 services offered on this side of the Atlantic -Q. I think just to be clear, when you
9
10 say "this side" you mean is US. side?
11
A. The US., yes. My apologies. I'm
12 saying this because we're in the US. at the
13 present time.
14
Q. Okay.
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15
A. The technical services offered by
16 the US. SEPTAR were designed to be those that
17 were required by the Shell operations here in
18 the US. and specifically to satisfy the
19 majority of, if I could use another amogram,
20 SEP's needs, Shell E&P Company, here in the
21 States, who would be the primary customer for
22 SEPTAR in the States.
23
Q. As part of your or during your
24 time as the director of Research and Technology
25 for EP did you have anything to do with Shell
0051
TIMWARREN
1
2 Deepwater Services?
3
A. Yes. That was part of the Shell
4 Technology E&P structure. And Shell Deepwater
5 Services was the one division that was
6 represented primarily on the US. side of the
7 Atlantic, with a small representation on the
8 other side in Europe.
Q. And what was the purpose of Shell
9
10 Deepwater Services?
11
A. If! can back up and give you some
12 context. The deepwater basins ofthe world at
13 that time was, as they still are, are few of the
14 remaining unexplored hydrocarbon basins ofthe
15 world and represented a significant growth
16 opportunity for companies that had the capacity
17 and capability to explore and develop them.
18
The first deepwater basin that had
19 been discovered and developed was here in the
20 Gulf of Mexico. And what we wanted to ensure as
21 we moved into deepwater basins elsewhere arOlmd
22 the world, Angola, the United States, the UK.,
23 Malaysia, Australia, I could go on listing the
24 deepwater basins, was that we took and ensured
25 that we didn't make the same mistake twice in
0052
TIMWARREN
1
2 any region. This was very expensive exploration
3 and production effort.
4
So we felt it was important that
5 we gathered all the learning in one place and
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6 that we offered a more total technical service
7 than we had done for other parts of our
8 activities that ensured by virtue of keeping a
9 common group of people working together on
10 deepwater that they would maximize the speed of
11 their total earning and be able to apply it by
12 passing it on to the operating units around the
13 world that were striving to explore and develop
14 deepwater basins.
15
Q. And how, if at all, did you
16 interact with Shell Deepwater Services during
17 your time as the director of technical services
18 at EP?
19
A. I used to, because they -- I was
20 an important customer of theirs, as I say the
21 majority ofthe deepwater basins lie outside of
22 the United States. We only have one here in the
23 United States that we're operating in, namely
24 the Gulf of Mexico.
25
I used to have a quarterly
0053
1
TIMWARREN
2 business review with Shell Deepwater Services to
3 ensure that they were satisfying customer needs
4 outside the States and as well as, of course,
5 making sure they didn't satisfY the needs
6 outside the United States, they didn't cut
7 across satisfying the needs of the very
8 important customer, SEPCO, here in the United
9 States.
Q. When you left your position as the
10
11 EP director of research and technology or
12 whatever the title was at the end of your stint
13 there, where did you go?
14
A. I stayed in The Hague. I was
15 appointed regional business director for the Far
16 East and Australasia.
Q. And were you still a member of the
17
18 Executive Committee in that position?
19
A. I was.
Q. And what was your role as the
20
21 regional business director for East Asia, China,
22 and Australia?
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23
A. To act as the shareholder's
24 representative for our investments and
25 corporations in the Far East and Australasia.
0054
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. How long did you hold that role
3 for?
4
A. I think it was just under
5 12 months.
Q. And what was your next position?
6
7
A. My next position was chairman of
8 the Shell companies of Australia and the Pacific
9 islands and chief executive officer of Shell
10 Development Australia.
11
Q. And what were your
12 responsibilities in those roles?
13
A. In the chairman's role it was
14 essentially to overview and oversight the
15 different businesses that had activities in
16 those countries, namely Australia and the
17 Pacific islands, to ensure that we didn't miss
18 cross-business opportllllities. To ensure that we
19 were maintaining a constant projection of Shell
20 to the outside world.
21
We may have very different
22 business units inside Shell, but the customer
23 and the government in countries regard Shell as
24 one company.
25
To be the lead person for
0055
TIMWARREN
1
2 government relations in-country and to be -3 also to take a significant interest in the
4 development of the nationals who were employed
5 in the COlllltry, even if they were working
6 overseas on assignments. That's the COlllltry
7 chairman's role.
8
As chief executive officer of
9 Shell Development of Australia I was accolllltable
10 to my successor as the regional business
11 director for ensuring that we ran our
12 exploration and production and gas businesses to
13 deliver what we promised to our shareholder.
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14
Q. And was your successor as the-15 at the regional business director Dominique
16 Gardy?
17
A. He was. I should have pointed I
18 reported and was accountable rather to two
19 business directors. I was also accountable to a
20 Peter de Wit, who is the responsible regional
21 business director for gas and power and SDA
22 actually represented two businesses, exploration
23 and production and gas and power.
24
Q. And at that point you were no
25 longer a member ofthe Executive Committee; is
0056
TIMWARREN
1
2 that correct?
3
A. I was no longer a member ofthe
4 Executive Committee.
Q. How long did you remain the CEO of
5
6 SDA and those other roles that you just
7 described that began in 2003?
8
A. I believe I was CEO for one year
9 and I retained my chairman's roles lllltil I
10 retired in 2006. But a year after I arrived in
11 Australia the exploration and production
12 business restructured and I took on a new
13 appointment in addition to my chairman's
14 responsibilities, which was as production
15 director for our exploration and production
16 business in the Far East and Australasia.
Q. What were your responsibilities in
17
18 that position?
19
A. To oversee the production
20 activities of Shell in Australia and New Zealand
21 and to sit on the leadership team of the
22 exploration and production business in that
23 regIOn.
Q. Back when you were the EP director
24
25 of research and technology were you involved in
0057
TIMWARREN
1
2 something called the value creation team or
3 project?
4
A. I was.
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5
Q. And what was that?
6
A. As part of the restructuring in
7 1995 of the Shell group, the Shell group created
8 a global learning capability who tried to bring
9 us into the modem world in terms of learning
10 techniques and particularly increasing the speed
11 of corporate application of learning.
12
And one of the techniques that
13 they introduced to the businesses was the
14 concept that they called a value creation team,
15 which the concept was if you had a very
16 difficult problem in your business you pulled
17 together a team of good intellectual horsepower
18 from within the Shell group and you dedicated
19 them for a period of time to tackling that
20 problem and you gave them the resources they
21 needed to deliver a series of recommended
22 solutions for you.
23
It was both an excellent way of
24 bringing young minds and llllfettered minds to old
25 problems very often and get new insights to
0058
TIMWARREN
1
2 them. It was also extremely good staff
3 development for future leaders in the business
4 because they were working on, if you like, the
5 problems that were troubling chief executives
6 and senior directors.
7
The process, which was a uniform
8 process, was you tried to have more than one
9 value creation team working at the same time so
10 that the value creation teams could spark off
11 each other, learn from each other. It was, as I
12 say, it was to develop experience for the
13 individuals.
14
And the idea was that they had a
15 kickoff get together where, if you like, the
16 problem was shared and the llllderstanding what
17 the problem was agreed with their sponsors,
18 whoever they were.
19
They then worked for a period of
20 time in what we would call divergent mode
21 looking in the world for analogies, going out
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22 asking questions, getting in lots of inputs that
23 would help them better understand the problem
24 and possible solutions.
25
They then had an intermediate

0059
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TIMWARREN
workshop when all the teams would come together
to say what they had learned and to agree a
program of further work that would converge them
ultimately to coming up with the recommendations
that they would come up with and, finally, there
was a final meeting where they delivered their
final report and recommendations, not only to
their sponsors, but to the people who at the end
of the day would have to implement their
recommendations if their recommendations were
accepted.
So, if you like, value creation
was a new philosophy in the group, it was a new
way of working, it was a new way of developing
staff.
And we agreed at the end of 1997
as part ofthe EP Business Committee or
Executive Committee, I forget when it changed
its name, we agreed that it would be useful to
nm a value creation series for our business.
Q. And what was your involvement with
that?
A. I was asked to coordinate the
overall structure and ensure that everybody knew

0060
1
2
3
4
5
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7
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12

TIMWARREN
their roles and make sure, if you like,
secretarial services were available for the
effort.
I also, each member -- not each
member. Each value creation team, and we had
four of them, was officially championed by one
member ofthe Business Committee or Executive
Committee, and I championed one of the value
creation teams myself.
Q. Was that the resource management
team?
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13
A. No. I championed a team that
14 ended up calling itself the Olympic Well
15 Delivery Team.
Q. The Olympic World Delivery or
16
17 well?
18
A. Well , W-E-L-L .
19
Q. What was the purpose of the
20 Olympic Well Delivery Team?
21
A. The purpose was that all our
22 benchmarking that was done within our operating
23 llllits showed us at the time that we were behind
24 the competition in the speed with which we
25 drilled our wells and behind the competition in
0061
TIMWARREN
1
2 terms ofthe cost with which we got the results
3 from our wells. And so the problem that we sat
4 for this specific team was what did we need to
5 do to reestablish ourselves as, if you like, one
6 ofthe best companies in terms of drilling in
7 the world.
Q. I'm sorry. I interrupted.
8
9
A. And that's why they chose their
10 title of Olympic Well Delivery Team, they set
11 out to let Shell win the Well Olympics.
12
Q. What were these benchmarks that
13 you referred to?
14
A. In many parts of our business,
15 mind you that's true in other industries as
16 well, we undertake through external consultants
17 to benchmark our achievements against those of
18 our competitors. That's one ofthe ways one
19 learns. And certainly in drilling there are
20 several benchmarks and probably the most famous
21 is the one conducted in the U.K. And we also
22 conducted benchmarks for ourselves seeing as we
23 had different operating llllits arolllld the world.
24
Q. What do you mean the one conducted
25 in the U.K.? I don't know what you're referring
0062
TIMWARREN
1
2 to, can you explain it?
3
A. A benchmarking survey.
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4
Q. Okay. And what did a benchmarking
5 survey look at?
6
A. A benchmarking survey will look at
7 things like how much per foot does it cost you
8 to drill certain types of wells and how many
9 people per drilling rig does a company employ.
10 What is the speed per foot drilled in different
11 geological settings.
12
So real metrics of the drilling
13 operation by which you can compare your
14 efficiency and effectiveness with those of your
15 competitors.
Q. You said there were four value
16
17 creation teams. So this was one of the four?
18
A. That was one ofthe four.
Q. What were the other three?
19
20
A. We had one which ended up being
21 known as the Volume to Value Team, which is the
22 one that I think you mentioned before, was
23 looking at overall resource management.
24
We had a team that ended up
25 calling itself the Capital to Value Team that
0063
TIMWARREN
1
2 was looking at how we delivered our projects.
3 And I mean the engineering side of our projects
4 from, if you like, concept that we want to
5 develop something to producing first oil or gas.
6
And then there was an
7 Environmental Value Creation Team, which is the
8 one that actually had the least impact at the
9 end of the day, so I'm afraid I forget at this
10 time what its actual topic was.
11
Q. Why did it have the least impact?
12
A. What?
13
Q. Why is it that it had the least
14 impact?
15
A. Because there were no real common
16 solutions. You know, the environmental
17 challenges are different in each basin in each
18 country where you're working and actually
19 resolving them requires interaction with
20 different cultural groups, different peoples.
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21 They're very, if you like, country specific the
22 solutions you would adopt and there were not
23 sufficient common themes to come up with, if you
24 like, a global palliative for the problem.
25
Q. What was the impact ofthe Olympic
0064
TIMWARREN
1
2 World Delivery Teams work?
3
A. Fantastic. We greatly improved
4 our drilling performance worldwide and out of
5 their efforts came a philosophy which became
6 known as "drilling the limit," which was
7 something, if you like, a process of series of
8 best practices that could be easily spread and
9 updated across our operating units so that they
10 were always current with best practice, were
11 always drilling the best well.
12
We started off with the concept
13 that drilling the limit would enable all Shell
14 operations in any Shell operating unit to drill
15 the well right and we actually grew it to
16 drilling the best well right.
17
So even getting into the design
18 phase so that the most optimal well was drilled
19 and then drilled right and drilling right means
20 drilled for lowest cost for best safety results
21 and for best production results.
Q. And what was the impact ofthe
22
23 Volume to Value Team?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
25 lack of foundation.
0065
TIMWARREN
1
2 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
3
Q. You can answer.
4
A. Can you restate the question
5 again?
Q. What was the impact of the Volume
6
7 to Value Team?
8
MR. BEST: Impact on what?
9 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. The impact on the company?
10
11
A. Well, again, let me give you some
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context. The Volume to Value Team was looking
at the entire life cycle of managing our
resource base.
In an exploration and production
business you first of all look to basin and you
actually imagine that there are hydrocarbons
llllderground. You don't know, you're led through
science to believe that there will be oil and
gas accumulations llllderground.
You make an estimate of what those
volumes could be because that's ultimately
whether you decide whether you should invest in
setting up an office shooting seismic and maybe
even drilling an exploratory well.

0066
1
TIMWARREN
2
Those volumes are hypothetical
3 volumes and the essence ofthe life cycle is to
4 move from those hypothetical volumes to
5 discovered volumes to volumes that you would see
6 as an economic prospect for development through
7 to volumes that you've actually developed
8 through to volumes which you sell as production.
9
And, of course, the shorter you
10 can make that life cycle from, if you like,
11 glimmer in the explorer's eye to real production
12 that you sell in terms of gas and oil to any
13 customer the better the profitability of your
14 business.
15
So the Volumes to Value, Value
16 Creation Team was set to say how do we actually
17 tlilll these hypothetical volumes through to real
18 sellable production in the shortest and, again,
19 most cost effective ma=er, shortest time, most
20 cost effective ma=er.
21
Q. Did the Volume to Value Team look
22 at the Shell reserve reporting guidelines?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
24 lack of fOlllldation.
25 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
0067
1
TIMWARREN
2
Q. You can answer the question.
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3
MR. BEST: If you know.
4
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Obviously
5 every question is if he knows.
6
THE WITNESS: In Shell we have
7 resource reporting guidelines.
8
MR. BEST: Let me stop you for a
9 second.
10
We're going to make sure that you
11 llllderstand that knowledge in this context is
12 what you actually know versus hearsay or other
13 information which comes to you by speculation.
14 Nobody wants you to speculate here, okay.
15
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I might
16 ask him to speculate at a certain point.
17
MR. BEST: Then if you will tell
18 the witness that that's exactly what you're
19 doing and preface it.
20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. You can finish your answer.
A. I've lost the question now.
22
23
Certainly I know of our Resource
24 Reporting Guidelines. I don't believe they're
25 called reserve reporting guidelines because they
0068
TIMWARREN
1
2 look at, as I say, the resource management all
3 the way from these hypothetical volumes that we
4 call scope for recovery all the way through
5 different categories of reserves, and the most
6 important one of which is what we call the
7 expectation of reserves, which is that around
8 which we plan our business.
Q. Was the Volume to Value Team
9
10 looking at the Shell's petroleum resource volume
11 guidelines as part of their task?
12
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form and
13 lack of fOlllldation.
14
MR. BEST: As part oftheir task?
15
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Yes.
16
I think that maybe we should take
17 a brief break off the record because it's very
18 difficult for me to ask questions with two
19 people objecting to the same witnesses.
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20
If one of you wants to make
21 speaking objections that would be fine, but-22
MR. BEST: We're not going to
23 deviate what we're doing simply based on helping
24 you out.
25
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I don't
0069
TIMWARREN
1
2 think that you're entitled to have two people
3 defending the same witness and making speaking
4 objections.
5
MR. BEST: We can stop right now,
6 you can get the judge on the phone and we can
7 address this if you want, but he's going back to
8 Australia, so you have a day with Mr. Warren
9 today.
10
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off
11 the record. The time is 11 :57 a.m.
12
CA briefrecess was taken.)
13
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on
14 the record. The time is 12:08 p.m.
15 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
16
Q. Mr. Warren, earlier you testified
17 that the Volume to Value Creation Team was set
18 up to look at how you actually turned
19 hypothetical volumes through to real sellable
20 production in the shortest and, again, most cost
21 effective manner in the shortest time.
22
Was the Volume to Value Creation
23 Team looking at what competitors were doing as
24 part of their work?
25
A. I can't tell you what any ofthe
0070
TIMWARREN
1
2 value creation teams did themselves, because
3 part ofthe whole philosophy was you gave them
4 the resources and they got on with the job
5 themselves and came together for these
6 milestones that I told you about.
7
We certainly encouraged them to
8 look at competitors and we encouraged them to
9 look at other like industries where they could
10 learn things from. During that divergent phase
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11 we actually encouraged them to be very
12 divergent.
13
Q. Were you involved in setting up
14 the different teams?
15
A. No. I was responsible for
16 organizing the forums and making sure that we
17 had the teams formed and that we had champions
18 and sponsors for each of them, but after that!
19 concentrated on my own Olympic Well Delivery
20 Team which I was championing.
21
Q. How long were you involved -- how
22 long was the time period that you were involved
23 with that team?
24
A. The concept was it was a 90-day
25 process. I can't remember now what period of
0071
1
TIMWARREN
2 lapsed time this particular series took.
3 It's -- we kicked off the idea late '97. I
4 think the teams -- no. My memory is too hazy.
Q. Was the -- was there such a thing
5
6 as the Resource Management Team or was that part
7 of the Volume to Value Team?
8
A. There was a team that was
9 addressing the resource management cycle that
10 eventually became known as the Volume to Value
11 Team.
Q. Do you know why there was a team
12
13 created to look at the resource management
14 cycle?
15
A. Yes. Again, that is fundamental
16 to the exploration and production business and
17 its profitability is, as I say, the speed and
18 the cost of effectiveness with which you move
19 through that cycle. The faster you produce
20 barrels and cubic feet of gas that you sell, the
21 quicker you actually have a cash flow from the
22 investment that you make.
23
Equally, the investment that you
24 make has to be optimized for the uncertainty of
25 the volumes that you're trying to develop.
0072
TIMWARREN
1
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2
So your spending in terms of
3 investment derives from the volumes themselves.
How you're going to operate a
4
5 field through the entire operational phase of a
6 field life is determined by the facilities that
7 you put in at the start.
8
So, if you like, the resource
9 management life cycle from glimmer in the
10 explorer's eye to molecules left in the grOlmd
11 when you abandon a field is the basic business
12 of the exploration and production business and
13 it is very important that it remains competitive
14 and optimized.
15
Q. What was the purpose of Shell's
16 petroleum resource volume guidelines?
17
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
18 foundation.
19 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
20
21
A. I was not the author of those
22 guidelines and so I'm afraid I can't answer your
23 question. You would have to ask the author what
24 the primary objective was.
Q. Were you aware that Shell had
25
0073
TIMWARREN
1
2 petroleum resource volume guidelines?
3
A. As I mentioned before, I am aware
4 that we had hydrocarbon resource management
5 guidelines and they probably came in different
6 forms and flavors because they address, as I
7 say, this entire life cycle.
8
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
9 to mark as Exhibit 1 for identification a
10 document that's Bates marked RJW0077063 through
11 66 -- hold on a second, sorry -- through 770663.
12 I think I may have said that first Bates wrong
13 it was 7700633.
14
(Warren Exhibit Number 1 was
15 marked for identification.)
16 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Mr. Warren, the document that's
17
18 been put before you is relatively long. I'm not
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19 going to ask you to read through the entire
20 document. I'm just going to ask you if you'll
21 take a quick look at it and if you recognize it?
22
A. I don't recall this specific one,
23 but I certainly know that we had documents such
24 as these.
Q. Can you identify what documents
25
0074
TIMWARREN
1
2 such as these are?
3
A. Can I scan the whole document?
Q. Sure.
4
5
MR. BEST: Take whatever time you
6 need.
THE WITNESS: Yes. Can you repeat
7
8 your question again?
9 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You said that you don't recall
10
11 this specific document, but that you know that
12 Shell had documents such as these and I'm asking
13 you can you identify what documents such as
14 these are?
15
A. Yes. This would be a document
16 that would have been reviewed and produced
17 annually as a set of guidelines for our
18 reservoir engineers in terms of how we classify
19 our volumes and how we report hydrocarbon
20 volumes.
21
Q. During your tenure at Shell did
22 you personally ever have the occasion to utilize
23 a document such as this?
24
A. Only back in my very beginning
25 career in the '70s when I was actually working
0075
TIMWARREN
1
2 in an operational petroleum engineering
3 function.
Q. And how did you use the guidelines
4
5 at that time?
6
A. Only on the periphery because as a
7 petro-physical engineer I was actually a
8 supplier of data to the reservoir engineer who
9 was actually responsible and accountable for the
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10 volume metric estimates, so my knowledge was an
11 llllderstanding what he needed to do with my data.
12
Q. Was there part of the -- did part
13 of the volume guidelines involve proven reserve
14 classification?
15
MR. SMITH: Are you talking about
16 in the '70s when he used them?
17
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: No. Just
18 generally these documents.
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
20 lack of fOlllldation.
21
THE WITNESS: Can you specify the
22 question?
23 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you know whether or not the
24
25 guidelines in front of you or other guidelines
0076
TIMWARREN
1
2 that you were aware of at Shell had a category
3 for proven reserves?
A. Yes. That would be one of the -4
5 one small part ofthe large classification
6 covered by this document.
Q. And at some point during your
7
8 employment at Shell did you gain an
9 understanding of what is meant by proven
10 reserves?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. And when was that?
13
A. As a petroleum engineer.
14
Q. And what was your llllderstanding as
15 a petroleum engineer as what a proven reserve
16 refers to?
17
A. As a petroleum engineer we
18 llllderstood proven reserves to be those with a
19 very high confidence of actually being in place.
20 So not only the oil and gas being in place but
21 producible in a commercial framework.
22
As was later developed with the
23 World Petroleum COllllcil and the Society of
24 Petroleum Engineers the most accepted definition
25 within the industry became either the
0077
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1
TIMWARREN
2 90 percentile confidence level or the
3 85 percentile confidence level around your
4 reserve volumes.
Q. And when was that accepted
5
6 definition developed by the World Petroleum
7 Council and the Society of Petroleum Engineers?
8
A. I would be speculating. As with
9 any professional society the development was
10 over a long period of time whilst they agreed
11 some very nitty-gritty aspects of their final
12 and proposed classification.
13
Q. When you were a member ofthe
14 Business Committee do you recall prior to the
15 creation of the value -- I'm forgetting the
16 exact name -- the value creation teams any
17 conversations regarding Shell's reserve
18 definitions?
19
MR. SMITH: AtBusCom?
20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. At BusCom?
22
A. We would have discussed reserves,
23 and I'm now talking about resources and reserves
24 in their largest context, regularly at the
25 BusCom and EP ExCom which it finally became,
0078
TIMWARREN
1
2 because that's the blood of our business.
3
As I say, our expectation of
4 reserves are what we actually plan our business
5 around so it's vital, in fact, if you're leading
6 an exploration product business you have an
7 understanding of where your expectation of
8 reserves lie and particularly what is your scope
9 for recovery, because your scope for recovery is
10 actually the future of your business. And
11 maintaining, in fact, all the buckets ofthe
12 classification full is essential to sustaining a
13 viable business going forward.
14
I would say at this point that
15 proven reserves have little business
16 significance because we don't develop our oil
17 and gas fields around a concept of proven
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18 reserves and we develop them arOlmd the concept
19 of expectations and the uncertainty that we have
20 around those expectations.
21
So the only business, true
22 business driven consequence of our resource
23 volumes are actually the proven reserves have a
24 specific meaning in some long-term gas
25 contracts.
0079
TIMWARREN
1
2
I'm now talking about the
3 commercial side of our business, not the
4 accounting side of our business.
Q. At some point during your career
5
6 at Shell did you become aware of any external
7 reporting requirements of proven reserves?
A. I certainly became aware, yes.
8
Q. When was that?
9
l O A . Probably back again in the 1970s
11 that there was an external reporting requirement
12 that had to be, if you like, built up from the
13 various operating unit submissions.
14
Q. When you were -- when you became a
15 member of the Business Committee in 1995 or '96
16 do you recall at any time prior to the creation
17 of the value creation teams any discussion about
18 the reporting requirements that Shell had with
19 respect to proved reserves?
A. I can't recall specific
20
21 discussions but as I say, we would have
22 discussed on both BusCom and ExCom our resource
23 position in all the classifications.
Q. Do you recall whether part of the
24
25 Resource Management Team's function was to look
0080
TIMWARREN
1
2 at whether Shell's reserve guidelines were
3 overly conservative in relationship to Shell's
4 competitors?
A. I would not have direct knowledge
5
6 ofthat. As I say, they weren't a team that I
7 was directly championing. I certainly was party
8 to their results because the ExCom was one of
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

the customers of the results of all the value
creation teams.
They would have set their own
investigation path, their own charter,
particularly during that divergent phase.
So, as I say, they had been given
a very broad charter at the outset, which would
have been along the lines that I originally
suggested to you which is to look for
optimizations and improve our effectiveness
right across that resource management life
cycle.
Q. Do you recall as part of -- do you
recall learning that when you were on the
Business Committee that the Resource Management
24 Team had investigated whether the Shell reserve
25 guidelines were conservative in relationship to
0081
TIMWARREN
1
2 competitors?
3
A. I don't have a direct recall, no.
4
Q. Do you have a general recollection
5 oflearning that?
6
A. I have a general recollection that
7 one of the concerns that was raised by that
8 value creation team was there might have been an
9 overall conserve advertise immaterial arOlmd all
10 our volume assessment and particularly the
11 transfer from scope recovery -- scope for
12 recovery to expectation reserves, which would
13 have had, if! can put it that way, downgrading
14 impacts on the efficiency with which we were
15 conducting our business.
16
Q. Do you recall ever -- do you
17 recall generally ever learning that there were
18 concerns about whether or not Shell's reserve
19 guidelines were overly conservative with respect
20 to their proven reserves classifications?
21
A. I don't have any recall of that,
22 no.
23
Q. Do you recall whether or not that
24 Shell's petroleum resource volume guidelines
25 were changed subsequent to the resource
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0082
1
TIMWARREN
2 management team's work?
3
A. I don't have a direct recall of
4 that. The authors of the resource -- these -5 let me just remind myself what they were called,
6 resource classification and volume guidelines
7 were developed in a separate department not
8 within my directorate and I would be speculating
9 as to how and ifthey used any of the value
10 creation teams outputs when they reviewed, as
11 they did do a=ually, this document.
Q. Do you recall that Shell's
12
13 petroleum resource volume guidelines changed in
14 1998?
15
A. I don't have a direct recall. As
16 I say, one thing I do remember clearly is that
17 they were reviewed and possibly amended every
18 year.
Q. Do you have any general
19
20 recollections of any changes in 1998 to the
21 guidelines?
22
A. No.
23
Q. Do you have any general
24 recollection ofthere being an effect to the
25 reserve replacement ratio as a result of a
0083
1
TIMWARREN
2 loosening of Shell guidelines at any point in
3 time?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
5 lack of foundation.
6 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
7
Q. You can answer.
A. What reserve replacement ratio?
8
9
Q. The company's research replacement
10 ratio, EP's reserve replacement ratio?
11
A. We had different reserve
12 replacement ratios that we monitored.
13
As I mentioned, the most important
14 reserve number in a company such as ours is the
15 expectation of reserve, so the expectation of
16 reserve replacement ratio was a very important
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17 one for us.
18
Then there was, of course, the
19 proven reserve replacement ratio which was
20 important in a respect of being publicly
21 available data.
22
So there were many resource
23 replacement ratios, reserve replacement ratios
24 that were looked at.
25
Q. Do you recall the proven reserve
0084
TIMWARREN
1
2 replacement ratio ever being affected by a
3 change in the petroleum resource volume
4 guidelines?
5
MR. SMITH: Objection.
6
THE WITNESS: Not specifically.
7 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you have any general
8
9 recollection?
l O A . I would suggest that whenever the
11 guidelines change there may have been an impact
12 on proven and expectation and scope recovery
13 volumes because the guidelines actually are the
14 basis on which these are calculated, but these
15 are reservoir engineering details, not the sort
16 of thing you spend a lot of time discussing at a
17 Business Committee or an Executive Committee.
18
Q. As part of your role as the EP
19 director of Research and Technology did you
20 participate in analyst presentations?
21
A. Occasionally.
Q. Do you recall participating in a
22
23 presentation on April 8th, 1999, in New York?
A. I can't recall when I appeared on
24
25 analyst presentations, I certainly did. I would
0085
TIMWARREN
1
2 have to remind myself with a diary or something
3 to confirm dates.
Q. Okay. I'm going to show you a
4
5 document which we'll mark as Exhibit 2 for
6 identification its Bates RJW00710239 through
7 267.
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8
(Warren Exhibit Number 2 was
9 marked for identification.)
10
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I actually
11 have a couple of documents that go with this
12 document. We might as well mark them all at the
13 same time.
14
The next one we'll mark as
15 Exhibit 3. This document SMJOOOl 0836 through
16 903.
17
(Warren Exhibit Number 3 was
18 marked for identification.)
19
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Then
20 Exhibit 4 is SMJ00014615 through 14633.
21
(Warren Exhibit Number 4 was
22 marked for identification.)
23
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Then
24 there's one more. Exhibit Number 5 is
25 SMJO0033436 through 463.
0086
TIMWARREN
1
2
(Warren Exhibit Number 5 was
3 marked for identification.)
4
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Now,
5 Mr. Warren, unfortunately, some of these
6 documents are relatively thick. I don't suggest
7 you read every page of them because we're not
8 going to look at every page ofthem.
But first I'm just asking you to
9
10 look at them generally to see if it refreshes
11 your recollection about attending an analyst
12 conference on April 8th, in New York, 1999.
13
So to the extent that first
14 document in front of you doesn't help you, maybe
15 these other three will. Sorry.
16
MR. FERRARA: Caroline, while he's
17 looking at this I notice Exhibit 5 isn't dated.
18 Is that a part of the package or is that one of
19 the questions you're going to ask?
20
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: It is a
21 document that based on the other documents,
22 although it doesn't have a date it has the same
23 slides and just a different script, so I think
24 they do in fact go together.
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25
MR. FERRARA: Okay.
0087
TIMWARREN
1
2
MR. SMITH: Ralph, look at
3 Exhibit 3, starting at Bates page SMJ 879.
4
MR. FERRARA: What's that page?
5
MR. SMITH: It ends in 879.
6
MR. FERRARA: Okay.
7 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Have you had a minute just to
8
9 quickly look at these documents?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Okay. Does this refresh your
12 recollection about whether or not you attended
13 an analyst presentation in New York, April 8th,
14 1999?
15
A. It does indeed.
Q. And did you also attend a
16
17 presentation on April 9th in Rijswijk?
18
A. Yes.
Q. That same year, the very next day?
19
20
MR. SMITH: She needs an audible.
21
THE WITNESS: I said yes.
22 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
23
Q. I know and I kind of asked it
24 agam. You have to say yes again. I'm sorry.
25
Were -- did you use a common
0088
TIMWARREN
1
2 script for both presentations?
3
A. I believe so.
Q. Do you know who wrote the script?
4
5
A. I would have worked it up. I'm a
6 great believer in if I'm going to speak,
7 preparing my own presentations, but I would have
8 gotten a lot of help from my colleagues in terms
9 of commenting and improvement.
10
Q. Did somebody need to approve your
11 script?
12
A. The ExCom as a whole would have
13 agreed the final total script in terms of did
14 the story make sense and is this what we wanted
15 to say to the outside world. And we would have
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been advised by our Investor Relations
Department.
Q. Do you recall being advised by-do you recall whether you were advised by the
Investor Relations Department in the us.?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Let me take a step back.
Do you know or do you recall at
this time whether or not there was two Investor

0089
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TIMWARREN
Relation Departments, one for the US. and one
for Europe and the rest ofthe world?
A. I'm vaguely aware, but this was a
group presentation and certainly our interaction
would have been with the group Investment and
Relations Department.
Q. And by group you mean EP?
A. No. I mean Royal Dutch/Shell
group.
Q. Royal Dutch/Shell group.
Do you recall whether or not you
had any interaction with anybody from the
Investor Relations Department in Shell US.?
A. I would be very clear that we
would not.
Q. Okay.
A. That said, they may, unknown to
me, have been our hosts in New York, I don't
know, but not in the preparation of these
documents.
Q. Do you recall whether this was the
first analyst presentation you attended in the
United States?
A. I'm not sure whether it was the

0090
1
2
3
4
5
6

TIMWARREN
first or the second. I did put on a
presentation in Houston on technology for
invited guesses. And whether it was linked to
this one or whether it was another year, I'm
afraid my memory is not good enough.
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7
Q. I think I might be able to refresh
8 your recollection, if you would like.
9
I'm not -- we're not going to look
10 at these right this minute, but I might as well
11 mark them so we can just take care of this now.
12
The first document we'll mark as
13 Exhibit Number 6, Bates number SMJO0038407
14 through 454.
15
And the second one we'll mark as
16 Exhibit 7 is LON0l321105 through 1321219.
17
(Warren Exhibit Numbers 6 and 7
18 were marked for identification.)
19 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do these documents refresh your
20
21 recollection as to the sequence?
22
MR. BEST: If you can wait until I
23 get a set, too, that will be great.
24
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Sure.
25
MR. BEST: Great. Thanks. I
0091
TIMWARREN
1
2 think he answered the question.
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you now recall what the
4
5 sequence was?
A. Yes, I do.
6
Q. You were in New York in 1999 and
7
8 in Houston in 2000; correct?
A. Correct.
9
10
Q. SO the presentation in New York in
11 April 1999 was the first presentation you were
12 at in the United States?
13
A. Yes.
14
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: The tape
15 is almost over and I think it's our lunch break.
16
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the
17 end of tape one in the deposition of Mr. Warren.
18 We are going off the record. The time is 12:44
19 p.m.
20
(Whereupon, at 12:44 p.m., a lunch
21 recess was taken.)
22
23
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24

25
0092
TIMWARREN
1
AFTERNOON SESSION
2
Cl :39 p.m.) .
3
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the
5 beginning of tape two in the deposition of
6 Mr. Warren. We are back on the record. The
7 time is 1:39 p.m.
8
9
EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR
10
PLAINTIFFS -- RESUMED
11
12 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
13
Q. Mr. Warren, do you recall meetings
14 at the BusCom or ExCom level depending -- it's a
15 little llllclear when BusCom became ExCom -16 regarding these presentations prior to something
17 happening?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
19 Just a compolllld question.
20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. Yeah, I know.
22
Did you speak about the analyst
23 presentations at the Business Corn level prior to
24 them happening?
25
A. We would have dry fllll them in
0093
TIMWARREN
1
2 front of the whole -- the collective Business
3 Committee or Executive Committee and that would
4 have been how we would have got the comments of
5 our colleagues on our various parts and making
6 sure that it was a whole story and not a lot of
7 separate stories.
8
Q. And if we focus first on the
9 April 1999 presentations was there any
10 difference in the presentations that were made
11 in New York and the presentation that was made
12 in Rijswijk?
13
A. There was one difference and it
14 was in fact in the technology portion because,
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15 of course, in Rijswijk we have a technology
16 research laboratory and technology capability so
17 we took the opportunity to invite the audience
18 to visit the laboratory in the afternoon and to
19 actually talk with some of the researchers. We
20 set out stools around some ofthe technologies
21 and invited them there to get more in-depth
22 knowledge. Of course, we didn't have that
23 capability in New York so that's not something
24 we did in New York.
25
Q. Do you recall where in New York
0094
TIMWARREN
1
2 this meeting was in New York?
3
A. It was at a hotel. I can't tell
4 you which one.
5
Q. It appears to me from the program
6 the title was Improving Performance and
7 Maximizing Value in Uncertain Times. Is that
8 what the presentation was called?
9
A. That's correct.
Q. And was there any specific aspects
10
11 of the performance, Shell's performance that the
12 presentation was focusing on?
13
A. Not specifically, no. Again, to
14 give you context, 1999 we were coming or were in
15 the period ofthe lowest oil prices that the
16 world had seen since 1973, and so the oil
17 industry was in a state of some shock and the
18 external investors, of course, were interested
19 to see how the various companies would respond
20 in what was a very difficult, as well as
21 competitive environment. And that I think is
22 how you can judge the title there.
23
It was in that context how did we
24 ensure that we improved performance which would
25 be required at far lower oil prices than we had
0095
TIMWARREN
1
2 experienced before and maximize value where if
3 you like the denominator of value, namely the
4 value of oil, it just dropped through the floor.
Q. Did you attend the entire
5
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6 presentation or were you just present for the
7 section on technology?
8
A. We would have sat as a panel in
9 front of the audience and spoken to our
10 individual pieces and would have answered
11 questions after the presentation and which would
12 have been fielded by our chair and passed out to
13 us appropriately.
14
Q. If you look at the first -- well,
15 it's Exhibit Number 2. That's the one you have
16 in front of you. If you look at page 11, that's
17 on the bottom, which is Bates number ending 254.
18 There's a description of a slide 18, Global
19 Proved Reserve Phase.
Do you recall this part of the
20
21 presentation?
22
A. I would not recall any parts of
23 the presentation without reminding myself of
24 them, as we gave many presentations.
25
Q. Why don't you read through slide
0096
TIMWARREN
1
2 18. I'm sorry I didn't point that out to you
3 before the lunch break. So why don't you take a
4 moment and read through that?
5
A. I've read that slide.
6
Q. Okay. Does that help refresh your
7 recollection about this part of the
8 presentation?
9
A. I can't remember all the
10 particular details, but certainly I have no
11 reason to believe that this slide was not
12 presented and talked to in this ma=er.
13
Q. If you look on page 12, I think
14 it's the second bullet point, it says "great
15 emphasis is being placed on transferring
16 expectation reserves to proved and also to
17 mature SFR to proved reserves. "
Do you recall that that was an
18
19 emphasis in the company at that time?
20
A. As I think I've mentioned before,
21 it was one ofthe concerns prior to the value
22 creation effort. The speed at which we were
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23 moving resources across the broad resource
24 classification was of concern to us.
25
Ultimately resources end up in
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TIMWARREN
two boxes, production and eventually proven
reserves, very often that don't become proven
reserves until they're produced.
So, yes, there was a strong desire
to accelerate that process. As I think is
mentioned, whoever the presenter here was, talks
about to mature scoped for recovery to mature
reserves. That is a very shorthand statement,
because scoped for recovery has to go through
many classifications to get that far.
One of the challenges, as you
know, in public speaking anyway is to talk to
your audience in the commodities and the
language that they understand.
And certainly for financial
analysts their actual real understanding of the
total resource classification is very often
limited because the proven reserves are the
reported commodity in accounting terms, so one
tends to use the language that they understand.
This captures within the company a
much larger initiative, as I say, which was to
discover, develop, and produce our resources
faster and more cost effectively than we had
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TIMWARREN
done before.
Q. SO was the global proved reserves
base being highlighted because there were
financial analysts at the presentation?
A. That would be my understanding.
Q. Okay. If you look at the next
exhibit.
You can put the one in front of
you away.
A. The next one?
Q. Yes. The next one is Number 3.
Just briefly, in the cover there's
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14 Phil Watts' name is listed and then there's this
15 other name that I'm not going to venture to
16 pronOllllce.
17
A. Dijkgraaf.
Q. Dijkgraaf. Okay. Waltervander
18
19 Vijver and yourself.
20
What was Henk Dijkgraaf's position
21 at that time?
22
A. He was regional business director
23 for the Middle East and Russia, ifmy memory
24 serves me correct.
Q. Was he a member of the Business
25
0099
TIMWARREN
1
2 Committee or ExCom?
3
A. He was indeed.
4
Can I just correct that?
5
Middle East and all places behind
6 the previous Iron Curtain.
Q. Okay. Do you know why you were
7
8 chosen to be one ofthe individuals to give a
9 presentation at these two presentations?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Why was that?
12
A. As I say, we were in an
13 llllparalleled time because of what had happened
14 to world oil prices and we believed that the
15 commllllity that we were addressing might well
16 believe that our competitors had a stronger
17 technological capability than ourselves, our
18 own, and technology was going to be one of the
19 keys to succeeding in this type of world.
20
So we wanted to put our technology
21 muscle, if you like, clearly on the table so
22 that they could see that we had the capabilities
23 to survive in a low oil price world and to
24 flourish in a low oil price world.
25
Q. What was your relationship like
0100
TIMWARREN
1
2 with Mr. Watts?
3
A. Can you be more specific?
Q. You worked closely with him; is
4
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5 that correct?
6
A. I worked with Phil Watts several
7 times during my career, yes.
Q. When you were a member of the
8
9 Business Committee what was the nature of your
10 relationship?
11
MS. LATIMER: Object to form.
12
THE WITNESS: I would again like
13 you to be more specific.
14 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
15
Q. Did you get along?
16
A. Very well.
Q. Were you friends?
17
18
A. Yes.
Q. When did you become friends?
19
20
A. I became a friend ofPhil's in
21 Nigeria when we worked very closely together.
Q. Did you ever have any difficulty
22
23 in your working relationship with him?
24
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form.
MR. BEST: Object.
25
0101
TIMWARREN
1
2
MS. LATlMER: Object to form.
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
4
Q. You can still answer.
5
A. No.
Q. When did you first form a
6
7 relationship with Walter van der Vijver?
8
A. I first got to know him and when I
9 met him in fact when he was working in
10 California back in the '80s.
11
I met him on and off but didn't
12 actually have a real working relationship
13 probably with him lllltil when he was manager of
14 the Brent field in Shell U.K. Exploration and
15 Production Limited.
16
Q. How is it that you had interaction
17 with him when he was working in California in
18 the '80s?
19
A. He was on the succondment working
20 for Shell Oil at that time and it was prior to
21 -- after I had been appointed group head of
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22 petro-physics and it was thought appropriate I
23 should come and meet U.S. petro-physicists and
24 to particularly visit U.S. companies in the
25 forefront of petrophysics, such as Halliburton
0102
TIMWARREN
1
2 and other major service providers.
3
And during the course of my visit
4 with Shell Oil company I visited their
5 operations in California and was particularly
6 introduced to any succondees there who had been
7 succonded from the Royal Dutch side, you know,
8 showing we still loved them and cared for them
9 and were interested in how they were getting
10 Committee.
11
Q. Were you friends with Mr. Van der
12 Vijver at any time?
13
A. I wouldn't say we were friends
14 because we never worked in such close proximity
15 as to come more than acquaintances.
Q. When he became head of the
16
17 Executive Committee what was the nature of your
18 working relationship?
19
A. It was sOlllld but short. I moved
20 out ofthe Executive Committee shortly after he
21 took over as chairman ofthe Executive
22 Committee.
23
Q. Did you ask to be removed from the
24 Executive Committee or was your next position a
25 position you were seeking?
0103
TIMWARREN
1
2
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form.
THE WlTNESS: The answer would be
3
4 no, I did not ask.
5
Other than when I was originally
6 appointed by Mark Moody Stewart back in 1995 it
7 was made very clear to all of the appointees at
8 that time that being on the Business Committee
9 that became the Executive Committee should not
lObe looked on as a lifetime appointment and that
11 in order to get flux through the committee we
12 could expect other front line assignments.
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13
Certainly I had discussions with
14 Phil Watts, he was my boss, our a=ual appraisal
15 discussions where I said at the end of six years
16 in the technology role that I was looking for a
17 new challenge and we discussed front line roles
18 at that time and he asked me which front line
19 roles would you like to take. One of the ones I
20 mentioned was Australia, so I was very pleased
21 when I was offered it.
22 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
23
Q. Okay. So it was a natural
24 progression of your career?
25
A. Yes.
0104
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Okay. During our last break did
3 you have the opportunity to look through the
4 part ofthis Exhibit Number 3 that begins on
5 Bates page 10879?
6
A. I sca=ed it briefly, yes.
Q. Can you tell me what these pages
7
8 are? Is it a slide presentation?
9
A. They're the slides that
10 accompanied my presentation during this analyst
11 presentation.
12
Q. And were the same slides used in
13 New York and Rijswijk?
14
A. With the exception of the last
15 slide and if! take you to -- yes. So that
16 would be on your page numbering, is that 0901 ?
Q. Yes.
17
18
A. Yeah. And the slide is headed
19 Technology Show. And I mentioned to you
20 previously that in Rijswijk we held what was
21 technology show, technology fair in the
22 afternoon after the presentation.
23
Q. Okay. If you go to the second
24 page of the presentation, which is the first
25 slide of substance on page 880. It says
0105
TIMWARREN
1
2 Technology Imperatives at the heading.
Can you explain how technology -3
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how replacing reserves was a technology
imperative?
A. Certainly. Excuse me for
repeating myself.
Q. That's okay.
A. But the whole business value chain
of an exploration and production business is
discovering hydrocarbons in the exploration
phase, having the confidence to go in and
discover them in the first place, to having
discovered them, to appraise them to a stage
where you're willing to invest in their
development. Ultimately to produce them, sell
them, operate them until you're at the stage
where you have to abandon a field.
That can only happen if you have
an expectation of resources at all phases of
that life cycle that gives you confidence that
ultimately you're going to make money out of it.
When you get to the production
phase you actually are reducing your resource
base. Production once sold cannot replace
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TIMWARREN
itself. So to keep your business mnning you
must constantly be filling up these different
buckets in the resource classification to keep
your business viable.
As you discover resources from
your undiscovered resource bucket you must fill
it with new undiscovered resources in order to
be able to discover more.
As you take discovered resources
out of your discovered resource bucket and move
them into undeveloped resource bucket you must
actually start discovering more to fill that
bucket, and all the way down the chain you're
replacing resources or ultimately reserves. And
that is absolutely fundamental to a viable
business in our industry.
Q. And how is technology an
imperative to that process?
A. Because you cannot see the
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resources undergrOlmd. And even when you drill
an oil well it's the equivalent of putting a
needle in a haystack in terms of understanding
what is within the haystack.
So understanding the geometry of
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TIMWARREN
the subsurface, how the fluids are distributed
through that geometry, how much of them are
there, how when you produce them what impact is
that going to have in terms of the fluid
dynamics in the subsurface which determines
ultimately how much and how fast you can produce
the oil and gas.
To understand all these
fundamental questions you need technology. And
having the best technology enables you to do it
better than your competitors, enables you to out
compete them.
Q. And how does technology play a
part in moving reserves into the proved reserve
category?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer.
A. Technology -- technology does not
play a direct role in moving resources into
proven resources. What though is normally a
logical consequence of increasing your
expectation of developed reserves is a component
will increase in your proven reserves. Not
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always, but normally that will be the case.
So when you talk in loose
terminology about replacing reserves, replacing
expectations of reserves will normally result in
replacement to proven reserves. They're not in
the same quanta.
Q. Do reserves have to be considered?
Isn't there an element of being
technically mature in order for reserves to be
considered proved?
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12
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
13 foundation.
14
THE WITNESS: I think that's why
15 we need to be sure of the semantics that we're
16 both using.
17
You'll notice that I try and use
18 wherever possible the world resources, which
19 covers scope for recovery, it covers reserves,
20 it covers the whole classification, because it
21 is a resource classification.
In our industry our concentration
22
23 is actually on the expectation part ofthat
24 value chain, because that's actually what we're
25 working with and actually what we make money out
0109
TIMWARREN
1
2 of. And that's what the technology is there to
3 support. It's there to enable us to discover
4 oil and gas through seismic, through provilitry,
5 through other techniques, including drilling
6 holes and taking measurements from the holes
7 that we put into the subsurface.
8
It's the technology that we use to
9 decide how to develop an oil or gas field, where
10 to put your wells that you're going to produce
11 oil and gas through. How do you design and
12 construct them so that they create maximum
13 production flow and maximum recovery of
14 molecules, hydrocarbon molecules from the
15 subsurface.
16
And every time I'm talking about
17 maximizing molecules I'm talking about
18 maximizing resource volumes. You ca=ot
19 maximize those without the use oftechnology.
20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. How does a resource volume get-22 how did a resource volume get categorized as a
23 proved reserve at Shell?
A. Now you're asking me a question,
24
25 the detail of I would not know without referring
0110
TIMWARREN
1
2 either to the appropriate expert or the
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3 appropriate guideline.
And what I can tell you is that
4
5 moving a volume from a scope for recovery to a
6 reserve requires both a degree oftechnical and
7 commercial maturity.
8
And when you get to the proven
9 reserves there has to be an even higher degree
10 of confidence than you have around your reserve
11 classification, but we would not classify in
12 Shell anything as a reserve, even an expectation
13 reserve, unless it was technically and
14 economically mature.
15
Q. Can you explain to me what you
16 mean by technical maturity?
17
A. Technical maturity for me means
18 that there is a feasible, in other words -19 sorry -- there is a feasible plan by which those
20 hydrocarbons can be developed and produced.
21
Q. And which group within Shell-22 strike that.
Did EP technology play any part in
23
24 forming feasible plans by which those
25 hydrocarbons could be developed and produced?
0111
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. We offered it as a service to our
3 operating units and that service probably helped
4 a small percentage of operating units in the
5 formulation of development plans. Most
6 development plans were derived in the operating
7 units themselves and even the service that we
8 offered from Shell Technology EP would have been
9 a study which would have been discussed and
10 dialogued with the engineers of the operating
11 unit who ultimately would have to execute the
12 plan.
13
And, if you like, we would do
14 those studies in Shell Technology EP
15 specifically for two reasons:
16
One, if there was a specific
17 technology which had not yet, if you like, been
18 trained into engineers around the world so we
19 had specific expertise that it was appropriate
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20 we should bring to bear and the second one was
21 for an operating llllit that didn't have all the
22 skills as yet to prepare that development plan,
23 in which case they would subcontract it to Shell
24 technology. But that was -- would be a service.
Each service would have an
25
0112
1
TIMWARREN
2 operating llllit customer and ultimately it's the
3 operating llllit customer that decides what is its
4 development plan.
Q. If you look at Exhibit Number 5 -5
6 we'll look at 4 in a minute, but if you look at
7 5. Can you tell me what this document is?
8
MR. FERRARA: Which one, I'm
9 sorry,4 or 5?
10
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: 5.
11
THE WITNESS: It's a version of
12 the presentation that finally got delivered as
13 my part of the analyst presentation. It looks
14 to me as though it was probably a draft, it
15 doesn't have the coloration on the sides which
16 we have a specific Shell standard for, so it's
17 probably a working draft.
18 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
19
Q. And would the writing that's below
20 the slides, was that meant to be a script?
21
A. That would be the script, yes.
22
Q. But you don't believe that this
23 was the final script?
24
A. All I'm saying is the look of the
25 pack suggests it was a draft. It looks as if -0113
TIMWARREN
1
2 I've only done a very short visual comparison
3 with the other one, as though it was pretty near
4 a final draft because the slide is identical to
5 the ones that are in the final pack.
Q. Okay. If you'll go to Exhibit
6
7 Number 4. Starting on page -- there's not a
8 page number, but it's Bates number 14618. Can
9 you tell me if you recognize this document?
10
A. I do.
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11
Q. Can you tell me what it is?
12
A. It was a glossy brochure that was
13 produced by my external affairs department in
14 Rijswijk to support the analyst presentation and
15 was specifically handed out as a take away for
16 the audience in both New York and in Rijswijk.
17
Q. When you say your external affairs
18 department, did your -- did EP technology have
19 its own external affairs department?
A. Yes.
20
21
Q. And who headed up that department?
A. Again, 1 can remember names that
22
23 worked in it. 1 think -- I'm afraid my memory
24 IS gone.
25
Q. What was the purpose of that
0114
TIMWARREN
1
2 external affairs department?
A. To be able to represent us in the
3
4 external world as a viable and credible
5 i=ovator and deployer of technology.
6
Key selling point for when we
7 engaged foreign governments to compete for
8 concessions was we needed to try and persuade
9 them that our technology was as good as or
10 better than anybody else's.
11
Q. Did you assist in drafting this
12 document?
13
A. 1 will have certainly have had a
14 scrutiny and agreed to the final draft, yes.
15
Q. Would ExCom or BusCom have
16 approved this document before it was
17 disseminated?
18
A. 1 would have certainly asked my
19 colleagues for their comment. There wouldn't
20 have been a fonual approval.
21
Q. Okay. Ifyou go to the first-22 well, it actually says page 4 on it. There's
23 numbers in little blocks. It's Bates 14621.
24
It says in the beginning, "1
25 recognize that there is a perception that we
0115
TIMWARREN
1
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2 have been more excited by long-term
3 technological possibilities than short-term
4 returns. This has changed."
Can you explain what change had
5
6 transpired that you were referring to?
7
A. Several. If I take you back in
8 time to 1996 when one of the key tasks that I
9 was given was integrating the old research
10 capability with the technical service
11 capability, in fact, one oftheir structural
12 changes was moving all research from a major
13 research haven, if you like, into their
14 businesses to create title links to their
15 businesses. And some of the changes that we
16 introduced at that time were, A, a drive to -17 which is talked about in this presentation, to
18 commercialized technologies where they were
19 appropriate and actually make money through
20 selling technological services and technology to
21 third parties.
22
Secondly, we introduced a
23 completely new i=ovation scheme which I believe
24 was written up in the Harvard Business Review at
25 that time called The Game Changer Revolution in
0116
1
TIMWARREN
2 Shell, which was introducing an in-house venture
3 capital format to i=ovation, so minimum
4 management interference, maximum expertise, the
5 good people would get the good ideas, which
6 would attract the dollars was the theory behind
7 it.
8
Thirdly, insisting on a much
9 tighter link between the research and
10 development effort and what it could do for the
11 bottom line.
If you like, I used the example
12
13 many times in those days, gone are the days
14 where we're going to have researchers in white
15 coats who we're going to give money to and sit
16 back and pray.
17
So it was a much more managed
18 process of research through development tied to
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19 achieving stuff for the bottom line.
20
Very much more customer oriented,
21 giving the customer a far larger say in what we
22 researched and what problems did he want us so
23 solve in research or they wanted to resolve in
24 research that would improve their business.
25
So a whole range. We actually
0117
TIMWARREN
1
2 transformed the research and technical service
3 capability of Shell E&P from where it had been
4 to something very new and novel.
Q. What if any were the short-term
5
6 returns that resulted from this transformation?
7
A. On the operational side we
8 actually took research to operational impact in
9 a far shorter space of time than we had ever
10 achieved before. And whilst at the same time
11 retaining competitive advantage for ourself.
12 Let me give you an example.
13
Previous to these days we had done
14 a lot of research on drilling bit technology,
15 drilling bits are what actually cnmch the rock
16 when you drill.
17
Since we weren't a drilling
18 company we licensed that technology to drilling
19 bit manufacturers and we got a very small
20 royalty stream.
21
During this time we invented a
22 technology called "expandable tubing" which had
23 a huge application in the business in terms of
24 enabling wells to reach further and farther than
25 they had ever done before, to ensure that they
0118
TIMWARREN
1
2 provided a larger conduit for production than
3 they had ever done before.
4
Previously we would have licensed
5 that technology to people who would have
6 provided it back to us as a service. This time
7 we formed a company jointly with Halliburton and
8 took it to market ourselves.
9
And, for example, from the
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10 research concept to the first commercial
11 application ofthat technology took four years.
12 In previous Shell days it would have taken
13 10 years. So huge impacts. I can give you lots
14 of examples, I won't bore you with them.
15
Q. Okay. Page 6, which is Bates
16 14623 there's -- the middle of the page there's
17 a title, Integrated Subsurface Modeling, Getting
18 It Together to Grow Reserves and Increase
19 Production.
Can you tell me what integrated
20
21 modeling is?
22
A. Yes. Integrated modeling is
23 taking all the technical data streams that come
24 from various technological applications and
25 integrating them into one geological and
0119
TIMWARREN
1
2 reservoir representation ofthe oil field or the
3 basin.
4
And, in fact, I shouldn't talk
5 about one because modem computer technology
6 enables us actually to come up with many
7 potential realizations of the subsurfaces.
An integrated model will be able
8
9 to be continuously updated for new data as it
10 comes in, maybe new seismic is shot, maybe a new
11 well is drilled, and maybe an old piece of data
12 is evaluated with new technology that gives you
13 new insights to be continuously updated and
14 eventually simulated with the field is in
15 production so that what you simulate for the
16 future in terms of your forecast production,
17 which gives you a clue as to how large the
18 resource is that you're tapping is based on your
19 production history up-to-date.
20
So it's taking all the data you
21 have about a hydrocarbon cumulation or a basin
22 and putting it to a multivariate, if I may call
23 it that way, model that you then use for
24 planning.
Q. SO this integrated modeling was
25
0120
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1
TIMWARREN
2 used to grow reserves and increase productions;
3 is that correct?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
THE WITNESS: No. Integrated
5
6 modeling was done to understand the subsurface
7 that we couldn't see. If you understand it
8 better then you will engineer solutions that
9 will increase production.
By virtue of increasing production
10
11 they will -- you will increase the amOlmt of
12 hydrocarbons that you withdraw from the
13 subsurface, which means you're going to increase
14 your ultimate recovery, which ultimately means
15 you're going to increase your expectation of
16 reserves, your developed reserves, and
17 ultimately your proven reserves.
18 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you recall in this section
19
20 where you wrote about how integrated modeling
21 enabled petroleum development Oman to add
22 450 million barrels to reserves, which type of
23 reserves you were referring to specifically?
24
A. These were the expectation
25 reserves.
0121
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Okay. The next page there's -3 this is page 7, which is Bates page 14624, to
4 make sure we're all on the same page.
5
The text goes down three columns.
6 Near the bottom of the third column it says -7 there's a sentence in the second -- the middle
8 paragraph it says, "We have transformed our
9 organization processes, commllllications and ethos
10 to work seamlessly across the world and expect
11 benefits to flow more rapidly as a result. The
12 most fundamental change in this regard is the
13 creation this year of a unified global E&P
14 technology organization with two hubs in
15 Rijswijk and Houston. It has three business
16 llllits." And then there's listed research,
17 technical development and technical services,
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18 deepwater services, and commercial teclmology
19 and venture services.
Did this llllified global E&P
20
21 teclmology organization have a name?
22
A. This is the one that we discussed
23 this morning that was called Shell Teclmology
24 E&P that had a mirror image structure each side
25 of the Atlantic, and in terms of these three
0122
TIMWARREN
1
2 divisions.
Q. Can you explain what you mean -3
4 I'm confused by the term mirror image because to
5 me it means that they're exactly the same,
6 they're just in different places but they're
7 doing the exact same thing. Is that what you
8 mean?
9
A. I'm talking about organizational
10 structure. So I'm saying we had the same
11 organizational structure here in the States as
12 we had in Europe. And if you remember I said
13 this morning that was to enable the best
14 possible collaboration, lack of duplication and
15 commllllication between the individual, but
16 separate wings. And, yes, that is what is meant
17 in this paragraph.
Q. SO when it says unified global E&P
18
19 teclmology organization with two hubs, it was
20 one organization with two centers; is that
21 correct?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
23
THE WITNESS: As I said this
24 morning, it was two separate corporate
25 organizations. Those were the two hubs. They
0123
TIMWARREN
1
2 had a similar identical internal geometry which
3 I've been calling the mirror image and they
4 cooperated and collaborated in a ma=er that
5 reduced duplication and maximized cost
6 effectiveness and efficiency.
7 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Why did you call it a unified
8
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9 global organization?
l O A . Again, you're talking to an
11 external audience who does not want to be
12 bothered with the internal complexities of your
13 corporate organization.
14
And what we were trying to project
15 to that external audience was we're now got our
16 research and technology capabilities focused in
17 the same direction and helping the whole global
18 business move forward.
19
That's the message we were trying
20 to give to the external world and we chose our
21 words appropriately.
22
It's a marketing document I think
23 one needs to recognize. One's trying to
24 persuade people and show them, that's why we had
25 a technology show, why you're capable of being
0124
TIMWARREN
1
2 better than the competition.
3
Q. It's a marketing document
4 specifically to financial analysts?
5
A. To the external world. Ultimately
6 you want them to invest in your company, don't
7 you.
Q. And the next page you have a
8
9 slide, it's page 8 at the top ofthe page.
It says, majors - proved reserves
10
11 growth, oil and gas 1987 to 1997. And why did
12 you include this slide?
13
A. Because it's the only
14 classification of resources that is publicly
15 available. So it's the only competitive data
16 that you can show around volumes and it's one of
17 the reasons though we put a production graph on
18 the other side, which is also publicly available
19 data.
Q. SO when in this -- where it says,
20
21 "Value from technology? Has our investment in
22 in-house technology delivered a commercial
23 return?" That's the question asked and it says
24 here, "We have certainly out performed our
25 competitors in long-term growth of reserves and
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0125
1
TIMWARREN
2 production, see figures 2 and 3."
In that answer you're referring to
3
4 proved reserves; correct?
5
A. The text refers to a graph that
6 compares proved reserves and the co=otation I
7 would have been conveying is that our
8 expectation of reserves on which we plan our
9 business would have grown in a similar fashion
10 and outgrown our competitors at the same time,
11 so the basis of our business was healthy
12 competitively.
13
Q. But you've answered the question
14 by talking about proved reserves; is that
15 correct?
16
A. I repeat, the only data that we
17 have in the public domain on our competitors on
18 volumes is proved reserves. It's the only
19 comparison we can make.
Q. And at this time when this report
20
21 was disseminated what was your understanding of
22 the definition for proved reserves?
23
A. I wouldn't be able to quote you at
24 this time any better than giving my general
25 llllderstanding that I gave you earlier. That was
0126
1
TIMWARREN
2 a matter ofthe experts.
Q. Back in 1999 did you have any
3
4 awareness of an SEC rule regarding the reporting
5 of proved reserves?
6
A. I was aware that there were SEC
7 guidelines, yes.
8
Q. Can you describe your extent of
9 your knowledge about the guidelines?
10
A. Beyond the understanding that they
11 existed, that was all I knew.
12
Q. Okay. If you go now to Exhibit
13 Number 7 or Exhibit 6 and 7, these two
14 documents -- can you tell me whether or not you
15 can identify Exhibit Number 6?
16
A. It looks to be the text that
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llllderpi=ed the presentation that's in
Exhibit 7.
Q. Now, if you look at the end of the
document there appears to be text of a Q and A
session?
MR. BEST: What page?
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: It begins
on page Bates ending 441.
THE WITNESS: Did you have a

0127

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TIMWARREN
question?
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Yeah. This appears to me to be
like a transcript of that Q and A session. Is
that what it appears to you to be?
A. It looks like a transcript of a Q
and A session and it's headed the EP/GP Investor
Relations Presentation. I don't know what its
providence is.
Q. What I'm trying to determine is
whether or not this entire document is a
transcript of the presentations or if it's a
script. And I don't know if you can help me
determine that as you sit here, but if you look
to page 432, Bates ending 432, your name is at
the top. It appears to be the beginning of your
presentation.
Maybe you can look at this and try
to figure out for a minute whether or not this
would have been your script or if this is a
transcript of what you actually said?
A. This is a script.
Q. How do you know that?
A. Because it's so well paragraphed

0128

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

TIMWARREN
and it has a structure around it.
Q. How strictly did you keep to your
scripts in these presentations?
A. Very closely, because we were on a
very strict time horizon, so we time tested
ourselves, we adjusted our scripts to that time
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8 and if you've done any public speaking you know
9 that if you diverge from your script you lose
10 your time line.
11
Q. In the begi=ing of your
12 presentation it says -- you start talking about
13 a simulated nm through where we're placing the
14 Bonga development off the Coast of Nigeria and
15 then it says what you've just seen is an example
16 of technology in action and Shell exploration
17 production.
Can you explain to me what the
18
19 audience would have just seen; if you recall?
20
A. Yes. They would have seen a
21 virtual film, if! can use that term, of the
22 subsurface of the Atlantic Ocean above the Bonga
23 field off the West Coast of Nigeria in
24 deepwater, but it would have been -- looked just
25 like somebody traveling over it with a video
0129
TIMWARREN
1
2 camera, except nobody filmed it, it was done by
3 remote measurements, you know, rather like you
4 can create maps ofthe earth with satellite
5 technology.
Q. And was it created for the
6
7 presentation or was it something that had a use
8 outside ofthe presentation?
9
A. It had a use outside of the
10 presentation. It was actually used to decide
11 where to place both surface, so the platform
12 facilities and the subsurface facilities, what
13 were going to go in beneath the sea on the sea
14 bed. It was used for that purpose.
15
Q. And who -- who did -- where was
16 this created within Shell?
17
A. That, I would not be able to
18 recall. Most likely Shell Nigeria EP Company,
19 who were looking after the Bonga development.
Q. Was Shell E&P involved in the
20
21 technology that created this virtual film?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
23 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
24
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25
A. A lot -- virtual reality in our
0130
TIMWARREN
1
2 business-3
Q. Virtual reality.
4
A. -- is very important because most
5 ofthe things we do we cannot touch, feel, see
6 or taste. So the whole technology underlying
7 virtual reality was something that we kept a
8 very keen eye on and developed applications for
9 in our technology centers.
Q. Was this a deepwater project?
10
11
A. Bonga is a deepwater project.
12
Q. SO would SDS have been involved in
13 the technology for that project?
14
MR. SMlTH: Object to form and
15 foundation.
16 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
17
18
A. SDS was a service division. It
19 did not invent or research technology that
20 happened in the division called SEPTAR.
21
SDS used technology in doing what
22 they did, as did operating units working in the
23 deepwater.
24
So certainly SDS did work on
25 behalf of Shell Nigeria EP Company that was the
0131
TIMWARREN
1
2 operating unit operating Bonga.
3
Whether this piece of film was
4 developed by Shell Nigeria EP Company or within
5 Nigeria SDS, I would not know. It certainly
6 would have used Shell technology elements, which
7 was what I was showing to this audience.
Q. I'm just -- can you explain to me
8
9 how, if at all, SDS and SEPTAR were interacted?
10 They were two separate entities; is that
11 correct?
12
A. They were separate divisions
13 within STEP, Shell Technology EP, and
14 certainly -- let me just try to help if I may.
15
Q. Thanks.
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16
A. Shell Deepwater Services offered a
17 range of services from exploration through to
18 construction. They didn't operate, but they
19 offered services through exploration, drilling,
20 facility construction to our deepwater operating
21 units.
22
Now, a lot of the technologies
23 that are used in deepwater are equally used in
24 other basins. For instance, subsurface
25 technology doesn't change because you're sitting
0132
TIMWARREN
1
2 in deeper water. And so SDS as a service
3 division would be using Shell technologies that
4 are developed out of SEPTAR. They would be a
5 customer of SEPTAR in that regard.
6
SEPTAR would be developing
7 technology applications for their use and they
8 didn't conduct research themselves. Ifthey had
9 a research need that would have been conducted
10 within SEPTAR.
11
Am I helping to clarify.
12
Q. Yes. That was very helpful.
13 Thank you.
14
So they would have had contracts
15 between them?
16
A. Certainly they would have had what
17 we called CTRs.
18
Q. Okay.
19
A. So cost time resource contracts.
Q. Do you -- would you be
20
21 knowledgeable about any of the specific
22 contracts or CTRs between the two?
23
A. I would not have got involved in a
24 specific CTR, no.
25
Q. When you -- on page 434, the
0133
TIMWARREN
1
2 second to last paragraph. The first sentence
3 says, "Volumes to value is where we focus on
4 monetizing more reserves."
Can you explain what you meant by
5
6 monetizing reserves?
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7
MR. FERRARA: Sorry. Can you
8 direct me where you are?
9
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Yeah.
10 Sure. Page 434, the first sentence to the
11 second to last paragraph.
12
MR. FERRARA: Got it. Thank you.
13
THE WITNESS: Reserves are
14 monetized when they're sold as production.
15 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Okay. Now, if you look in the
16
17 question and answer section on page 445?
18
A. Sorry, which page?
Q. 445. There is a question from Tom
19
20 Schmidt from Alliance Capital. The question is,
21 "lfyou look at your total production and then
22 look at your exploration spending, aren't you
23 going to have to increase exploration eventually
24 here or you're not going to be able to replace
25 reserves?"
0134
TIMWARREN
1
2
And if you turn to the next page,
3 page 446, Phil Watts endeavored to answer his
4 question and at a certain point it looks to be
5 in the third paragraph he said, "1 would like
6 Tim to comment if he would because if you look
7 at our proven reserves and compare them with the
8 expectation of what they could be there's a
9 dramatic prize there." He said, Tim, and then
10 you spoke. So why don't you take a minute and
11 look at this section. 1 just wanted to ask you
12 a question about it.
13
A. Yes.
Q. Do you -- 1 assume you don't
14
15 specifically recall this dialogue now?
16
A. No.
Q. Do you recall what you meant by
17
18 your statements, "scope for recovery is the
19 resource base that we believe is unlockable with
20 new technology"?
21
A. Yes. Ifyou remember the
22 classification that we've discussed a lot today,
23 we classify scope for recovery and there are
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24 different types of scope for recovery as well.
25 Those things under our guidelines we would not
0135
TIMWARREN
1
2 call reserves, be they expectation or proven, or
3 any other type of reserves.
4
Obviously the reason they're in
5 scope for recovery is they're not technically
6 and commercially mature, so we don't yet have a
7 development plan for them, a feasible
8 development plan and we haven't proven to our
9 satisfaction that we have a viable investment
10 case to go after them other than to further
11 define them.
12
Those scopes for recovery can in
13 one case be undiscovered volumes, undiscovered
14 scope, as we call it, which has to be discovered
15 through exploration. And that uses a lot of
16 exploration technology to take that undiscovered
17 scope and move it to what's called discovered
18 scope for recovery. That's the exploration
19 piece, if you like.
20
There's another scope for recovery
21 which is resources in the subsurface that we
22 know we could move but we have not yet shown it
23 to be commercially feasible. In other words,
24 the technology is feasible, the commerciality
25 isn't.
0136
TIMWARREN
1
2
Now, if you understand technology,
3 all technologies go through a price return
4 curve. The more you use the technology the more
5 you learn how to do it more cheaply. And so
6 ultimately if you take a technology you can
7 actually say to yourself if I do this with it I
8 will be able to actually use it commercially,
9 the moment I can do that the scope for recovery
10 will become commercially feasible.
11
So that technology life cycle, if
12 you like, is the key to unlocking scope for
13 recovery that is not yet commercially feasible,
14 though we know it's technically feasible.
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15
I can give you many other
16 examples, but I come back to the point that our
17 business is all about identifying, reducing
18 risk, and ultimately implementing through
19 tech -- through application of technology a
20 development that produces oil and gas, sells to
21 an end customer and makes us money.
22
Through producing and selling that
23 reduces the immediate resource base that needs
24 to be tucked up from the back, but we're
25 quantifying that with large uncertainties from
0137
TIMWARREN
1
2 the moment, as I say, it's a glimmer in an
3 explorer's or even a technologist's eye.
Q. Did the script and the slide
4
5 presentation for the April 2000 presentations go
6 through the same process as the ones for the
7 1999 presentations in terms of being vetted with
8 Business Corn or ExCom?
9
A. As I mentioned, we would have
10 taken the opportunity to rehearse our
11 presentation in front of the complete Business
12 Committee and Executive Committee. And since
13 you know your presentation improves, the better
14 the feedback you get.
15
Q. If you look at the slide
16 presentation that is in Exhibit 7, there is a
17 slide that comes up a couple oftimes at least,
18 and I'll just show you one example of it, it is
19 on page ending 1192 at the bottom. It's maybe a
20 third of the way back or a quarter?
21
A. The one with the barrel?
Q. Yeah. The one with the barrel.
22
23
A. Yeah.
Q. What was the message behind this
24
25 image?
0138
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. The message from this, and it in
3 fact grew out of that value creation series,
4 you'll see some of the names lived on. You'll
5 see one has actually been added which is called
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6 Producing the Limit, which was not the subject
7 of a value creation team at the time, was in
8 fact a spin-off from drilling the limit
9 valuation team who utilized or discovered or
10 invented or borrowed a methodology which
11 basically said that if you want to improve a
12 process or an activity you actually have got to
13 get the existing implementers of that activity
14 or process out of the box and not constrained by
15 today's world.
16
So in the drilling one, if! can
17 give you that, because it's one I of course am
18 most familiar with, having lived with that team,
19 effectively what they say is if we had a
20 completely blank sheet of paper how fast could
21 we drill this well and achieve its objectives.
22
Assuming we're not constrained in
23 any way, let's take all the constraints away,
24 how fast could we do it, which actually opens up
25 new avenues, new insights into how you could
0139
TIMWARREN
1
2 actually drill that well.
You then come in with your
3
4 constraints afterwards and say, now, I want to
5 do that without creating an environmental
6 incidence. In other words, having an oil spill,
7 I don't want the well to blowout, so I've got
8 to have a safe design and you start introducing
9 your constraints afterwards.
But you come up with an ideal
10
11 formulation of how that well can be drilled and
12 we call that the limit formulation.
13
We started comparing all our well
14 performance with what could have been done if
15 they had been drilled at the limit, which is a
16 tremendous motivator for improvement. If you
17 like, you don't have to benchmark anymore
18 because your ultimate benchmark is the limit.
19 Nobody else could do better than the limit.
20
So that was the theory behind this
21 was a methodology for understanding what your
22 improvement target was in these various
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23 activities and then finding means that enabled
24 engineers to apply this as an automatic part of
25 their daily doing business in these particular
0140
TIMWARREN
1
2 fields. And we got very, very powerful results
3 from it. In fact, that methodology is now used
4 by many of our competitors arOlmd the world who
5 have invented it for themselves.
Q. Okay. You can put that aside?
6
7
MR. SMITH: We've been going about
8 an hour and 15 since lunch. Do you want to take
9 a short break?
10
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Sure.
11
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off
12 the record. The time is 2:49 p.m.
13
(A briefrecess was taken.)
14
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on
15 the record. The time is 3:14 p.m.
16
(Warren Exhibit Number 8 was
17 marked for identification.)
18 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
19
Q. Mr. Warren, I'm going to show you
20 a document we'll mark Exhibit Number 8 for
21 identification. It bears Bates number
22 LON01560445 through 448.
23
This document was produced as one
24 document, although I'm not sure that you've seen
25 all of it. I would direct your attention to the
0141
TIMWARREN
1
2 second page of the exhibit.
3
There appears to be an e-mail from
4 you, dated November 28th, 1997, and that's
5 really what I'm focusing on. If you want to
6 look at that first that would be great.
Mr. Warren, have you had an
7
8 opportllllity to review the e-mail that begins on
9 Bates page 446 -- ending 446?
10
A. I have.
11
Q. Do you recognize this
12 commllllication?
13
A. I have no recollection of it
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14 whatsoever.
15
Q. Do you have any recollection of
16 the circumstances sUITOlmding this e-mail?
17
A. I'm afraid not, no. Certainly
18 it's arOlmd -- it seems to be the report of
19 responses to a letter, and I don't know what
20 letter that is. And I would be speculating if I
21 said anything else.
Q. Do you recall in late 1997 having
22
23 any involvement on the subject of reserves
24 reporting?
25
A. Not directly. The reserves
0142
TIMWARREN
1
2 reporting was -- the custodian very carefully
3 was put in a department outside of my
4 directorate, which I think I mentioned this
5 morning. At that time, David Frowd, who is at
6 the top of this page, was the individual in
7 charge of I think it was called the group
8 reserves coordinator position and reported to
9 the strategy and planning director on the BusCom
10 and reported to Henk Dijkgraaf at the time and
11 he certainly utilized reservoir engineering
12 expertise within my technology group, as
13 reflected certainly particularly in an
14 individual called Stewart Evans, who was
15 considered the guru of reservoir engineering in
16 Shell at the time, and they had a very strong
17 dialogue.
Q. And what did you know about the
18
19 dialogue that Stewart Evans and Mr. Frowd were
20 having?
21
A. I imagined -- and now I am
22 speculating.
23
Q. That's okay.
24
MR. SMITH: If she asks you to.
25
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I'm
0143
TIMWARREN
1
2 speculating that llllder the auspices of Stewart
3 Evans there had been a workshop of reservoir
4 engineering practitioners who had been asked to
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5 address a series of questions, and this is a
6 summary of the responses that were gathered at
7 that time, though it does say specifically from
8 a letter.
And the fact that it's come from
9
10 my desk would suggest that it was probably
11 drafted by Stewart Evans and went out from my
12 desk to my colleagues to, as it says in the
13 note, to forewarn them of a note that would be
14 coming to the BusCom and authored EPTAM, EPSSE,
15 which would be David Frowd and Stewart Evans.
16 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. What was Stewart Evans' role at
17
18 that time?
19
A. He was the manager of -- I can't
20 remember his title, but he was the manager of a
21 grouping within EP technology on which at that
22 time had combined research and technical
23 services capability, specifically on the
24 reservoir engineering side.
He laterally became the sponsor of
25
0144
1
TIMWARREN
2 the volumes to value initiative. And, as I say,
3 he was regarded as the guru of reservoir
4 engineering within Shell.
Q. And did you have an understanding
5
6 what his involvement, if any, was with reserve
7 reporting?
8
A. Only as the guru of reservoir
9 engineering, which is the science of
10 volumometric estimating and, therefore, an
11 individual in my outfit who was particularly
12 interested in the resource maturation process,
13 the whole process that we've discussed before,
14 and he would have been an individual who David
15 Frowd would have consulted regularly.
16
Q. Do you recall conversations
17 regarding whether expectation reserves in mature
18 fields could be reported as proved reserves?
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
20
Conversations with?
21 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
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22
Q. Anyone.
23
A. We're now getting down into
24 matters of detail which I'm not sure how much I
25 would have been involved in at the time,
0145
1
TIMWARREN
2 possibly very little, and I'm afraid my memory
3 plays me tricks because, of course, as history
4 has unfolded over time details such as that I
5 have gotten far more knowledgeable about and
6 later on.
7
So, when in fact I was aware of or
8 I had knowledge of expectation and the
9 possibility of booking expectation reserves as
10 proven, whether that happened later in my career
11 or at this time, I would not recall.
12
Q. How practically could an e-mail
13 have been sent out under your name if you hadn't
14 written it? I'm just trying to -15
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
16 both asked and answered -- asked and answered.
17 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
18
Q. Would you have reviewed this
19 e-mail if it wept out under your name?
A. If -- I'm speculating it was
20
21 probably written by Stewart Evans. I would have
22 given it a casual once over and said now is
23 that-24
MR. BEST: Is that your standard
25 practice or do you have a recollection that you
0146
1
TIMWARREN
2 reviewed this e-mail?
3
THE WITNESS: I do not have a
4 recollection that I reviewed this e-mail.
5 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Was it your standard practice to
6
7 review e-mails that went out under your name?
A. Certainly to at least scan them,
8
9 yes.
10
Q. When -- you said that you're
11 afraid your memory causes you tricks because as
12 history has unfolded over time details -- there
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13 are details that you've gotten far more
14 knowledgeable about later on.
15
When did you become more
16 knowledgeable about the details of reserve
17 reporting?
18
A. Well, for example, after Shell's
19 restatement of reserves all executives and
20 practitioners went on reserve training course.
21 And when I certainly attended one that was given
22 to line management in Australia and that would
23 have been in 2003. And so I have very specific
24 knowledge from that training course.
Q. Do you think it was in 2003 or do
25
0147
TIMWARREN
1
2 you think it could have been in 2004? Because
3 you said it was after Shell's restatement of
4 reserves.
5
A. It could have been 2004 then.
6
Q. Okay. Do you recall attending any
7 other reserve training courses prior to that
8 training course?
9
A. No, other than my basic training
10 as a petroleum engineer back in the '70s.
11
Q. Do you recall during your tenure
12 on the Executive Committee any conversations
13 regarding the reporting of proved reserves
14 amongst the Executive Committee?
15
A. As I say, reserves were a regular
16 item on the both Business Committee and
17 Executive Committee and I can't remember the
18 details of all the discussions that we had.
19
Certainly understanding the total
20 classification of reserves was very important
21 for our business and so we did keep an oversight
22 of it.
23
Q. Did you as a member of the
24 Business Committee and then the Executive
25 Committee have an awareness of any impact that
0148
TIMWARREN
1
2 changed in the Shell guidelines with respect to
3 reserve reporting had on the proved reserve
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4 replacement ratio?
5
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
6 asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: I have no direct
7
8 recollection of that.
9 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you have a general recollection
10
11 of that?
12
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
13
MR. BEST: Objection.
14
THE WITNESS: I find that an
15 impossible question to answer.
16 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
17
Q. You said you had no direct
18 recollection. Can you explain what you mean by
19 a direct recollection?
20
A. As I say, we would have had many
21 discussions on the BusCom and the ExCom around
22 reserves. The detail of those discussions I
23 can't recall.
Q. Do you recall -- I'll show you a
24
25 document which we'll mark as Exhibit Number 9.
0149
TIMWARREN
1
2
(Warren Exhibit Number 9 was
3 marked for identification.)
4
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: It has
5 Bates number PBW0003852 through 3873.
6
I'm not going to ask you about
7 every page ofthis document, but if you could
8 look at least at the first two pages and
9 familiarize yourself with the document.
10
MR. BEST: The first two pages?
11
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Yes.
12 Really, just the first page, that's fine.
13 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you have any recollection of
14
15 presentation to ExCom in January of 2000 that
16 seems to be described in this document?
17
A. Not an explicit recollection, but
18 I'm sure it took place.
Q. Do you have any general
19
20 recollection of a presentation by Mr. Platenkamp
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21 on year end proved reserves around this time?
22
A. He and David Frowd, ifhe was
23 still in that position, would have been present
24 at the presentation of this paper, yes.
25
Q. Do you have any recollection of
0150
TIMWARREN
1
2 any conversations at ExCom about the subject
3 matter ofthis presentation?
4
A. I'm afraid I don't have direct
5 recollection of details of conversations. We
6 discussed many things at many ExCom meetings and
7 I'm afraid I don't have direct recall.
Q. Do you recall ever having any
8
9 conversations with Phil Watts, whether at an
10 ExCom meeting or on your own, about proved
11 reserves and the proved reserve replacement
12 ratio?
13
A. Not that I can explicitly recall.
14
Q. Do you recall generally ever
15 talking to him about the subject?
16
A. As I say, reserves and resources
17 are such a fundamental part of our business we
18 would have had many conversations, both
19 collectively and I'm sure individually, but I'm
20 afraid recalling conversations at this distance
21 is not something I'm capable of.
Q. Was a 37 percent reserve
22
23 replacement ratio high or low?
24
A. 37 percent would be disappointing,
25 so low.
0151
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. If you see at the summary at the
3 top, the first bullet point, the second sentence
4 says, "total oil NGL gas replacement ratio for
5 1999 is 37 percent." And then in parentheses it
6 says 182 percent in 1998.
Do you have any understanding as
7
8 to why there was such a big difference between
9 the figure for 1999 and 1998?
10
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
11 lack of foundation.
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12
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the
13 question?
14 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
15
Q. If you see at the summary at the
16 top the first bullet point, the second sentence
17 says, "the total oil and gas replacement ratio
18 for 1999 is 37 percent." And in parentheses it
19 says 182 percent in 1998.
Do you have any understanding as
20
21 to why there was such a big difference between
22 the figure for 1999 and the figure for 1998?
23
MR. SMITH: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: Without reminding
24
25 myself of the detailed breakdown I would not be
0152
TIMWARREN
1
2 able to answer your question.
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Is there anything in this document
4
5 that would remind you ofthe detailed breakdown?
6
A. Do you want me to look through the
7 document?
Q. Sure. If it's going to take you
8
9 an hour, I would say no, but if you can look
10 through it quickly and say I don't think I'm
11 going to be able to find it?
12
A. I think I'm merely going to be
13 able to say this is probably a reasonable
14 summary of what underpins that 37 percent.
15
Q. But you have no independent
16 recollection as to why there was such a
17 discrepancy?
18
A. No.
Q. On the second bullet point it says
19
20 in the second -- the second sentence it says,
21 "It should be noted that the implementation of
22 the new petroleum resource guidelines during
23 1998 accounted for roughly 50 percent of the
24 1998 proved reserve increase."
25
Does this refresh your
0153
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1
2 recollection at all about the discrepancy
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3 between those two numbers?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
THE WITNESS: I llllderstand that
5
6 that's factually correct in this paper, that
7 they're reporting a fact.
8 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you have any recollection of
9
10 such an event occurring?
11
A. I don't have a recollection of a
12 50 percent number, no.
13
Q. Do you have a recollection of the
14 change in the guidelines in 1998 affecting the
15 proved reserve replacement ratio?
16
A. I have a vague recollection that
17 there were changes being discussed at that time.
18 As I say, the classification guidelines were
19 altered every year. Something I left to the
20 experts.
21
Q. Did ExCom have to approve the
22 guidelines?
23
A. No. The guidelines would have
24 been approved directly in line by the director
25 responsible.
0154
1
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2
Q. Would they have been presented to
3 the Executive Committee?
4
A. No. And we would have certainly
5 received a courtesy copy.
Q. When was it again -- I'm sorry. I
6
7 think it would be quicker if! just ask you
8 again that you became the -- I guess the title
9 where you were involved with Australia and
10 Gorgon?
11
A. 2001.
Q. 2001. What time of year was that?
12
13
A. I think it was about April.
14
Q. And what if anything did you do to
15 familiarize yourself with the different fields
16 in SDA?
17
A. At that time?
Q. Yeah.
18
19
A. I'd have been reliant on an
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20 overview from my regional business advisor in
21 the first instance who focused on Australia and
22 I would have paid most of the country's within
23 my geographical oversight a visit during the
24 early months of my tenure and they would have
25 given me an oversight oftheir entire business.
0155
TIMWARREN
1
2 And I can't recollect when I did that for
3 Australia.
4
I do know I was a regular visitor
5 to Australia at that time but it was, my focus
6 was on in fact the failed takeover attempt of
7 Shell on Woodside and my primary objective was
8 rebuilding bridges and trying to evolve a new
9 strategy after that course of action had failed.
10
So my focus in Australia was much
11 more on, as I say, what were we going to do in
12 the aftermath of the failure to merge with
13 Woodside and look at their overall business
14 until later.
15
Q. Was there any particular reason
16 there was a failure to merge with Woodside?
17
A. Yes. The treasurer of the
18 country, in his capacity as decision maker for
19 the foreign investment review board decided that
20 it was not appropriate that a majority
21 shareholding in Woodside should be taken over by
22 a foreign company.
23
Q. At some point in time did you
24 become aware of a question involving the status
25 of the categorization ofthe reserves for the
0156
TIMWARREN
1
2 Gorgon field?
3
A. I became aware that we had
4 reserves in the Gorgon field during the course
5 ofthat year and I also joined my strategy and
6 appraisal review, which was something I did
7 country by country in-country at the end of the
8 financial year, so that would have been early in
9 2003 I would have visited Australia for that.
10
I became aware that we had been
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11 carrying reserves in Gorgon for some time and
12 one constantly or the experts were constantly
13 having to ask themselves was there a reasonable
14 expectation that these resources would be taken
15 to market and so were commercially mature.
In fact, I believe at that time I
16
17 was concerned enough to know more to ask for a
18 report to be written for me.
Q. And was a report written for you?
19
20
A. It was.
21
Q. And who wrote that report?
22
A. It would have been written by
23 Sarah Bell, who is the senior reservoir engineer
24 in Shell Development Australia at the time.
Q. Okay. Who first brought the
25
0157
TIMWARREN
1
2 question of the Gorgon classification of
3 reserves to your attention, if you recall?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
5 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
6
7
A. Nobody brought the question ofthe
8 categorization to my attention, merely that it
9 was a question that, as I say, the experts,
10 Sarah Bell was having to ask every year was the
11 commercial maturity of those reserves that had
12 been booked.
13
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
14 to show you a document which has been previously
15 marked as Exhibit Number 8 at Sarah Bell's
16 deposition, it's Bates V00310490 through 514.
17
The first two pages of the
18 document of the exhibit are e-mai1s which you
19 don't need to look through, but I believe the
20 report starts on Bates ending 492.
21
THE WITNESS: Starting?
22 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
23
Q. This page, 492. That's the Bates
24 ending at the bottom.
25
Is this the report that you just
0158
TIMWARREN
1
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2 referred to?
3
A. Can I just quickly scan the
4 content?
Q. Oh, sure. Sure.
5
6
A. I don't believe so, because it
7 doesn't contain a recommendation I recognize.
Q. Do you recall seeing this report?
8
9
A. There's a particular -- I went to
10 the back to see, you know, the final
11 recommendation and there is a paragraph there
12 called bench test summary, which I don't
13 recollect seeing.
Q. Which page are you referring to?
14
15
A. On your numbering 3llOl.
16
Q. SO you don't recall seeing this
17 bench test summary; is that correct?
18
A. I don't.
Q. Do you recall seeing the rest of
19
20 the report?
21
A. I certainly saw a report in this
22 form, which had a very clear recommendation.
23
Q. Which had -- I'm sorry, I didn't
24 understand?
25
A. Had a very clear recommendation.
0159
1
TIMWARREN
2
Q. And what was the recommendation in
3 the report that you saw?
4
A. The recommendation was that the
5 reserves booking should be held.
Q. And do you know who wrote that
6
7 recommendation that you saw?
8
A. That would have been Sarah Bell.
Q. Do you know who, other than Sarah
9
10 Bell, worked on this report?
11
MR. SMlTH: Objection to form.
12 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
13
Q. Worked on whatever report it was
14 that you saw?
15
A. I wouldn't know. It was her piece
16 of work. She was the accountable party and who
17 she would have consulted, I do seem to remember
18 that she said that she had consulted the groups
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19 reserves coordinator at the time.
20
The report was certainly supported
21 by her boss, who is a guy called David Johnson.
Q. Did you form your own opinion
22
23 about whether or not the categorization of the
24 Gorgon research volumes was -- as reserves was
25 appropriate at that time?
0160
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. I was incompetent to form an
3 opinion of that kind, but I was satisfied that
4 the experts had looked at it, which was my
5 intention in asking for the report to be
6 prepared.
Q. And why were you satisfied by what
7
8 the experts had looked at it?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
THE WITNESS: Can you express the
10
11 question more clearly?
12 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
13
Q. Sure. You said I was incompetent
14 to form an opinion of that kind, but I was
15 satisfied that the experts had looked at it.
16
What did you do to, if anything,
17 to give yourself comfort that the experts had
18 looked at it sufficiently?
19
A. I did nothing specific. I have an
20 enormous respect for both members of staff that
21 I just mentioned, David Johnson and Sarah Bell,
22 who are people of utmost integrity and were
23 competent people.
24
Q. Did you look yourself at the
25 reserve guidelines at that time?
0161
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. No.
3
Q. Did you know whether or not there
4 had been a contract in place for the Gorgon
5 reserves?
6
A. I would know for a fact that there
7 was not a contract in place for the Gorgon
8 reserves, but I was certainly satisfied that
9 there was room in the Asian market for the
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10 placement of those reserves. And I was also
11 satisfied that my company as a joint venture
12 partner and Chevron as the operator were working
13 extremely hard on a project implementation which
14 we thought would come to fruition.
15
Q. What gave you satisfaction that
16 there was room in the Asian market for the
17 placement of those reserves?
18
A. Essentially the background studies
19 that were done by our gas and power fllllction
20 which forecast demand in the Asian markets.
21
Q. When were those background studies
22 done?
23
A. I have no recollection.
Q. Who did those studies?
24
25
A. Our gas and power business.
0162
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. What do you recall about those
3 studies?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection, asked and
5 answered.
6 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
7
8
A. I thought I had answered it.
Our gas and power business are in
9
10 the business of selling gas into those markets.
11 They keep those markets under constant
12 observation, and it's part oftheir basic
13 business to look for gaps in future demand.
14
Who within the organization did
15 that work, I have neither any recollection of.
16 I probably didn't even know at that time. I
17 would merely have seen the outputs.
Q. If you had seen this bench test
18
19 summary that appears in this document at the
20 time would you have taken any different action?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
22 it's a hypothetical question.
23
THE WITNESS: That would call for
24 speculation. I'm not prepared to speculate.
25 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
0163
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TIMWARREN
Q. Why?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Why can't you speculate if you
would have done something different?
A. I thought the purpose of having
this deposition was to deal with facts.
Q. Well, I'm asking you based on your
position at the time, if you had read a summary
that had said if Gorgon resources had not yet
been disclosed externally as proved reserves it
is very unlikely that they would have been
booked before actual projection FID is taken,
would you have caused -- taken any action that
you didn't otherwise take?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. I
would rather you finished reading the paragraph
before you ask that question.
THE WITNESS: If you want me to
speculate may I read the whole paragraph?
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Yes, I would.
A. If! had read this paragraph, in
fact, where I would have focused my attention is

0164
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on the first paragraph which is the equivocal
nature that is referred to there and my guidance
to Dave Johnson and Sarah Bell would have been
that if you are equivocal you need to take
advice and because ultimately you and the people
who have ownership of the guidelines are the
only people who can ultimately decide.
Q. Are you certain that you never
read this bench test summary before today?
A. Yes.
Q. How are you certain that you never
read it before today?
A. Because my memory is very, very
clear that I got a clear recommendation from my
experts in Perth that the booking should stand
and that that position apparently had been
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supported by the group reserves coordinator and,
again, my memory in time plays me tricks, but I
believe we also had a group reserves audit
around that time which supported that position.
Q. In what form did this clear
recommendation from your experts come?
A. Again, without seeing the final
report I can't verbatim quote it to you, but it
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TIMWARREN
was similar to the last sentence, in fact, in
this report.
The current proved reserves
disclosures will remain in force until it
becomes absolutely clear that it can no longer
be supported.
Q. SO no one ever expressed to you
the view that while they didn't think that the
reserves should be reclassified, it's
conceivable that they perhaps should not have
been booked?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
MR. BEST: Objection.
THE WITNESS: As far as I'm aware
they were booked by the individuals who booked
them in 1997 with clear application of Shell's
guidelines at the time.
One of the difficulties with gas
projects is that they do go through many loops
before they eventually get up and, as the
industry would say, and you always have this
tension of until the project is finally
commissioned what is reasonable in terms of
expectation that the market will in fact be
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there, it not being like an oil market which of
course is fungible, you know can sell your oil
at any time of the day or not. Gas is a
different business unless you're sitting on the
end of a fungible pipeline market.
So that tension I'm sure is always
there and judgment has to be made. As I say, I
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9 was satisfied with the judgment that was made,
10 particularly with the support that it had
11 received and particularly from my knowledge of
12 where that project was and the ongoing effort
13 that was going on in SDA and with the operator
14 Chevron to bring it to reality.
15
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
16 to show you a document that we'll mark as
17 exhibit -- you know what, I think they need to
18 change the tape. Sorry. We'll change the tape.
19
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the
20 end of tape two in the deposition of Mr. Warren.
21 We're going off the record. The time is 3:59
22 p.m.
23
(A briefrecess was taken.)
24
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the
25 begi=ing oftape three in the deposition of
0167
TIMWARREN
1
2 Mr. Warren. We are back on the record. The
3 time is 4: 14 p.m.
4
(Warren Exhibit Number 10 was
5 marked for identification.)
6 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Mr. Warren, I'm going to show you
7
8 a document we'll mark as Exhibit 10 for
9 identification. It's titled Committee of
10 Managing Directors, Minutes of the Meeting Held
11 in The Hague on Tuesday 11 September 2001. So
12 now we know what you were doing on September
13 1Ith.
14
I'm going to direct your attention
15 to page 7, which is Bates 3089.
16
F or the record the document begins
17 at LON00030983 through 30992.
18
A. Which page were you referring me
19 to?
Q. Page 7 of the document.
20
21
There is a -- you might want to
22 look at the whole section, I suppose, which
23 begins the previous page. There's a section
24 titled Australia Country Review.
25
A. Uh-huh.
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0168
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. The Sarah Bell exhibit?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Do you recall attending a meeting
4
5 ofthe Committee of Managing Directors on
6 September 11th, 2001 ?
A. This paper enables me to recollect
7
8 that, yes.
Q. SO you have a recollection having
9
10 reviewed this document?
11
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What was the purpose of
12
13 your attending this meeting?
A. I would have to scan the whole
14
15 paper to tell you that. If you ask me about
16 this particular agenda item I'll answer that
17 precisely.
Q. That's fine.
18
A. This particular agenda item was
19
20 the Australia Country Review, which was
21 presented by the country chairman, who was at
22 this time Peter Duncan. And all the relevant
23 regional business directors with business
24 interest in that company attended as well to be
25 able to comment and support him in his
0169
1
TIMWARREN
2 presentation. And I attended as the regional
3 business director for exploration and
4 production.
5
Q. In the page 8, three paragraphs up
6 from the bottom of that section, it says -7 paragraph beginning asked by the committee about
8 the Gorgon field and the stranded gas position
9 Tim Warren replied that one would expect the
10 Gorgon field to be the next field to be
11 developed through North West Shelf, but the
12 company with Chevron's support would need to
13 convince BP ofthis as the latter hoped to
14 develop Tamngguh.
15
Can you explain what is meant by
16 stranded gas position?
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17
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
18 You said page 8. It's page 7.
19 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Page 7. I'm sorry. Thank you.
20
21
A. Yes. If I can preface my remarks
22 by the fact that we seldom saw the minutes of
23 CMD, so they didn't always reflect exactly what
24 we said at those meetings. This would have been
25 a shorthand.
0170
TIMWARREN
1
2
I would certainly have been asked
3 about the stranded gas position in Australia
4 where Shell has significant gas resources in the
5 North West Shelf in Gorgon in Sumise, in Evans,
6 and in other major accumulations. It's a major
7 gas providence. Particularly those up in the or
8 to the east of Australia; Sumise, Evans Shoal,
9 I forget the name of the other one, were
10 extremely difficult to whilst they were large,
11 conceive of the development plan that could
12 bring them to market. They're very challenging
13 in many technical respects. And that was what
14 we called our stranded gas in Australia.
15 Stranded, if you like, because we didn't know
16 how to take it to market.
On the other end of the continent
17
18 in the North West Shelf in Gorgon we had our
19 largest resource space. The North West Shelf
20 was already in production and, in fact, we were
21 in the process of building a fourth LNG train to
22 support the North West Shelf, and one of the
23 things commercially under discussion at the time
24 which gave us confidence that the Gorgon field
25 would go forward was there were commercial
0171
TIMWARREN
1
2 discussions between the North West Shelfjoint
3 venture partners and the Gorgonjoint venture
4 partners oftaking the Gorgon gas through the
5 North West Shelf facilities, which due to
6 sharing the facilities would have reduced the
7 economic cost of Gorgon and was a very promising
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8 development.
9
In summary that's what is
10 reflected in that paragraph of the minutes.
11
Q. As ofthis time Gorgon had yet to
12 be developed; is that correct?
13
A. Gorgon was yet to be developed,
14 yes.
15
Q. And in order to develop Gorgon, BP
16 had to be -- had to come on board?
17
A. No. BP is not a venturer-18 sorry. It is a very minor venturer in one part
19 of the larger Gorgon area.
20
This was a particular commercial
21 solution that was under discussion at the time
22 of which would have involved the Gorgon
23 development producing its gas through the North
24 West Shelffacilities, different ownerships. BP
25 was a shareholder in the North West Shelf.
0172

TIMWARREN
And we had got all commercial
parties almost to commercial closure at that
time with the exception of BP.
Q. And how long had that particular
commercial solution been being looked at?
A. I believe it was always considered
an option, but this was the first time that it
looked as though it might become a commercial
reality.
Q. And did it become a commercial
reality after this?
A. Not the solution, no. The
negotiations did not close.
Q. Do you recall in early 2002 there
was a question that was brought to the CMD and
ExCom that as a result of SEC clarifications
legacy reserve bookings in Gorgon might be
exposed?
A. At what point in time are you
talking about?
Q. Early 2002.
A. Got to get my mental calendar back
24 in shape.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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25
Q. Sure.
0173
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. I have a recollection that the
3 question was posed that there were new SEC
4 guidelines which could have an impact on Gorgon
5 and that those were under review.
Q. And how if at all were you
6
7 involved in any review that was done?
8
A. I was not directly involved
9 except, as I mentioned in the spring of 2002, I
10 asked for that report that we discussed
11 previously this afternoon.
12
Q. At the time did you have -- in
13 February 2002 were you still a member of the
14 ExCom?
15
A. Yes.
Q. And as part of your -- during your
16
17 time on ExCom in early 2002 do you recall
18 discussions that took place about the potential
19 exposure of Gorgon as a result of the SEC
20 clarifications?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
22 asked and answered.
23
THE WITNESS: As I mentioned
24 before, we had so many discussions on BusCom and
25 ExCom I don't have an explicit memory of any
0174
TIMWARREN
1
2 particular discussion.
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
4
Q. How would you describe your
5 knowledge of the SEC rule in early 2002?
6
A. My knowledge is virtually
7 nonexistent.
Q. How would you describe it today?
8
9
A. Today, out of date probably.
10
Q. Was there any time that you would
11 describe your knowledge of the SEC rule as being
12 something more than nonexistent?
13
A. After I attended that course,
14 which I think we agreed earlier on this
15 afternoon that was in 2004.
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16
Q. Did what you learned during that
17 course in 2004 affect your opinion as to whether
18 or not the Gorgon bookings complied with the SEC
19 rule in 2000 -- in early 2002?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
21 It's a hypothetical question.
22
MR. BEST: Objection.
23 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
24
25
MR. SMITH: You want what he
0175
TIMWARREN
1
2 thought about it in 2004?
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. No. Not what he thought about it
4
5 in 2002. What you learned during the course in
6 2002, did that change your view as to whether or
7 not in 2002 the Gorgon bookings complied with
8 the SEC rule?
9
MR. BEST: Sorry. You said in
10 2002 twice.
11
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm sorry.
12 Why don't I try one more time.
13 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. When you went to that course in
14
15 2004 I assume they went through the requirements
16 of the SEC rule for proved reserve bookings; is
17 that correct?
18
A. They went through the new Shell
19 rules on reserved bookings, which we were told
20 had been specifically reviewed and changed to
21 ensure that they were in line with the latest
22 SEC guidelines.
23
Q. In 2002 when you were or having
24 gone through that course?
25
MR. BEST: He went through it in
0176
TIMWARREN
1
2 2004.
3 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
4
Q. In 2004, having gone through that
5 course, did your understanding of the SEC -- of
6 the Shell guidelines at that time that were in
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7 place in 2004, do you recall whether or not you
8 questioned whether or not the Gorgon booking
9 that was in place in 2004 -- in 2002 would have
10 met the requirements of the 2004 rule?
11
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
12 It's a hypothetical question, it calls for
13 speculation and it lacks foundation.
14 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
15
Q. But you can still answer.
16
MR. BEST: Go ahead and answer.
17
THE WITNESS: I can answer a
18 different question which I think I feel more
19 comfortable doing.
20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. Okay.
A. In 2002, as we discussed earlier
22
23 on this afternoon, I was assured to a reasonable
24 level that our booking was conformable with
25 Shell guidelines and I was confident and happy
0177
1
TIMWARREN
2 with that position in 2002.
3
After that course in 2004 I
4 understood why the Gorgon reserves had been
5 restated, but they were restated after 2002.
Q. And what was your understanding as
6
7 to why they were restated?
A. They were restated because Shell
8
9 in its guidelines put in place a very tough
10 threshold on commercial maturity for gas.
11
Q. And what was that threshold?
12
A. My understanding, ifmy memory
13 serves me correctly, was that a project needed
14 to have gone through final investment sanction.
15
Q. And had that been the case in
16 2002?
17
A. No.
18
Q. What was your understanding of
19 what was required in 2002?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
21 lack offoundation.
22
MR. BEST: Under Shell guidelines?
23 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
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24
Q. Under Shell guidelines.
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
0178
TIMWARREN
1
2 lack of foundation.
3
THE WITNESS: Under Shell
4 guidelines a reasonable expectation that the
5 market was there to satisfy the project and that
6 there was a technically and economically
7 feasible development plan ready to go.
8 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
9
Q. And that was what you understood
10 in 2002 to be the case?
11
A. Correct.
Q. Do you recall whether or not you
12
13 asked Sarah Bell in her exploration of the
14 question you asked her about the Gorgon booking
15 whether or not she had spoken to an individual
16 named Helga Hammar as to the circumstances
17 regarding the Gorgon booking?
A. Who?
18
Q. Helga Hammar?
19
A. I don't recall that name at all so
20
21 I doubt if! would have asked her.
Q. Okay. Did you ever ask to see
22
23 copies of any signed letters of intent in 2002
24 regarding the Gorgon fields or the market for
25 the Gorgon gas?
0179
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. I was intimately knowledgeable
3 about what was being done in terms ofthe
4 marketing of Gorgon gas and there was no letter
5 of intent at that time.
Q. And did you know that at that
6
7 time?
A. I knew that.
8
9
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
10 to show you a document that we'll mark as
11 Exhibit Number 11, which is Bates V00120427
12 through 43l.
13
(Warren Exhibit Number 11 was
14 marked for identification.)
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15 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
16
Q. Before you look at this document I
17 just want to ask you another question.
18
With respect to the Gordon
19 development do you recall a plan involving
20 Barrow Island, a development plan?
21
A. I do indeed.
22
Q. And what is your recollection of
23 that plan?
24
A. In what regard?
25
Q. Well, you recall that it was -0180
TIMWARREN
1
2 what do you recall about the Barrow Island plan
3 for developing Gorgon?
4
A. The Barrow Island plan is the one
5 that is still being pursued for Gorgon, in fact,
6 which enables the economic development of Gorgon
7 by landing the gas on Barrow Island, which is an
8 island to the north of Australia. By making
9 that earlier land fall of gas by the pipeline it
10 is possible to do a sub sea development of the
11 Gorgon field rather than a platform development,
12 you don't need to put so much engineering kit
13 out there, you can flow the gas naturally to
14 Barrow Island without additional equipment.
15
And so Barrow Island has always
16 been central to many of the development options
17 of the Gorgon field and it is the one that is
18 being implemented now.
Q. And was that -- do you recall
19
20 whether or not that was an option that required
21 environmental license or permits from the
22 govermnent?
23
A. All developments require permits.
Q. And had those permits been applied
24
25 for back in 2002?
0181
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1
2
A. No. You would not normally apply
3 for them until after final investment sanction
4 and for the simple reason that you want to go
5 for those permits when everything is clear in
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6 terms of what you want to do and what you want
7 to achieve.
But having said that, perhaps I
8
9 can qualify that. We had had significant
10 discussions both with the Western Australian
11 State Government and the Federal Government on
12 how to make that process as short as possible
13 and how to ensure that we could make it a
14 process that was, if you like, ended up being
15 supported by particularly the Western Australian
16 Government that had to grant those permits.
Q. How long a process was the
17
18 permitting process?
19
A. In the final event?
Q. Yes.
20
21
A. I'm afraid I left Australia before
22 it was concluded and it was started for this
23 current development nine moths, I think, to a
24 year before I left.
Q. Okay. So it hadn't been started
25
0182
TIMWARREN
1
2 in 2002, the permitting process?
3
A. No.
Q. Okay. If you look at the document
4
5 that's been put in front of you that's Exhibit
6 Number 20?
7
MR. BEST: Exhibit what?
8 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. I'm sorry, Exhibit Number 11.
9
10
This document was produced as one
11 document. I'm not convinced that it is in fact
12 one document. I don't know that you've ever
13 seen the first page of the document, but -14
A. I wouldn't have seen the first
15 page. I'm not an addressee and I was never
16 associated with Groningen, which is a gas field
17 in Europe.
18
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: For the
19 record this is how the document was produced, so
20 that's why it's put together the way it is. If
21 you focus on the rest of the document.
22
MR. FERRARA: I'm sorry, page?
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23
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm sorry.
24
MR. FERRARA: Did you cite a page?
25
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: The first
0183
TIMWARREN
1
2 page Bates V00120427 appears to be an e-mail
3 exchange that Mr. Warren was not a recipient or
4 a sender, and so we're going to focus on the
5 second page of the document which is V00120428,
6 429,430 and 431.
7
Do you recall this E-mail
8 exchange?
THE WITNESS: I don't have a
9
10 direct recollection of it, no.
11 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Do you have a general recollection
12
13 of the circumstances surrounding this
14 communication?
15
A. I can -- yes. I can understand
16 when I see it in front of me why I would have
17 sent it.
Q. Okay. When you say why you would
18
19 have sent it you mean the e-mail that's dated
20 January 22nd, 2002?
21
A. Correct.
22
Q. Okay. Why did you -- why would
23 you have sent this e-mail?
24
A. I sent it to the recipients of the
25 e-mail on my regional business advisors, so my
0184
TIMWARREN
1
2 direct reports who, if you like, acted as the
3 shareholder representatives, the various
4 companies in the Far East and Asia and it was to
5 remind them of the importance of getting our OD
6 submissions on reserves in in a timely manner
7 and ensuring that they understood them and
8 particularly understood how they related to the
9 original maturation plans of the operating units
10 with which they dealt and that it was a topic
11 that was going to come up in a forthcoming
12 ExCom.
13
Q. You wrote 1998 has long gone and
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14 we now need a repeat. What did you mean?
15
A. I was referring to the last year
16 when we had good reserve replacement performance
17 and as a company we needed to have a better
18 year.
Q. Was 2002 a better year?
19
20
A. To be honest, I need to look at
21 the -- it doesn't look according to these charts
22 that it was going to be a better year, which was
23 why we needed our shareholders' representatives
24 to understand what was, if you like,
25 underpinning the submissions from the operating
0185
TIMWARREN
1
2 units.
Q. If you look at the e-mail from
3
4 Mr. Nauta on January 21 st, 2000 it says, in line
5 with ExCom's steer we will proceed on the basis
6 that Bonga main is not debooked and NLNG train 4
7 and 5 are booked in 2002. Do you know what NLNG
8 train 4 and 5 is referring to?
9
A. That would have been Nigerian LNG
10 trains 4 and.
11
Q. Was there any expectation that
12 there was going to be bookings from SDA that
13 year?
14
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
15 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
16
Q. 2002?
17
A. I certainly would not have had an
18 expectation at that time.
19
In fact, one of the reasons for
20 this telex was pretty much my style for notice
21 that I wanted to review matters with them.
22
Q. Did you have any understanding as
23 to any relationship between proved reserve
24 bookings and scorecards at any time during your
25 tenure at Shell?
0186
TIMWARREN
1
2
A. If my recollection serves me
3 correctly the EP business scorecard for that
4 period had proved reserve replacement ratio on
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5 it and for a small component.
Q. Did you ever have a view as to
6
7 whether or not the scorecard should have a
8 component that included proved reserve
9 replacement ratio?
l O A . I certainly had a view that having
11 a reserve component or resource component on the
12 scorecard was very important for all the good
13 reasons I've said. It's what actually underpins
14 whether our business is going to be a success or
15 not.
16
The choice of proven, I myself
17 would have argued against at the time because I
18 don't believe it had significance business
19 relevance, as I also explained.
I think it was finally selected
20
21 with the input of our bosses on CMD because it
22 is the component that can be measured with
23 respect to the competition because of what is
24 declared in the public domain.
25
Q. Do you recall when you were on
0187
1
TIMWARREN
2 ExCom or BusCom being aware of what the
3 competition was doing with respect to their
4 proved reserve replacement ratios?
A. We would have looked at that every
5
6 year to understand or try and understand where
7 our competition were with respect to us.
Q. Do you recall in the end of 2002
8
9 that the Gorgon booking was placed on a list of
10 potential reserves exposure catalog?
11
A. What is a potential reserve
12 exposure catalog?
13
Q. I can show it to you. We'll mark
14 this as Exhibit 12. For identification it is
15 document HAG00161385.
16
(Warren Exhibit Number 12 was
17 marked for identification.)
18 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
19
Q. I'm going to direct your attention
20 to Bates ending 1390.
21
A. Which page?
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22
Q. It's Appendix C, which is Bates
23 ending 1390.
24
MR. FERRARA: Is there a pending
25 question?
0188
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TIMWARREN
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You've had a chance to look at it.
Do you recall ever becoming aware
ofthis potential reserve exposure catalog?
MR. BEST: I object to the form of
the question. His previous answer was he had no
idea what one was.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Does this document refresh your
recollection whether you were ever aware that
the Gorgon booking was included in such a list?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
lack of foundation.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.
A. I have not seen this document
before. It would not have been probable that I
would have seen it because it was after the time
I left the ExCom.
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
to show you now a document that we'll mark as
Exhibit Number 13.
(Warren Exhibit Number 13 was
marked for identification.)

0189
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THE WITNESS: Have to develop
longer arms.
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Me, too.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. I'm going to ask you to focus
on -- obviously, your e-mail is the top of the
page is just one line. Below that the e-mail
from Sarah Bell, the first number 1 where it
says direct gas. First couple of sentences
there I'm going to ask you about. You probably
should read the preceding paragraph to
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13 llllderstand what is going on.
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Do you recall this e-mail
16 exchange?
17
A. Not directly but I certainly
18 answered it and when I read it the content is
19 familiar.
Q. Okay. What do you recall about
20
21 the content? Where it says here Sarah Bell
22 wrote, "in order to smooth in SDA's a=ua1
23 reserves reporting process I've attached a list
24 of assumptions and recommended reserve
25 management issues and would appreciate any
0190
TIMWARREN
1
2 comments before December 20th. Report
3 submission date is 15th January. The three main
4 discussion points are as follows:"
At what point was SDA in terms of
5
6 their a=ua1 reporting reserve process in the
7 end of December 2002?
8
A. Well, virtually complete, as Sarah
9 mentions there the report had to go in on the
10 15th of January and that was despite the
11 Christmas and New Year holiday. In fact, that's
12 what she was trying to do, to ensure that her
13 management team was happy with the way things
14 were developing so she didn't have any last
15 minute reversals or circuits she had to do
16 before the 15th of January. So she laid out
17 what she was proposing to do.
18
I think we even probably had a
19 meeting or a virtual meeting where she discussed
20 this with us and following that I said I was
21 happy with her proposed approach.
Q. If you look llllder the paragraph
22
23 number 1 it says, "Gorgon to remain as reserves
24 as advised by the group reserves coordinator
25 even though there is some debate as to whether
0191
TIMWARREN
1
2 it satisfies updated stricter guidelines for
3 proved reserves booking."
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4
Did you know which debate she was
5 referring to?
A. I'm sure that would have been
6
7 discussed between us. Certainly what I do
8 remember, as I think I mentioned earlier on this
9 afternoon, was that the group reserves
10 coordinator had supported her approach by
11 maintaining the booking.
Q. The next sentence says, "there
12
13 remains a possibility that Walter van der Vijver
14 might decide to take the hit on group reserves
15 replacement ratios this year and debook Gorgon."
16 Do you recall learning of that possibility?
A. I -- I don't recall anything. I
17
18 it was a might happen that probably didn't
19 concern me at the time.
20
Q. Would it have concerned you if
21 Walter van der Vijver had decided to debook
22 Gorgon?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
24 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
25
Q. You can answer the question.
0192
1
TIMWARREN
2
A. You're asking me to speculate what
3 I might have done or thought.
Q. I'm just asking you would it have
4
5 been a concern of yours if he had debooked it?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
THE WITNESS: I'll answer it.
8 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Great.
9
l O A . Bearing in mind that I'm
11 speculating on what I might have done.
12
I would hope he would have had
13 this conversation with me, because ultimately it
14 was my accountability and the accountability of
15 my staff and I have respect for Walter that that
16 conversation would have happened.
17
And then there would have been
18 again another debate of experts, presumably,
19 which would have decided what was going to
20 happen.
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21
But I was clear in my mind at that
22 time that the reserve booking stood on the basis
23 of the recommendations that had been made by my
24 expert line and as corroborated by the group
25 reserves coordinator.
0193
TIMWARREN
1
2
Q. Did you ever have a conversation
3 with Walter van der Vijver about the possibility
4 of debooking Gorgon?
5
A. No.
Q. Who ultimately decided to debook
6
7 Gorgon, if you know?
8
A. To recategorize Gorgon?
9
Q. Yes.
10
A. After the -- well, by that time
11 there was a group -- sorry -- what did they call
12 themselves -- the group reserves committee which
13 was recommending decisions on bookings dependent
14 on operating unit submissions, external audits,
15 and many other things. Who took the final
16 decision is beyond me, but I imagine it would
17 have been the reserve coordinator at the time,
18 assisted by that reserve committee.
Q. Did you have any role in the
19
20 decision to reclassify Gorgon?
21
A. No, because by that time I was no
22 longer CEO of Shell Development Australia and
23 my, if you remember, I had taken on the role of
24 production director for the region which had no
25 accountability for reserves. It belonged to a
0194
TIMWARREN
1
2 colleague of mine called Brian Straub, who was
3 the regional director for technology.
Q. Why did you understand Gorgon to
4
5 be reclassified?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
7 lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I did not know at
8
9 that time. As I say, it wasn't part of my
10 responsibilities.
11
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I'm going
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12 to show you a document which we'll mark as
13 Exhibit Number 14.
14
(Warren Exhibit Number 14 was
15 marked for identification.)
16
MR. WEED: Counse1,justforthe
17 record I, didn't want to interrupt your
18 questioning, but I think you misread it the
19 quote. It starts, there "remains a small
20 possibility." I think you left out the word
21 small.
22
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Okay.
23 Thanks. It was unintentional.
24
I don't have much more but I
25 need to use the restroom. Could we take a
0195
TIMWARREN
1
2 five-minute break.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off
3
4 the record. The time is 4:59 p.m.
5
(A briefrecess was taken.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on
6
7 the record. The time is 5:07 p.m.
8 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Mr. Warren, have you had an
9
10 opportunity to review this document?
11
A. I have.
Q. Do you recall this
12
13 communication -- the communications contained in
14 Exhibit 14?
15
A. I can recall the activity at the
16 time. I think I had seen this note after the
17 event and so I would have taken little notice of
18 it.
19
Q. If you look to the last page of
20 the document it says Tim's instructions. Do you
21 recall whether or not these were your
22 instructions?
23
A. I'm sure they were if He1en said
24 they were, and they sound right.
Q. Under message it says, "main
25
0196
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1
2 reason for the change Shell's internal
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3 guidelines have become more restrictive over
4 time. Nothing to do with SEC compliance."
Can you explain how the
5
6 recategorization had nothing to do with SEC
7 compliance?
8
MR. SMITH: Objection to form,
9 lack of foundation.
10 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
11
Q. You can answer the question.
A. Let me put this in context.
12
13
This was how parties within Shell
14 companies of Australia would handle inquiries
15 and particularly be proactive to partners and
16 govermnent parties in Australia as the news
17 broke over the reserves recategorization in
18 Shell.
19
We wanted to be sure that there
20 was no misunderstanding in govermnent or amongst
21 our partners or amongst the general public
22 around what this meant for Shell in Australia
23 and our commitment to Australia.
24
So the message was very much one
25 of trying to convey to those interested parties
0197
TIMWARREN
1
2 in Australia that this recategorization of
3 reserves actually has no impact on our business
4 here in Australia. We're as committed to Gorgon
5 as we ever have done and the recategorization
6 does not change the molecules in the round which
7 we are committed to developing and bringing to
8 market.
And so to keep it very much
9
10 focused on that level and not to get into
11 debates around why it happened, other than to
12 say that Shell's guidelines had become more
13 restrictive. So it was a restriction on what to
14 say rather than saying that it had nothing to do
15 with that.
Q. Did it have something to do with
16
17 the SEC compliance?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
19 lack of foundation.
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20 BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
21
Q. You can answer the question.
22
MR. SMITH: If you know the
23 answer.
24
THE WITNESS: I was not a decision
25 maker at the time on the recategorization. All
0198
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TIMWARREN
I knew and was informed in advance to handle
inquiries was that the recategorization was
going to be made and specifically on Gorgon and,
therefore, I needed to have a message to give to
interested parties in Australia.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Why would interested parties have
cared whether or not it had anything to do with
SEC compliance?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
THE WITNESS: I'm not saying that
they would. I'm just saying the straightforward
message that! crafted there was designed to
have the impact that I wanted it to and it did.
We did not have a major public affairs problem
in Australia.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. When you went through this
training in 2004 did you find out that in fact
the change in the guidelines had something to do
with SEC compliance?
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. You can answer the question.

0199
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TIMWARREN
MR. SMITH: Whose guidelines?
BY MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL:
Q. Shell's guidelines.
A. Shell's guidelines were certainly
changed, as they had been throughout their
lifetime in previous generations, to ensure they
were consistent with our reporting requirements
to external bodies, one of which was SEC.
Q. I'm just curious as to why you
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11 included in the message that it had nothing to
12 do with SEC compliance. Did you know that to be
13 the case?
14
A. I was saying that in talking with
15 the outside world we wanted to tell them that
16 the reasons for this were due to Shell's
17 internal guidelines having become more
18 restrictive. That was the message that we
19 wanted to convey in my part of the world.
20
That was my choice because my
21 belief was that was the way that we could ensure
22 that we did not have a public affairs problem in
23 Australia or a misunderstanding of our
24 commitments to Australia and our partners.
25
Now, I designed it this way, it
0200
TIMWARREN
1
2 worked. There's nothing sinister about it, it
3 was the message I wanted to portray in the
4 outside world and it happened to be true.
Q. Did you know at the time whether
5
6 or not the recategorization had anything to do
7 with SEC compliance?
A. I did not know that for a fact
8
9 because I was not a decision maker in the
10 recategorization. I knew at late notice, I
11 think 24 hours notice, that this announcement
12 was going to be made to the world that a
13 significant part of our reserves base had been
14 recategorized, Australian reserve base had been
15 recategorized.
16
Q. Did you ask whether or not it had
17 anything to do with SEC compliance?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
19
THE WITNESS: I wouldn't have even
20 had an opportunity to ask questions. I was
21 given a briefing paper and I responded to that.
22
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: I have no
23 more questions.
24
MR. FERRARA: Thank you. Can we
25 take a quick break?
0201
TIMWARREN
1
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2
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off
3 the record. The time is 5:14 p.m.
4
CA briefrecess was taken.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on
5
6 the record. The time is 5:23 p.m.
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR ROYAL DUTCH
PETROLEUM, SHELL TRANSPORT & TRADING
AND THE WITNESS

BY MR. SMITH:
Q. If you don't mind I'm going to
have a couple questions.
First I wanted to go back to
testimony you provided earlier today when you
were talking about the value creation teams and
your involvement in it. And I believe your
testimony was that you were the champion of the
team that dealt with well delivery; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. In connection with your work with
24 that team I believe you also said that one of
25 the outgrowths of that effort was something
0202
TIMWARREN
1
2 called Drill the Limit Program; is that right?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. In connection with the work of the
5 Drill the Limit Program was there any
6 consideration given to proved reserves?
7
A. No.
8
Q. Secondly, and if you wouldn't mind
9 getting out Exhibit 2 and taking a look at page
10 12 of that.
11
Let me direct you on the top of
12 that page there are a series of bullet points.
13
The second bullet point down which
14 reads, great emphasis is being placed on
15 transferring expectation reserves to proved and
16 also to matured SFR to proved reserves.
17
I believe Caroline asked you about
18 that bullet point earlier today; do you recall
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19 that?
A. I do.
20
21
Q. I believe in connection with your
22 testimony on that score, and I'm looking on the
23 electronic transcript at page 85 line 18, if you
24 would like -25
A. Yeah.
0203
TIMWARREN
1
2
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Can you
3 give me a second?
4
MR. SMITH: Sure.
5
MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: Okay.
6 BY MR. SMITH:
Q. In connection with your discussion
7
8 ofthat bullet point in this exhibit Caroline
9 asked the question:
10
"QUESTION: Was the global proved
11 reserves base being highlighted because there
12 were financial analyst at the presentation?"
13
And you answered the question
14 saymg:
15
"ANSWER: That would be my
16 understanding."
17
Just for the sake of clarity on
18 the record, when you gave your response to her
19 question, which included the word highlighted, I
20 wanted to make sure we understood what you meant
21 and intended by stating what you said with
22 respect to that word highlighted.
23
Can you clarify that for us.
A. My understanding was that proved
24
25 reserves were highlighted in this presentation
0204
TIMWARREN
1
2 alongside the rest of the resource space, as I
3 discussed a lot this morning, and in this
4 presentation we talked about our resource space
5 from scope for recovery to our expectation to
6 proved reserves and certainly the proved
7 reserves were highlighted, but so were the other
8 resource categories.
9
MR. SMITH: That's all I have.
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MS. CAROLINE MARSHALL: That's
fine.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the
end of the deposition of Mr. Warren. The total
number oftapes used today was three. We're
going offthe record. The time is 5:26 p.m.
(Reading and signature not
waived.)
(Whereupon, at 5:26 p.m., the
deposition was concluded.)
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I do hereby acknowledge that I have
read and examined the foregoing pages ofthe
5 transcript of my deposition and that:
6
(Check appropriate box):
7
( ) the same is a true, correct and
complete transcription of the answers given by
8 me to the questions therein recorded.
9
( ) except for the changes noted in
the attached errata sheet, the same is a true,
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11 recorded.
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23
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25
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TIMWARREN
1
CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC
2
I, Paula G. Satkin, the officer before whom
3
4 the foregoing proceedings were taken, do hereby
5 certify that the witness whose testimony appears
6 in the foregoing proceeding was duly sworn by
7 me; that the testimony of said witness was taken
8 by me in stenotype and thereafter reduced to
9 typewriting under my direction; that said
10 proceedings is a true record ofthe testimony
11 given by said witness; that I am neither counsel
12 for, related to, nor employed by any of the
13 parties to the action in which these proceedings
14 were taken; and, further, that I am not a
15 relative or employee of any attorney or counsel
16 employed by the parties hereto, nor financially
17 or otherwise interested in the outcome of the
18 action.
19
20 My commission expires October 31,2010.
21
22

23
24

PAULAG. SATKIN
Notary Public in and for the
District of Columbia
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INTRODUCTION

'I

Petroleum resources represent a significant part of the company's upstream assets and are the
foundation of most Of its current and future upstream activities. To aid in understanding, planning,
and decision making about these petroleum resources, resource volumes are classified according to
the maturity or status of its associated development project. The current status and Changes in
petroleuin resources, and specifically the commercially recoverable portion (reserves), are a
significant concern to management. The future of the company depends on our effectiveness in
maturing resources to LIle point where maximum economic value is realised.
For the Shell Group as a whole, petroleum resources are reported annually to senior management and
are essential information for LIle strategic planning process of the upstream sector. The current status
and changes to LIle proved and proved developed reserves are also reported annually to the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Therefore the importance of these figures cannot be overemphasised. Reliability, uniformity,
consistency, transparency and auditability are essential elements in the collation of petroleum resource
reports by Operating Units (OUs) and New Venture Operations .(NVOs). These guidelines, building
on LIle foundation established by previous versions (References Ito 5), aim to achieve these goals.
They serve asa reference for OUs and NVOs and as the standard against which audits will be
conducted.
The recommendations of the Hydrocarbon Resource Volume Value Creation Team have been
incorporated in this update of the guidelines. The primary changes are increased attention to realise
maximum value from VOlumes and the modification of the definition for proved developed reserves to
be more consistent with industry practice. The value realisation theme is reflected in emphasising a)
that reserves are project basedandb)' the imponance of maturing resource volumes to developed
reserves and hence sales. No major changes in the classification scheme are introduced.
This document contains only guidelines. The information on internal and external submission
requirements and quantification methods that was Contained in previous versions of thiS document
will be included in oLller. communications. Submission requirements will be communicated annUally
in a letter from EP Planning. Methods will be devcloped through the Hydrocarbon Resource Volume
Common Interest Network (Reference 7),
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2

PETROLEUM RESOURCES

2.1

Definition
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A petroleum resource is any accumulation of hydrocarbons that is known or anticipated to exist in a
sub-surface rock formation,located in the company's current exploration and productiOn acreage. If
the petroleum resource extends beyond the company's licence area the resource volumes must be
divided according to the granted licence boundaries, to take proper account of Group share.
Resource volumes are reported as the quantities of sales product. The corresponding quantities of
field recovery should be maintained by the OV (See Appendix 6). The reporting of petroleum
resource volumes should further indicate the petroleum type, the reporting units and conditions, and
the GrOup share.
Resource volumes are lied to the project that develops them and are generally reported by field. The
term reserves is used for resource volumes associated with a project that is technically mature and
commercially viable. Resource volumes that do not meet these criteria are called scope for recovery

I

(SFR). Proved reserVes are the portion of reserves that is reasonably certain to be produced. These
distinctions will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

2.2

Group Share

Only the Group share of resource volumes is reported_ The Group, share is determined by agreements
with the resource holders. Resource volumes can be distinguished according to three different types
of agreement, which are discussed below.
Equity

I

Equity resources are the Group share of resources in Concessions. Concession agreements lay down
the general terms and conditions of operation. These agreements with governments define the
applicable tax rules, the Group share of resources in Concessions and the duration of the productiOn
licence.

Entitlement

Entitlement resources are the Group share of production in acreage governed by a p!:oduction Sharing.
Contract (PSC). The Group share of production is the Group interest in the sum of cost oil plus
excess cost oil plus profit oil, in aCCOrdance with the PSC terms.

Innovative
Production

In recent years, a number of resource holding countries have introduced innovative production
contracts in order to attract investment by foreign oil cOmpanies while preserving the principle of
national resource ownership. These agreements typically provide for the contractor to recover costs
and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while holding no title to, or entitlement to receive, petroleum

Contracts

resources.

I
I
I
I

I
I

•

US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations have lagged behind these
developments and provide little explicit guidance on reserves diSClosure when the riskS and rewards
of ownership are carried without legal title to mineral rights.
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external repons in an
informative way to be consistent with the spirit of the SEC regulations. The volumes from which·
economic benefit is derived should be reported if all three of the following conditions are met:
1.

The OV participates in the production operations as either operator or in partnership with the
operator, and so bears a share of the costs and risks of the production operations.

2.

The OU derives future economic value that is directly related to the volume of hydrocarbons
produced. -For example, a fee expressed as a fixed or indexed amount per barrel of production
would constitute a derivation of value from the prodUCed hydrocarbons, but an operating fee that
is largely independent of production would not. The actual source of revenues used (0 pay the
OU is not crucial to this point. For example, if the remuneration is determined by a produced gas
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volume but paid from oil revenues. the economic value to the OU is in effect derived from the
produced gas, and this volume should be reported.
3.

The OU is exposed to the normal risks and rewards associated With ownership of mineral rights,
including the downside and upside from changes in the value of future production volumes.
These include the risk that costs may not be recovered, due to either uncertainty as to the
presence or magnitude of hydrocarbon volumes or to movements in petroleum prices.

OUs and NVOs working under such contracts should complete the standard resource volume
submission for the Group/Company interest in these volumes, noting the nature of the interest.
Reported volumes should be in Hne with the reporting of traditional reserves with regard to royalties
and should therefore reflect the volumeS Crom which pre-tax cash flow is derived. As elsewhere, cash
royalties are regarded as a production COSt.
If an OU has interests in several licence areas subject to different contract types (e.g. reward
generating and PSC). a separate Submission must be made With respect 10 the interest in the reward
generating contract area.

When an OU is participating in a venture which grants neither tiUe to. nor an entitlement to receive
petroleum, and which does not satisfy the three criteria above the OU should not report reserves or
production volumes. 'For el(ample this might occur if the recovery of costS is guaranteed against
adverse price movements or a shortfall in recovered volumes
Licence or
Contract
Extensions

For internal reporting purposes. Group share of the expectation estimate of reserves and scope for
recovery are recorded for the total producing life, i.~. inclUding the period beyond the relinquishment
date, but not covered by a right to extend or by a letter of assurance (see beloW). The currenUy
existing licence terms or other anticipated terms should be assumed for this extrapolation.
For external reporting. Group share of reserves (proved. proved developed) is limited to production
within the existing licence or 'contract period. However. production beyond the licence or contract
period can be included if there is a legal right to extend a production licence or PSC. or if ihe
government has formally indicated that it will favour substantiated requests for extensions in the
future (letter Of assurance). Then volumes recoverable during the extension period are included in the
Group share. assuming currently existing or other anticipatcd terms. Such considerations should be
documented in the annual submission.
In some countries. the issue or duration of production licences for gas fields is effectively coupled to
the conclusion of gas sales contracts. In other areas, a realistic target date for initiation muslbe set for
projects that are not yet firmly planned so that the produCtion forecast and other screening
assumptions can be used to estimate the volume produced before licence or contract expiry.

Long Term
Supply
Agreements

FASB regulations (69 para. ·13) require that quantities of oil or gas subject to purchase under long
term supply, purchase or similar agreements should be reported separately. if the OU participates in
the operation of the properties in which the oil or gas is located or otherwise serves as the "prOducer"
of those reserves. as opposed, for example. to bcing an independent purchaser, broker, dealer. or
importer.
The "supply" agreement should be a consequence 'of the OU acting as producer. This would not be the
case if. for example. others had similar agreements but did not participate in the production
operations.
These net quantities, as well as the net quantities received under the agreement during the year, shoUld
be included in the end year cstimate of reserve volumes for external disclosure form.

. Royalty

Royalty is a payment made to the host government for the production of mineral resources. It is
usually calculated as a percentage of revenues (payable in cash) or production (payable in kind).
Where in practice royalty obligations are met in kind (Le. by delivering oil instead of cash). the Group
share of production and reserves should be reported excluding these volumes.
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Where royalty is payable in cash or is in principle payable in kind but tlle government has formally
elecled to receive, or customarilyreceives, payment in c3sh, Group share ofproduclion and reserves
should be reported withoul deduction of equivalent royalty volumes.
Fees in kind

Third parties may in some c3sespay fees in kind for the use of infrastructure (e.g. pipeline tariff).
Such paymenLS do nOl constitute a Group share in resoW'ces and should not be included in reported,
volumes.

Open Acreage

Group share of volumes is non-exislent in open acreage and acreage for possible acquisition or farmin.

Under/Over Lift

Group share should also allow for any historic under or over lift by partners or government.
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3.

RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION FOR INTERNAL
REPORTING

3.1

Classification Scheme

The internal classification scheme shown in Figure I is intended to provide a consistent link between
a field's resource volumes and the EP business model, identifying separately those resources that are
the focus of the various stages in the development life cycle.

Cumulative Production
Reserves:

Developed Reserves
Undeveloped Reserves

Discovered Scope for Recovery:

Proved Techniques Scope for Recovery
Unproved Techniques Scope for Recovery
Noli-Commercial Scope for Recovery

I
I

Undiscovered Scope for Recovery
Discovered Initial In Place
Figure I: Resource Categories for Internal Reporting
A summary of the definitions for these categories is provided in Appendix I. The cascade model
(Figure 2) illustrates the migration o~volumes between resource categories during the development
life cycle.

Di$~overedl~~

I
I
J
I
I

_ _+

-----J

SFR

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ACQUIRE AND DIVEST

Figure 2: Cascade Model
A specific example of the migration of resource volumes between categories during a field's life cycle
is shown in Appendix 2.

3.2

Value Realisation

The most important objective of resource volumes management is the progression of the volumes to
the point where maximum value is realised. The main purpose of the internal classification scheme
tied to the development life cycle is to enable understanding of the potential value and the actions
needed to mature volumes. In order to achieve business growth and reserves replacement objectives,
it is essential that OUs and NVOs have efficient systems to move volumes through the value chain
from scope for recovery to production and sales as shown in the cascade model.
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a)

set targets and monitor actual performance in 1Jlaturing volumes towards value realisation,

b)

fully inventorise and have matUration plans for Scope for Recovery opportuniti'eS,

c)

review ultimate recovery targets for eXisting fields and identify what activity - appraisal, study,
new technology development, commercial agreement, etc. - is required to reach these targets,

d)

and have Key Performance Indicators (KPJ's) to measure performance (e.g. replacement ratio,
time between discovery and first prOduction).

3.3

Technical and Commercial Maturity

The classification scheme uses a project's technical and commercial maturity as the primary criteria to
distinguish between reserves and scope for recovery (SFR). Resource volumes can be classified as
. reserves only if the associated project that will result in production of those volumes is considered to
be technically mature and commercially viable. lfit cannot, the resource volumes should be classified
as SFR. $FR needs an activity (e.g. exploration appraisal, field trial,gas marketdevelopment, ete) to
achieve technical maturity and commercial viability. Secondary technical and commercial
distinctions (between proved and unproved techniques SFR and between commercial and non-

comm~cial SFR) further identify resource volumes at various stages in the life cycle.
Project Basis

Technical and commercial maturity reflects the status of remaining uncertainties in the ,assessment of
the optimal development project and its associated reco"ery. A project is any proposed or notional
modification of the wells, the production facilities and/or the production policy, aimed at changing the
company's sales product forecast. It can also be a modification of the company's share in a venture
(purchase/ sales-in-place, unitisation, new terms). The generic term 'project' is also used to describe a
.group of (sometimes alternative) projects, each with a cenain chance of realisation, depending on the
results of further data gathering. In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the Expected Monetary
Value (or EMV, see AppendiX 6).

Technically
Mature

For a project to be technically mature, information on the resource volume, including its level of
uncertainty, is such that an optimal project can be defined with an aUditable prOject development plan,
based On a resource and development scenario description, with drilling/engineering cost estimates, a
production forecast and economics. The plan may be notional or it may be an analogy of other
projects based on similar resources. However, there should be a reasonable expectation that a firin
development plan can be matured with time. Projects do not have to have a completed development
plan_

Commercially
Mature

A commercially mature project is commercially viable over a sufficiently large ponion of the range
of POSSible scenarios that reflect the remaining resource uncertainties. The definition of what
constitutes "a sufficiently large portion" may vary from case to case and could for example require the
project NPV for the low reserves scenario to be pOsitive for appropriate commercial criteria. It is also
likely to include an assessment of the capital exposure in case of project failure due to adverse
resource realisations. The selected range of scenarios should be documented and auditable.
A scenario is commercially viable if the NPV is expected to be positive under the applicable terms
and conditions for the acreage and for the Current adviSed Group reference criteria for commerciality
(Reference 9),
A project is economically viable if the expected NPV under the applicable terms and conditions for
the acreage exceeds the separately advised Group project screening criteria or if the project has
already been approved by shareholders, Projects generally have to demonstrate economic viability in
order to obtain investment approval. However, economic Viability or formal project approval is not
required for a project to be considered commercially mature. Reserves may be booked before project
approval is soughl
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Uncertainty Estimates

Uncertainty in resource volumes arises from using data and prediction techniques with varying
degrees of uncertainty_ The uncertainty in resource volume estimates can be assessed and represented
using a variety of methods (see Reference 7>- Probabilistic methods determine a range of estimates
and the associated probability that they will occur. Scenario deterministic methods determine best
estimates for specific cases such as a low side case or a base case.
The terms low, expectation or high estimates are used in this document to simplify the discussion and
to define reported volumes where consistency is required. When using a probabilistic methodology,
low, expectation and high estimates are defined as the P8S, Mean and PIS values from the probability
distribution function (see Appendix 7 for definitions). When using a scenario deterministic
methodology, low, expectation and high estimates are the low side case, base case and high side.
cases, respectively.
Only the expectation estimate for each of the resource categories is required for Internal reporting.
The low estimate is usually used to define externally reported proved reserves. It is up to the OU to
decide whether .there is a need to determine other estimlltes.
Uncertainty
Reduction with
Performance

The uncertainty range of ultimate recovery generally decreases as a field is developed and produced.
However, the uncertainty.range as a percentage of remaining reserves may not always decrease with
time. As·il field matures, initial in place volumes and recovery should shift from a volumetric to
a performa~ce.based estimate, incorporating the additional production data to reduce the

uncertainty r~nge. Once the reservoir performance has been established with reasonable certainty, a
fairly small difference between low, expectation and high estimates would be expected. Definition of
the low and high estimates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little uncertainty
and use of a single expectation estimate should be considered in this situation.
Figure 3 illustrates the narrowing of the uncertainty with field appraisal and development. This is a
near ideal example where the expectation remains constant for most of the life cycle. This example is
also used in Appendix 2 to Show the migration of resources between internal and external reporting
categories during the field life cycle.
The reduction in uncertalnlY based on perfonnance should be adequately retlected in the annual
reserve and scope for recovery estimates for the field.
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Figure 3: Uncertainty Reduction during the Field Life Cycle
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Resource volumes are added together at various levels during the resource assessment and reporting
process. Addition of reserves at or above the level used for depreciation calculations must be
arithmetical for consiStency with financial accounting. Below this level, Le. normally below the field
level, addition should be done taking into account the dependency between the volumes to truly
reflect the recoverable volumes associated with a project. Arithmetical addition is appropriate for
dependent volumes, but usually overstates the uncertainty range for the sum of partially independent
volumes. Probabilisticaddition shOuld be used for partially independent volumes when the difference
with arithmetic addition is significant.
Below are two examples where the method of addition is important to handle properly.
I)

I
I
:I

Document 366-4

Field A is comprised of separate layers and the properties of these layers are independent of each
other. [n other words, a low result in one layer would not increase or decrease the chance of·a
low result in the other layers. Low, expectation and high estimates are calculated for each layer
separately. Probabilistic addition should be used to account for the reduced uncertainty of adding
together independent volumes. Arithmetical addition of these estimates would understate the low
estimate and overstate the high estimate of the total field.

2) A project develops three independent fields as sub-sea satelIites connected to one platform. In
this case, the investment in surface facilities may be totalled for,deprecia~ionl and consequently
the reserves estimates should relate to the combined fields. Probabilistic addition shOuld be used
to calculate the total reserves associated with the platform.

Careful consideration should be given to Commercial SFR by proved techniques where eventual
development is only incremental to an existing or planned development. These volumes may have a
probability of success (POS) less than one, but with probabilistic addition will contribute at all levels low, expectation and high· ofreserves estimates. Examples of where this would apply are:
I)

A fault block that is not yet tested and may be reasonably interpreted as an extension of the
delineated area of the field. The project itself is technically mature and commercially viable. The
untested block would be developed through existing field facillties without significant additional
investment other than additional wells, which is recognised'in the project scope. The uncertainty
is geological and volilmes are classed as reserves.

2)

A phased development where there is uncertainty in the scope (e.g, number of wells) of a project
due to geological uncertainty. However, the nature of the project remains essentially unchanged
and additional wells could be accommodated within the flexibility of the field facilities design,
then the whole range of recoverable volumes should be considered in deriving reserves. A
scenario tree can be developed to represent the range of outcomes, both in recovered volumes and
optimised number of wells, dependent on geological uncertainty. The uncertainty is resolved,
with time, through planned data gathering eventually determining the number of wells. Hence
the volumes can be regarded as technically mature. If one branch of the scenario tree is not
economic, then the volumeS associated with that arm do not contribute to reserves.

Ifprobabilistic addition is used, ensure the methodology andpararneters used are documented in the
audit trail.

3.5

Cumulative Production

The resource volume category "Cumulative PrOduction" pertains to summation of sales quantities of
production volumes up to the date of reporting. Consistency is required between sales and field
quantities. Production Operations and Finance functions must reconcile their figures prior to any
submission.

1Group Accounts should be consulted when considering combining surface facilities for different
fields for depreciation purposes.
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Reserves

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be produced from a discovered field due and associilted
with a project that is technically and commercially mature (see definition in Section 3.3).
Petroleum volumes have been demonstrated to be producible from the field. A market must
reasonably be expected to be available.
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves, must be CUt off at the point where cash generation
becomes negative. i.e. when operating COStS (with appropriate treatment of abandonment COSts)
exceeds sales revenues after royalties. If the remaining tail production is significant, it may be
booked as Non-Commercial SFR (see below).
The restriction of marketability is relevant to gas reserves and for the classification of those NGL
products that are subject to go-ahead of a non-associated gas project. Apart from an assessment of the
local market and identification of the type of export project (e.g. pipeline, LNG. methanol), this
restriction implies earmarking the gas resources suitable to feed these outlets. The restriction applies
to all confidence levels (low, expectation and high estimates) of reserves.
To minimise fluctuations over time, OUs and NVOs should exert caution in transferring volumes
categories. Demonstrable technical and commercial maturity Will be
between th~ re;erves and
required wh~n,ne~ fields and reservoirs are added to the reserves base. The same requiremem applies
in principle whl7n undeveloped reserves are retained. To retain developed reserves, their production
should have a positive cash generation after subtraction of operating COStS and royalties.

Srn

as reserves, but which are no longer commercially mature, may be
Existing volumes ciassified
.r:,_
retained as reserves only in ca~es when there is an overriding strategic interest, or where a current
small operating loss is expected to be reversed in the short term. In both cases support from
shareholders must be obtained.
t

Developed
Reserves

..

Developed reserves'are the ponion of reserves that is producible through currently existing
completions, with installed facilities for treatment, compressiOn, transportation and delivery. using
existing operating methods. Outstanding project activities, such as initial completions, recompletions,
hook-up and m.odifications tO,existing facilities. can be considered as existing or installed if the
outstanding capital investment is minor .«1 0%) compared to the total project cost and if budget
approval has been obtained or is reasonably expected.
Developed reserves are estimated by forecasting the production that will be contributed by the
existing wells through the currently installed facilities assuming no future development activity.
Future wells or facilities may be planned that add reserves and/or accelerate the reserves that would be
produced by the existing investments. However, the portion of reserves expected to be accelerated by
future investments are classified as developed With the existing investments and not after the future
investments. If future investment accelerates production such that additional reserves are recovered
within time limits (e.g. sales contract periods, field life). the additional reserves are classified as
developed only after these investm~ts are made.

Undeveloped
Reserves

Undeveloped reserves are the complement of developed reserves in the total reserves, requiring
capital investment in new wells and/or production Iacilities in order to be produced.
For new development projects. developing additional reserves may defer field / platform
abandonment and may thereby also increase the reservesproducible from existing completions. Such
gains should be included in the economic evaluation of the new development project and can only be
classified ;is reserves if the project meets the technical and commercial.criteria.

3.7

Scope for Recovery

ScopeIor Recovery is the recovery estimate of any notional project for which implementation cannot
yet be shOwn with sufficient confidence to be technically sOWld or commercially viable. However,
there must be
expectation that this project could mature based on reasonable assumptio/lli about the

an
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success of additional data gathering, a maturing technology from current research, relaxation in the
market constraints and/or the terms and conditions fOr implementing such a project.
'
The economic evaluation should im;lude any fmure pre.investment costs required to reduce technical
uncertainty,
In the case of immature projects, the associated scope for recovery may be reponed as a single
estimate for the undiscounted average recoveries in the caSe of success (mean success volume, MSV)
IOgelher with a probability of success (POS). For aggregation purposes the risked expectation
volumes are used (POS·MSV).
Non-Commercial
SFR

SFR in discovered resources is considered non-commercial for development projects Which, even if
technically successful, Would not be commercially viable. To avoid unrealistic situations the reporting'
of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with a Unit Technical cost below an annually.
advised ceiling.
.Non-commercial SFR is reported in order to retain an indication of the discovered resources that
could become commercial wilh a change of circumstances (e.g. an increase in oil price, a change in
tax regime, development of a gas market, tlared!ventedJre-injected gas volumes if significant enough
to be marketed).
SFR which is expected to be commercially viable should be reponed in one of the following three
SFR categories.

SFR by Proved
Techniques

SFR by proved techniques is the volume estimated to be recoverable from discovered resources, by a
project utilising a recovery process or technique which has been demonstrated to be technically
feasible in the area or in the field. Implementation is expected to be comrnercially viable, but a large
range of technical uncertainty precludes the formulation of a technically sound project proposal.

SFRby
Unproved
Techniques

SFR by unproved techniques is the volume believed to be recoverable from discovered resources by a
project utilising any recovery technique or process that has not yet been demonstrated to be
technically feasible in the field Where its application is considered, but which through laboratory or
trials elsewhere has a reasonable chance of being technically feasible in the future. If feasible, the
process. should be expected to be commercial.
Future data gathering may disprove the technique, and with ilthe possibility of development, and
these SFR volumes must therefore be discounted for the risk that the considered technique will not
prove to be feasible.

Undiscovered
SFR

Undiscovered SFR is the volume believed to be recoverable from as yet undrilled potential
accumulations by any process that has been a technical success elsewhere, under similar conditions,
and the development of which is expected to be commercial.
These SFR volumes must be discounted for the risk that petroleum is not present or is not commercial
to develop (probability of Success, see Appendix 6).
Future data gathering may result in a total write-off of these resources. Following dri11lng reSults. the
resource volumes are revised and, in the case of a discovery, the economics re·assessed, whereupon
the resource is ei ther discarded or reclassified.

3.8

Initial In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Place (lIP) are expressed in volumes of Stock Tan'k Oil hiitiaJly In
Place (STOIlP), Condensate Initially In Place (CllP) and Gas Initially In Place (GIIP) under standard
conditions. For standard conditions the same PVT data must be used as adopted for the reporting of
field recoveries.

It
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4.

RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION FOR EXTERNAL
REPORTING

4.1

Classification Scheme

Externally reported resource volumes have two primary purposes - financial calculations and investor
assessments. The reportfd figures are used to calculate the depreciation of EP seclOr capital
investments. The amount of depreciation affects the company· s book earnings that are also externally
reported. Shareholders and the investment community use the reported volumes and earnings to
assess the performance and value of the company. It is essential that externally reponed volumes are
a true reflection of shareholder value.
The resource categories for external reporting are shown in Figure 4. Cumulative production, total
proved reserves and proved developed reserves are 'externally reported annUally for oil, gas and NGL
sales quantities as of the Ist of January. The reported volumes must comply with SEC definitions,
reprodUCed in Appendix 3. The Shell Group definitions contained in this section are in full
compliance with these definitions. Where Group gUidelines interpret SEC definitions, as listed in
Appendix 4, these interpretations have been accepted by external auditors as fulfilling SEC
requirements. A summary of the Group definitions for the external categories is provided in
Appendix 1.

Cumulative Production
Proved Reserves:

Proved Developed Reserves
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Figure 4: Resource Categories for External Reporting
Cumulative production for external reporting has the same definition as used in the Shell internal
classification scheme (see Section 3:5). An ·example of the migration of resource volumes between
externally reported categories during a field's life cycle is shown in AppendiX 2.

4.2

Proved Reserves

Proved reserves are the portion of reserves, as defined for internal reporting, th'at is reasonably
certain to be produced and sold during the remaining periOd of existing production licences and
agreements. Extension periods are only included if there is a legal right to extend, which may derive
either from the initial concession agreement or from a subsequent letter of assurance. AIlyapplicable
government restrictions on oil export and contractual or practical market limitations to gas delivery
rates should be taken into account. Only the Group share of proved reserves is reported.

If probabilistic methods are used, reserves are reasonably certain when there is an 85% probability
tha] the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. This is the P85 value of the
cumulative probability curve. If scenario deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable
certainty is ititended to express a high degree of confidence that the quantities will be recovered. This
is the low side estimate. When the estimate assumes significant volumes of hydrocarbons outside the
defined fluid contacts, or when the recovery mechanism is untested in the field or analogue fieldS, a
lower estimate should be used that ret]ects this uncertainty~
As discussed in Section 2,4, Proved reserve estimates should be updated annually based on
development and performance data.

Proved Developed Proved developed reserves are the reasonably certain portion of internally reported developed
Reserves reserves (Le. produced from existing wells through installed facilities). Drilling and completing a
well essentially proves the hydrocarbons that it develops and therefore proved developed reserves are
based on the expectation estimate of developed reserves adjusted to take into acCOUnt of undefined '
fluids contacts, untested recovery mechanisms, licence periods, government restrictions and market
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limitations, as discussed above. The expectation estimate is the mean value ifprobabilistic methods
are used or the base case estimate if scenario deterministic methods are used_
Proved
Undeveloped
Reserves

Proved undeveloped reserves are the reasonably certain portion of internally reponed undeveloped
reserves (i.e. reqUire additional capital investment for new wells or facilities). Reasonable certainty is,
_met by USing the P85 value or low side estimate of undeveloped reserves and taking into account
undefined fluids contacts, untested recovery mechanisms, licence periods, government restrictions and
market limitations, as discussed above.
Total proved reserves and proved developed reserves are often determined, and then proved
undeveloped reserves is the difference between the two. In mature fields when most of the reserves
have been developed, this approach can resUlt in values for tOtal proved reserves and proved
undeveloped reserves that are no longer reason·able. Once a field is at this level of maturity, a
deterministic approach should be used for both proved developed reserves and proved undeveloped
reserves consistent with the SEC and SpE definitions (Appendix 3. Reference 8). Total proved
reserves is then the sum of proved developed reserves and proved undeveloped reserves.
Estimates of proved reserves should be benchmarked against the ''proved area" deterministic method
consistent with the SEC and SPE definitions (Appendix 3, Reference 8). This'method first defines the
proved area2 of the field and then estimates the volumes expected to be recovered from the proved
area. If the proved and proved developed reserve estimates are significantly different using the
proved area method (as generally used in the industry), a reconciliation shOUld be made for the OU to
assure itself that the reported reserves are a true reflection of shareholder value.
Asset holders should be aware of the differences between probabilistic and deterministic techniques
since third parties. e.g. gas buyers and hence external reserves auditors for certification, may adopt
different practices.

External
Financing

For projects which require some degree of external financing (e.g. LNG projects, major new venture
start-ups), project financing must be expected to be available before proved reserves are diSClosed
externally. This could, by exception, be a reason why the reserves of some viable projects are
eXCluded from external reporting.

Improved

Advances in reservoir modelling techniques have greatly enhanced the systematic assessment of project recoveries across the full range of uncertainties, increasing confidence in the use of simulation
reSults as the basis for investment decisions and reserves estimation. This imprOVed quantification has
in some cases shown that pilot testing is not necessary prior to project commitment (based on a Value
of Information approach). Under these circumstances, recovery from improved recovery projects (e.g.
fluid injection, reservoir blowdown) may be considered proved when the following three conditions
are met:

Recovery
Projects in
External
Disclosures

I) A comprehensive assessment of uncertainties results in confidence that the actual volume will be
greater than the low estimate.
2) The main features of the recovery process are supported by confirmed responses in analogous
reservoirs.
3) Project financing has been obtained or is expected to be available without a pilot testing phase.
In the case of improved gas recovery, the additional conditions in the following section also apply.

2 The area of the reservoir considered as proved area includes (I) the area delineated by drilling and
defined by lluid contacts. if any, and (2) the undrilled portions of the resen:oir that can reasonably
be judged as commercially productive on the basis of available geologiCal and engineering data. In
the absence of data on fluid COlltaCts, the lowest known occurrence of hydrocarbons controls the
proved limit unless otherwise indicated by definitive geological, engineering Qr performance data
(Reference 8).

. ".
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In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserveS of natural gas should include only quantities
falling in the following categories:
I)

that are contracted to sales; or

2)

that can be considered as reasonably certain of being sold based on a reasonable expectation of
the availability of markets, along with transportatiOnl delivery facilities that are in place; or

3)

thaL while not firmly planned, have been .earmarked for future development and hence may
reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of availability of markets and project
financing.

These restrictions also apply to the external disclosure of condensatelNGL products that are Subject to
.the go-ahead of a non-associated gas project.
Proved Reserves When operating under a combined production constraint (e.g. oil production quota) and production
under- beyond the licence or agreement period is expected, the capability to accelerate the POSt licence
Constrained production provides a safeguard against under-perforrnance of the planned development programme
Production during the licence period. ThiS capability increases the confidence level that can be assigned to the
constrained prOduction forecast during the licence period. In this circumstance, the proved reserves
should be based on an accelerated development programme that could be followed in the event that
the base plan delivered less production than expected.
Types of
Agreements

Under US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations, separate disclosure is required
for oil and gas volumes applicable to different types of agreements. These requirements are illustrated
in Figure 5..
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Notes

NHioes the Company own a mineral Interest in
the petroleum resources?

1

Yes
Traditional meaning of an enterprise's interest
in reserves (FASB 19 para. 10). Exclude
volumes payable to others through production
paytnents or carried interests (FASB 19 para.
47a and d).

Report equity 011 and gas volumes

I
Has the Company been assigned an
N0
,...- entitlement to receive volumes. of oil and gas
as a result oi its participation in t!'le operation
of oil and QaS properties?

1

Yes
Typical PSC case. Whether the Government
has a pre-emptive right to buy back these
entitlements is not mat$r1al.

Report entitlement oil and gas volumes

I

DOlls thll Company, as a consequence of its
r---- acting as 'producer'. have an agreement wlth
the Govemmllnt Of Government agency which
assigns the right to purchase quantitllls of oil
or gas?

R$levanl where natlonalleglslation prevents
access 10 mineral rights. The agreement would
not be a conseqU$DO$ of acting as producer if
e.g. others havlI similar agreements but do not
participate In production operations.

N0

1

Yes
Separate disclosure is required, FASB 69 para,

la

Report separately the volumes which the
Comp3l'ly Is entitled to purchase.

,

Tt. tOAowing or. nle,prefa/Ions or I"" prir<;/pIr.I QI thff FAS8
,egual""" fflgatd/ng CQmpany int_SI. in" , -..n .$
resefWs;

I
Does the Company participate in the
production of hydrocarbons trom which it
derives Rconomic benetit while substantially
earrvlnClthe normal E&P risks?

1

.

No

No volumes reported.

Yes

Report separately the Company share of
the production and reserves from which
economic benefit Is derived.

Normal E&P riskS refar to bolh downside and
upside IIxposure 10 changes in lh$ value of
future produetiOll volumes du$ to uocerUdnties
as 10 their presence, volume and price.

Figure 5: Types of External Disclosures in Relation to FASB Regulations
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5.

RESOURCE VOLUME REPORTING, RESPONSIBILITIES AND
AUDITS

5.1

Shareholder Requirements

I

EP Planning will communicate a timetable and the details about submission requirements to OUs and
NVOs each year for both internal and external reporting.
Volumes will be reported ,based on the classification systems described in Sections 3 and 4.
Additional information is reported for the calculation of the Standardized Measure required by the US
Financial Accounting StandardS Board (FASB).

5.2

Methods and Systems

OUs and NVQs are responsible for selecting the methodS and systems that are technically most
appropriate for quantifying the resource volumes of their assets consistent with these guidelines. The
preferred methods and systems may vary depending on the type of resource and with lime as the
resource matures and technology improves. Best practices will be developed. updated and shared in
the Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes Management Common Interest Network (Reference 7). This
network will replace the material previously covered in Volume 2 of the 1988 guidelines (Reference
I).
A variety of commonly used Group 'and 3rd party systems are available to support resource volume
assessment. Group systems are tailored to these requirements and methods and will generally provide
an inherent level of qUality assurance through input constraints. internal calibrations. and other
"reality checks". Where more generalised 3rd party systems are used, DU and RBD management
,should be aware of the greater burden of quality control that will be required.
The Group Reserves Auditor wiil review decisions on meth ads and systems during ,the periodic
audits. As far as these methods bear on the estimation of externally reported resource volumes. the
Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that recommended methods are acceptable to the external
auditors.
In some cases. QUs and NVOs may be unable to follow Group guidelines and/or recommended
practice. due to governmentrequirements. hardware constraints or other reasons. It is the
responsibility of the OU Reserves Custodian to bring such cases to the attention of the Group
Reserves Auditor. to enable him to obtain external auditors' approval of the OUs and NVOs specific
methods and systems.

5.2
EP Planning
Responsibilities

ReseNes Auditor
Responsibilities

Operating Unit
Responsibilities

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

EP Planning is responsible for compiling of the Group statistics of resource volumes, the analysis
thereof and the communication to olller functions. EP Planning also maintains the resource volume
guidelines.
The Group Reserves Auditor will carry out regUlar detailed reserves reviews in OUs and NVOs to
ensure compliance with SEC requirements. The Terms of Reference of the SEC Audit are included in
Appendix 5. The external auditor will verify the data for external reporting.
Within OUs and NV0s, a Management System should be established (see Reference 6), clearly
defining internal reporting requirementS, tasks and responsibilities. Technical and Financial functions
must co-ordinate and reconcile their figures (particularly production volumes) priOr to submission.
All levels in an OU, including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing the individual
field reserves estimates. should be aware of the importance of externally reported reserves (proved,
proved developed) and their impact on financial indicators.
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Asset and OU managers are responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented in such a way
as to best represent to the shareholders the true value of the asset.
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Non-operated
Reserves

Where Shell is not the operator, the 10cal Shell EP representative should prepare the reserves
submission, In this case the Shell representative has the responsibility of ensuring that resO,utce
volume assessments by the operator are aligned with Group guidelines before submission. This may
include reclassification of volumes between reserves and SFR categories where the operator's criteria
differ from Group criteria. As usual, an audit trail (Note for file) should be available to document .the
reserves estimate.

If there is no EP representative or if the necessary data are not available locally, then the submission is
prepared by SIEP.
Annual Review of
Petroleum
Resources

Audit Trail

Until 1995, the Annual Review of Petroleum Resources (ARPR) was a constituent document of the
annual EP Programme Documentation, providing an inventory of the status of petrOleum resources.
While OUs and NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SIEP, the compilation of such an overview report
witt generally be necessary to satisfy the requirements of OU governance and as such will be a key
element of the OU reserves Management System referred to above.
For all the reported reSOurce volumes an audit trail must be available of the assumptions made and
process followed. This will allow any subsequent assessbr to modify these estimates based on new
information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluatiOn reports must be compiled (preferably on a
field basis) giving the basic data, the way it has been interpreted and processed, the development
options considered,and the resultant volumes with the asSigned probabilities. In addition, a
description should be given of the development strategy, inCluding data gathering activities. These
reports may be working files (if acceptable to local auditors), but it is recommended to make a
dupliCate 'for file' in order to ensure that the data are preserved in field reports.
Where subsequent small revisions are made, an update note must be compiled. Multiple Changes may
be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong to the same change
category. After several years of small changes or following a development study, a new evaluation
report must be issued. When a proposed Change has a significant impact on the Company's tota!,
reserves or financials, SIEP should be advised at the earliest opportunity.
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APPENDIX 1: RESOURCE CATEGORY DEFINITIONS SUMMARY

Developed

'I

•

R~erves

•

Reserves producible through existing completions and installed
facilities using existing operation methods
Outstanding project activities considered completed if <10% of
total
.,Reserves which require capital investment (wells and/or
facilities)

Undeveloped
II R~erves
- Project is not technically and commercially mature
Not restricted by licence period
II-- Group
share repoTted
Proved
Techniques
SFR

DiScovered
Commercially viable
Techniques have been proved to be feasible in this resource
A SOUnd technical project proposal is not possible yet due to
large ran£e of technical uncertaintv
• . Discovered
Unproved
• Commercially viable
Techniques
• Recoverable by techniques that have been successful elsewhere,
SFR
but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasible in this field
• Laboratory work or trials elsewhere have a reasonable chance of
demonstrating technically feasibility in this field
Discounted for the risk that the considered technique will not
prove to be feasible
Non• Discovered
- Not commercially viable even If technically successful
commercial
• Commercially viable' With a change of commercial
SFR
circumstances
- Unit Technical cost below lin annually advised ceiling
f._--"'Rc:e~mainin2 tail production If it is sismificant
Undiscovered
• Recovery from undrilled prospects
• Commercially viable
SFR
• Techniques have been successful elsewhere under similar
conditions
• Discounted for the risk that commercial volumes are not oresem
Portion of reserves as defined above that are reasonably certain
Discounted for undefined fluid contacts and untested recovery mechanisms
Restricted by licence periods, government.constraints and mar,ketlimitations
- External fi,!~.ncing. when used, must be expected to be available
Proved'
• Reserves producible through existing completions and installed
i Developed
facilities using existing operation methods
R~erves
• Outstanding project activities considered completed if <10% of
total
• Reserves which require capital investment (wells and/or
Proved
facilities)
Undeveloped
I

•
•

I.

I·
•
I

I

I!

Reserves

FoiA
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APPENDIX 2: RESOURCE MIGRATION DURING FIELD LIFE

I

EXAWlE FOR INTERNAl REPORTING CATEGORIES

I

•• 1\.. .....
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EXAMPLE FOR EXTERNAL REPORTING CATEGORIES·
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APPENDIX 3: SEC PROVED RESERVES DEFINITIONS
(Transcribed from the Handbook of SEC Accounting and Disclosure 1998. pages F3-63 to F3-64)
Proved ReseNes

Proved reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil. natural gas. and natural gas liquids which
geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future
years from known reservoirs under eXisting economic and operating conditions, i.e. prices and costs
as of the date the estimate is made. Prices include consideration of changes in existing prices provided
only by contractual arrangements. bUI nOt on escalations based upon future conditions.
A. Reservoirs are considered proved if economic productibility is supported by either acNal
production or conclusive formation test supports. The area of a reservoir considered proved
includes:
I;

that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oil-water contacts. if any,
and

2.

the immediately adjoining portions not yet drilled, but which can be reasOnably judged as
economic~ly productive on the basis of available geological and engineering data. In the
absence of information on fluid contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence of
hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit oCthe reservoir.

B. Reserves which can be produced economically through application of improved recovery
techniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" classification when successful
testing by a pilot project, or the operation of an installed program in the reservoir, provides
support for the engineering analysis on which the project or program was based.
C. Estimates of proved reserves do not include the following:
1.

oil that may become available from known reservoirs but is classified separately as
"indicated additional reserves";

2.

crude oil, natural gas. and natural gas liquids. the recovery of which is subject to
reasonable dOUbt because of uncertainty as to geology. reservoir characteristics, or
economic factors;

3.

crude oil, natural gas. and natural gas liqUidS, that may occur in undrilled prospects; and

4.

crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids. that may be recovered from oH shales, coal
(excluding certain coalbed methane gas), gilsonite and other such sources.

Proved Proved developed reserves are reserves that can be expected to be recovered through existing wells
Developed . with existing eqUipment and operating methOds. Additional oil and gas expected to be Obtained
ReseNes through the application of fluid injection or other improved recovery techniques for supplementing the
natural forces and mechanisms of primary recovery shoUld be included as "proved developed

reserves" only after testing by a pilot project or after the operation of an installed program has
conftrmed through· production response that increased recovery will be achieved.
Proved
Undeveloped

Reserves

Proved undeveloped reserves are reserves that are expected IQ be recovered from new wells on
undrilled acreage, or from existing well~ where a relatively major expenditure is required for
recompletion. Reserves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to those drilling units offsetting
productive units that are reasonably certain of production when drilled. Proved reserves for other
undrllled units can be claimed only where il can be demonstrated with certainty that there is
continuity of production from the existing produclive formation. Under no circumstances should
estimates for proved undeveloped reserves be atUibutable to any acreage for which an applicatiOn of
fluid injection or other improved recovery techniques is contemplated. unless such techniques have
been proved effective by actual tests in the area and in the same reservoir.
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Shell Interpretation for External Reporting

If probabilislic methods are used, reserves are reasonably certain
when there is an 85% probability that the quantities actually
recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. This is the P85
value of Ihe cumulative probability curve. If scenario
deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable certainty is
intended to express a high degree of confidence that the
quantities will be recovered. This is the low side estimate.
When the estimate assumes significant volumes of hydrocarbons
outside the defined fluid contacts, or when the recovery
mechanism is untested in the field or analogue fields, a lower
estimate should be used that 'reflects this uncertainty.
Drilling and completing a well essentially proves, the
hydrocarbons that it develops and therefore proved developed
reserves are based on the expectation estimate of developed
reserves adjusted to take into account of undefined fluids
contacts and untested recovery mechanisms.

Fixed RT prices at level
preVailing at date of estimate

Prices fixed by SIEP ca. 6 months prior to estimate date, but
amended if there is a subsequent significant change.

Fixed RT costs at level
prevailing at date of estimate.

Costs fixed by OUs and NVOs at date of estimate. Flat MOD
costs must be supported by technology plans.

Economic produCtibiJity

Technically and c'ommercially mature (i.e. positive discounted
real terms cash flow for sufficient range Qf scenarios).

Productibility supported by
either actual production or
conclusive formation test
supports

Productibility should normally be demonstrated by a conclusiVe
test, but may be based on log or core eValuation in an area
where many similar reservOirs have been conclusively tested.

Improved recovery processes

Reserves from imprOVed recovery processes are normally
inclUded following an in-situ test; by analogy with the same
process being used elsewhere under similar conditions, or
occasionally as a result of lab tests or simulation studies.

inclUded only after successful
testing by a pilot project or the
operation of an installed
program

•
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APPENDIX 4: SHELL INTERPRETATION OF SEC RESERVE
DEFINITIONS

oil and/or oil-water contacts, if
any, and the immediately
adjoining portions not yet

I
I
I
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No gas qualifier

InclUde only gas contracted or reasonably expected to be sold.

Developed reserves are from
existing wells (including minor
cost recompletions), existing
facilities and operating methOds

Existing wells, installed facilities and existing openlting
methods. Outstanding project activities can be considered
existing or installed if outstanding coSts are minor and is
reasonably expected.
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APPENDIX 5; SEC AUDIT· TERMS OF REFERENCE

The Auditor's task is the foUowing:
I.

Establish whether the reserves estimates for external reporting have been prepared in accordance
with the established guidelines. If nol, to establish that the procedures' used are acceptable, and
not likely to result in reserves estimates that differ from those that might be expected from the
application. of the standard guidelines.

2.

Establish that the basis for estimating the reserves quantity information is consistent with the
previous periods.

3.

Check that the source data is adequately documented and that movements in proved reserves are
supported by such data and are correctly classified.

4.

Establish that the frequency and extent of the reserves estimates are sufficient to make the
estimates continuously reliable.

5.

Investigate any differences between volumes that are reported for external purposes and those
that are reported to SIEP in annual financial reporting.

6.

Check the calculation of proved developed reserves and investigate any differences between
proved developed reserves used for external purposes and those used as a basis for asset depletion
purposes.

7.

Establish whether proved gas reserves agree With sales contracts conclUded.

8.

Ensure that all quoted proved reserves are expressed in sales quantities, e.g. own use has been
excluded. In case of gas sales the production quantity should be given as measured at the point Of
transfer.

9.

Ensure that sales quantities of hydrocarbons are in line with those reported to Finance.

The checks will be carried Out by taking at random one or more fields for detailed analysis, and a
judgement Will be passed accordingly.
The audit will be carried out as a stand alone exercise based on documentation available in the
company to be investigated. In case of queries assistance of company staff may be called upon.
An audit report will be prepared on site (draft) and discussed locally. The report will contain an
Action List based on recommendations of the report.

I
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APPENDIX 6: TERMINOLOGY
A)
Reservoir

Petroleum Resources Terminology

A reservoir is a discovered petroleum resource where internal pressure communication is known to
exist between all identified geological sub-units.
In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to fault blocks I sedimentary units until production
performance proves communication to exist across faultsl barriers. PVT properties can vary within a
reservoir.

Field

A field is the collection of all petroleum resources within a closed areal boundary that belong to the

same confining geological structure, and where the presence of petroleum has been demonstrated in af
least one reservoir by a successful exploration well.
, Field boundaries must be defined upon discovery and should encompass the unpenetrated petroleum
resources in adjacent fault blocks and stratigraphic traps, if they are considered to be part of the same
overall confining structure. Field boundaries may be re-defined on, the basis of new geological
information.
Potential
Accumulations

Potential petroleum resources beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence of petroleum has
not yet been demonstrated, are collectively called potential accumulations.

Producibilffy

Should normally be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or immediately adjoining reservoir, but
may be based on log or core evaluation in an area where many similar reservoirs have been
conclusively tested.

Production
Facilities

The production facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum from the sub-surface
resources and to deliver a quality controlled end-product for sale. These comprise the production and
injection wells and the surface facilities for treatment, conversion, compression! pumping, transport
and delivery.

'Surface Facilities

That part of the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads Ultimately to the
delivery points.

Existing
Development
Field quantities

Sales quantities

The collection of all completed projects or sub-projects is referred to as the existing
development.
Field quantities (also called "Wellhead" quantities) are those quantities routinely measured at surface
for individual well strings and expressed in terms of the' stabilised products oil, condensate and (wet)
gas or in tenns of the type of injected fluids. These quantities may subsequently be reconciled with
fiscalised sales and other product outlets, see below.
The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream company
ceases to have an interest in the end-products. These can be expressed in tenns of the general endproducts oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in terms of the actual prodUCt.
Field products and the subsequent sales products may be different and will be affected by own use and
losses. The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by mixing and the petroleum
type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since surface processing conditions may change
during a project life, sales products may vary in specification and in relation to field products. To
avoid ambiguity and double counting, a clear distinction must be made between recoveries in the field
and the quantities estimated to be available for sale.
For general sales products, oil, gas and NGLs, only the quantities sold by the upstream E&P company
can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with crude oil in the same stream and sold as
such are repo*d under oil. Separator condensate from gas wells and light hydrocarbon liquid
products, derived from surface processing, if colJected in a separate stream and sold as such are
reported under NGL. Bitumen may be reported under oil in summary reports (with an appropriate
footnote). In line with SEC requirements, sates volumes for gas should be those committed or
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commitable to a gas contract. Committed Gas is covered by a gas contract. Commitable gas
reasonably expected to be assigned to a contract .in the future.
It is necessary to maintain a more detailed internal administration of the. actually sold products by
stream in two cases: I) If the upstream E&P company has separate contracts for delivery of special
converted sales products such as LNG, methanol, ethane, LPG, C5+, or 2) if there are special sales
products like helium, sulphur or generated electricity.

Reconciliation

A monthly reconciliation is made between the fiscalised sales quantities and the quantities produced
in the field. This is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW); The reconciliation
process corrects for own use, flaring, losses and product conversion, and provides the end-product
yield.
For reserves estimating purposes an average future yield factor is to be estimated (e.g. LPGI wet gas
yield, dry gas! wet gas yield).

Ultimate
Recovery

The ultimate recovery (UR) of a petroleum type is the sum of cumulative production and the
estimated volume of reserves_

8)
Probability
Distribution
Function

Probabllistic Terminology

The probability distribution function of a stochastic variate indicates the probability that the actual.
variate value lies within a narrow interval around a particular value of the possible range, divided by
tlle Widtll of that interval.

P85

The value that has a 85% probability that it Will be exceeded.

P15

The value that has a 15% probability that it will be exceeded.

Mean

The statistical mean of a stochastic variate is the weighted average over the entire probability range.

Mean Success
Volume (MSV)

The probability weighted -average of all realisations that equal or exceed the minimum reserves
required for a commercial development of the resource.

Probability of
Success (POS)

The probability that the minimum commercial volume will be exceeded and which therefore indicates
the likelihood of any future development. The product of MSV and POS is the recovery expectation.

C)
Discount Rate

Net Present
Value (NPV)

Expected
Monetary Value
(EMV)

Commercial Terminology

A rate at which future real terms costs or cash-flow are discounted over time to calculate their present
value.
The net present value of a project is the sum of the discounted annual cash flow, expressed in real
terms money, over the period from the first project expenditure to abandonmenL The net present
value is expressed in million USS at the relevant discount rate.
The expected monetary value is a probabilislic balance of investments and revenues, expected from a
set of conditional operational activities, comprising data acquisition and one or more development
projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with probabilities assigned to each action
(decision tree).
The EMV is the summation of the NPV's of projects, reduced by the costs of data acquiSition
activities, all expressed in discounted real term money and multiplied by their assigned probabilities.
EMV is expressed in million USS at the relevant discount rate.
Projects with a negative NPV for certain resource model realisations should be excluded from the
EMV calculation, if the assumption is valid that data gathering will prevent such projects being
implemented.

Unit Technical
Cost (UTC)

The unit technical cost of a development project is defined as the sum of capital plus operating costs,
expressed in realterrns money, divided by the total production over the period from start-up to
abandonmenL In addition, both the COSt and the production must be discounted. The reference date for
RJW00770661
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the discounting should be the same for denominator and numerator (e.g. the first year of expenditure)
and should be stated. The unit technical costs is expressed in US$lbbl (oil equivalent) at the relevant
discount rate.
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Exploration and Production Presentation to Financial Analysts New York, 8th April
,
1999 and Rijswijk, 9th April 1999.

"Improving performance and maximising value in uncertain times"

Contents:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Programme
List of slides & Story Line.
Slides & Story Line,

Summary Slide & Story Line,
Q &A Manual
Additional information on:

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

P. Watts, H. Dijkgraaf, W. v.d. Vijver
Phil Watts
. Henk Dijkgraaf
Waiter van de Vijver
TimWarren
Phil Watts
Nigeria
Middle East
Australia
Argentina
Brunei
Portfolio Management Activities·1998
Global Portfolio Management 1999
Philippines, Malampaya

OtherlBack-up data
Stock Exchange Release Draft 7

Dislribution: Phil WallS. Tim Warren, Heinz ROlhennund, Bob Spmgue, Henk Dijkgraaf, WaIler v.d. Vijver. liind·a Cook,
Raoul Restued. Alan Pnrsley. Oominique Gardy. Karen de Segundo. WOUler de Vries, SIeve Hodge. Chuck 1rheim, Huns van Nues
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•
Programme
EP PresentatiQn to AnalystS and 9 Aprll1999

"Improving performance and maximising value in uncertain tinles"

,

Presenter
Nu
Phil

08.30~08.S0

Henk

08.55·09.15

Waiter

09.20~O9.40

Tim

09.45~lO.05

Technolo~Y

12.15·12.35

10.10-]0.40

12.35~ 13.30

10.40~10.50

Coffee Break
Summary & Intro

10.50~U.50

Q&A
Questions & Answers

Phil

~

07.30·08.30

Breakfast
Globalisation &
Excom;
Overview
Nigeria; Australia;
ME~ Gas
Deepwater;
United States
Portfolio Activities

_..........

~~-

10.30~ 11.00

Coffee

11,00..11,20

Globalisation &
Excon1;
Overview
. Nigeria; Australia;
ME: Gas
Deepwater;
United States
Portfolio Activities
Techrtolo2v
Lunch
Summary &. lntro
Q&A
Questions & Answers
Technology Fair

11.25~11.45

11.50.12.10

13.30·13.40
13.40·14.40
14.45~16.15
........

~~

Other Excom members ip.atleudance:
New York:

Dominique Gardy; HeinzRothermllnd, Bob Sprag"e

Rijswijk

Heinz Rothermllnd, Karen de Segundo, Bob Sprague

:

TheDlcs Tes;hnQlogyShow ~ RUswiik only. :
1. Clever wells
2. Adding vallle in Oman
3. Subsurface revelations from seismic
4. Waste - a business opportunity
5. Capturing the rent from innovations
6. Revolutionary Breakthrough Technologies
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List of Slides

Phil Watts
1. Title: Improving Performance and Maximising Value in Uncertain Times
2. Disclaimer
3. Agenda
4. Globalisation of Shell's E&P Businesses
5. Global EP Executive Committee
6. Global Portfolio in 1998 (ROACE)
7. ROACE Roadmap
8. Oil Production & Gas Sales (incl. Latest estimate Q1I99)
9. Nigeria Oil Production
10. Strategic Cost Leadership
11. Cost Leadership in Malaysia
12.. Investment Levels
13. Competitor Comparison (EP World)
14. 1998 Exploration Activity
15. UK Explo~ation & Production
16. Ongoing Major Projects
17. Impact of Teclmology
18. Global Proved Reserves Base
19. EP Global Strategies

Henk Dijkgraaf ( Nigeria, Australia, Middle East, Gas)
20. Nigeria unlocking a low cost asset base
21. Nigeria - Train 3 Integrated Projects
22. Australia
23. Shell in the Middle East
24. Cost leadership in Oman
25. NE Mediterranean - A new Hydrocarbon province for Egypt?
26. 'Middle East MRH's- EP Initiatives
27. 1998 Shell EP Activities in CIS
28. Global EP Gas
29. Argentina, Expl<?ration & Production
30. Shell Philippines -Malampaya Gas to Power Project
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Waiter van de Vijver (DW, United States, Portfolio Activities)
31. Global Deepwater
32. Deepwater Gulf of Mexico
33. Brutus Development
34. Emerging Deepwater Province in Nigeria
35. Global Portfolio in 1998 (ROACE)
36. Global Portfolio & Restructuring Activities 1998
37. Global Portfolio Management 1999
38. US EP Portfolio
39. Aera Alliance in California
40. Altura

"

",;.,'

Tim Warren (Technology)
41. Shell E&P technology strengths- ready money. new opportunities, long term value
42. Technology imperatives
43. Dangers of relying on others (1)
44. Operated production 1997
45. Dangers of relying on others (2)
46. In house technology
47, Commercialising technology
48. Competitive advantage.;.... quicker and better
49. Shell GOM- deep water learning
. 50. Global EP technology
51. Petroleum Development Oman- oil & gas production & potential
52. Oman - Yibal Production
53. Yibal well cost!unitproductivity
54. Oman- technology gains 1994·8
55. Shell Technology Delivering a Commercial Return
56. Shell seismic i.maging
57. Realising the value of subsurface vision
58. Advanced multilateral wells
59. Realising the value of cheaper plumbing
60. Realising the value of waste management
61. Transforming gas separation- Twister
62. Emission -free hydrocarbon power
63. Technology show (only in Rijswijk)
64. Ready money new opportunities long term value

Phil Watts
65. Summary
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STORY LINE :
Improving Performance & Maximising Value in Uncertain Times
•

Phi! Watts: Introduction

Slide 1: Title Presentation:
Improving Performance & Maximising Value in Uncertain Times
•
•
•
•

Welcome
The last bi-annual exploration and production presentation- given in June
1997- had as its theme, "the challenges of profitable growth"
Since then business conditions have changed dramatically - as highlighted in
our Group presentation this past December ... and we are also changing.
Hence, the tittle of today's presentation, "Improving perfonnance and
maximising value in uncertain times".

Slide 2: Disclaimer
• First, we show you a slide that says in essence: projections are subject to many
outside factors and our lawyers like to remind you of that on this occasion as
well...
Slide 3: Agenda
• Today's presentation is planned for approximately 90 minutes starting with an
overview.
• I will be followed by three of my colleagues, Henk Dijkgraaf, Waiter van de
Vijver and Tim Warren. (2 Excom .. Waiter CEO E&P Oil/GAS US)
.• New York: Q&A, after coffee break, which will be following Tim's speech. In
the Q/A, my other colleagues, also here today Heinz Rothennund, Bob
Sprague and Dominique Gardy, will participate
• Rijswijk: Q&A after lunch break, which will be following Tim's speech. In
the Q/A, also my other colleagues, also present today Heinz Rothennund,
Bob Sprague, and Karen de Segundo, will participate
Slide 4: Globalisation of SheWs E&P Business
• First I would like to address the recent announcement regarding the
'globalisation' of our EP (and Gas) Business(es)
• EP (as well as Gas & Power) will be run on a world-wide basis, including
North America, thru single leadership team.
• Expecting significant gains: better investment and portfolio decisions,
improved best practice sharing, enhanced access to global skill pools and
reduced costs.
• Most of all, it clarifies accountability... beginning at the top ... & world
wide. (in Q&A : How we deal with Canada, taking into account minority
interests)

,.--------_.----.."
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Slide 5: Global Er Executive Committee:

•

The global business will be run by the EP Executive Committee including
myself as CEO and fouf Regional directors as shown on the map.
• In addition it includes 4 other members (as shown on the right)
• Appointment of CFO emphasis the increasing focus on Financial
discipline & short term performance. He will ,also be responsible for
global procurement; a new created position
• Global Strategy & 'Planning
• Global Technology
• To ensure alignment between Upstream E&P and Downstream Gas,
Karen de Segundo, CEO of Gas & Power has become ~ember of EP
executive committee
This is my team and we are accountable, ••.•
Slide 6: Global Portfolio in 1998 (ROACE - before Impairments)

•
•
...~., .. .

We have shown you this slide also in December.
It highlights the high ROACE (profitability) for many of our major producers and
some underperfonning assets in Venezuela and in the US.
• ' .We have and are taking measures to address these underperformers that are important
to reach our Roadmap objectives (and Waiter will give more details later on).

~'~_!1'1'~;11:,~;:;, Aii
Venezuela
Aera/Altura

·125
-10

·409

·534

-1416

-1426

556
2772

Total

-135

-1827

-1962

3328

UK
USA
Wo~d

-46
.177
.~

-RQACE#r%-;;;;., " "". ",\<,.,.)",

ff~J'~<~~.:$~.

Other Producers
Deepwater US
Under performing assets
New Growth Areas
World

10.7

7.7

9.6

8.4

-3.1
-39. r

-2.5
-32.9

8.5

7.8

.

~"t{~t.·::tr~~

':·:~\.'f,.H:.a"'""'!;~

£Xclulling growtl, area's ROACE would have been some 12.3% (some SI.B.bln o/Capital Employed
invested in growth areas)
• Major producers are: UK, NefJrerlands, Denmark, Nigeria SPDC, Oman, Malaysia and
Brunei
• Otller Producers: Mature US, Canada, Norway, Germany, Abu Dhabi, Syria, Egypt, New
Zealand, Gabon, Australia, Bangladesll. CMna
• Deepwater US -GoM
• Underperjorming - Venezuela; US: Aera & Altura
• New/Growtll area's - Pllilippines, Nigeria (SNEPCO), Argentina, Russia, KaZllkstan,
Pakistan. Cllad, India, Trinidall, Peru, Angola, Congo, Namibia
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Slide 7: ROACE Roadmap
• In the 14 th December presentation we showed a roadmap which would
give at $/bbI14 a ROACE of15 % in 2001
• Our 1998 ROACE, adjusted for specials at $/bbl14 would have been
some 11 % well short of our 2001 target (of 15%). and measures are taken
to address this, as also highlighted in December..
• ' The plan involves improving performance by increasing near term
production, reducing costs and investment levels, and making some
changes to the portfolio.
.
• However we can not ignore that prices may remain weak, despite the
recent OPEC measures (which lifted the price to over $14/bbl (by the end
of March) of which the medium term effect is still to be seen
• Therefore we need to consider the possibility that Brent decreases again. If
Brent'were to go down to $lO/bbl again and would stay there for some
time, we can not guarantee 15 % in 200 1 (of course)
• We are reacting now and even if prices would recover further, the
measures taken will position us better
• and we are reviewing longeHerm consequences on the business were
prices to be at the level seen before the announcement of the OPEC
cuts
Considering these uncertain times, and although we stick with our 15% promise at
$14/bbl, we have increased our focus on short term performance while preserving long
term growth options and investing selectively (building on our strong asset base)

ESOSC

Shell Oil

Shell Canada
World

7.1%
-11.8%
8.4%
-0.5%

10.2%
4.6%
8.4%
7.8%

12.1%
3.6%
8.4%
8.4%

14.7%
5.5%
10.8%
10.8%

15.0%

Slide 8: Oil Production & Gas Sales
•

MESSAGE: Oil production and gas sales are essentially on target (as
shown in December).

•

For oil we estimate Q 1/99 production to be flat compared to Q4/98 (2,318 kbd
in Q1I99 compared to 2,306 kbd in Q4/1998) and just slightly above (2%) our
plan presented to you in December 1998.
Note 1: this plan -2287kb/d~ excluded NGt volumes classified as
Downstream (85 kbd) in the US.
Note 2: The 2% 'increase' is explained by the 85kbd reclassification of plan
volumes offset by decreases in Expro (~28kb/d) and Shell Oil (-15kb/d).
Note 3: Compared to the adjusted plan production is some 2% below plan
Gas sales depend heavily on weather. For the first 3 months of 1999 is
expected to be some 4 % over Q 1/98.

•
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Regarding 2001, prospect for gas is unchanged but dependent on Asian
demand, economic recovery and the oil price;
If oil price would remain low (well below $ 14/bbl), oil production is more
uncertain and the forecast for 2001 is possibly not achievable as we will not
go for production growth at the expense of profitability;
Also as we become more active in portfolio management, this will have
natural but justifiable increases or decreases;

Note December presentation quoted:
gas production growth 6 % average annual increase 98 (25 % to 2001)
• oil production growth 4 % aai vs 98 to '03 (10 % to 2001)

vs

1;~"?':r]7~l,~ . .• ~~;J'{(:.~'~~. ";11j~~:::0' ~;:1.
011 In kbld
Gall in kboe/d

total In kboeld

'I2~1

1,311
3,572

2,321
1,441
3,762

2,329
1,368
3,697

2,354
1,352
3,706

2,330
1,430
3.160

2,281
1,423
3,110

2,105
1,139
4,444

2,306
1545
3851

2,318
1643
3961

Slide 9: Nigeria Oil Production
• After a bad patch last year - and particularly.in the new year. as mentioned,
recent oil production performance in Nigeria has been steadily improving and is
currently over 750 kbd (lOO % basis);
• In 1998, monthly production (lOO %) ranged from 600kbd. to over 900kbd
with the volatility to a large degree due to community disturbances (also asset
integrity, OPEC ceilings);
• We have seen a trend towards an improved operating environment in the recent
months as can be seen in this chart;
• Although, signifiCant progress has been made politically (with the elections
transferring power from the military to an elected government), the situation
remains volatile;
• and the effect of recent OPEC cuts (Nigeria 1% down 148 kbd to 1,885 Kbd)
on our production in Nigeria still unclear at this,time;
• NB. Based on the new OPEC Ceiling, Shell operated production level (some
50% ofNigerian output) would be capped at 942kb/d (assuming even share of
OPEC Cuts). Even this new ceiling would allow operatedproduction growth of
over 200kb/d (Shell Share ofproduction: 60kb/d).
Slide 10: Strategic Cost Leadership
• Shell EP worldwide aspires to become thea cost leader and achieve sustainable
competitive advantage.
• We have set a $1.1 billion Opex reduction target for EP by 2001, (based on improved
unit Opex 2001 vs 1998 and increased production).
But achieving these goals takes more than tough target setting and wishful thinking.
• Cost leadership is driven from the top by the ExCom.
Global procurement. A global EP procurement manager is on board as of April Ill.
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Reduction programs have been announced in the UK, Nigeria, and US while some
other operating units are expected also to reduce staff levels.
Estimated overall reductions per end 1999 compared to 1998 levels are at least 10 %
(some 3200, including international staff. NB Estimated scope for further staff
reductions is 500-1000).. This will result in estimated Shell share annual cost saving
of some $ 150 mln (mininum, based on $200,000 per expat; $75,000 per national and
taking into account partl!er'share and contingency margin)
International staff will by reduced by some 18% (over 500 staff).
Reducing cost by integrating deepwater and technology services on a world wide
basis
Local initiatives address cost and value in all OU's (benchmarking, barrel chasing,
ELAN, FRD, consolidating GOM divisions in Shell Oil).
Note 1: Promised to report on progress as part of our Q2 1999 results
Note 2: Regarding staff levels: Annual report staff reduction levels in % will be
somewhat higher (10-12 %) as loint' Venture companies only report Shell share of

manpower figures and associated companies (Oman, Brunei, Wciodside etc) are excluded
from the aruiual report, hut are included in the numbers quoted above. The absolute
numbei~ and savings however will he lower (for the same reason).
.

-~
Esasc

sase

Total Saving
. Including redundancy

';\!~1j/ .1999 .

'

',nnual Est:,
:-:

~.

.", f.

.
176
165
341
~

192
128
320

64
38
102

Slide 11: Cost leadership in Malaysia

•

•

•

Unit Margin Enhancement or UME:
allMencompassing hearts and minds programme that started end-1994
staff challenged to propose and implement ideas to improve the bottom line
contain and reduce Costs and to increase production, steered from the top & relied
on bottom~up initiatives.
special awards given to winning ideas & widely communicated
Operations Benchmarking:
best practice benchmarking effort undertaken in 1995 to significantly impact
Operations management.
improved upon were materials management and logistics, contract management,
maintenance and asset reliability, and organisation
Organisational Review began Nov 1995, implemented in Q4/96;
new organisation is an asset·based organisation with multi-disciplinary teams
grouped into Business Units with clear single line accountabilities running from
top to bottom
staff surpluses of the order of 600 out of a total level of about 2600 people at
31.12.95.
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organisation put through learning programmes on how to engage and work in
teams and identify positive cultural practices in decision·making and leadership
enabled Shell EP Malaysia to capture the competitive high ground: leaner
organisation~ reduced its operating cost base
Transformation Continues:
The unit opex reduction achieved year-on-year since 1993 speak for themselves. The
65 centslboe achieved in 1998 places Shell EP in Malaysia as the Group top
performer in unit opex. It is recognised by PETRONAS to be #1 in Malaysia beating
the likes of Exxon.

Slide 12: Investment Levels
•
•

•
..

".,.":.

".

•
•
•

As we mentioned in December, our plan for 1999, included a significant
reduction in investment levels as compared to 1998
The plan included a spending level for '99 up to $ 6.5 bIn, which is a 22 %
decrease over 1998 ($8.3 bin), but with flexibility to spend even less if prices
remained below $ 14/bbl
Indeed, prices were quite low for the first 3 months (ca. $11.4Ibbl Brent) and
We envision spending several hundred million less than the ceiling.
(LE is $5.7 bIn, some 12 % less than '99 plan, This highlights the flexibility in
the plan as the 'holdback' is not being released.)
[NB: In order to meet our targets we work on some fann outs.]
Competition for funds via new capital allocation & global ranking introduced
New Planning process geared to deliver short term operational & financial
performance with adequate flexibility
OU's will have to demonstrate annually: I) the financial performance of their
assets; segmenting the good, the bad and the ugly and their response (invest,
fix, sell); 2) their focus on maximising production of oil and gas; and 3) their
performance in strategic cost leadership including benchmarking results and
meeting tough cost targets.

Back up story; New Plans will be built up from base level of committed
expenditure using ExComlCEO controlled capital allocation processes to
determine which new proposals will secure support within ceiling/framework
(detennined by commitments to the Group) and prevailing circumstances to
deliver on financial and operational perfonnance. OU's to compete for funds and
have to ensure their marginal investments are fully robust, against new tough
screening criteria. They also have to demonstrate good results with recent
investments and real progress towards cost leadership vs competition.

...

Summary·

,.

Capex
Expl. Expense
Inv. Ass.
Total

~

.',.'.,

,.' .:~) ':::,

"

':'.

1994 <'..

.

-

1995

,

3,812
1,025
25
4,812

-

4,477
871
14
5,334

1996

4,995
1,116
40
6,151

", ';'}.'"' .

,.

,.

1997;':'i'-:'i:,/:.!199~~,
.
',.
......
5,723
6,469
1,591
1,154
286
238
7,115
8,346
",,'

.,

,.

,

1999:-:

5,250
970
245
6,465

' 'LE
,

. 1999

..

4,522
954
216
5,692

saving'
LE vs Plan
~728

-16
-29
-773

,saving'

LEvs,1968:

-1,947
-637
-70
·2,654
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Slide 13: Competitor Comparison (EP World)
• If we look at comparison of Shell net income in 1998 vs competitors, excluding
specials (redundancy ($ 58 m) and restructuring in US ($ 17m) and impairment of
assets ($ 2,050 mln), Camisea write off $ 96 mln (total $ 162 m) you see that our
earnings fell somewhat more than others compared to '97.
• The most significant reason for this has to do with our high I,evel of exploration
expense in 1998 (which included write off of our activities in the Peru-Camisea
Project)
• If you look at change in eamings- net of exploration expense, you see a much more
consistent result
So the fair question really is " What did we get for the money we spent- both
exploration and production capex?"

... i>:
Shell

i,:~:~ttt~':~:;1~i\~~~~;1~1§~!:.

.... ;. ~i~~

~~r}~·1~~."

"·998

. ~, ...:p:f."~.:,-~,,

2,947

5,070

4.599

955

1,173

1,591
1,459

Exxon Mobil

4,719

6,887

6,641

1,120

1,252

BP..Amoco

2,538

4,292

4.773

890

927

921

Chevron

1,363

2,251

2,169

372

493

513

Texaco

1,017

1,574

1,469

289

471

508

98 v

Slide 14: 1998 Exploration Activity
. Exploration Expenditure (capex +expense) totalled $ 2.4 bin in 1998. This includes:
• $ 162 mln expenses in Peru incI. special item for write off our activities in Camisea
• acquisitions (Argentina $200m, Bangladesh $57rn, Pakistan $30m, Egypt $35m)
• 3 large gas discoveries (Norway (Ormen Lange 125 mln boe comm-SFR); Malaysia
(Sabah Kamansu East (deepwater) 199 mln boe comm~),) and Peru (Parogeni 230
mln boe comm-SFR)) with total expectation reserves of 544 mln hoe shell share. (4,h
gas discovery in Australia Chuditch 171 mln boe classified as non commercial-SFR;
Others: 221 mln boe of 28 minor discoveries)
• 3-years finding costs average some $2.7/bbl for 1996-1998, up slightly from the
$2.3~bbl of the last few years (1992-1997). NB. 1998 isolated finding costs are some
$6.5/bbl.
• Proved Reserves replacement ratio (boe basis) of 182% (1997: 158%); 130%
excluding change in guidelines. [3-year replacement ratio 1998 is 184% up from
151% in 1997]
• We are introducing stricter investment discipline. Funds for Exploration will be
awarded in competition and exploration plans will be challenged by peer groups
• We are spending much less on exploration this year and there will (probably) be a
further reduction next year
N
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Slide 15: UK Exploration & Production

•

in the past years, significant investments have been made in the Central North Sea
Area, developing new oil and gasfields. These will come on stream during 1999 and
2000 (e.g. Ketch, Guillemor, Sheerwater, Skiff, Brigantine).

•

These fields include the development of High Pressure, High Temperature (HPHT)
gas/condensate fields. Recent advancements in technology a~d cost reductions have
enabled economic development of these fields. Shell has a leading edge in HPHT
technology.

•

The production growth (+35%, from 1998 - 2001 as in December) comes from
ongoing and committed projects. Investment levels (exploration expenditure and
production capex) decrease significantly (1998: $1.4 bn, 1999: $0.8bn, a decrease of
40%).

•

Significant cost reduction measures have been announced including the merging of
business units, the relocation of London based staff to Aberdeen and the reduction of
staffing levels with some 16%. This will deliver some 20% reduction in unit
operating costs by 2001. (some 400 Shell staff '98 vs 99 end year - 100 % basis)

Note: Part of the expected growth (+35% from 1998) results from the disappointments of
growth expected in earlier years that come on stream in 1999 and 2000, somewhat later
than we had initially expected.
Slide 16: Ongoing New Projects
•

•

The Group is undertaking a number of large projects around the world which
have required and still require a large capital investment in the period 1996 to
2002 of some 8.5 bIn US$ and
which are expected to contribute some 740 kboe/d to the Group production
levels in 2002~2003 making a major contribution to the company bottom line,
project are :

Oman LNG
NigeriaLNG
Malampaya
Laminaria
ObaiyedlRosetta
Expro

Capex [USS]
1.23
1.05
1.59
0.28
0.72
1.81

.Production [kboe/d)
262 in 2002
35 in 2001
55 in 2002
35 in 2000
50 in 2000
160 in 2001

USA

1.92
200 in 2003

Total

8.6 bIn

760 max in 2001

Etap/Shiehallion 1998
150 in 2000
Triton 1999, Shearwater 2000
AnguslMacaroni/Ursa 1999
120 in 2001
Europa 2000
Brutus 2001
Some 722 kb/d in 2003

Note that this new production is not additional but to a large extent offsets
declines elsewhere and supports our aim to increase oil and gas production
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over the next years, subject of cause to the oil price and any portfolio changes
(Dec 14 : oil and gas up with resp. some by 10 % and by 25 % compared to 1998 as
indicated in September based on S/bbl 14 outlook.)

Slide 17: Impact of Technology
•

•

•

•

Brunei. Shell Petroleum (BSP) 'is a 50% Shell, 50% Brunei Government Joint
Venture Company working in Brunei Concession Areas. (Shell equity oil and
gas is 50% oftot81 production.) In addition to an established gas business to
Brunei LNG, oil production is key to the company.
In '98 oil production (100%) ofjust short of 160,000 bid; '99 target of 180,00
bId and plans in 2000 for 200,000 bId. The ongoing Champion South-East
Development gives an example of how this can beachieved in this mature oil
province.
Heavy Oil Complex Geology and Shallow Sands (200m-600m). Although
first produced in 1976, the recovery is only 3% in a 1billion barrel STOIPP
field.
Challenging opportunity that needs the application of several technologies by
a focused team.
• Technical Limit Drilling (1st well drilled in 15 days versus 21 in original
plan. Shallowest well in asp - 390m);
Long 1000m gravel packs to control sand.
Integrated 3D Subsurface Modelling
• Sophisticated structural analysis allows drilling and production from
existing structures.
This is a good example of how various technologies and skills produce real
benefits today. Tim will tell you more of the importance of technology in
today's world.

Slide 18: Global Proved Reserves Base
Proved OillNGL reserves increased by 3.6% from 9.7 bIn bbl in 1997 to 10.0
bin bbl in 1998.
• Proved Gas reserves increased by 7.7% from 56.1 Tscf(9.7 bin boe) in 1997
to 60.5 Tscf(lO.4 bin boe) in 1998
• Collectively Shell companies have one of the largest global proved oillNGL
reserves of any other private oil enterprise oniy slightly smaller than the recent
ExxonlMobil merger - In 1997: Shell 9.7 versus 10.8 billion barrels for
ExxonIMobil. (Shell fO.O in 1998)
Shell companies have the largest global proved gas reserves of any other
private gas enterprise still slightly larger than the recent ExxonIMobil merger
~ In 1997 Shell 56.1 Tcfversus 59. I Tscffor ExxonIMobil; (Shell 60.5 Tscf
in 1998).
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On top of the proved reserves base the Group also has significant expectation reserves
and SFR resources both oilINGL and gas as well as a large potential in undiscovered
resources, These additional resources nearly double (200%) of the size of the proved
reserves base. Excluding undiscovered SFR the resource base is some 40 bin boe. «(he
total resources are some 61.6 bIn boe, including undiscovered SFR).
Great emphasis is being placed on transferring expectation reserves to proved and
also to mature SFR to proved reserves.
As said, Shell has a very strong reserve base: We are well re*presented across the
globe and als6 in low cost countries (Le Nigeria). Our primary focus will be on
further developing the resources already in our portfolio. This allows us to be flexible
on exploration expenditure; well below current levels.
Focus now shifts from adding to SFR to "monetising inventory "
NB No expectation and SFR data available for US

Slide 19: EP Global Strategies
•

Challenge, now in uncertain times, is to maximise performance ofthe (mature) asset
pase with the right balance of investments in existing areas (to monetise the existing
resource, base) and in selective new growth areas Our generic strategies to meet
performance and value targets are:
• Increased accountability and organisational effectiveness
• Improving near term performance of existing asset base
• Portfolio management (Aera; Altura)
• Strategic cost leadership and cost reduction
• Reducing exploration expenditure and increasing focus on monetising existing
asset base
• And, due to uncertain times increased frequency and emphasis on tracking of
performance -global performance
• Maximising flexibility ,
• Investment discipline
• Selective investments (in competition)
• Allocating capital to proven performers
• Investing in Technology to deliver today and to improve (within the next 5 years)
our competitiveness, especiaUy in a lower oil price world (nb. Short term
performance is more important than increasing SFR in 20 years)
• Selective focus on a few key growth themes, which we see as viable at low prices
• MRH, Deepwater, Gas

We .want income and cash flow now through more barrels, reduced costs and a more
bottom line focussed~ hard*nosed culture, which will deliver; financial discipline is
reinforced, as is delivery on milestones. We made a major strategic shift from profitable
growth to affordable growth, which has been painful, and we are not yet there. However,
we will deliver with an organisation able to adapt quickly to changes and we will still
create long tenn value (and growth) without forgetting the short term nor the need to
deliver perfonnance. Consequently we will still grow but only when it is affordable, by
monetising our large reserves base or through changes in the portfolio. Also we want to
r

-~~~----,
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be convinced that only the best projects available go forward (at the lowest life cycle
costs) and are only awarded to management who have shown they are able to deliver.

Henk Dijkgraaf (Nigeria, Australia, Middle East,Gas)
Slide 20: Nigeria unlocking a low cost asset base
• I will follow on from PhjJ's overview ofEP global Strategies
• And start with Nigeria, a major holder of low~cost hydrocarbon resources where we
have the number one competitive position. This is about monetising its potential.
• Phil has talked about restoration of production in our venture to over 800 kbd
• Community unrest, remains a concern, as PhiI mentioned, but progress is being made.
(we are not the real party here, it is the federal government; elections should lead to
improvements; already agreed is that more of the revenue flow will go to the
Communities concerned)
- good progress with improvement ofasset integrity. preparing for the future
- Forcados refurbished, ready for another 25 years, now working on Bonny
~ Restructuring of Shell in Nigeria in progress, 750 staff less, moving towards real
cost leadership
MESSAGE: We are maximising the return on our Nigerian assets.
NB. Recen~ (Q4/98) discoveries were made by Exxon and Statoil: Any official statement
of these discoveries should be agreed with the operators.
Exxon (operator) in Erhal ~block in which Shell has a 35% stake
Statoil (operator) in NNWAlIblock op1.218. No Shell equity stake, but agreement to
share seismic data and we do own neighbouring block 219. -> also refer to slide 34.

'\
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Slide 21: Nigeria - Train 3 Integrated Projects
•

•

•
•

Now let us look at what we call "Train 3" - this denotes 12 projects, increasing
production by 600,000 bpd. The common thread is that all associated gas will be used
in an expanded LNG plant. (NB. This project will create some $20bln in additional
oil&gas income for the government over the next 25 years). ,
This includes the development of Bonga and three shallow water fields offshore and
six projects onshore, including the gathering of associated gas. Waiter will say a bit
more on the prospects of Deepwater offshore Nigeria.
This is all directly in line with the Nigerian Governments so~called "Vision 20 I 0"
aim to double production over the next 10 years. .
Total cost will be some US$ 8.5 billion over this period (of which some 30%-$2.5blnwill be born by the Nigerian government). The third LNG train is key and will come
on stream in 2003, with customers already secured.

MESSAGE: We are turning what sometimes appears a problem into a major profit
opportunity.

Slide 22: Australia
•
•
'.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Another existing portfolio position with major potential is Australia.
The slide shows the extent of Shell interest blocks and key infrastructure and projects.
Fundamental to our success here is our recently concluded alliance with Woodside to
create Australia's number one oil and gas venture.
Woodside (Shell interest 34%) will operate all upstream work, with Shell
involvement and technical support.
Shell will lead the Alliance's gas marketing efforts
Woodside and Shell will together identify new business opportunities.
The plan is to expand the LNG plant with an extra (4 Ih ) train by 2003/4, in first
instance to go to Japan.
Shell had a leading role in establishing the ALNG (Australian LNG) initiative very
recently for marketing all Australian LNG outside Japan.
. There are also oil projects being worked on:
- (Cossack Pioneer) being refurbished, to resume production mid~year).
- Laminaria - being developed with an FPSO, robust project, to reach 150 kboe/d
next year. (Shell Share 37.5 kb/d)

MESSAGE: we are taking major steps to realising our Australian potential

Slide 23: Shell in the Middle East
•

Now I move to the Middle East, which already is a key element in our portfolio and is
the main target for our business development drive.
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First a summary of our current interests in the region: Number one upstream positions
in Oman and Syria, key and growing position in Egypt and amongst the leaders in
Abu Dhabi. Major gas interest in Oman, with first gas now in the LNG plant and
exports starting from April 2000; an exploration study signed for the Caspian Sea;
downstream positions throughout the region; chemicals in Saudi Arabia. We
furthermore lift over 1 milli~~ boe/d from the Gulf.

MESSAGE: we already are a leader in the Middle East and have relations and a
reputation to match

Slide 24 : Cost leadership in Oman
•
•

•
•

Our position in Oman is important, also to our reputation in the Middle East
Here is another example of Cost Leadership. The aim is to grow output to close to 1
million boe/d (up from 835 kboeld in 1998; Shell share is 34% of this) and save
another $200 million over 5 years.
This is credible and seen against the impressive recent achievements.
POD is a cQmpany where transformation really is ta~ing place.

MESSAGE~

Oman is about hard targets and real achievements.

Cost initiatives:

-

-

-

-

drilling the limit
down hole water oil separation
accelerated multi-lateral wells
better seismic
Omanisation

I NB. Stretch target cost savings are $400 mln in 3 years.
Slide 25: NE Mediterranean .... A new Hydrocarbon Province for Egypt?
•

•
•
•
•

Now let me come back to our venture in Egypt - we described its exciting future in
the_Analysts presentation of 14 December - this is underpinned by continuous growth
in reserves.
We mentioned our NE Med concession - since then we have been working on this
and the: QU's first 2D seismic lines are coming.
What we are seeing is possibly more prospective than we had hoped for!
And Deepwater of course is an area where we in Shell have unrivalled expertise to
offer.
Further seismic is underway, and drilling should start next year.

MESSAGE: We are on the verge of exposing hydrocarbon province
NB. Initiated partly divestment/dilution

r---..
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Slide 26: Middle East MRH's~ EP Initiatives
•

NOW TO THE Middle~EastMAJOR RESOURCE HOLDERS,

I know of your interest.
•

•

•

•

A highly competitive environment but one where our long standing
RELATIONSHIPS and REPUTATION matter!
In Iran, we have submitted proposals for 2 offshore buy-backs and for land oil
projects near Ahwaz. We appear well positioned and expect discussions to start
within the next few days.
In Kuwait, we have been participating actively in the various discussions on a ~
model contract and will participate in the consequent bidding rounds.
In Saudi Arabia, we have made proposals for up- and downstream projects recently to
the Crown Prince. Of course, we have been investing heavily in the Kingdom for
many years, e.g. in SASREF and SADAF. We also have several other smaller Ns
(blending & marketing lubricants SASLUBCO & JOSLOC) and are the largest private lifter
of Saudi crude. We expect follow-up discussions to start this month.

MESSAGE: We are really going for the new opportunities and are well positioned.
Slide27: 1998 Shell EP activities in CIS
•
•

I'll be brief on the eIS, despite our past flurry of activities. The centre of gravity of
our efforts, however, has shifted to the Arabian Gulf, as I mentioned just now.
Our main focus here is on
- Russia. the Gazprom alliance where we are discussing the way forward with
Gazprom, and Sakhalin, where production is to start by mid year.
- Kazakhstan, where a key well in the world's largest undrilled structure in the North
Caspian will be drilled later this year. Onshore, our latest well in Temir is a
discovery!

MESSAGE: Highgrading our portfolio with minimum expenditure - moving forwards
prudently.

Sakhalin volumes:
7 mln bUs in 1999 for 100% venture (i.e. Shell equity share: 4 kb/d annualised)
Capacity is some 90 kb/d (100% venture) for 6 months (Siberia freezes over) which
translates to some 11 kb/d Shell equity share annualised.

.

Slide 28: Global EP Gas
•
•
•

We are a world leader in gas production and will continue to pursue growth in gas,
also and in particular in a low~oil price world.
We have major involvements in North America, Europe and Japan.
We are also looking at other significant growth markets as indicated on the slide.
I mention South America, Mediterranean Rim, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Philippines. We
made another attractive discovery last month in Pakistan.
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In 1998, Pakistan an? Bangladesh have seen the start of new growth ventures for
Shell.
We are the world-leader in LNG with the imminent start of production in Nigeria and
Oman an4 we will continue to participate in new ventures (e.g. Australia, Malaysia
Tiga, Nigeria Train 3, Sakhalin).

MESSAGE: Even after the recent mega~mergers (ExxonlMobil & BP/Amoco), Shell is
still one of the leading upstream gas companies and growing (NB. Based on 1998
reserves and production we are Of. 2 after Exxon~Mobil, still far ahead of BP-Amoco but
probably not when Areo is included) .

Slide 29: Argentina, Exploration & Production
•
•
•

•

Now a quick look at one of these emerging ~ plays, in the so-called "Southern
Cone".
The idea is to position Shell over the whole of the value chain, from upstream to
retailing, and to maximize our acce~s to the available rent.
In the upstream, we have in 1998 acquired two strategic gas assets in the prolific
Basins of Northem Argentina, Acambuco and the Rio Colorado. The latter contains
the Valle Morado field, both containing significant reserves as well as further
potential.
Wo~k is in progress and production in Valle Morado should start later this year.

MESSAGE: We have created a platform for growth in this major gas market
Slide 30: Shell Philippines - Malampaya Gas to Power Project
•
•
•
•
•

Now to round off the gas theme in Shell EP, a look at our Malampaya project on the
Philippines.
This is a major opportunity to pursue a profitable domestic gas project.
We now have 100% ownership ofthis but plan to monetize some equity early on to
relevant strategic players.
Spending $ 1.2 billion this year and next year and production will already start in
October 2001.
Significant cost savings are being realised and the economics are robust also at low
oil prices.

MESSAGE: This major, attractive project is moving forwards quickly.
•

This field is located in relatively deep-water (800m) and this is a very good point to
hand over to Waiter who will address the Deepwater theme.
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Slide 32: Deepwater Gulf of Mexico
• We have demonstrated success in deepwater GOM, which has been, and is, profitable
even at low oil prices (Brutus break-even is $8.50Ibbl - disclose?). Reservoir
performance and wel1 productivity are above expectations to date, and as you may
know we expanded the facilities on our Auger platform in 1997 which increased the
throughput capacity to 100,000 barrels of oil per day and 300 million cubic feet of gas
per day.
• We are the largest producer in the Gulf of Mexico, with more than 50% of the total
deepwater production.
With Ursajust on-stream, we now have four producing Shel1 operated tension leg
platfonns in the GOM. The learning curve enabled us to bring costs down and reduce
cycle times. For example, Ursa came on stream ahead of schedule despite
unanticipated early wel1 problems. (Back~up to be provided.)
• Operating costs are coming down: Unit operating costs are now less than $2lbarrel.
• Shel1 remains a very strong player in the deepwater GOM. After the last lease sale
(sale 172 on 17 March, 1999) we remain the largest leaseholder and have 15% of al1
deepwater leases. From a deepwater production perspective Shel1 is clearly number
one. Ifollowed by BP Amoco with 14% and Exxon-Mobil with 13%. (BP Amoco and Vastar
(Areo ? ) would be the largest Individual leaseholder with 17% if they were combined I.
Current infrastructure can be leveraged through hookwup of several "hubs" capable of
processing production from satellite fields. This facilitates profitable incremental
(,----------~
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developments and allows us to generate profits from other operators through
production handling.
We believe that there are many opportunities remaining even in a low oil price
environment. At the same time though, we are making sure that our investment
program is robust even in a sustained low price environment. To that end we are for
example r~ducing project risks by taking on partners where appropriate.

Slide 33: Brutus Development '
., We're pleased to announce the development plans for our Brutus prospect, our latest
major deepwater development. We will develop the Brutus prospect with a tension
leg platform, the same type ofplatfonn we have successfully used on the Auger,
Mars, RamlPowell and most recently Ursa field developments.
• Brutus is located in the Green Canyon area ofthe GOM, not far from our Bullwinkle,
Popeye and Troika developments.
• Brutus project data: expected peak production is 100 thousand barrels of oil and 150
million cubic feet of gas a day, but capacity is 100 thousand barrels of oil and 300
,million cubic feet of gas a day. The additional capacity will be used for developments
that can be tied back to Brutus.
• Brutus is profitable at $lO/bbl and exemplifies our robust investment opportunities in
deepwater (disclose break~even price of$8:5Ibbl?)
• Shown here also is an example of the learning curve that we have experienced. This
cost index tells us how cost efficient our developments are. The index on the chart
represents tension leg platform cost normalized by facility size (represented by peak
production capacity).
•

Brutus should continue Shell's GOM deepwater dominance and build on a proven
track record with regards to development cost and timing of first production.

Slide 34: Emerging Deepwater Province in Nigeria
• Nigeria represents a key growth platfonn within the EP Business Portfolio as
, discussed earlier
• , Production growth from Nigeria will partly be underpinned by increased emphasis on
offshore development with the deepwater production making a very significant
contribution.
•
•

•

SNEPCO operates two deepwater blocks and has interest in 3 further blocks operated
by Esso and Agip respectively (all awarded under PSCs in 1993)
Results to date of exploration drilling confirm presence of prolific hydrocarbon
generating basin: of the 26 exploration wells drilled to date, 15 have encountered oil
with varying amounts of gas, with the remainder solely non- associated gas.
Following the early success of the Bonga and Abo oil discoveries, a series of gas
discoveries were made (from SNEPCO DW portfolio - 10tcf 100%. 4tcfShell share).
In 1998, the deeper sections were explored and several significant oil discoveries have
been made since then (Erha - Shell 35% and Nnwa [Block 218: Statoil] straddling
Block 219 - Shell 55%).
Current Oil Reserves Estimates some 3 billion.
FOIA Confidential
Treatment Requested
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This demonstrates the emergence of a significant resource base where SNEPCO have
developed a leading position, participating in 6 of 9 oil discoveries:
OPL

Discovery

Spud Date

on Reserves (100%)

Million bbls
-50
ISO
1,000
120
-300
350
450
De~'98
450
TOTAL
3.370
Corlcessions comprise 18 blocks awarded to 13 companies, under P.S.C. conditions in 1993.with water depths range
from 200 to 1400m: average block size 2000 km2. One ultra deep block was awarded in 1998
210
316
212
219
222
220 (219)
209
218(219)

Oyo
Abo Cluster
Bonga
Ngolo
Ukot
Chota (BoUa)
Erha
Nnwa (Ooro)

July '95
Nov. '95
Sept. '95
Jan. '96
Aug. '98
Feb. '98
Dec. '98

Message: SNEPCO ARE THE LEADING DW OPERATOR IN NIGERIA
NB. Recent (Q4/98) discoveries were made by Exxon and Statoi/: Any official statement
ofthese discoveries should be agreed with the operators.
'Exxon (operator) in ErhaJ -block in which Shell has a 35% stake
Statoil(operator) in NNWAI/b/ock op/.2IS. No Shell equity stake, but agreement to share
seismic data and we do own neighbouring block 2J 9.

Field

209
211
212
219
316

Operator
Esso
Agip
Shell
Shell
Agip

Shell Interest
35%
12.5%
55%
55%
12.5%

Slide 35: Global Portfolio in 1998 (ROACE)
NB. Already briefly shown by Phil Watts (slide number 6).
• As explained by Phil, this chart demonstrates the 'profitability profile of our existing
portfolio at 1998 oil prices (before impairments, but including our other specials)
• EP ROACE high for many major producers
• Problems in AeralAltura & Venezuela resulted in impairments ($ 2.6 bIn NIBT; $ 1.8
bIn NIAT) and are being addressed; (I will address this in the following)
• Impairments and reorganisations are the first indications of addressing problem areas
• The position of our deepwater assets reflects the maturation of this play from
"growth" t()wards "producing" and we are climbing up the maturation curve.
• We will also look within our OU's for underperforming assets, which need to be
fixed.
Non JlflrfonRlilg 'assets
.,
. NIAT,,' .lmPllim1ent
. befo.r~ I~p.
Venezuela
Aera/Altura

Total
UK

-125

-10
-135

. NIAT .

l'!'fterlmp;
·409
·534

Ace
556

-1418

-1428

2772

·1821'

-1962

3328

-46
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.171

.2050

.~ilif1.;~~~
Majors Producers
Other Producers
Deepwater US
Under performing assets

New Growth Areas
World

20.6
10.7

20,9

9.6
-3.1
·39.7

7.7
8.4
-2.5
-32.9

8.5

7.8

Excluding growt" area's ROACE would f'ave been some /1.3% (some S/.8.bln of Capital Employed
invested in growth areas)
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Majorproducers ate: UK, Netllerlands, Denmark, Nigeria SPDC. Oman, Malaysin and
Brunei
Otller Producers: Mature US, CQI,ada. Norway, Germany, Abu Dllahi, Syria, Egypt. New
Zealand, Gabon, Aust(JI/ia, Bangladesl" Cllina
Deepwater US -GOM
Underperjorming - Venezuela: ifs: Acra &: Altura
New/Growtll area's - P/liUpp;"es, Nigeria (SNEPCO), Argentina, Russia, Ka1.akstan,
Pakistan, Cllad, India, Trinidad, Peru, Angola, Congo, Namibia

Slide 36: Global Portfolio & Restructuring Activities 1998
• In order to put our 1999 activities in perspective let me show you first what has been
implemented in 1998
• As you are well aware of th'ese activities I will not dwell on these for long. Some
were covered in December while Henk mentioned already developments in Australia
and Argentina.
• In the area of leveraging synergies and increasing efficiencies, three JV s/alliances
were fonned:
Apart from AustralialWoodside: (completed), in Pakistan: with Premier onshore
SO/50 JV signed in December (recent discoveries Bbit, Zargan, Zamzama) and in
Bangladesh with Cairn where Shell increased its interest in JV block 15 and 16 to
SO % and becomes operator in 1999 over the combined interests.
The partnership recently was awarded Block 10 and entered into an agreement with Unocal
to cooperate in proposed energy & infrastructure development projects in South west
Bangladesh

•

•

Following our empahsis <mour gasMstrategy we did a gas for oit asset swap with
accidental Petroleum: We traded PRODUCING oil interests in Yemen (20 kb/d) and
Colombia (28kb/d) for increased interest in FUTURE gas in Malaysia and the
Philippines
Important is to note also what we decided NOT to pursue: bidding on Rosneft and
entering into the next phase of the Camisea project. This shows again that we are
more disciplined and short term focussed now, as both projects would have hurt our
short-tenn performance. (Rosneft: write oITa la BP/Amoco; Camisea large CE without
return; both projects also NPV not acceptable 1)

•

Furthermore staff reductions were announced; most notably in the UK and the US. In
the US, in a first round, some 750 jobs have been made redundant. As mentioned by
Phil, world-wide more than 3200 jobs are expected to be cut between end '98 and '99
and (next slide), let's move now to the 1999 plans.

Slide 37: Global Portfolio Management 1999
• But, as said, we will continue to upgrade our portfolio. For 1999 the following
actions have already been taken
• US/GOM : integration of Shelf & Deepwater organisation;
• Reduction of 160 to 300 staff indicated helps to increase operating efficiencies
while reducing COsts (Shell Oil to update)
Deepwater
Reviewing various West Africa options while also reviewing a partner for Kudu in
Namibia
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•

Acquisition ofOccidental's 50% as part of a global portfolio (multi-asset/country)
swap.
Studies have been initiated to look at opportunities for strategic equity dilution of
the gas to power project in the Philippines.
Venezuela
• Shell believes it has to better position itself for a more balanced portfolio of
current production, development and exploration acreage in Venezuela. Divesting
part ofUrdaneta West contract is consistent with this strategy.
• Shell's business is almost completely dominated by the performance 0/this asset.
For long term growth in Venezuela, we need a diversified portfolio.
• Shell feels that given the prospects for profitable investinent in Venezuela (ioc!.
diversification), the current upstream position of SVSA can be further improved.
Altura
will be addressed later on.
Non-strategic assets
Work-in-progress on divestment & swap opportunities details of which cannot be
disclosed yet (due to partner & government sensitivities and for competitive reasons)

Slide 38: US EP Portfolio
• The chart shows the major pieces of the US portfolio: inclUding our associates Aera
and Altura.
While we have some strong perfonners in our portfolio, given our current price
outlook, some of our US assets are not performing.
• We are improving our perfonnance by attacking on several fronts:
• First, we are focusing on our core strategic assets by divesting non-core assets and
making investments in our core areas only.
• Actions related to Aera and Altura will be discussed separately.
Second, we are enforcing capital discipline. We have a $1 bin development
capital expenditure ceiling and we have cut the exploration program to less than
$400 mln in 1999.
Third, we are further reducing costs. We already reduced our work force by about
20% in 1998 and will make a further reduction of 5 to 10% in 1999. We are also
consolidating our Gulf of Mexico Shelf and Deepwater Business Units to reduce
administrative cost and optimise our investment program. We are also applying
all the strategic cost leadership actions you heard about earlier in the presentation.
In particular, we are taking advantage of the best practices in Aera and Altura.

Slide 39: Aera Alliance in California

Message: Acra is cost leader in California and has upside potential
•

•

Shell and Mobil fonned Aera Energy LLC in 1997. Shell's interest in the joint
venture was 58.6% at the formation, later reduced in 1998 to 5 J .8% when Mobil
acquired Arco's California properties and contributed them to Aera.
The principal synergies we anticipated at the creation of Aera were savings from
consolidation of field infrastructure, staff reduction and leveraged procurement, and
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leveraging ofSheU's development expertise to Mobil's large undeveloped reserve
base.
• These synergies were achieved faster than anticipated, and Aera is now the
benchmarked cost leader in operating and overhead expenses compared to other
California opera,tors.
• The recently acquired Arco properties (contributed by MobiD increase the scope of
the cost savings.
• Having achieved a cost leader position, which we will defend, we now turn our focus
towards efficient steam utilization. Energy costs due to steam injection used to
recover heavy oil accounts for about 44% of the operating costs.
• While approximately 70% of Aera's 1998 oil production came from heavy oil
deposits, we have a significant opportunity associated with light oil primarily in the
Belridge (Diatomite) and Lost Hills properties. Development of these light oil
reserves is very robust and profitable even at Brent oil prices less than $10 per barrel.
Slide 40: Altura
Message: Altura is best in class in basin cost perfonnance but does not fit in our
portfolio. •
•. Altura is our joint venture with BP Amoco in West Texas and SE New Mexico. It
was fonned in 1997 when Shell combined its properties in the area with those of
Amoco. Shell has a 36.1 % interest in the joint venture.
• Since the fonnation, Altura has reduced costs and achieved the envisioned synergies
faster than anticipated. Altura is now a cost leader in the basin. (Back-up to be
provided.)
• We are investigating the divestment of Altura. (Latest status communicated.)
• In the interim, Altura is pursuing portfolio rationalisation to upgrade the venture
portfolio.
• Altura is also continuing the optimisation of its operating performance, driving down
cost further.
• We are not making new inv~stments in Altura, but are making minimum investments
to maintain the value of the properties.

phn Watts

Slide 41: Summary.

Key message: It are difficult times and we do not know how long they will last, but
we are not waiting for better time, we are adjusting now:
• bringing cost and spending levels down and increasing capital efficiency of our
spending through enhanced investment discipline and global ranking (capital
allocation; competition for funds).
• Increasing transparency and accountability;
• Commitment .. .improving balance between short-term performance and long term
value; various measures are underway.
• We are committed to deliver 15 % ROACE at 14 $/bbl in 2001 and will continue to
enhance our portfolio and retain flexibility should prices decrease again to around
$IO/bbl.
NB. Perhaps obvious, but still important to note is that we will remain our cost and
capital efficiency targets even when oil-prices would recover in the short term.
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planned to drill a deepwater well wlh Houston-based partner Ocean Energy
<OEtN> this year.
«Andrew Milchell, London newsroom, +44 171 542 5024, fax +44 171 542 4453)
Frlday, 9 April 1999 15:45:37 ENDS [nL09256109J
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Shell E&P technology strengths - ready money,
new opportunities, long-term value
Tim Warren, presentation to financ=ial analysts,
April 8-9, 1999
I.~"
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'Caudonary statement
This document conains fofwarlJ..looklng SCltements diu are
subje« to rl$k Ae:tof$ assodued with the Clil and ps
businesses. It is believed that the expectations reflec:ted in
these statements are reasonable. but they may be alfec;ted by

a variety of variables which could cause actual resulu or
trends to differ materially, including. but not limited to: prk:e

fluauatlons. ae:tual demand. c;urrenc;y fluauations, drilling and
produa:lon results. reserve estimates. loss of market, Industry
oompetition. environmental risks, physical risks, legislative,
fisal and regulatory developments, ec:onomlc and finandal
market conditions in various countries and regions. political
-risks, projec;t delay or advancement. approvals and cost

estimates.
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•

TlmWarren·
Director, Global EP Technology & Technical Services

Born in India and educated in the United Kingdom. Tim Warren graduated in
applied mathematics from the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. He joined
Shelllntemational in 1970 and worked in Brunei. Malaysia and Oman. In 1985
he returned to The Netherlands to hold a series ofnunagement positions in Shell
IntematiotW.

J-!
In 1992 he went to Nigeria as general manager ofShell Pecroleum Development
Company of Nigeria's Western division. Tim W,men has been director of

Research &.. Technical Services for Shell International Exploration and Production
since 1995.
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Shell E&P technology strengths ready money, new opportunities,
long-term value
Tim Warren, presentation to financial analysts, April 8-9, 1999
Shell E&P has always emphasised technological development. However, I recognise that there Is a
perc;epdon that we have been more excited by. long-tenn technological possibilities than short~tenn
returns.This has changed.We have trdnsforrned Our structures, p",cesses and attitudes. Our technology
efforts are delivering ready money, new business opportunities and long-term value for our shareholders
and I am pleased to outline to you how we are doing this.·

..

* Examples of the estimated Impoa. of technology In d"/fferent ventures ore (Qr the ventufe$ as a whole. not jwt SheU share.Value lieures
refer to net present value, discounted at 7%

Hi-fi seismic acquisition and processing
...',

'.". "... ~

...

:...;-.i'·

seeing to cut development costs
. '",..

Shell companie$ use 3D seismic data

to cut

the cost of

the Gulf of Mexico, PSI has

,.

helpedtO'~tlfy~.~

developing fields. Shell research has focused on deYelopl(lg

'unseen' reservoirs..

new, propriewy techniques for (re)processlng seismic datil -

Similar techniques are now being used to open 'new
opportunities in the North Sea.1lM: Fnm prospect - on the
flank of a salt dome - Is an e:qmple with an expected
hydrocarbon volume of some 60 mllUon batT'eIs of oil
equivalent. Poor results from standard selsmlc: pnxe5$ing
made It too risky to drill Reprocessing using PSI - followed

to

improve

PSDM and PROMISE are two advances which have

del~

much cheaper than acquiring new data Interpretation and modelling.

signific:ant return$.. PSOM

(pre-stack depd1 migration)

lndutinl· PItOMISE -

Improves the resolution and ac:cuncy of seismic Images.

by IntegrawJ reservoir moddling.

PROMISE

revealed Its potential Drilling h planned for 1999•.

extracts

vital reset'VQlr properties - such as

poro$ity and thidcness.

optimhe data quality dose to largot fault $trUCtUre$ or salt

Resvvoir qualh:y properties SU<:h IS porosity and dlidaless the main determtnants of hydrocarbon dlstribudon. - vary
conslde~1y within reMfVQlrs. PROHISEshows . tho . best

domes - ensuring wells do not miss their urgets and

location for production wells. kJ the GuI .of Mexico.

PSOM (or the Shell proprietary softwartl PSI) is used to

revealing new reservoirs. In the Net:herQnds, PSOM

PROMISE W111 help to RYe at least one additional 'fVIeII1n the

prevented two wells from bel(lg drilled into the WI'CICti

fWn-PoweJI field, saving $20 mlltion.. SimlIar savingsln other

reservoir block in the Grijpskerk field, saving $12 ml,lIion. In

Gulf of Mexico fields amount to at least $130 million.
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Technology dependenu

But there's a debate about how to

industries - often depends on our own

I don't think there can be any doubt

access technology. Should we rely on

technological capabilities.

that this industry's future depends on

others - service companies. academia,

developing its technology:

other industries - or develop it

Our world-wide operational experi-

• It plays a vital role in cutting costs -

ourselves?

ence enables Ull to develop the technologies which meet our business

which I believe will become even
more imporunt as it becomes

In-house Imperative

needs. We don't just want stalic

harder to squeeze further

In Shell, we are convinced it would be

teehnology. Tedmology leadership

operaoonal efficiendes;
• It is essential for replacing reserves
- increasingly difficult as resources
are deplered;
• It develops our business enending our reach. revealing new

6:',

exploration plays, offering new
recovery possibilities,
commercialising more gas; and

• It enables us to meet the
increasingly strtngent environmen~

tal standards society requires.

very dangerous to rely wholly on

depends on maintaining a learning-

others. Here are SOme reasons.

curve advantage. Unique teehnology

Service companies don't always share

- including, of course, major service

our need to introduce new advances

companies.

differentiates us from our competitors

immediately. If they have a profitable
teclu1ology their interest is to delay

Finally, a technology base is essential

bringing forward a replacement until

for monitoring the quality of the

they have milked Prndmum value

technology serviCes we obtain from

from the existing product. Moreover

others. For we don't, ofcourse, do

e~loiting advances

everything ourselves. On the conl:l'lUy,

from other

sources - universities or other

we oo1y commit limited in-house

:-":':,
.. : ':'..;

"<•.. :-

,'~:~:.

,

.

:~.~:::.:::

"".

:"..

;'(;t,~t; :,": "
.., ..

'.

t;.tt=.;;:~··
, 'dmton~ hoW PSOM (p(e-' ,<
'$tiKkde"m mlgnniOn'j ~to,

, 'fows'dJtlmogeondJe.~
th<It~_sam be drilled ;
CICCUf"CJUIy.

;".. >

EJ(t(rjpolatlng reset\'OIr

Inforrncrdon between Wfdfs
; dcN!sn't nveaI. wrloliolU In

.,"

~ quality. She#l1'IlOMlSE

kkntJ(ies rite best lJt'C1Cl$ -In bI~
- mabllng moreproductiw wells

to be drlUerL
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resources to those technologies which
give us both high and unique added
value. Otherwise we rely on the market.
And we recognise the need to manage.
our technology portfolio. just as we do
our other assets.
A commercial

return

One aspect of this is our drive to
commercialise advances. In the past
we often licenlled technologies as a
means ofgetting them deployed.
Now we want a return as well We
/

r

o .

...... .
'.~;

Quicker and better application

do this through joint-ventures ~

nities. Recent deals include those

offering us a financial return, the

for expandable tubulus - from

I have been speaking about tech~

rapid deployment we n~, and close

which we look for an early return

nology development. But there is

involvement in the learning curve.

- and for out revolutionary

another vital source ofcompetitive

Twister gas separation technology.

advantage - being able to ~ply

We have formed Shell Technology

I will say more about these

advances more quickly and better than

Ventures to pursue these opportu-

villuable advances.

others. The race is increasingly close.

-

Integrated subsurface modelling
, .. ~

.. ~"

:"'; . ~,~:<

getting it together to grow reserves and increase production

1.:"

,;:·it~;

4~~~"~",,,,,,,;;;L'5
t

...

Shell proprietary Integrated modelling. combines . . Static

Qn,n,

resetvolr models - showing' detailed field geology .~with

require st3bIeplateauproductlon'wbe nWilQln~~rteO .

",Go","""

thereserIOlr:lntegration allows a range ofcfriferent

:7 :~d:e7: ::~~~,::tln~%~

prodUction scenarios to be modelled quickly and effectively.

accelerated, ,generating

Shell companies are leaders In subsurface modelling.

appUcadon of the

dynamic ..-..)dds Slmubting the flow of oil, gas and Water· in

immedia,re cash ftc:i.i.i.: Wider
new modellini suite c~ld add;~ as

much to the company's reserves OYer the next five years

Integrated, modelling enabled Petroleum Development Oman
'. to add 450 mllUon barrels tQ reserves in theNatib, West

Shell Nigeria opel1lte$ more than 100 fields-many have been

Halr:na and Wafndlelds over the pan five yean.The three

in production for a quarter of acelttUry.Shelllntegnted

fields are In c;arbQnate rocks for which recO'lef}' factors are

studies of five

less weH undemood than in dastk; fields.

- with a development cost of

The additional

fll$erte$ - ' and

lield~ last year added 390 mlll~··tramlsOf oil

some $2 per ba,,:el: '.'

",

the accelerated production

made possible .. rai~ed the value of the fields by'$600 mUllon.
Three unnecessary _lis _re also aYQided ill the Wafra field.
saving $4 million in capital expenditure.
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In ~ shrinking, a~erating world;

development announced ~y will be

organisation - with two hubs in

technology advantage can be fleeting.

even cheaper (see figure 1). The

Rijswijk and Houston. It has three

Retaining it depends on climbing the

capacity to realise the value of experi-

business units:

lenning curve as quickly as possible -

ence is dearly even more important at

with your competitors snapping at

low oil prices.

• ·Ileseuch. Technology
Development ud Technicu

your heels.

Services .. providing a seamlells
Success in applying technology

Shell hu. for example, more experi-

depends on people - their calibre,

ence ofdeveloping deep-water fields

experience. training and attitudes -

than any other interMtional company.

md on organisation. Our efforts were

teclmolOgkal service for our world-

wide custOmers.

But our competitive ~dvantage

hindered by ~ fragmented organisa-

depends on our ability to learn from

don. We have tnllsformed our organ-

• .Deepwater Services - to exploit
the teehnologicallea.dership gained
in the Gulfof Menca around the
world,and

this experience and apply the know-

isation, prexesses, communications

• Commercial Technology

ledge profitably. Shell Oil recendy

and ethos to work seamlessly aooss

(7':'" brought its fourth deep water tension0:,',': ~ i leg platform. Urn. into production in

the world and expect benefits to flow

Venture Services - to drive
forward the commerda1isation of

more apidly as a result.

our technology.

the Gulfof Mexico. The development
cost per lhily barrel of production was

The most fundamental change in this

We have developed. a apadty to work

just 40% ofthat of Auger, the first

regard is the creation this yeu ofa
unified global E8d' technology

.seamlessly at a distance lnvirtual

tension-leg pbtfonn. The Brutus

teams. The world-wide effort engaged

•

'Shell mkgrutm modelling twl!Q1ed the extent natufe tmd pOtentiol of the fnJm prtJSpedbelow a salt dclrrIf! In the North SeG
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figure 3

in unlocking the compl~ geology of

..

Filed 10/10/2007

Rec:ently, our perfurmance hu been
affected by failW'eS to deliver furecut

Oman's Athel field is an es:ample.

fotmed our competitors in Jong.teTOl
growth ofreserves md production
(see figures 2 &. 3). Ofcourse this

production in a few locations,

Value from technology?

should not be pursued to finandally

although the VUt majoritY performed

Has our investment in in-house

unatttactive limits. We don't want

very well Pushing forward the

technology delivered a commercial

growth fur growth's sake, rather
profitable growth.

bounds of teehnology always in·

rerum? We have certainly outper-

creases the risk ofhilure - producing

.' ".~ '. ' ,:::- 'i: .'~.. .. '..

Complex multi ..laterals and intelligent wells
drilling cheaper, more productive, more intelligent wells
;-

In the early 19'1Os, horlwnt:ll drilling brought about;~ . Kingdom. they

tQve

.

'.;.':

.~aftfth.dd1~'cap~'~($13
,.
"

... .-.~

...•

":\',,.'",'

'

'.'.

dramatic improvement In well performance. Now advanced

million) of furtherdevelopmellt of the Barql,ie,GaIIeon 'and

multi-lateral wells are delivering a similar advance. These· have

Temflelds,afld improved their Value

SeY<lr1ll

by$'lnilRdn;; .;.

produc;ing bore holes extending - lib tree roots-

.into the reservoir. They cost more than conventional single--

Shell companies are now focussing on develOping incelligent

hole wells but deliver much greater ptoducdon.

wells - the next breakthrough in WedteehnQI(lgy.Thesewlll

combinedownhole control and meuuringtedlnology to

~

differ'erit ~ of the

Shell companies are industry leaders - responsible for

manage production and injection

around half the advanced multilateral wells drilled so far.

reservoir ~atlca/ly.Such wellscQUld

bf!ng:about

a

further 20.30% improvement in Well costs. Muldlatenl wells

In Oman. multilaterals have reduced well

cOsts

in the Yiba!,

are particular suited forretro.fittlng sudt technologies.

Nimr and West Haima fields by 2Q.3Q%. Together with nQvel
homontal side-tracks they have added some $640 million to

cashflow by accelerating Produc;tlofl. In Bruflei, multilaterals
have helped to cut the cost of further development of the

Champion field by two thirds ($1 <KI million) - avoiding the
need for twO new platforms and reduong the number of
extra wells needed from 37 to just eight. In the United
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ps in water a mile deep. for example.
is far from standard technology.
However, there is another side to this

- connected with our ttansformadon
efforts in the mid·90s. We knew that
Shell engineers had been too cautious.
The fact that we had very few failures
was a measure of this. So we empha.

sised risk.taking, lltrett.h·targets, a
'can·do' approach. In a couple ofcases

we stretched too far.

F/gvl't 4

Our present plans are based on a $Ober

commercial benefits delivered by

resources are smaller than those of

appreciation of the potential for

technology development throughOUt

$Ome of its neighbours - and

technological problems. And there is

our operations.

geo~ogicaUy mudl more complex.

no doubt that caution is a virtue at

Observers have long expected the

$10 oU. But the occasional problems
in meeting our stretcl1 argets should

Let me focus on just one counay.

Sultanate's production to start

Oman (see figure"') - where I spent

declining. Thanks to advanCing

not obscure the continuing

several very happy yeus. Oman's

technology - and a lot ofhard work-

•

The ShefllntfllUg«lf.' ~f env#$Qgti wells
~ng

/11« IRe fOO/:$ - responding to changing

underground ctlfldiIIon$ cmd producing only the
de$lted (luidf.
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cost of wells rose to some $1,400 per
daily barrel of initial production (see
figure 5). In the early 1990s, hori~on'
tal wells halved this. Horizontal sidetracks and advanced multilateral wells
are now halving the cost again. Yibal
wells are cheaper today than during

primuy development.
An evaluation ofthe value of the new

technologies applied there over the
figureS

,"

~>:,.

these observers continue to be

successive technological advances.

disappointed.

Our growing imaging and modelling
powers help us to locate more of the

..

Shell discovered oil at Yibal in 1962.

field's resources and understand how

Production from this field - Oman's

to

largest -is still rising 30 years after it

techniques enable us to access them,

began. This is a testament to

For example. as the field matured the

produce them better. New drilling

past five years was recendy
completed. These are some of the
benefitS it identified:
• multilateral wells
.' (+$650 million)

• integrated subsurface modelling
(+$622 million)

• advanced seismic
(+$220 million)

Integrated water and gas management
maximising production from maturing fields
"-i""

Oil

l"e'eI"IOCn

reserves. As a

are prodU<:ed for targeting quick recovery of
COIlSeqUence

,.......-_---..:._--_.-...:.;.;.;:....;....;:,,;.:.....;;'-'--.:.:.~"~.':"." \.

the co-production of water and

gu accelerates. Remedial actions against the unwanted iPftow
of water and gas are taken when wells start producing

unacceptable amounts of water. or unacceptably hl&h gu oil
rados (GOR).
Shell E&P companies produce more water than oil; I million
m3 per day, this wlU double by 2002 If no action i$ taken. As
water production Increases, it dramatically reduces the
amount of hydrocarbons coming to surface. Discharge Qf

produced

water

needs to be envIronmeot311y friendly, the

CQ$t, to Shell, Qf deaning and disposing of produced water- is
$'lOO million per year. In addltiQn, high water cut wells and

A gas bkldml off reset'lIOir Inttnol. The Shell devtIoped(oGm Is cJfI

high GOR wells must be dosed in leaving hydrocarbons In

IndUSf1YRm

the ground. Sudl wells must be replaced by drilling new wells.

Halving the amount of produced W1lter would save $250
million per year.
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• cheaper horizontal wells
(+$J 60 million)
• improved well fracturing
(+$70 million)
• reduced drilling toSts
(+$60 million).
Overall new technology delivered
over S1 billion in additional cash -

from capital and operating COSt
savings, and incremental production.
Reserve additions added more than '

Rgure6

$1.3 billion in future value (see
figure 6). Shell technology was

We seek three things from our

direcdyresponsible for 58% ofthis

technology:

tivenel;s as a partner - particularly

added value -without taking into

• ready money from lower costs,

to m;tjor resource holders,

account the additional value from our

more production and - now -

ability to customise contractor

commerdal sales,

teChnology to meet POO's particular

opportunities and enhanced attrac-

• long-term value from growing
reserves, commerci;tUsing g;ts and

• business opportunities from new

meeting environmental require·

exploration plays, development

business needs.

ments.

•
,.,,-.

,

.J:::3.J~~.

"

",AnotherlndusbyFirstforSheIL

, ,',,- :>';~i ~'~aheadOf iucocri~ri~

c " ',', ,;,

hy~tO

"•

the surface. It wu field trialed in Germany

:,a"foatf.forbkxkin, Pf'l"Odueti~ and avoiding well shur-ins

on a well Which was producing 10 bbUd Of 011 and 0490 bbUd
of water, this resulted In 011 production Inc:reuing fourfold,

due:to,hlghGORs.The ~' is Injected into die entire

watel"production was reduced by 60%. Further trials are

• -reservoir

.'lnterval,

In ,a

having successfully trialed

~'bearing

Interval the foam

,~~taW toblocJ(gas p~n, whilst
'section it Is flu';d

planned (In theYibal Field in Oman bter In 199'1.

in an oil bearing

om: with no'effect on produetlon.

Oownhole separation can revitalise an ageing field. Earty
Installatioo can prevefitthe requirement to upgrade water

'/; In' trials 111 Bruod dlefoarn reck.ced the ps production from

'avowellsbY 75% per weD, enabling them to remain In
productiOn and recovering the kwestment In d1e$e wells in
200 days.

treaanent' fadlides

and

application

In

more

costly

deo4elopments oflfshoi'e can lead to a reduction In

me

requirement for infrastructUre and ~ die number of
ptufurms.The next tee:hnologlal bt'eakthrough In this a.- Is

the lnteligent Well with Downhofe Separatlon This enables
the monitoring and contrOl

Of fluids

in the _Abore and

Downhole Sefwatlon

works to keep aU undeslnble products underground while

The technology to separate oil and water downhole. rather

Ieavlng the production

than at surface, eonsl$u of a hydtocyclone and a pump which

Shell's Zero Waste WeU™.

pumP!!

water

Into

the

subsurface

while

Of hydrocarbons

unhindered. This Is

carrying
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Let me illustrate the returns from some

These include adV<ltlced seismic which

fields last year had a 'finding cost' of

rec:ent technologial adV<ltlces in four

allows us to map reservoirs in

some

keyueas:

difficult conditions - for example

a. a barrel.

InstalUng cheaper plumbing

• sharpening subsurface vision,

under salt domes - accurately. And

• installing cheaper plumbing,
.. avoiding costly W;tste.

rools which tell where to drill the

Underground plumbing is the most

most productive wells. Such tech-

expensive aspect ofdeveloping fields,

• turning gas into cash.

nologies cut drilling costs, inaease

up to 60% of the costs.

production and open up new reserves.

Sharpening subsurface vision
Better subswface vision is central to

Leuning how to drill cheaper and
more productive wells is a key
challenge facing this industry. I

Integrated. subsurface modelling

believe the revolution In well

this business - to identify reserves, drill enables reservoir engineers to test

..
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them cheaply, and produce them

many different development

technology now underway will have

effectively. During the 1980$, 3D

possibilities quickly and cheaply in

as profound an impact as 3D seismic

seismic transformed this vision. Shell

the search for the mO$t CO$t effective

had in the 1980$. We intend to be

companies benefited from being nster

options. Shell companies are leaders

leaders in applying these advances as

than others in applying 3D - in the

in developing such tools which are

well shell companies have been

early 19908 we may have been

already responsible for adding

responsible for half the advanced

responsible for around half the 3D data

significant economic reserves. The

multilaterals drilled (see figwe 7)

acquired. We continue to benefit from

studies which added 390 million

As I mentioned iD connection with

developing subsurfuce technologies.

burels to reserves in five Nigerian

the Yibal field, advanced multilateral

.!:..

.-

~:: : i~:,'-.: :;.:,~~~~,:.,;' ::,.: ,.:.,:·;.;:,;..;.~·/;::::;,::~~~::;;,:)r0:~:X~;:!,~~·
.~;\ .

Shell Technology Ventures

..':. :. : ~ "'<i\:':> ;>:' ~::.'~:~\ :'~.;~::.~<{·/t:~>:'f/(~1$.~~~i~~;~.~i~~~~~~~J~~~;:~;:,~ '.
mal<ing money from marketing technological advances
",/::.,

Shell TecllnologyVentures was formed In 1998 to spearhead

_T-';~~~~~.~

- and maximise their commercial value through folnt-ventures

wayoftreatlngnaturalgas~'lthUnomoYtng.~;Jiid'::;
. '." '.
,
.. '" ,,/.,;", ~ " '::,......,.-.',. ,-", ,:·'~/.~7~:;·:~~'·f:~f:·'::::.<~.
cnatM no' emissions. Twister fon;es'gaslntO\a~personrc" '.:

and subsidiaries. Recent ventures iOVQlve Shell expandable

cyclone to

.tubular and Twister gas separation technologies.

pressure. The device

rapid development and deployment of Shell E&P·teehnologles

other methods
The expandable tubulars teehnology Involve fordng

11

device

mlfi~inaitM 'd~~'&1)
isdi'" simpleraJ1dimallerthah'>·

drive out liqUids whUe

-which Is partlcutlrty ~~e b;•. ~ "",X,';

or offshore locations. It is environmentally .friendly.

through wells to expand the diameter of pipes by up' to a
quarter without harming their properties. It can be used to

Twister has been tested in the Gronlngen field In the .....

Insei1:seetlons Of cladding In wells for opentionai 'or

Netherlands.

maintenance reasons.·1t wiU also enable drilling of sllmm~r.

and gas 1ri~":"clQinc
gas for transpOrtation and remOvingnaU,rai~iiqUrdsSor':

deeper; more effective and much cheaper wells..

. -, -..

The prime market will be the oil

sale. Other markets include air conditioning.
;rhe technology Is being marketed through two faint-ventures
- Enventure (with Halliburton, primarily In the United SateS)
ande2 Tech (with Baker Hughes. primarily elsewhere). Shell
companies Will benefit from competition between suppliers.
World-wide sales could exceed $100 million within

m.: yean.
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reac;h otherwise ina<:cessible reserves
- which are more produc;tive and roSt
less to drill. It is a major breakthrough
whim will uansfonn our business ~
as well as providing signifi<:ant
c;ommet"dal returns. World-wide
sales rouId exceed $100 million
within five years.

Avoiding costly waste
Sodety righdy demmds higher
environmental standards from all

Rgure7

indusuies. For the oil indusay, one
technology to optimise production

need is to deal with the water - and in

/.technology is playing a vital pact in

from different reservoirs auto-

some .:ues the gas - produced with

(, <.uking field developments eoonomk

nutically.

wells offer huge cost nvings. The

lit low

the oil from the reservoir. l1lis is a
c;osdy and growing burden.

prices. Shell companies are

going further by developing

( discussed commerdalisation ofour

'intelligent' wells whic;h will use

expandable tubular technology. This

Shell c;ompanies now produc;e more

downhole measurement and conuol

will allow deeper, slimmer wells -

water than oil. Volwnes are expec;ted

to

•

The revolutionary Twister gas treatment device uses a supernmic
cyclone to drive out liquids. It Is smaller. cheaper. simpler and more

mvlronmentolly friendly than other technologies.
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to double in five years. <IS fields

Turning gas Into cash

costs ofremoving valuable

m<lture. Handling water on the

The best w;j.y ofdeumg with gas. of

condensate, md ofdrYing gas for

surface - cleaning it for discharge or

course. is to sell it. Shell companies

transport,liquefaction md sale.

re.injecting it - costs <IS much as

are leaders intern<ltional gas

handling oil. Dealing with

marketers. We see gu as an

Outside this industry it may have

unwmted gas without fhring is

increasingly imPOrtant part of our

uses in air conditioning and many

business. So commerci<llising more

industrial processes. It is a very

gn is one ofour central business

valuable advmce which will enhance

even more expensive.

The best way of responding would

thrusts. New technologies - such <IS

our own business and provide a

be to shut off the flow in the

floating LNG and gas~to~liquids pliIlts

significant commercial rewrn.

reservoir before it ever gets to the

- will play a vital role in this.

Changing the game

swface. We ue working on

..
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mechanial and chemial ways of

But let me fetUS on our revolutionary

Both lWlster and expandable

doing this. Resolving this problem

Twister gas sepuation technology

tubulus come from our 'Game-

tould save us up to $4 billion over

which, <IS I mentioned, we are putting

changer' programme which

the next 20 yeus. The tethnology

on the market. This is simpler, smaller

promotes and pursues lnnova.tive

would also be rommercially

md cheaper tmn tompering ways of

thinking. Another prodUtt is our

valuable -

removing liquids from gas. It has no

'LightTouch' remote sensing

including m;j.jor resource holders.

moving puts - working by creating a

face similar challenges.

supersonic gas vone:x:. It will cut the

e:x:ploration tool developed from a
teChnology Shell researchers first

<IS

other produters,

The gamechanger p"'ocess
realising the value of radical innovation
Making money at low .prlces and ~ing the opponunides of

-'i.

a changing world requires ndicai Innovadon. Shell EP's global

'game-changer'prognmme hu unleuhed this - A$UIdng In
hundreds of ndlcalldeas. A portfollo of the best opportunItieS Is beInc pul'$ued.
The proeralM1e UHS·a ~o.n apIuIist ~ch to
~ and fund Innovation.

Entry Into the. portfoIlo is

compeddve -work on a proj«t may be di$(Of\~ If "

more promlsll\l .opporumity emerps.· Projects .follow a
. structUred plan to accelerue progres$ from con«pt to
money·nuki"8 IIOnWre.

f€~~
"na
reser'fOlr condlti~

•

The pn~ PfOeramme Is akudy generating ~

. ;)"'.

'

. ".:

shoe n& ~
cosu and
of Iogil\l horiwntal and ~'MIIs...

tOcllttM

H'"

.;:

risb';

'light Touch' is a novel mans b ~ ~d
hydrocarbon l'GSeI"W$ by n\9SUrin,g wrfaceeml$$kln$ dwelo~ from Shell .wchnology fitIr dttrectlng.refinefy
emluions. Last year, It was used to help locate up to 30 milrlOn
ban'eIs of additional oil reserves In the Rabl field of Ga.bon.
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developed for locating fugitive

-in ready cash, business oppor-

emissions frolD. refineries - a benefit

tunities and long-term value.
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ofour increasing emphasis on sharing
The boxes show examples ofhow

knowledge.

specific technologies are contributing
Radical innovation could transform

hundreds of millions ofdollars, and

our business. Shell researchers are

We expect substantial future

working on fuel cell technology for

contributions to the bottom line in all

producing efficient, emission-free

our ventures around the world.

electricity from gas at the wellhead,

with carbon dioxide fed bade into the

The important point is that our

ground. SheD conversion technologies

technology effort is now driven by a

may provide a way of turning

much clearer foou on financial

associated gas into valuable Uquids.
i

·c.The same technologies are being used

. to develop cleaner cars.

return. And we have organised
ourselves everywhere to deliver this
return for our shareholders.

We believe. and r hope you concur.

that OUl investment in E&.P technology does provide a valuable return

Such radical innovation cantran$form our. business. for

to Ulm associated gas produced with all Into valuable

,example. Shell researchel"$ateworklng on solid-oxide fuel

syncrude, 'rather

cell technology to convert

4

Ps to deWidty at the wellhead.

Carbon dioxide· WOuld be.-e:«:tlec:teddlrec:dyback into

than

flaring

it. These 'converslon

•

tedlnologies are also being used to develop deaner motor

can.

ground -pfOVidingeffici~emisslon..freepower. Another

.proJect Invo/ve$ uSi~g Shell catiJytic conversion technologies

1.ight Touch' helps oil QIId gas e>qIIorers by sefl5ing hydt1JalrOOn emissions released /1lJtUrolly

"'to the atmosphere from lIIIlkrgmund resouras.
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This publi<lltlon is Oil\! or a range ptI!llished by Shell E&P Public Affalfs. and Technl<lll Researdl &.

Servi«s. For furtlll!r coplll5.an<l fOr <hUlls of «her Wies anlIabIe.please conact the Pub~cAIf.Un
dell'ltvllent of 7Qur loaI Shdl Company. Alternatively. write to the follQWing address:
Shell lnt«Mtional &<pIoradon &. Production. Public Affairs.

PO-Box 663, 2S01 eR The Ha&ue, The Nfldlerlands.
Oc" telephone -+'31 (0)70 377 ~82.

InfOrmation about the l\Qy.Il Dutd1ISh<!ll Groop of ~es ean be accessed at:
www.sh4lll.com
@ ~. International &qlloradon &.

Production BY, I m, Pennisslon should be sought from SIEP

bebnl :my put of thlspublicadoll is reprod\lced, swred In an reuiewl system. or tnnSInkled by
other means. Aqeement wllI nomWly be gl......,. provided du.t die soufte Is acknowMdged.

~ch

companioes within the ~ Oua;hfShell Group of c ~ Is a separate and distinct endty.

In dlb pub!iadon. the elCfll"'SSions Gro<IP and Royal DutehlSheU

:lA

used to refer to the

companies of thOl P.oy.I butcWShell Groop u a whole. The words "Shell", "we" and "IIS" are used
In some j>W:es to .mer fQ the Group and in others to an individual SheO company or companies
where no parfiClllar purpose is served by identifying the specific company or companies.

Design and production: SIEPIEPT-DS - 1>01709
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Shell Exploration & Production
technology strengths
- ready money, new opportunities,
long-term value
Tim Warren
@ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies
Shell has always emphasised technological development. However, I
recognise that there is a perception that we have been more excited
by long-term technological possibilities than short-term returns.
This has changed. We have transformed our structures, processes
and attitudes. And I hope to convince you today that our technology
efforts are delivering ready money, new business opportunities and
long-term value for our shareholders.
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Technology imperatives
• cutting costs
" replacing reserves..
e developing our business

• meeting the environmental challenge

•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

I don't think there can be any doubt that this industry's future depends
on developing its technology.
,It plays a vital role in cutting costs. I believe technology will become
even more important as it becomes'harder to squeeze further
. operational efficiencies.
It is eSsential for replacing reserves - increasingly difficult as
resources are d e p l e t e d . '
It develops our business - extending our reach, revealing new
eXp'I~ratlon plays. offering· new recovery possibilities, commercialising
more gas. .
And It enables us to meet the increasingly stringent environmental
standards society requires.
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Dangers ofrelying on others
• differing competitive interests
• inability to exploit external advances
• loss of learning curve

•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

But there's a debate about how to access technology. Should'we rely
on others - service companies, academia, other industries - or
develop it ourselves?
In Shell, we are convinced it would be very dangerous to rely wholly
on others.
Here are some reasons.
Service companies don't always share our need to introduce new
advances immediately. If they have a profitable technology their
interest is to delay bringing forward a replacement until they have
milked maximum value from the existing product.
Exploiting advances from other sources - universities or other
industries - often depends on our own technological capabilities.
We don't want just a static technology. Technology leadership is
sustained only by climbing learning curves faster than others.
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Operated production 1997
Shell
.BPAmoco
Exxon Mobil
Texaco
Chevron

million boe/d

Elf
01'

2

3

4

5

6

7

Shell estimate (excludes Canada)
•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

Our operational experience is, much greater and wider than other
companies, this means that our people also have a great~r and wider
capability and experience base. This provides us with the opportunity
to stay ahead on learning curves,and a sound basis for defining our
technology needs.
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Dangers of relying on others
• differing competitive interests
~ inability to exploit external advances '

• loss of learning ciJrve .
•
• monitor service quality

~ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

Finally. a technology base is essential for monitoring the quality of the
technology services we obtain from others.
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"We only do in-house those things that
provide l1igl1 and unique added value. And
we manage our technology porlfolio like any
other asset."

•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

For we don't. of Course. do everything ourselves. On the contrary. we
only commit limited in-house resources to those technologies which
give us both high and unique added value. otherwise we rely on the
market.
.
And we manage our technology portfolio, just as we do our portfolio .
of business assets.
•
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Commercialising technology
- benefits o/joint-ventures,
• return on investment
• rapid deployment
• fastest learning curve

@ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies
One aspect of this is our drive to commercialise advances. In the past

we often licensed technologies as a means of getting them deployed.
. Now we want a return as well.
We do this through jointRventures - offering us a financial return. the

rapid deployment we need. and close involvement in the learning
curve.
We have formed Shell Technology Ventures to pursue these
opportunities. Recent deals include those for expand able well
casings - from which we look for an early return - and for our
. revolutionary Twister gas separation technology.
I will say more about these valuable advances.
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"There's another vital 'source of competitive
advantage- .. applying ad,vances quicker and
better than others.
11

-

_Royal Dutch' Shell Group of Companies

I have been speaking about technology development. But there;s
another vital source of competitive advantage - applying advances
more quickly and better than others.
The race Is increasingly close. In a shrinking, accelerating world, technology advantage can be fleeting. Retaining it depends on
climbing the learning curve as quickly as possible - with your
competitors snapping at your heels.
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Shell GoM .. deep water learning
Auger·

Ursa'

Brutus

Depth (metres)

872

1200

910

Throughput

69

222

154

Time (months)

.52

32

29

Cost ($ billion MOD)

1.1
16.1

1.45

0.9

6.55

5.86

(thousand boe/d)

Cost index
($ thousand per boeld)

@ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies
Reducing project.cycle times in the Gulf of Mexico is one measure of
this learning.
Shell·Oil recently brought Ursa into production - its fourth deep water
tension-leg platform In the Gulf of Mexico. The Brutus development
was also announced today. Ursa cost only 40% and BMus 35% of
Auger - Shell Oil's first such development - for each daily barrel of
production. In addition the time from investment to produdion for
~ is almost 50% less than that of Auger.
The capacity to realise the value of experience is clearly even more
important at low oil prices.
Success in applying technology depends on people - their calibre,
experience. training and attitudes - and on organisation.
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Global EP Technology
Research. Technology Development & Technical
Services
- seamless, world-wide service'
Deepwater Services
- exploit deep water leadership
Commercial Technology Venture Services
. - drive forward commercialisation

~ Royal Dutch' Shell Group of Companies

Our efforts were hindered by a fragmented organisation. We have
transformed our organisation. processes. communications and ethos
to work seamlessly acrOss the world and expect benefits to flow more
m~~~arewL
.
The most fundamental change in this regard is the creation this year
of a unified global E&P technology organisation - with two hubs in
Rijswijk and Houston. It has thre~ business units:
"Researcb. Technology Development and Technical Services
_ providing a seamless technological service for our world~
wide customers•
•Oeepwater Services - to exploit the technological leadership
gained in the Gulf of Mexico around the wood, and
.Commercial Technology Venture Services - to drive forward
.the commerciaUsation of our technology.
Has our investment in in-house teclinology delivered a commercial
return?
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Petroleum Development Oman - oil & gas production &
potential
1988-2003

million boe/d
1.5

1.0

IBtRa gas
Bill oil

.

0.5

o
•

68

90

92

94

96

.96

00

02

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of CompanieS

Let me focus on just one country, Oman - where I spent several very
happy years.
Oman's resources are smaller than those of some of its neighboursand geologically more complex. Observers have long expected the
Sultanate's production to fall off. ThankS to advancing technology and a lot of hard work - we will continue to exceed the expectations
of these observers.
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Oman .. Yibal oil production
1969-98
thousand bId
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Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companle$

Shell discovered oil at Yibal in 1962. Production from this field Oman's largest - is still rising 30 years after it began. This is a
testament to successive technological advances. Our growing
imagiog and modelling powers increase understanding of the fields
resources - which new drilling techniques enable us to acceSS.
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Yibal well cost/unit productivity
$/bbllday
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~ Royalputch J Shell Group of Companies

_ For example, as the field matured the cost of vertical wells rose to
some $1,400 for each daily barrel of initial production. In the early
1990s. horizontal wells halved this..Horizontal side-tracks and
advanced multilateral wells are now halving it again. Today Yibal
wells are cheaper than during primary development.
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. Oman - technology gains 1994-8
$ miilion
PV 1996
1600

58% from Shell
technologies.

/

increased gas
reserves

1200
800

o-I-.-J.

lower costs
-l..-...._....J

Cash
•

Value

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

Overall technology delivered over $1 billion in additional cash - from
capital and operating cost savings, and incremental production.
Reserve additions add.ed a more than a $1.3 billion in future value.
Shell proprietory technology dire~tly accounted for some 58% of this

added value.
IRUswijk - AbduJla Lamki, PDO's deputy managing director, is here to
tell you more about this success after lunch]
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Shell Technology Delivering
a Commercial Return
• ready money
. - costs, production, sales
• new opportunities
- plays, development, partners
• long-term value
- reserves, gas markets, standards

•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

We seek three things from technQlogy:
.ready money from lower costs, more production and - now commercial sales,
.business opportunities from new exploration plays,
development opportunities and enhanced attractiveness as a
partner - particularly to major resource holders,
.IQng-term value from growing reserves, commercialising gas
and meeting environmental reqUirements.

let me give a few examples:
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Better subsurface vision is central to this business - to identify
reserves, drill them cheaply, and produce them effectively.
During the 1980s 3D seismic transformed this vision. Shell
companies benefited from being faster than others in applying 3D - in
the early 19905 we may have been responsible for around half the 3D
data acquired. We continue to benefit from developing subsurface
technologies.
In Britain, it resolved problems In imaging the Fram prospect on the
flanks of a salt dome. What you see here is a salt dome which has
been extruded from the subsurface over Geological time. Traditionally
it has always been difficult to 'see' clearly below salt or on the flanks
of salt domes, hOwever, these struCtures are impervious and
therefore make good traps for hydrocarbons. The advances in
imaging technology have enabled us to clearly identify reservoirs
trapped against the flanks of the Fram salt dome leading to a decision
to driUhe prospect this year.
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.Realising the value ofsubsurface vision

o UK - defining Fram

~

• US - GoM well savings ($.
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Nigeria - integrated studies (+390MMbbl)

@ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies
In the Gulf of Mexico. proprietary imaging technology called PSI pre-stack imaging - has helped to identify several hitherto 'unseen'
reservoirs. It is now being used in the North Sea.
A Shell tool called PROMISE shows the best place in the reservoir to
drill productive wells. In the Gulf of Mexico, PROMISE will help to
save $150 million.
In Nigeria, i~tegrated modelling added 390 million barrels to the
reserves of five fields last year - with a development cost of some $2
a barrel. These studies were carried out by multi-disciplinary teams
fromRijswijk and Nigeria - helping to transfer technology. Incidentally,
expendityre on the studies amounts to a 'finding cost' of some ;'2 a
barrel.
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.Realising the value ofcheaper plumbing
• Wells represent 60%' of field developm~nt cost
• drilling cheaper and more productive wells is cl .
key challenge .
• revolution in well technology now underway

.@ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies
Underground plumbing is the most expensive aspect of developing
fields. up to 60% of the costs. Learning how to drill cheaper and more
productive wells is a key challenge facing this industry. I believe the
revolution in well technology now underway will have as profound an
impact as 3D seismic had in the 19805. We intend to be leaders in
applying these advances as well.
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Advanced multilateral wells
to July 1998
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- ~ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of companies

As I mentioned in connection with Yibal, advanced multilateral wells
offer huge cost savings. Shell companies have been responsible for . .
half those drilled, which places us high ~nd competitively on the
experience curve.
"
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Rea.lising the value of cheaper plumbing
• Brunei ~ Champion ($140mln)
• UK· Barque, Tern, G'~lIeon (+$22mln)
o Expandable well casing -

world wide sales> $100mln in five years

•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

In Brunei, they have helped to cut the cost of further development of
the Champion field !?y two thirds ($140 million) - avoiding the need for
two new platforms and reducing the number of extra wells needed
from 37 to just eight.
In the United Kingdom, they have saved a fifth of the capital cost ($13
million) of further development of the Barque, Galleon and Tern fields,
and improved their value by $9 million.
I discussed commercialisation of our expandable well casing
technology. This will'alloW deepe"r, slimmer wells - to reach otherwise
inaccessible reserves - which are more productive and cost less to
.drill. It is a major breakthrough which will transfonn our business - as
well as prOViding significant commercial returns. World-wide sales
could exceed $100 million within five years.
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Realising the value ofwaste management
• Germany - downhole separation of water and oil
• Shell gas inhibiting foam
• Halving waste water/gas (+$2-4bln)
• Commercial value

•

Royal Dutch 1Shell Group of Companies

Society rightly demands higher environmental standards from- all
!ndustrles. For the oil industry, one need is to-deal with the waterand in some cases gas - produced with the oil from the reservoir.
This is a costly and growing burden.
Shell cOmpanies now produce more water than oil. Volumes
are expected to double in five years, as fields mature. Cleaning
and disposing of produced water costs $400 million a year.
The best way of responding would be to shut off the flow in the
reservoir before It ever gets to the surface. We are working on
mechanical and chemical ways of doing this. The technology
would also be commercially valuable - as other producers,
including major resource holders, face similar challenges. You
will hear more abOut this during the technology show this
afternoon.
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Transforming gas separation -Twister
primary flow
(saturated gas)

I

swirl inducing
supersonic wing
(Mach 1.2 to 3)

liquid/gas separation

dry gas

!
liquids

·A cheaper, simpler. smaller. emission..free
way ot treating gas
•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies .

But let me focus on our revolutionary Twister gas separation
technology which, as I mentioned. we are putting on the market.
This is simpler. much smaller and cheaper than competing ways of.
removing liquids from gas and therefore significantly reduces costs
and the environmental footprint. It has no moving parts - the wing
that you see there in the middle of the equipment creates a
supersonic gas vortex. It will cut the costs of removing valuable
. condensate, and of drying gas for transport. liquefaction and sale
Outside our industry it will have uses in air conditioning and'many
industrial processes. It is a very valuaple advance which will enhance
our own business and provide a significant commercial return.
Twister and expandable tu~ulars both came from our 'Gamechanger'
programme. which pursues innovative ideas, such radical Innovation
can transfonn our business.
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Emission-[ree hydrocarbon power

eFor example Shell researchers are working on solid-oxide fuel-cell
technology to convert gas to electricity at the wellhead. Carbon dioxide
would be re-injected directly back into ground - providing efficient.
emission--free power. PAUSE
You have seen h9W technology has delivered over two billion dollars in
reduced costs. additional production and increased reserves in just
one operation, in Oman. And I have mentioned examples of how
specific technologies are contributing hundreds of millions of dollars.
We expect substantial further contributions to the bottom line In all our
ventures around the world.
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Technology Show

• Clever wells
o Adding value in Oman
o Subsurface revelations from seismic
• Waste - a business opportunity
• Capturing the rent from innovations
o Revolutionary Breakthrough Technologies

-~ Royal Dutch I 81)ell Group of Companies

This afternoon you will have the opportunity to hear more about these
technologies from those directly involved in them.
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ItShell Technology Delivering
a Commercial Return

RE'ADY MONEY
NEW OPPORTUNITIES
LONG-TERM VALUE
~ Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies .

I would not like to falsely claim that all our technology turns to gold,
we have our failures alongside our successes as technology is a risk
business.
We believe and I hope you do too that our investment in E&P
technology does provide a valuable return - in ready cash, business
.opportunities and long-term value.
The important point is that our technology effort is now driven by a
much clearer focus on financial return. And we have organised
ourselves everywhere to deliver this return for our shareholders.
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" Shell Technology Delivering'
a Commercial Return

, READY MONEY
NEW' OPPORTUNITIES
,-

CD,
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".

LONG-TERM VALUE
•

Royal Dutch I Shell Group of Companies

I would not like to falsely claim that all our technology tumsto gold,
we have our failures alongside our successes as technology is a risk
business•. However we believe and I hope you do too that our investment in
E&P technolQ9y'does provide d valuable return - in ready cash,
business opportunities and long-term value.

,e

You have Seen how technology has delivered over two billion dollars
.in reduced C9sts, additional'production and increased reserves in just
'
one operation, in Oman. And 'I have mentioned examples of how
specific technologies are contributing hundreds of millions of dollars.
We expect substantial further contributions to the bottom line in all our
ventures around the .world.
.' . ,

.These examples are explained more fully in the published version of
the speech, which you will be given.
The important point is that our technology effort is' now driven by an
enhanced fopus on financial return. And we have organised ourselves
. everyw~ere to deliver this return for our shareholders.
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Phil Watts:
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, and I say good morning here. I'm not sure what time of
the day it is for those of you who are watching on the Web at the moment. Welcome to all of
you from around the world.
.
When we last met 12 months ago, our theme was "Improving Performance and Maximizing
Value in Uncertain Times." This theme remains unchanged. In the context of many changes
that have taken place, it still reflects our key ambitions to deliver on our promises and to do
these things in a business environment that is quite different from 12 months ago and still full
of uncertainty. Our presentations today will focus on what we have delivered to date and Oil
our strategy and plans for the future---in particular we Will be expanding on what we see as
our unique ability to create value in the gas chain.
The targets that we will discuss today are those already in place for 2001. New targets beyond
2001 will be disclosed at the Group Strategy Presentation in December. Just before I describe
today's agenda in detail, I'm obliged to show you this disclaimer which reminds us all that
any projections made are always subject to factors outside our COlltrOl. And so to business...
Today's presentation will last about 2 hours. I will open the proceedings with an overview of
where we are and the targets we are moving towards. Then my colleagues, Dominique Gardy
and Din Megat will give you a more detailed picture of the EP portfolio. Linda Cook will
give you an overview of our gas and power businesses, explaining our strategy and our
capabilities for adding value. All of these presentations will demonstrate how Shell's oil and
gas businesses depend critically on our ability to develop and deploy new technologies rapidly
and stay ahead of the game. In our final presentation, Tim Warcen will report on the
technology advances that we've made in the last 12 months. There will be a short coffee
break after Din's presentation and lunch after Tim's presentation and after that we'll have a
question and answer session.
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For this reason, or 1 should say for this session, we will be joined by Waiter van de Vijver
who is sitting here on the front row who is responsible for our upstream and gas and power
operations in the United States. After a break for lunch, you're invited to our technology
show which demonstrates severnl advances we've made over the last 12 months and those
we've planned for 2000. When you visit the show, you'll see why developments such as 4D
seismic, expandable tuhulars and the Twister have such an impact on our ability to produce
effectively and efficiently.

Let me introduce you to the persons responsible for exploration and production in yellow and
gas and power in green. ~ote that Linda Cook is CEO of gas and power and also part ofthe
BP Executive Committee. This insures that we have a seamless linkage over the whole value
chain from molecules.to electrons. ltwould have been nice to have the entire Exploration and
Production and the Gas and Power Executive Committee here today making presentations and
answering questions but it would be rather a crowd and would look a little bit like the Last
Supper; so, we've been a little selective And added to that, a few of them had some urgent
and pressing business to do and some deals to close.
We've successfully globalized the business and technology organizations ofEP including the
alignment.. including the integration ofthe North American businesses. We have aligned
E&P and gas and power organizational structure building on the strengths of both
organizations, working closely together at the global and regional level to maximum synergy
and customer focus.
We've established processes which are centrally laid but locally owned and which allows us
to further leverage the size of the Group. Exanlples are e-business and procurement. You
may remember the promises and plans presented last April and June by EP and Gas and
Power, respectfully. Those presentations were about our contribution to achieving The Group
Roadmap set out in December 1998 At that time, we committed to a 15% RQACE for EP at
$14.00 a barrel, and that's $14.00 a barrel Brent. We also committed to reductions in
workforce and costs and to some major portfolio divestments and dilutions. At the same time,
we set a target for volume growth of 50/. per annum for the period through to 2003, subject, of
course, to possible portfolio actions.
All these promises reflected our commitment to making significant improvements to our
sborHenn perfonnance without compromising our long-term growth aspirations. In gas and
power, we set as a target a ROACE of7% in 2001 and investments of some $800 million
dollars annually reflecting the gross ambitions and opportunities that this business offers.
Let's look now at what we've actually achieved against our promises and at the opportunities
we've created to grow more value.
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EP earnings, adjusted NIAT, more than doubled in 1999 when compared to 1998, up 121%
excluding specials against an industry average of 85%, Although oil prices were significantly
higher than we'd expected, a substantial part ofthis improvement was due to self-help. The
self-help constituted lower operating costs in all major areas of the business and lower
exploration costs due to a stringent global ranking process.
Overall, we reduced our costs in 1999 by some $1 billion dollars. This is split equally
between exploration expense and operating cost improvements. The operating cost
improvement is 30o/D better than was planned. The cost improvements and reductions in
exploration expenses are both before tax. Compared to the restated cost promise of
$1.8 billion dollars for 2001, some 55% has boon realized in the first year which will help us
to further strengthen our competitive position.
We have various programs in place to insure that the revised targets will be achieved within
the 3-year period, that is, before the end of 2001. According to a comparison by Schroders,
we're the leading major in terms of costs, both finding and development costs and unit
production costs. We outperformed the other recently-formed super majors for the period
1996.
Shell is building a strong, competitive position. As we move fOlward, we will cominue to
build this position. We have more E&P operations than any other company and more
deepwater operations than ally other. Our gas reserves are larger than those of any other
organization in the private sector. We've maintained leadership in areas where it makes a
difference in the future despite the recent mega-mergers_
Many ofthcsc achievements reflect our strength in tcchnology. As Tim will explain a little
later, technology is one of our key differentiators and a major source of competitive advantage
for us. As far as size is concerned, Shell's global production operation is more than double
any competitor's outside North America We operate more oil production globally than either
Exx.onMobil or BP Amoco.
Twenty-five per cent of the rest of the world Shell operated production is gas. We cover
every continent; with )oo!o of our production in West Africa, 30% in the Middle East and 18%
in Austrilasia. In contrast,.morc than 75% of BP Amoco's rcst-of-thc-world production lies
within Europe itself.
Reing the leading operator provides us with a strong competitive ad\ollntage. All these factors
help explain why we are the partner of choice for governments and national oil companies.
Recent examplcs have been the award of agrccmCllts and opcratorships in OI1Ulll, Nigeria,
Norway and, of course, the development contracts in Iran.
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In addition to our reputation. our financial position and our size. we offer our global
capabilities across the value chain and. specifically, the leverage of superior technology and a
vast pool of talent and experience. Of course. we are also welcomed iD joint ventures where
we positively influence our partners and insure sound risk containment set against our sound
business principles.

LastlY. of course, our low finding and development costs make us a partner of choice. Also,
our leading position in the application of sustainable development will help us in the future to
align our interests even better with governments and national oil companies and the·
expectations of society at large.
In 2000, we've already made significant steps along the path to improving performance and
maximizing long-term value. In EP. we announced the Altum divestment in the USA and
disposed of the related C02 assets to Kinder Morgan and I'd like at this point to pay tribute to
the leadership of WaIter and. of course. Jerry Egan, the eFO. this morning and 1:0 all the staff
in SEPCo who were able to push through that deal.
Wc diluted our holdings in the Malampaya Project in the Philippines by a further 10%. having
sold 45% to Texaco in 1999. Later on. Domjnque will give some more background 011 our
most recent portfolio actions.
Also. the Sable Offshore Proj ect in Canada in which we have a 31 % interest came on-stream,
and we've succeSsfully rc-entered Azcrbaijao whcre we look forward to participating in the
development ofthe country.
In gas and power, the first cargo of Oman LNG was shipped on the 5'" of April and the
second train was commissioned. Also, agreements which may lead to future growth were
secured for a regasification tenninal in Suabe in Northeastern Brazil.
I'm delighted to announce that Dick Cheney and [ signed an agreement yesterday in The
Hague to establish a joint venture called WellDynamics. This joint venture represents a
Wlique combination of industry strengths which we're putting together to develop and deploy
SmartWeU technology. Both eompanies believe that by combining SheU's operator insight
and technology with Halliburton's sen.;ce company capability technology 8t1d the wholly
owned subsidiary of Petroleum Engineering Services. Ltd., we Can lead the industry in this
technology. We're confident the impact ofthis business on the industry wiU be as great as 3D
seismics and hori7.ontal drilling.
SmartWeU technology is potentially $1 billion per annum market. We're excited by the
prospects of our partnership which will create significant value for Shell directly through the
joint venture but even more importantly for us through the value it will bring to our core
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business through the fast and effective deployment of strategic SmartWell technologies. Tim
will say more about this later.

Let me know look at the future, ifl may. None ofus are complacent. The business
environment remains volatile. In 1999, we saw oil prices sharply rebound from the lows
reached at the end of 1998. We cannot say for certain what will happen ill the future but we
expect prices to remain above $20 in the shon-term and, then you'U notice I've not defined
what short-tenn is several factors among them OPEC's March agreement to increase
production by 1.7 million barrels a day. As always, it's difficult to predict actual prices and
production volumes.
In the long-term, however, we believe that oil prices will be driven by marginal costs for
non-OPEC countries. So, our long-term outlook remains a $14.00 a barrel price. This may
look pessimistic today. Only 14 months ago, it looked optimistic. 11lerefore,. we maintain our
project screening at $14.00 a barrel and every asset and new project within our overall
portfolio needs to also be robust at $10.00 a barrel so that my Chairman can sleep easily at
night as he expresses it.
In our view of the future, we also see gas growing much faster than oil. Gas will take a
growing share ofthe energy market as societies increasingly demand cleaner fuel. The
statistics are compelling. Carbon dioxide emissions from combined cycle gas turbine power
plauts are one-half of the emissions from older coal-fired power stations. TIlerefore,
companies that are well-placed in the gas business, we believe,. will thrive. And for Shell
which has the biggest gas reserves of any private-sector company in gas and power, the
outlook has to be positive.
Now, what about our company strategies? In EP, our strategy remains focused 011 short-term
profitability and long-tenn profitable growth. We have a strong portfolio to build on. Capital
employed is some $25 billion. Our operations produce about 7 million barrels a day. Our
reserve base is some 10 billion barrels of oil and some 60 tcf of gas.
We are also building on our key skills and technologies. We have access to a large global
pool oftechnically competent staff. Our technology organization is global with eenters in The
Netherlands and, right here, in Houston where you're sitting today developing
ground-breaking technologies in a number of key areas. We will continue to use integration
to create value with close cooperation between our gas and power and oil products
businesses All of these factors will feature, as the implementation of our plan unfolds.
Wc will be expanding in new countries such as Iran and Brazil. Wc willlcvcragc our success
in the Gulf of Mexico as we develop other major deepwater basins. We will develop markets
and grow our LNG business. We will continue to invest in several major projects that have
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been given the go~ahead in Nigeria, in the USA, in Canada and Iran. The total capital
expenditure of these projects recently announced cotnesto some $5.8 billion.
We will invest some $6 billion annually in production Capex and exploration expenditures
sufficient to meet our growth target. However, we will use our strong financial position to
grnsp new opportunities and we will take advantage of the current business envirOlunent to
selectively increase our exploration and production expenditure in 2000 and in 2001 for
high-value opportunities but in no way loosening our commitment to capital discipline.
Gas and powcr strategy is about Icvcraging and monctizing upstrcarn gas positions,

developing significant positions in growtb markets in power or infrastructure such as import
tenninals and providing unique solutions to the various customers in the value chain.
Building on Shell's upstream gas position provides both unique competitive advantage and
thc opportunities to maximize value for gas and power and also, of course, for E&P. This is
working very successfully with LNO building on our strong upstream possessions in Nigeria,
Australia, Brunei and Malaysia.
.
Furthennore, gas and power seeks a major role in key growth markets such as the southern
cone in Latin America, India, Turkey and China Here, we look for long*tenn partnerships to
invest in infrastructure such as pipelines, regasification terminals or power providing
tailor-made customer solutions to grow the gas market.
We are also applying state-of-the-art Sb.elltechnology~for example, SMOS and eoal
gasification. We also seek to bring energy to homes and to industrial customers, for example,
in Australia, in Europe, in the USA. These activities are about leveraging brand reputation
and also about learning and acquiring new skills and miodsets.

Let me illustrate this point by showing you a typical integrated value chain in the Far East.
For simplicity. we've excluded specific retail arrangements but the same principles apply. It
is not unusual in the value chain to have two or more different partnerships involved with
different parties and/or different interests. However, all parties at the various stages require a
return commensurate with the specific risks that are involved at that position on the value
chain.
Linda will elaborate on these new opportunities we're developing in key markets, marketing
and trading businesses in the l;S and Europe, and increasing Ctlstoffier focus through our new
ventures in the retail market
I would like to draw your attention here to the new processes we've introduced under the
heading of"New Ways of Managing the Business." These proce~ses are crucial to our
success and we increasingly take decisions from a global perspective and implement them
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locally. The other crucial ingredient is having a business performance driven culture
embedded througbout the organization. This is supported by clear accountability and a
scorecard establisbed and in place at each level down the line. As a result, strategic cost
leadership and portfolio management are at the forefront of our day-tOwday business.
We have been able to take some tough decisions and very tough and necessary decisions also
with regard to staff reductions, divestments and also some things that you decide not to do-the withdmwal from projects in Chad and Peru. The way we go about growth has improved.
We're more focused, more selective and with clear deliverables. Our aspirntions are balanced
with that need to improve short-term perfonnance.
In summary, our revised approach means better decision-making and faster implementation.
We're confident of meeting ourtnrgets and we have made fundamental ways in the way we
work although there is no reasoll, I would say, immediately for complacency.
Let me now hand over to Dominique Gardy who will now present to you detailed results of
those initiatives and how we really have been delivering on our promises. Thank you, very
much.
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Dominique Gardy:

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I would like to start by summarizing EP progress
against our Roadmap to 2001. Progress was very significant in 1999. Earnings improved by
some $2.4 billion giving a return on average capital employed of21% in 1999. This is 13%
percentage points higher than 1998 adjusted for impairme.nts. Half of the improvement was
due to higher oil price and the net effect of specials. But, as Phil mentioned earlier, half of it
came from self-help like cost reduction, exploration expenses reduction, and once off items,
in particular, divestments
At $14.00 per barrel, our return on average capital employed would have been 16% including

some 2 points related to once off 1999 divestments. We are well on track to deliver 15% at
$ 14.00 in 200 I when we gel the full yellI benefit of action undertaken in 1999 and the ones to
come in 2000 and 200 I.
I will now take a closer look at all the major business drivers of our performance roadmap:

volume growth, cost reduction, investment level and portfolio management.
And let me start with production volumes. On this chart, I want first to focus on the left part
of the slide which reflects volume growth before production sharing contracts and divestment
impacts. Lnderfying volume growth was J%, equivalent to some 110,000 barrel oil
equivalent per day (boe/d). The production level of some 3.8 billion boe/d, oil production was
up by 1% and gas volumes were up by 8%.
Despite some adverse effeets from eommWlity disturbances in Nigeria, this growth was
achieved as the result ofproduction from new fields, some 160,000 hoe/d mainly in UK, USA
and Oman. Total 1999 production of 3,681,000 barrels a day was in line with 1998 induding
the negative impact of higher price on volume from producing sharing contract in countries
such as Syria, Malaysia and divestments.
Divestments are one element of our ongoing proactive portfolio management which I would
like to cover now. Yes, indeed, first pillar OfOUf ongoing portfolio management is
divestmentfdilution. We review all our assets on a systematic and continuous basis to assess
how they fit our portfolio Those that do not meet criteria for perfonnance, strategic fit,
ability to generate value at various oil prices, are eitheT cured or divested. We also take
advantage of opportunities to monetize the value of assets early in their lifecycle in order to
mitigate commercial and technical risk
The list you see on the top part of the chart shows many of the divestments we successfully
completed in 1999. But, as 1 stated earlier, volume growth is a major element of our
performance and to this end we need to make the best investment decisions, the second pillar
of our ongoing portfolio management.
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In 1999, we introduced the global capital allocation process. The proposals submitted by
some 42 countries were arranged globally against their profitability and strategic fit. The
result was a selection ofthe best of the best projecb with a total ownership and commitment
to execute these projects all across the world.
111e bottom part of this slide shows major investment decisions we took in 1999_ We expect
to see significant production growth from these projects in the years to come as indicated in
the next slide.
Looking ahead, we have significtmt portfolio ongoing projects that underpin oue future
production growth. These projects are locatoo in the Gulf of Mexico, Oman, Norv.-ay, Egypt,
Russia, and Australia and demonstrate our global strength. This chart shows the expected
. production as these projects come on stream. In 1999, severn! major projects came on stream
for a total cost ofsome $3.2 billion and with plateau production ofsome 400,000 hoe/d.
Some of the larger projects were in Oman (GISCO), the deep water in the Gulf of Mexico
with Ursa, Angus, Macaroni, and Obayed in Egypt
Another 100,000 boc/d will comc on stream in thc ncxt 2 years for projects in Canada, Egypt
and the Philippines_ Furthermore, the investment decisions we announced in 1999, the red
bars on the chart, will add some 500,000 hoe/d to our volume by 2004 for just under
$6 billion expenditure.
In total, we expect thcsc projects to generatc some I million boc/d. Din will cxpound on thc
specifics of key major projects in his presentation.
So; all together, we expect an increase of annual hydrocarbon production by an averoge of 5%
per year for the period from 1999 to 2004. It is worth noting that all our vohune projections
are based on S14.00 per barrel for Brent. If the price is higher. it may impact our volume
estimates for countries governed by production sharing contracts or similar agreements. For
example, at $18.00 per barrel for Brent for 2004, the average annual increase would be closer
to 4% as a result of this production sharing contract impact I just mentioned. We expect 2000
oil production to be flat and gas volume to increase from 1999 levels as a result ofthe new
projects coming on stream offsetting divestments.
Phil, in his presentation, used a slide about CQst leadership with Shell leading the majors.
While our leadership is promising, it does not leave any room for any complacency. This is
why we are attacking every element of our unit margin under tile strategy cost leadership as
we call it. The process was initiated at the end of 1998 and took shape in the form of
Rcalizing the Limit which Tim will explain in more dctaillatcr. Realizing the Limit includes
four sub~processes; chilling the limit, producing the limit, capital to value and volumes to
value all contributing to a combination of cost reduction, reservoir optimization and
production growth~in a nutshcll, financial performance improvement.
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This is done with heavy emphasis on value and quality assurance with centrally lead teams
reviewing expectation and investment proposals designed in strategies at various stages of
their developmenl lbis is mandatory, helps operating units to reduce their capital costs and
give the confidence that projects will deliver as promised.
Leveraging global purchasing power, optimizing contractual tenus and seeking global tax
optimization are totally integrated in the way we do business today.

Let's look at strategic cost leadership in hard numbers. We achieved operating cost savings
by some $.5 billion in 1999, equivalent to 100;' reduction in unit cosl This is a result of
strategic cost leadership embedded in all our operating units and you can see two examples in
the next slide. USA, first, operating costs down 24% in 1999 and a funher reduction of 12'}"
by 2001. In Oman costs were down by 19% in 1999, and by 2001 we expect costs to come
down by some 420/0 compared to 1998.

Phil mentioned manpower and here, as well, quite a dramatic step change We achieved
some 140/0 reduction compared to a commitment of 10%. The larger reduction came from
US, UK and Nigeria As you know, the major restructuring has been announced in NAM in
the 411t quarter of 1999. All together, globalization has been an enabler tp exceed our
commitment
Let me move now to procurement A revolution is taking place in procurement. We are
developing a leading capability in the industry. TIu-cc key strategies to get there: global
contracting, e~procurement; and contractor value strategy. We exceeded our 1999 cost saving
target in procurement by 80% delivering some $19 million savings. In 2000, we aim to cut
somc 7% of EP spcnt on third-party matcrials and services based on the total spent of
$8 billion.
The aggressive program of developing global contracts that we put in place in mid~ 1999 has
progressed well, with 2/3 of the planned contracts now in place in areas such as pumps, gas
turbines, valves. instrumentation, pipeline, and 50 on. This gives us substantial savings over
previous prices, somewhere between 15% and 55%, for example, in well engineering
materials and services,.instrumentation, drilling fluids, casing, tubing and so on.
Throughout all these activities, we are using all the enablers we have at our disposal,
knowledge sharing, internal and external benchmarking and systematie tracking to go as far as
we can as fast as we can.
Blit we are also maximizing the opportunity of the Internet. .Another change is taking place in
the way we do business in our use of the Internel Our first step was to form entradis.net, a
joint venture between Shell and Commerce One. As you know, this Internet procurement
exchange venture has now been joined by, among other, BP Amoco, TotalFinaElf, Conoco,
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Dow Chemicals, Philips, Equilon, Motiva and so. We are moving fast to maximize the
benefits of entradis.
The first auction and the first transaction took place just 10 weeks after we made the entradis
announcement The first online bidding within EP was held on March 2811> in Germany using
the capabilities of entradis. TIle online bidding was for chemical used by our BV venture
while only $1 million activity, it shows the process worked with 4 bidders and 2 re-bids as
you can see on the graph. At the end of the day, 200/0 price range between highest and lowest
bidders and the result in savings ofsome 10010.
Next applications ace planned in Nigeria, Malaysia and the Netherlands and more will roU out
fast. But we do not want to keep entradis.net to ourselves. The opportunities for using
entrodis.net are wide--ranging from vendor-managed inventory to surplus stock reduction and
beyond. Discussions are going on with a number or prospective partners. We expect 10
realize some S200 million savings related to maximizing the use of e-procurement in EP
contributing to the overall Group target of $640 million.
Moving to capital investment discipline, it is embedded in the way we manage OUI business.
In hard numbers that meant we spent $3 billion less in 1999 as compared to 1998. How did
we achieve that? In 1999, as I mentioned, all projects with a capital outlay of more than
$20 million went through a globaJ ranking process. These were subjected to a challenge
process by the leadership in EP including operating unit representation and were rigorously
tested against strategy fit and contribution to final Shell performance. In addition, projects
that are initially selected are the subject of a peer challenge to insure that the overall near and
long-term business target as advertised will be met before the approval of the individual
project is given.
With these measures, we believe we can sustain a level of $6 billion annually while meeting
our growth projection. At the same time, when there are interesting opportunities, we will be
able to afford thanks to our financial position to grasp those opportunities provided that we
create sustainable shareholder value.
Let's now have a look at our overall portfolio. Our results improvement in 1999 was
significant and all across the category of our various assets. ROACE more than doubled
compared to 1998. So improvement partly reflects the better business environment but
self.help, indeed, contributed as I already mentioned.
The deliberate divestment decision also contributed to this improvement as well to the
significant capital employed reduction. Wc have now some $11 billion in major producer
assets, some $5 billion in other producer assets, and some $).8 billion in new growth area. A
large part of our under·performing assets has been divested and will be further reduced thanks
to Altura and CO2 announced divcstmcnts. In summary. quite a unique portfolio.
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Let me now summarize my presentation by using the same slide that Phil used for fro EP at
the beginning. There are a lot of ticks on this slide which means that we deliver what we
promise. But, actually, we delivered more than promised. We have integrated strategic cost
leadership in our day·to.-day business and this is paying off. 1999 operating cost savings of
$0.5 billion was 30'% better than our target. Stringent ranking of exploration expenses
resulted in $0.5 billion lower costs in 1999. Workforce reduction was 14% in 1999 compared
to a target of I 1)'!Jl,.
Proactive portfolio management is embedded. We deliver more than the necessary promised
divestments especially some highooeost power plays that a limited upside. We also diluted a
few projects to mitigate risks while benefiting from value premiwn. We introduced globaJ
capital allocation to get the best of the best project selection and move forward with critical
investment to support our growth, like EA Bonga in Nigeria, Athabasca in Canada, Brutus in
the Gulf of Mexico.
The benefits of capital discipline are ev1dent in our 1999 results where we achieved a
$3 billion reduction in expenditures compared to 1998 levels. The end result a ROACE of
21% compared to 8% in 1998. As 1 mentioned, at $14.00 it would have been 16o/~ including
2 points for divestment.
.
We are well on track towards our promises of 15% return on average cnpital employed in
2001 at $14.00_
In summary, we have gained momentum and we have increased the pace at which we are
delivering our promises

I will now turn it over to Din for a look at the portfolio and aspirations driving our long-term
perfonnance.
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Din Megat:

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Let me first recap the main themes around which our
strategies have been developed. These themes are our core portfolio, deepwater, major
Te9QUrce holders, nod gas. As Phil and Dominique have shown, we have been pursuing and
implementing strategic cost lead~sJllp which wlderpin these themes to strengthen our core
.portfolio of businesses as well as positioning for new business growth. Over the next
20 minutes, I'm going to tell you about some exciting opportunities and recent major
developments in our portfolio. I will emphasize those in deepwater and the major resource
holders. I will conclude with an overview of our new production and reserves.
In all these areas, our strategy is built on our existing competitive advantage. Much of that
advantage has to do with size global spread and depth and our worldwide network of
relations, thereby building on our unique technology base_ My colleague, Tim, will elaborate
more on how technology makes our core portfolio more valuable. We also have the
operational experience, skills base and adaptability to make us the choice partner of
governments and private industry players.
Before moving to the portfolio, let me first give an overview of our how our expenditure in
the year 2000 ofS5.S billion is allocated, a result of the new capital allocation process. When
you look at our overall investment program, you can see a significant proportion is allocated
in the Middle East Major Resource Holders, the Caspian, deepwater and gas_ At the same
time, our lowering cOSt base and tecbnology enables our shorHenn perfonnance to be
improved by maximizing oil production in our core regions.
Some of the projects that came on stream in 1999 were Sakhalin in Russia. Obaiycd in Egypt.
Laminaria in Australia and Ursa, Angus and Macaroni in the United States_ At over 40"10 of
2000 expenditure, OUT push for OUT long~term strategic thrust is clear. You will hear more of
the synergies with gas and power from Lindn later. The expenditure in the Major Resources
Holders is still relatively low as tJle execution of this strategy will take some years.
In 2001, we plan a total Capex again of around $6 billion with close to 50"/0 in our non~core
areas. As Phil has said, OUT present strong financial position means that if additional
opportunities arise wc ean also afford to grasp those.

Let me now turn to the portfolio. Here you ean see our new projects coming on-stream for
this year, demonstrating our global reach and spread of operations_ Eight of these ten projects
are operated and managed by Shell. The projects in orange were approved in 1999 for startup
after 2001. All tllese projects demonstrate our divcrsc approach to grow the business-not at
any cost but profitably.
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Let me highlight one of our core areas, Canada. The Canada Sable Island Project is located
on the east coast of Canada. It was developed in 2 years from the decision to go ahead with
the development. We do not operate this project but we have a 31 % share. Our involvement
in this project is to increase Shell Canada's gas production and reserves and offset our recent
divestment of Plains to Apache. It underpins our move to gas. There is some upside potential
in Sable. Hence. our plan to drill two exploration wells.
Let me now turn to China, a country where we have upstream presence of over 20 years and
intend to grow in the related businesses. In China, our production levels are currently
25,000 barrels a day, average, in Xijiang. We are exploring several other prospects in the
greater Xijiang area Our objective here is to add value by optimizing on the existing facilities
and supplementing declining future production. Exploration and Production together with
Gas and Power is working with the Chinese government and its national oil company on the
development of the Changbei integrated gas project which is moving to its final investment
decision in mid-2001. A letter of intent was signed on 21 February 2000_

LNG import terminals and coal gasification projects are also being planned by our gas and
power business. We are progressing discussions with the China National Star Petroleum
Company and the Chinese National Offshore Oil Corporation for gas exploration and
production in the east China Sea. Finally, in west China, we are undertaking ajoint study of
Kuqa in the Tarim Basin to help us establish a gas position there.

Let me now turn to deepwater. You can see that we are well represented in the major basins
around the world. The new development projects in The Philippines and Nigeria are
benefiting from the experience and skills base that we have created in the Gulf of Mexico. In
the Gulf of Mexico alone, we made 37 discoveries of which 12 have been brought onto
production This experience and skills are unrivaled. Shell is the largest private-sector
operator in deepwater over 500 m where the real technology challenge starts.
Our total operating production is 550,000 boeId. nlis is more than the combined production
of all the other private-sector operators put together. "1be only organization with comparable
production to ours is Petrobras. We also hold more reserves than any private-sector company.
The Gulf of Mexico remains a focus and a growth area for us. The basin is a good example
of our proven ability to apply innovation across the entire upstream vaJue chain. In
exploration, we continue to add to our discovery volumes. With industry~leading drilling
perfonnance and cutting-edge seismic technology, we have decreased exploration spent while
maintaining our pace of annual discovery volumes.
Our experience in development and operations in the Gulf of Mexico have lead us to reduce
development costs per barrel by 67% over 5 years. On the development side, it is also about
lcveraging our infrastructure with both hubs and satellites We arc VCl)' excited about Brutus,
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our latest, ongoing large tension leg project development Brutus is presently ahead of
schedule and below budget and we have encouraging subsurface results from our pre.-drilling
program. Brutus reaffinns our in-house project ex.ecution organization. She)) Deepwater
Services. a strength that is unique to ShelL
Our deepwater production continues to increase while operating costs are colIung down. Our
unit opemting cost is now below $1.50 per barrel and dropping. This translates to record
uptime. For example, Ursa has maintained 9901. uptime for each of the last six months,
thereby meaning more barrels. We continue to learn how to drilt complete and produce
high-rate wells. One of our Ursa wells, a 3,000' horizontal completion, is now producing at
Gulf of Mexico production record levels.
Looking forward. we're shifting our focus to material, large-scale opportunities. We have
recently annowlces that our Europa Development is all-stream. We have also built a large
inventory of prospects that we are quite excited about.
In Egypt, we have diluted our interests by 25% to create a better balance of risk and reward
with our global dccpwatcr theme. The opportunity here is cnonnous. The contract area is
simjlar in size to the total Niger delta deepwater area, half of the Gulf of Mexico deepwater
area and 20 times bigger than the total UK deepwater acreage. We have done some excellent
quality 3D seismic studies which have given direct hydrocarbon indications. Large structures
are evidence that the deepwater concession has the potential to be a hydrocarbon province in
its own right with both gas and oil potential.
We are currently planning to drill the fIrst well before the end of this year. Note too, that in
the inboard areas, infrastructures arc being put in place. for example, in our Rosctta
development
Rra7.i1 is another very promising area We established a significant position in Rra7.i1 in 1999
with presence in 3 blocks. Our presence in Brazil helps us to strengthen our relations with
Petrobras.. It also enables us to leverage our dccpwntcr skills. Wc will be drilling our first
well in the third quarter of this year in block BC-I 0 using Shell Deepwater Services rig Stena
Tay and plan to acquire a further 3,000 square km of seismic,
In addition to our Bonga project in Nigeria, we have also interest in several deepwater fields
there. The most promising are Erha where Shell has a 44% interest and Abo where we hold
50%. Of the volumes found so far, Shell holds 26%_ This is equivalent to about 1 billion
barrels which puts us well ahead of the competition.
To support our operations in Nigeria, we are investing a lot in infrastructure projects, as well.
These include integrated supply to Nigeria LNG Train 3 and the Shell Offshore EA
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development Implementation ofthese projects is on track and the benefits to our deepwater
activities will be significant in time forming 1/3 ofSheU's production in the country.
Let me now turn to another area of focus. Ladies and gentlemen, with some 65% oftbe
world's proved oil reserves, the Middle East Major Resource Holders are prime target areas,
not only for us, but also for our competitors. In addition to Abu Dbabi, Oman, Egypt and
Syria, where we've had a loog presence, we re--entered Iran in 1999. In Iran, we're making
good progress to implement the integrated SOfooslv'Nowrooz projects with a value of
$800 million_ Early production of60,OOO barrels a day is scheduled in November 2001. We
expect to complete the project and hand over the facilities in August 2003 when we 'will be up
to 190,000 barrels a day. Negotiations have already started on a technical services contract.
You may remember our joint venture with KEPCa, Lasmo and Vebn Oil in the South
Caspian Exploration Study.' Phase I of the study started in December 1998 and will end in
October 2001. We have also submitted·a proposal for the onshore Bangestan oil development .
project. Discussions and negotiations will probably c-ontinue until September this year_ And
we're involved in the South Pars Gas Consortium. This Consortium includes nine companies
with Shell playing a leading role_ The Consortium is looking at market opportunities for the
South Pars gas as part of Iran's national gas utilization plan.
In Saudi Arabia, we are, as you know discussing a number of proposals. We are seeking to
extend ou! involvement, building on our long downstream and chemicals presence there.
7

Let me now turn to the Caspian where we have some interesting developments, as welL We
returned to Azerbaijan, a territory where Shell was active in the early years of the last century.
The lman prospect offshore A.zerbaijan in waters ofonly 30~ I00 m deep in the Caspian Sea.
With our partners, we have committed to 3D seismic data acquisition and drilling of two
exploration wells. Preparation is underway for drilling the rust well which we expect in the
third quarter of this year.
Wc arc also drilling the OKlOC well in KashagllllwEast I. Right at this moment, it is making
vcry good progress after a very difficult start.
In Turkmeoistan, we signed in August last year a strategic alliance agreement with the
govenunent. Under the terms of the agreement, we hope to develop a long-term partnership
with TurkmenGaz and work together with them to export gas from Turkmemstan to the
neighboring countries to the rapidly growing Turkish markets and beyond and, in the longer
term, the developing markets in India, Pakistan and China The Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline
(TCGP) where wc havc a 50'1/0 position is the priority project right now given the high
potential ofthe hard currency Turkish markets and Shell's entry into that market via InterGen- .
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Together with our partner in TCGP, we are committed to delivering gas by the end of2002.
It remains critical, however, that the govenunents of the region cooperate. We expect to see
the picture unfold in the coming weeks and months, The market is there, the gas is there and
we're convinced that TCGP and Shell can deliver on time and on budget.
In summary, therefore, as Dominique has said earlier, the projects I have outlined plus others
will build almost 1 billion boe/d in production and growth for our future. Let me now cover
other aspects that are key for our future.
Firstly, exploration. 1999 was a year of success in global exploration. There was more focus
as a result of the expenditure discipline and some of the notable successes include finds in
Denmark and West Africa. The overall resources discovered were the highest for half a
decade, thus, rounding off our reserve space. Shell has the best 3~year average production
replacement ratio of all the majors with almost 150"10 replacement ratio. Shell, after
ExxonMobil, is also the second largest private hydrocarbon resource holder with a portfolio
almost equally split between liquids and gas. Here, you can see we are strong and well
represented across the globe according to our regions. Based on 1999 production, proved
reserves would last some 13 years for liquids and this includes Athabasca and 20 years for
gas. This would increase to 50 years on a barrel oil equivalent basis if all the additional
resources that we have are converted to proved reserves,
Ladies and gentlemen, let me now hand over to Linda who will tell you about our gas and
power business which compliments the development and monetization of our large inventory
of gas assets. Thank you.
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Linda Cook:

We1come back and good morning. I'ID excited to be talking today about Shell>s global gas
and power business. We actually often bear the question, <'Why is Shell in the gas and power
business'!" One of the main reasons is shown on this first chart_
All forecasts point to significant growth in gas dcmand with key drivers being the Kyoto
Emissions Targets, the abundance of gas reserves and the increasing competitiveness of gas
with reduction in LNG and pipeline costs. But, we're not in the gas and power business just
because of the growth and demand. We're in it because it adds value to our overall portfolio
and it leverages Shell's strength: global reach, business development skills, technology and
reputation.
Ifwe look at the energy value chain, you see the gas and power business picking up where
E&P leaves off and we operate in most parts of this chain. Wc arc leaders in gas to liquids
technology as well as LNG with strong skills in market- development and trading. 10 our
InterGen power development joint venture provides us with world--class IPP development
capabilities. In addition, we're evaluating the attractiveness of the emerging residential
market which I'll talk more about later.
Phil showed a map of our strategic focus in gas and power. You'll recall it has three key
elements. First, the initial reason years ago why Shell entered this business, that's monetizing
upstream gas. 'This has to do with enabling the production of Shell equity gas volume and 13
still important today_ The second element is the development of new markets. We're
working withgovemments and industry to create new demands for gas and power and,
[lOally, customer solution where customers can range from host governments to large
industrials to individual residential consumers. I'll be covering Shell activities in each of
these strategic areas but first an overview of our business.
Capital employed in Shell Gas and Power rose to $7 billion at the end of 1999. We now have
operations in 20 countries VI;ith business development activities in another 15. Shell equity
share of LNG plant capacity rose to 10 million tons per annwn up from jus! 7 in December.
In power, our equity generation capacity has risen to a total on.3 gigawatts in operation or
under construction. In 1999. Shell cntities in the US and the UKsold more than 10 befld per
day in conunercial gas marketing and trading activities, significantly up from 1998 levels.
The next chart shows the distribution of our capital employed with the largest investments in
the LNG business and in the US with the rest divided between our assets in Europe, InterGcm,
our gas to liquids plant in Malaysia and new business development activities around the
world. Geographically, the importance of our LNG business in Asia and Africa is also
highlighted.
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Tn terms of financial results, in 1999, we delivered over $250 million nel income with a
RQACE of7~/. which is equivalent to the return expected for gas and power in Shell's
well-known Roadmap to 2001 which is clearly achievable for Our business. Longerterm, we
do aim to deliver 15% ROACE, the expectation of all Shell businesses. But in the near tcon,
Gas and Power expects to create shareholder value by a combination of growth and relatively
modest return, like any new business.
That was 1999 and a lot has happened in the short time since. Starting with LNG, we loaded
the first ca.-go in Oman just last week, on schedule and within budget. The second Nigerian
train commenced production at the end of February and important milestones have been met
for future projects in India, Brazil and Venezuela.
In the power sector, TnterGen completed the successful sell down of interest in their
Millmerran Plant in Queensland, Australia, and Shell approval was reached 011 two new
power projects in Turkey toWing 2.3 gigawatts with the approval of a third expected shortly.

In US marketing and trading, Coral successfully launched their e-commerce platfonn late last
year and announccd an alliancc with a major northeast US distributor.
Finally, in the emerging retail or residential sector, our pilot in Atlanta, Georgia, reached a
market share of 23%, an encouraging result We've launched the Pulse Energy joint venture
with our partners in eastern Australia I'll talk more about many of these during the course of
my prescntation starting first with our LNG business.
Our expectations are that global demand for LNG will grow 5% per annum over the next
10 years. Despite the adjustment in the Asian economy, LNG demand is growing in the Asia·
Pacific region. In addition, we see significant growth opportunities in the Atlantic basin with
demand outstripping supply. The increase in demand above currently-eontracted volumes in
both parts of the world is at the point where justification of expansion of existing I.NO
projects is now possible and the ability to justify new plants is possible in the foreseeable
future.
Shell has 25 years of international experience in LNG and a proven track record. This slide
illustrates the wide global spread of our LNO activities. We have interests in operating plants
in Malaysia, Australia, Brunei, Oman, and Nigeria, with expansions underway in Malaysia
and Nigeria and further expansions under consideration in Oman and Australia.
Looking to the future, prospects for new projects are maturing. Venezuela is one example
and we're pursuing opportunities for regasification terminals in India, China and Brazil. Shell
is the leading LNG player around the world when measured in terms of equity volumes. With
the recent start up of both Oman and Nigeria LNG, Shell's equity capacity is approaching
10 million Ions per annum as shown in the chart on your left, We expect further growth with
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the recent approvals of expansions in Malaysia and Nigeria adding another 1.7 billion tons per
annum by the year 2004.
On the right, you can see how this compares with other private LNG players. Shell has been
the clear leader for some time and our planned growth will widen the gap between us and the
others in the coming years as we reach a volume that is almost double that of our nearest
competitor.
Shell has also designed and operated more LNG plants than any other company. This has
enablcd us to be the leaders in terms ofLNG cost pccformancc, lIS wclL With our operating
experience and improved designs, we've managed to reduce the cost of operating LNO
facilities by 45% over the last 7 years and advances in technology have lead to lower up-front
capital costs, as well. The Oman project has delivered the lowest ever unit eapital cost for a
greenfield I.J\O project, considerably lower than recent competitor designs in the Atlantic
basin and Middle East
Our experience and cost leadership allow us to create more value for Shell and our partners in
existing projects as wen as position us as partners of choicc for new LNG opportunities
around the world.
An example of the application of this technology is in Oman which i5 the fastest ever I.NG
project from the discovery of gas to first cargo. The gas comes from fields in the central part
of the country, which is then piped to the LNG plant on the coast. LNG will be shipped to
markets in Korea, Japan and India. A state·of~the·art technology also allowed for the
low-cost design and the largest operating LNG trains ever, 3.3 million tons per annum each.
And for those ofyou who like to sce real photos of our impressive facility, bere's onc taken
jU5t last week showing the Kogas ship receiving the first cargo of Oman LNG on AprilSClI
before leaving for its return leg of a maiden voyage to Korea
Looking ahead to future projects, on March 23"', we announced the signing of a
memorandum of understanding between PDVSA, Shell, ExxonMobil and Mitsubishi related
to the development of offshore gas fields in Venezuela and the construction of a liquefaction
complex. The project is targeting the attractive markets in the Atlantic basin with an initial
output of 4 million tons per annum.
Shell is committed to applying the latest technology to this project and keep the forward
momentum going with a plan to start up in late 2005.
So, maybe I've presented a convincing case that we're the world leader in LNG but yOll may
ask, "So, what?" Historically, LNG has been considered as an extension of the upstream by
many of our competitors. For Shell, because of our global reach, technology and cost
leadership, LNG has matured into a profitable business in its own right This chart shows that
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in 1999 on $2 billion of capital employed, the LNG business delivered a ROACE of 14%.
With the current outlook on oil prices for 2000 and the growth in LNG volume, we'll see net
income increase in 2000 with further growth in 200 I when we forecast a ROACE of 15% at a

Brent price of$14.00 per- barrel and exceeding 20% at $18.00 a barrel.
TI\ese figures exclude the profit and returns from the related upstream positions where, of
course, additional value is added.
In addition to the long-term LNG project profitability, Shell's global reach allows us to add
additional value by capturing short-tcnn marketing opportunity. Due to a variety of factors,
including improvements in plant perfounance and s1igblly lower demand in Asia, the volwne
of LNGavailable for short-term trade doubled in 1999. As a result, Shell facilitated the
marketing nnd sale of an additional 15 cargos. Examples include spare cargos of LNG from
Malaysia and Oman, which were sold to Coral in the US, and, more recently, a deal was
closed to deliver a spot eargo of Malaysian LNG for marketing into the growing Spanish
market.
As a result, n cargo of gas, which would have otherwise been left in the ground, was sold,
creating value for Shell in the monctization of the upstream reserves and the profit at the
MaJaysian LNG plant where we have an interest as well as marketing margins in Spain. Just
another example of the ...ralue to be gained from Shell's global J:e8eh in our gas nod power
business.
Turning to new markets, we're aggressively pursuing opportunities in growing markets in all
stages of liberalization, including India, Brazil, China and Turkey. In the southern cone, we
have an established position in the Bolivia to Brazil value chain targeting the large Siio Paulo
market with key assets including our stake in Comgas_ The Comgas distribution concession
eovers a market of over 6 million households with gas expected to grow tenfold in the next
10 years. Comgas provides an excellent example of integrated customer solutions and the
company is now developing plants to combine gas distribution with power and other energy
services, further leveraging their customer base.
India is another major growth market, in particular, for LNG projects in which SheU has an
interest in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. It is expected that demand in the north and
west of India alone is likely to exceed 10 million tons per annum by 2010 with further market
development in the south. LNG from Oman will become the first LNG delivered to India
.with initial deliveries to the Dabhol power project towards the end of next year. At the end of
1999, Shell was awarded a letter of intent for the right to develop a port and LNG receiving
terminal in Hazira in the state of Guzarat. Compared to several competing projects, Hazira
benefits from its close proximity to major customers as well as key gas infrastructure.
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Because of this, we expect Hazira will be the lowest cost option for import of LNG into
Northwest India and we're targeting aggressively an investment decision in early 2001.

You hear a lot about the importance ofShell technology in our E&P business and I would like
to tell you that it's important to gas and power, as well. One example is our gas to liquids
technology which is in the press quite often lately. Unlike our competitors, Shell has a proven
commercial process for convening natural gas into liquid petroleum products. The photo
shown here on the top is of our Bintulu phmt in Malaysia designed to take in approximately
120 million cubic feet per day of gas and produce 15,000 barrels of middle distillates and
specialty products. On the right is a diagrtun of floating LNG which offers a low-aJst means
to monetise Jemote gas. Both oftheae technologies are includoo in Tim Warren's technology
presentation and in the exhibition later today. On the left is a photo of a coal gasification
facility located in Holland. The Shell technology applied in this plant enables the generation
of electricity with coal as the fuel but with a 90"/0 reduction in sulfuJ, nitrogen oxide and
particulate emissions compared with conventional coal processins_
We've Iicensed the technology to projects in Italy and India but see the most potential for
application in China where there are huge domestic coal reserves. We recently signed a
memorandum of undeJstanding in China with Sinopec to develop a 50/50 joint venlure coal
gasification project at the Dongting fertilizer plant in Hunan Province_ We continue to
consider additional opportunities for this technology_
Now, let's tnm to power generation. This chart illustrates the growth in global power
generation capacity over the coming 20 years and it highlights, in particular, the growth of
gas-fired power which is forecast to average 5% over this time frame. This growth presents
several opportunities to Shell--acceleratioo ofthe monetization of Shell upstream volume;
opportunities to leverage our world class IPP development skills in InterGen, our 50150 joint
venture with Bechte1; and as a growing platfonn for gas and power marketing and trading.
The map on the next chart shows the span of power generation activity we are involved in
around the world, predominantly through InterGen. The activity includes projects in mature
markets such as the UK, US and Australia and developing markets in Turkey, China and
South America resulting in a diverse and high-quality portfolio.
nlis portfolio translates into tremendous growtJI on the horizon for InterOen. At Ihis time

they have plants in operation totaling over 1,000 megawatts. Looking forward, projects
currently under construction will almost triple their operating capacity by the end of 2002.
llle plants coming on·stream are located in TIle Philippines, the UK, China, Australia, Egypt
and Mexico.
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Adding to that. a projection of the impact of projects that have not yet reached financial
closure such as the three projects in Turkey and the forecast indicates operations of over
8 gigawatts by 2004.
InterGen is not only considered n success internally They nre nlso recognized as such
throughout industry_ Over the period 19% to 1999, lnterGen has been the second most
successful developer ofthe greenfield plants outside North America, just behind AES. And
InterGen continues to win industry awards recognizing their world-class project development
and financing capabilities. A few examples ofthese awards are shown on the chart related to
their projects in Australia, the OK and Egypt.
The next chart I'll show is not in your package but building on InterGen's success so far. I'm
pleased to announce that we're in advanced discussions with Becbtel concerning an
expansion of our InterOen joint venture The new venture which will continue to be owned

by Shell and Bechtel will include the existing InterGen portfolio and certain US gas and
power assets. An important element of the new venture is the preferred relationship
established between the JV and the parent company with Beclltel providing world-class EPe
skills for new project development and Shell becoming the global fuel supplier and merchant
energy marketer and trader for all Internen facilities.
The benefits of the new venture include strengthening the aligrunent between gas and power
assets and marketing and trading particularly between InterOen and Coral in North America,
leveraging the skills of the parent company. presenting a single face to the market for power
development through InterGen and for marketing and trading through Shell. and creating a
stronger platform for future growth. We plan to issue ajoint press release with BechteJ
providing more details of these plans in the coming weeks
We are often asked, especially by analysts. about our investments in power generation and

whether we expect a utility rate of return. The answer to that is, no. we're in it for more and
this chart attempts to explain. InterOen typically expects to receive a retuni on equity on the
order of 10-15%, highef" in developing countries where the project risk is higher. Now. with
the expanded joint venture. Shell will be the preferred supplier into all InterGen facilities.
This creates the opportunity for additional value creation and improved return. We also have
the preferred power marketer role for all merchant power available from InterGen plants.
worldwide, creating an additional opportunity for impJOved margins.
The resulting return on Shell's investment. then, can be significantly higher than that of the
plant alone and we shouldn't forget the potential linkages with Shell LNG or upstream
projects where further integration can create a market for Shell reserves Or a unique offering
to host governments and major resource holders.
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Moving to North America now in marketing and trading,. Coral Energy is positioned to
provide integrated solutions to energy customers, not just gas and power- but also fuel oil as
weU as financial and industrial energy services. An example of their capabilities is reflected
in the recently~announced KeySpan Energy alliance KeySpan is the 4th largest local
distribution company in the US serving over 2.7 million customers in the New York City area
Through the alliance, Coral wiU participate in the management of KeySpan assets including
coordination ofthe fuel supply, buying and selling power, managing price risks, and
maximizing trading opponunities. Coral secured this opportunity against stiff competition
from the major US players and we're excited about the new partnership and look forward to
others like it in the future.
A second recent and successful business development in Coral has been the launch of Coral's
e-commerce platform, ooraIconnectcom, which provides customers widt the opportunity to
conduct fmanciaJ and physical gas transactions online. This site also offers access to a wide
variety of energy infonnation. Over 900 users registered in the first 6 weeks following the
launch, arriving to the current level of over 2,000 and activity levels continue to increase.
As liberalization continues, new opportunities emerge from marketing and trading operations
around the world. Outside the US, the most mature and significant opportunity is Europe.
Shell Energy has been created to pursue power mar-keting and trading throughout Europe.
One of its fIrst steps has been the announced joint venture with ENECO to trade electricity in
The Netherlands. Shell Energy is now also trading electricity in the Scandinavian power pool
and are initiating activities and staying.
We ha'l.'C also expanded the scope ofShell Gas Direct, which is the 5th largest UT< gas
marketer to include power, providing it with dual fuel capabilities.
Other opportunities for value chain creation are emerging with the liberalization ofretail or
residential markets in the US, Europe and other places oround the world. The chart on the left
provides an indication of the size of this potential prize, projecting that within 5 years
approximately 200 million households will be open to competition for gas and power. At an
estimated annual growth margin, and' stress "estimated," of $50 to $100, there is an
opportunity on the order of!l ()..20 billion per year. These are really big numbers. Of course,
net margins will be slim especially for new entrants competing against strong incumbents.
What will it take for a new entrant to win'1 One of the critical ingredients is the regulatory
framework that allows for fair competition. Once you have that, other important factors will
be scale, reliability, a recognizable brand, and a unique customer value proposition. Shell has
a number of relevant attributes: experience in gas and power supply; a strong brand; an
existing customer position through our retail gasoline operations. In fact, every day over
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20 million customers visit Shell retail gasoline sites around the world and another 10 million
people in the US and Europe have SheU credit or gasoline card in their pocket.
But can we leverage these attributes into a winning residential energy business? This is an
important question for us and this is why we are Investigating opportunities in selected
markets. One such effort is in the residential gas market in Atlanta, Georgia, through our US
subsidiary, Shell Energy Services Company (SESCO). The Atlanta market was opened to
competition in late 1998 and through the end of 1999, Shell had captured 23% of the market
gaining customen> through telemarketing and di..-ect mail efforts as well as through the
acquisition of a competitor's customer base.
This particular pilot proved the strength of the SheU brand and helped us establish the back
office and other systems necessary to compete in this business_ Following this initial success,
we are currently considering entry into other US residential markets for both gas and power.
A second residential entry is through our recently-announced venture called Pulse Energy that
Will market gas and power to residential customers in eastern Australia. SheU's partners
contribute over 1 million existing residential gas and powcr customers to the joint venturc.
Shell brings brand recognition as well as the local petrol loyalty program caIled Fly Buys
which is similar to the airline rewards program in the us. Fly Buys has 2 million members
which will be leveroged to attract and retain home energy customers. The joint venture is
expected to be up and rwuung at the begilming of 200 I and is developing plans to attract
more of the 10 million potential customers in their territory.
So, where will we go with the residential market? I think it's too early to say but it's clearly
an interesting opportunity for Shell.
In sununary, I think I've demonstrated that Shell is the clear leader in LNG and we're on
course to Widen the gap between us and the competit.ion We're pursuing strategic positions
in key growth markets leveraging technology to our advantage. In power generation, we're
building on our world class capabilities in order to grow our portfolio and developing a more
strategic relationship with our InterGenjoint venture_ We're expanding our marketing and
trading capabilities, including e-commerce and we're evaluating the emerging residential
market~a11 of this leading to a growing and robust Gas and Power business for Shell-but it
won't be easy. TIle Gas and Power business moves very rapidly with key changes in terms of
liberalization and the competitive landscape coming at us every day. By leveraging Shell's
strength global reach, business development, marketing and financing skills. reputation,
brand, the lowest cost, and the best teclmology-we have what it takes to he a clear leader
and I'm confident of our ability to succeed.
Thank you, and now I Will turn it over to Tim Warren who will tell you more about all the
exciting new technologies many of us have referred to this moming_ Thank you.
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Tim Warren:

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Did you ever think tbat the ocean floor could be quite
such an exciting place? That was a simulated run through where we're placing the Bonga
development off the coast of Nigeria. What you've just seen is an example of technology in
action in Shell Exploration Production. TIlis particular teclulOlogy usinf!, detailed echo
sounding gives us a safe, cost effective and efficient way to explore the se~. We can avoid
hazards and locate and operate our subsea facilities and wells and put them in the best place
for the best returns. Tt's just onc of the ways that technology is helping Shell's performance.
When 1 met with some of you in New York last year, I said that technology is a key
competitive differentiator within our industry. I think my colleaBues who have spoken before
have all reinforced that point. It's a source not only of ready money but new opportunities
and long·tenn value for Shell. At that time I also highlighted a number of ongoing
developments. In tile next 20 ntinuleS, I'd like to give you a snapshot of the progress we've
made since then delivering on those promises and I'll explain the course we're on to continue
and, indeed, accelerate progress.
First, I'd like to just mention WellDynamics that was introduced by Phil in his i.ntroduction
and announced with Halliburton and ourselves yesterday. I'm pleased to welcome, in fact, on
the front row particularly Edgar Ortiz who is the president of Hnlliburton Energy Sef\'ices and
his team. You'll have an opportunity to interact with them later 011 tIlis afternoon during the
technology show.
SmartWeIl intelligent completion technology is a technology that's designed to maximize
production at minimum unit cost through tile application of rcal time downhill measurements,
real time inflow control, processing and multi-lateral technologies. It actually represents a
convergence of all our historical technologies within the well bore and we expect in Shell a
30% increase in the value of all our future wells through the application of this technology.
Indeed, we see it as the next breakthrough akin to iliat onD seismic and horizontal drilling.
The venture WellDynarnics positions Shell to extract early and maximum value from the
deployment ofthese technologies. Products are already available from Petroleum Engineering
Services Ltd. and I'm pleased that Larry Kinch is hcre to join us today, the chainnan and
founder of that company that is part of our exciting new venture. We and Halliburtoll have
exciting plans for the future.
A global Shell team has been working for some time to build a portfolio of the opportunities
for opcrationalizing this technology and I'd just Iikc to take you through 3 examples. Firstly,
at the end of this year in the last quarter, Petroleum Engineering Systems products are already
planned as components ofShell Expro Gannett-D development. These products will reduce
the incremental development cost in that development by 33% and provide an accelerated
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production volume ofjust under 1 million barrels_ 40010 of our global operated production is
gas-lifted. Gas-lift systems by their very nature run sub--optimally. But real time measurement
and control will allow full time optimizatioD, thus, allowing us to grasp a 100,000 barrel a day
prize within Shell managed operations alone_

In the future, we see smart or intelligent wells taking up more and more of the functions
presently provided through surface facilities. Downhole dehydration, downhole compression
wi 11 reduce surface requirements and provide access to reserves which are now not economic.
Facilities costs will be lowered and there will be significant benefits in terms of reduced
environmental footprints.
Larry and the Halliburton team, as I say, will be with us this afternoon. There is a booth at

oue technology showCllSe on Wel/Dynamics nod I hope you will go there and have an
opportunity to see die very great value that we see in this partnership.
What else are we doing to achieve the targets we set ourselves? The key is rapid deployment
of our knowledge and technology to achieve new limits ahead of the competition and
realizing our aspiration of being too fast to follow. In Sbell, wc call this Realizing the Limit.
Realizing the Lintit is all about challenging what we do and what we assume_ It's about
avoiding the mindset of doing things as they've always been done. Global teams throughout
Shell challenge these ways and share best pmctices. They imagine the perfect perfonnanee
possible with today's technology and go up the learning curve to get there. This limit, ladies
and gentlemen, is the ultimate benchmark. Nobody can do better.
But as new technologies are developed, the limits are pushed back. Today's perfection is no
longer tomorrow's and thc process is a continuous onc, ever climbing new learning curves to
reach the next perfect performance limit As you see in our global reach, in fact, gives us
aceess to learning curves that are just ooavailable to our competition.
To put Realizing the Limit into practice, wc've established limit techniques in four areas:
volumes to value, whieh addresses the monctization of the value of our subsurface knowledge
and tedmology and together capital to value, drilling the limit and producing the limit,
minimize our costs and maximize our return on investment.
Let me give you just a little bit of detail on each of these techniques. Drilling the Limit is
about maximizing the value from each well. Drilling the right wells and drilling them right.
It focuses on challenging assumptions about what is achievable and creating the teams, the
mechanisms, and the culture to do better. Input and ex.peruse from our people everywhere
within our global business arc drawn in as appropriate.
In 1999, in the Gulf of Mexico, Shell drilled wells faster and cheaper than any other company.
This was benchmarked against the perfonnance of the rest of the industIy. Shell was drilling
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wells twice as fast and, therefore, it reduced cost of the average of other operators. This was
achieved through applying Drilling the Limit.
The same technique is being applied in all our operations around the world. For example,
here in Shell Expro in the North Sea, the average mte of drilling hns been improved by more
than 50"10, 1999 over 1998.
TIlere are two examples of drilling the well right but here is a lovely example of drilling the
right well. The Fishhook well in Brunei which actually turns fOWld in the subsurface and
comes back towards the surface started off as a $10 million proposal as an exploration well
stand alone. Applying our Drilling dIe Limit technique to this well reduced the cost
significantly as shown on the middle bar. But this still wasn't good enough to gain
acceptance in our global ranking process. So, a novel sidetrack path shown in red was
developed from an existing development welL nle cost of this should be less than I/l 0 of the
original $10 million proposal.
Capital to Value is the way of helping Shell deliver world-class projects. Throughout the life
of the project Capital to Value specialists get involved in insuring application of best practice
to amongst others, objective setting, risk and uncertainty management, contracting and
procurement strategies and relationship management. Their job is to make sure the assets
being created will have maximum value_
In The Philippincs, for example, our Malampaya project has gaiDed significantly from the
Capital to VaJue technique. Applying this value enginee.-ing technique essentiaJly redesigned
the approach to part of the project. Many changes were made by the team, an example of
which was the removal of redundant methanol scrubbcrs_ This process saved 20% ofthe
original design cost, a saving of $50 milliou_ Indeed, the onshore gas contractor working with
this gas contractor, Foster Wheeler, stated they found this methodology so powerful that they
intended to mandate it on all their future projects.
Volumes to Value is where wc focus on monetizing more reservcs. That mCllllS, homing in
on the basic value driver50fthe given project and on building teams of people who can use
those drivers to improve performance. As you might expeet, Producing the Limit is about
maximizing production. It provides a framework at which we can look at all aspects of the
production value chain identifying opportunities for increases, both immediately and in the
short-term.
One example, again from Brunei on how much Realizing the Limit can and will continue to
contribute comes from Brunei in part of their large Champion Field asset. The slide here
shows you in red the production previousJy forecast from this part of the field. When the
Volumes to Value methodology was applied, it was found that estimates of oil initially in
place had been understated by 13%. Producing the Limit generated many ideas for increasing
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production such as improving gas lift efficiency and changing commingling zones. This
brought improvements which could be applied almost immediately, as from mid-ZOOO. These
are shown in green on the chart.
But Realizing the Limit went further- Producing the Limit initiatives identified recompletions
that added extra oil shown here in the orange section. On lop of that. a combination of
Volumes to Value and Drilling the Limit highlighted the potential for three new fast wells
with up to 20'10 additional production opportunity. The effects are shown in yellow.
Applying these recommendations that I've emphasized in just onc part of a major field asset
will increase production in the Champion field by 2 millioll barrels a year at a cost of less than
$2 a barrel and maintain those new levels for several years.
Realizing the Limit is absolutely crucial in allowing us to maintain capital discipline whilst
growing our business. In 1999, we saved $270 million with Drilling thc Limit compared to
the cost which would have been incurred without it. This year, the target is a $500 million
saving. Volumes to Value identified additional expectation as opposed to proven, that's a
SO/50 chance, of 250 miUion barrels last year. This year's targct is 400 million.
Producing the Limit came up with production opportunities of 14,000 barrels a day and this
year we're targeTing 100,000 Capital to Value identified Capex savings of $250 million last
year and this will be significantly exceeded in 2000 working on projects in hand or planned.
I should emphasize that the figures on this chart represent 100% improvements on the assets
that Shell operates. Our partners and our host government partners accrue some of the
benefits, themselves.
We'rewell.on course, therefore, to clear the milestones we set ourselves for the end of 2000.
The Drilling the Limit technique by then will have been applied to all wells to be drilled from
the start of 200 1. Application of Volwnes to Value will have covered over 15% of our
resource space and Producing the Limit will have been applied to 25% of Shell's operated
production All our major projects and ventures will have received Capital to Value assists.
Let's look now at how we're doing in the technical arena Remember, we promised.you a
commercial return on technology, quicker and better application and value from the
technology itself We're making this happen in several ways. Our globalized organization
enables technology experts based here in Houston and New Orleans and in Europe as shown
here to communicate with staff in our operating units all around the world concerning their
particular challenges.
Electronic means and web forums all oontribute to the rapid sharing and implementation of
best technolob'Y and practice. They also enable us to get the best out of our global pool of
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human talent. We can place the detai Is of a particular technical challenge in a web forum and
get virtual teams working together quickly and effectively to find a solution-

In one case, an engineer in a Middle East team. had a problem concerned with a critical safety
issue for n bid on a project reqUired within n very tight deadline. Omitting the specification
would have meant missing or losing the bid. He posed the problem on the Shell web and
received answers, which enabled him to answer his problem in the same day. Our bid was
successful.
Last ycar wc highlighted key areas wherc wc provide value. Cheaper plumbing was onc now
being address by Drilling the Limit and SmartWell technology but we also said we were
going to sharpen our vision of the subsurface. Today, our seismic imaging and analysis lead
the world. In Norway, here, for example, Shell geoscientists now routinely perform
4..dimensional or time·lapse seismic studies. In Norways' Draugen field where the technique
revealed the flow of water during oil production, allowed us to avoid drilling the well that was
planned at the bottom of the chart on your right and pinpointed the right place to drill it. In
fact, the last opportunity to drill a well from that platfoon. The new well drilled at the end of
1999 is a record-producer in the North Sea at over 70,000 barrels a day
Another advantage from our seismic technOlogy is that the subsurface can now be visualized
in virtual reality centers. An immersive 3-dimensional view combined with a variety of
seismic well and reservoir data gives a full understanding of the situation and tasks at hand. It
actually allows multi-disciplinary teams to communicate better and more effectively and
quickly. They can challenge today's and each other's orthodoxies to increase reserves and
production and save time and money. I hope you will be equally excited by the demonstration
you will see this afternoon in our technology show.

Last year we also said we would turn gas into cash and Linda has explained to you the power
of our gas and power business. We have a powerful array oftechnologies thanks to focused
research combined with our extensive operational design experience and the learning curves
we're able to go up both in LNG and gas to liquids teChnologies.
The Oman LNG project, as Linda demonstrated, is the lowest unit cost greenfield LNG
projcct ever, an unriva1ed specifie capital expenditure ofUS$200 a ton ofLNG produced per
annum and the next plant-we already know how we're going to do it better still.
Shell's floating liquefied nanlral gas concept is now at the stage where it is ready for
commercial application and has been added to our gas technology tool kit. We firmly believe
that it enjoys a similar cost advantage to the trodirional L)lG foons.
Our proprietary Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis technology has further strengthened our
competitive advantage. Recent advances such as a break through in catalyst performance
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have reduced the specific capital costs to USS20,OOO a barrel per day capacity. A
70,000 barrel a day facility using SMOS has the same gas intake as a large-scale LNG train.
The economic attractiveness of such a plant is often as good as or even better than an LNG
investment As Linda has shown you earlier, LNG makes us very good money.
TIlis creates opportunities for us to flexibly apply SMOS, LNG and floating LNO trains as
building blocks in our field developments. You will be able to see more details of all these
projects this afternoon in the technology showcase. All ofthem are helping us to keep the
promises we have made to deliver more cheaper and faster. All of them are contributing to
defining the new tomorrow's limits that will be pursued by our Realizing the Limit
techniques.
Speed is absolutely critical to what we are trying to do. A major part of Shell technology's
task, a major purpose of Realizing the Limit is to develop technology faster and deploy it
faster for the benefit of Shell's bottom line. Why is speed SO important? Firstly, of course, to
keep ahead of the competition but also to make our reserves commercializable more quickly.
Secondly to produce the production on which our profitability and value is predicated
TIlUS, that is why we art' engaged simultaneously in multiple ways ofcommercializing our
technology. We're developing our own technologies in areas where Shell can sustain owned
competitive proprietary advantage. In other areas, we're buying in excellent technology from
others. And others, we're entering into joint technology development ventures such as
WeUDynamics.

We formed Shell Technology Ventures to take those technologies to the marketplace both
within Shell to ereate additional value for our businesses and to extcroal customers. Wc havc
now come quite a way down that road and with our venture partners, we further developed the
technology of expaodable tubulars_ The first products were on the market late last year. The
first five applications ore out there already worlcing in the field.
Of course. delivering a commercial return on technology is not just about technology.
Commercializing technology requires keen financial engineering and entrepreneurial skills.
We were pleased also to announce yesterday that we're fonning a new holding company
called Shell Technology Investinents Partnership. This is a partna'ship with the private equity
investment company. TIle Beacon Group, in New York. I'm pleased to welcome in the
audience today Eric Vollebregt, the CEO ofthe management company of this partnership who
you'll have a chance to interact with this afternoon.
Last year, I mentioned our intent to commercialize our revolutionary Twister gas separation
gas technology. Two Twister units have been operating successfully in The Netherlands over
the last 4 months and Shell companies in Nigeria and Sarawak are now keen to implement
this technology in their short-term developments in Bonga and MB-12. The industry at large
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has shown a lot of interest in this product which can reduce Ihe facility costs ofgas field
development by up to 400JO. I'm pleased to say that commercializing the Twister is one ofthe
first investment projects blessed by the new Shell Technology Investments partnership.
In creating an investment partnership, we venturing beyond the traditional parameters of a
technology organization and with good reason. We wanted to do everything we can to
accelerate technology development and particularly deployment for the benefit of the Shell EP
bottom line. Beacon's succ-essful track record of helping companies grow new businesses
and their particular understanding of the energy sector are a natural complement to Shell's
capabilities and our drive to achieve a commercial return on our technology investment.
The partnership will bring together exciting complimentary opportunities between Shell
technologies and technologies available in the outside world with the objective of
significantly enhancing value creation,
I hope r ve helped you to understand the significant difference that technology is making in
Shell exploration and production, more precisely the difference made by the application of
technology by our people. Wc continuc to drive forward developing technologies. identifY
and promoting applications that will have real impact 0.11 the bottom line, training, motivating
and facilitating our people to use technology to its besr advantage. We're delivering on the
promises we made last year, in particular, through Realizing the Limit and I hope you agree
the results speak for themsclves.
We're in good shape to meet and even exceed the hurdles we set ourselves for this year and
2001. Our venture partnerships, WeUDynamics with Halliburton and Shell Technology
Investments Partnership will accelerate technology development and accelerate deployment.
So, as you see, ladies and gentlemen, we believe we have an exciting future ahead of us
building on the solid foundations of the past.
I thank you for your patience in listening. We're now going to take a break for lunch and
reconvene back here at I :20 when Phil will give a summary and open the floor for Qs and As.
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PhilWatts:
Welcome back, everybody. We've just had IWlCh here in Houstoll_ Welcome back to all of
you folks out there on the Web, on the Internet. We'd especially like to welcome those that
are watching from Kansas City and especially the mom and dad of~inda Cook who is sitting
herc_ Hi, mom.
We've been covering quite a lot of ground before lunch and I've been given quite a bit of
stuff for a summary and I thought, well, at this point in the proceedings, leC s not read this
stuff_ 1JUSt want to hit the high spots that arc important as far as I'm conocmcd about Shell's
F..&P and gas and power business.

I hope you've not missed point number one and that is that we have a great deepwater
business in Shell and, of course, it started here in the Gulf of Mexico. We're still making
progrcss but now wc'vc got a global dcepwater business of which wc arc vcry proud and wc
intend to continue that and to grow it.
Secondly, we really do want to become partner of choice in the Major Resource Holders.- I
don't think any major oil and gas company is going to be worth its salt, 10, 20 years from now
if it doesn't have a significant position with the Major Resource Holders and we think the fact
that we're a very large operator, we bring those sort of skills to the party can make us a
partner of first choice
I'm sure you've also seen in everything we've had to say this morning, the common thread of
the importance of gas and, for us, gas is the key growth market. In the upstream. certainly,
but also in the downstream, in particularly LNG and you've seen that we have an LNG
business that is large, profitable and still growing and we intend to grow it further.
Then, of course, is power_ We've been really pleased with the way the InterGen company,
that venture, has taken off and we want to make more of that. As Linda was saying, and you
may want to ask about it later, we're very keen that that venture we have with BechteJ and
InterGen really grows and prospers and develops over the years.
Of course, then there's the whole area of gas and power marketing and trading. We're very
proud of the business we have here in the US, that i.s Coral, and we're proud of the things that
are being done in SESCO, the example that you saw in Georgia, what's happening in
Aus~ia This is not going to be an easy business. It's a very dynamic business but we've
got these e.xperiments going and some of them are starting to make money. We're determined
to pursue that.
Having talked about a number of things, I could have said more, but we just mentioned a few,
having talked about prospects for growth, you should have no doubt about our determination
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to maintain and improve our short-term profitability and somehow we've got to get the
balance between those two things right and I do personally believe that it is not a matter of
either or. The conversations we have as an Executive Committee with our business leaders
around the world, it' sail about we want short-term profitability and long-term growth,
please-preferably sooner rather than later. Somehow the challenge is to get to the ingenuity
and imagination of our people to achieve that around the world.
I make no apology whatsoever Some companies are giving up on technology. You know,
it's something you can't afford. Often they rationalize it and put it under a headline of fast
follower or whatever. Of course, we want to take up other good ideas onboard. We're not
the source of all wisdom oursel Yes, but I think some companies are losing heart as far as
technology is concerned. Shell is not. The fact that we stressed technology last year in our
analysts presentation, that we give it even more of a profile this year, reflects that we're
detennined to press forward with technology-not technology for technologY's sake but really
. technology that makes money and commercial technology.
That is why I'm so please-d that we've got a couple of announcements today about
WeUDynamics, the deal with Beacon, the fact that we're very encouraged with our gas to
liquids technology which I think can be quite a break through.
So, in conclusion, I would say, we do have on unparalleled portfolio. We should thank our
fathers and grandfathers for some of Ulat and we appreciate it. We're building on that
portfolio. It's a teernendous global spread. Om- challenge and commitment is to exploit all of
those assets to their full potential during our period of steWardship to add to a rich portfolio
even further- Thank you for your attention to the fonnal part of the presentation.
We're delighted to have a Q&A sessioIl. Can I just check where the microphones are?
There's a couple over-there. There's one here. Ifyou do have a question, can I ask you
please to identify yourself, state your question clearly and I'll make sure that we all understand
the question and then we'll take it from there
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Q&.A Session:

Q[Inaudible]

A
Phi) Watts: This is a question about LNG importation into the US. Linda?
Linda Cook.: As I mentioned in the presentation, during 1999, we sold a number of spot
cargoes, many of them into the US market because the prices were attractive and we had the
additional capacity available. Of course, that's a lot different than justifying a whole project
based on spot cargo. I think in the near term what you'll see is new expansions and possibly
new projects being justified with certainly still a base load ofLNG sold under long-term
contract but with excess capacity built in so that you do have the flexibility to take advantage
of higher prices when you see them.

Q.
[Inaudible].

A.
Phil Watts: The question is whether you're talking minor volumes to import or significant.

Linda Cook.: I think in the near terms the volumes won't be that significant because projects
that are on-stream have the majority oftbeir LNG tied up under long-teem contracts. It will
just be what you have available in terms of operating capacity and available shipping.
QDoug Terreson from Morgan Stanley. I think my question is for Linda, as weU. In the global
gas and power business, you guys mentioned that you're generating about 80% ofyour net
income after tax from LNG which about 300/0 ofthe capital employed which implies that the
ROACE in the other businesses as you mentioned is probably pretty low today, although I
think you mentioned also that there were some special items in those numbers. My question
is, can you kind of clarify those ROACE figures and also give us some guidance as to how
you expect capital employed in this business to be proportioned, say, 3 years from now or
5 years from now, whichever you chose; and also, your projections on when the non·LNG
portion will begin to exceed the cost of capital.
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A

Pbil Watts: This is a question about the segmented profitability ortlle gas and power
business. After you get the whole answer, you'll know more than I do.
Linda Cook: I hope not more than I do but I'll give it my best shot Okay, so I talked about
LNG and it is aboUt a third of our capital employed right now. We're projecting good returns
this yeaL Of course, better than what we might project at $14.00 a barrel because we're
seeing higher oil prices this year than that So, going forward ... ofeOlme, that will fluctuate
with oil prices. you know, quite a bit.
In terms ofthe other businesses, you're right. They are delivering much less because the
overall return on average capital employed for gas and power in 1999 was 7% and that was at
about an $18.00 Brent, you have to keep that in mind, as well. So the other parts ofthe
business were not performing that well. I think the thing you have to keep in mind is that
LNG is the most mature of all ofthe segments of the portfolio in the gas and power business.
We're a growing business and the Group is looking at us to grow. We have the 10ng~term
aspiration and expectation by our chairman, the gentleman to my right, if the business delivers
15% ROACE overall but I think we're several years away from that. As I said, what we're
going to deliver to the Group is a combination of growth and value and relatively modest
returns for the coming 2 years.
Q. (same individual)

Okay. Let me also ask... I think in the non-LNG portion, you have $5 billion of capital
employed. What's that number going to be 5 years from now? Do yOll have an idea?
A

Limfa Cook: Yeab. Certainly the powe,- portion of that we expect to gTOW and you saw the
forecast I showed you on capacity and power generation growing so that would be a growing
portion of that and the LNG portion will be growing also.
Q. (same individual)

Okay. But you don't have a non-LNG...
A

Linda Cook: WeU, ifyou think about it, the other parts ofthe ponfolio in gas and power are
relatively low capital~intensjve businesses.
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Q.
I guess we're stuck on LNG_ I tend to talk to Woodside from time to time and they give you
good insights into their attempts and your attempts, as well, to get another- set of businesses
going in Japan_ There are a couple of Japanese members of the consortium which would
seem to give it some push and, yet, Mr. Akers' comments informally were to say that the
structure of that market has changed quite a bit. It's not unlike the direction we've changed in
in the West... much more spot oriented in the sense ofwanting things, smaller pieces, less
responsibility financially, buyers don't finance the whole thing. It would seem to me that that
rings true and, therefore, to sort of set up a 6 train LNG project as Total did with Tubu won't
be happening again. I'm not sure what the model is going to be_ Maybe you're going to
combine China, India and Taiwan. Also, if the company is so enthusiastic about gas,
economically how do you think about things like Gorgon?
A.
Phil Warts: So I can make a remark in the first instance I was recently io Japan and we see
markets... the libcralization that's taking place and we have to open our minds as to the
possibility Ulat a different regime could one day exist. Against that, you have to really look at
the reality ofthe necessity or security of supply and properly a number of those markets are
extremely conservative about that and don't want to be dependent on a really fluid
arrangement. It doesn't mean that some ofUmt stuff isn't going to happen at the margins but
if we're not careful we can be a little premature about the prospects for the current regime.

I think we'll get other kinds offlexibility as we come in to satisfy the market requirements.
Linda Cook: . 1 think one thing I add is, of course, the recent slow down in the economy of
Asia has backed up into our business, as ",-ell, slowing down in terms of the demand but as
that picks back up, we'll see a strengthening of the demand, as well, as I showed in the charts
during the presentation and as Phil mentioned, the buyers there will be looking for not just
low cost but also security of supply as weU as divcrsity of supply_ So, we're just looking for
that to mature and see what impact of deregulation, as well.

Q
The attached question was on the issue of stranded gas or gas not ready to be commercialized
and I mentioned Gorgon as being one which you have some involvement and BP Areo
offshore Indonesia is another we all know ahout but gas very often sits for years. When you
say that Shell is particularly interested in being more gassy or associated with gas, do you just
sort ofwrite off in your mind beforehand those wai tingtimes and all the difficulties that have
traditionally occurred?
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A

Phil Watts: I don't think we can afford to be complacent about the issue ofstranded gas.
And, of course, you get quite a bit backing up, ranked on its unit technical cost and all the rest
of it. That's why, from my perspective, I'm so interested in the idea of gas to liquid schemes
where you produce a product that goes i11to the global oil pool and, of course, you have the
opporturiity that it can be particularly tailored products for a particular use in particular
markets. That's where I think we're keen to get those schemes off and running.
Linda Cook: I think the other thing I would add to that is floating LNG because floating
LNG enables you to do a smaller·scale project without the large initial up front investment
and you can get your cash flow going sooner then and then perhaps justify the large project
later. Both gas to liquid and floating LNG are featured in the technology exhibition, so I
encourage you to go by there after the Q&A session and find out more.
Phil Waits: They're very interesting sessions.
Q

This is Steve Pfeifer with Merrill-Lynch. Last year the Group went through a major
reallocation and streamlining of your capital budget, really focused on lower cap spending,
laying off some ofyour projects to interest in other companies and then also going through a
global allocation. Could you give liS some sense fo£ the old portfolio, what kind of internal
rate of return you may have been looking at and how that's been improved by the new
portfolio going forward or maybe another way to describe it would be what' s the unit
operating cost or development cost per barrel for the new investment portfolio compared to
the previous portfolio that you had been pursuing in the past?
A

Phil Watts: I'll make a general comment but I'll turn to Dominique. I think one thing we
were very determined to do was to improve the downside robustness of our portfolio, And
when we use the catch phrase «we screen at 14 and then we check at 10 so that we sleep
easily in our beds" 1 mean, it sounds a little simplistic and whatever but that is deadly serious
and so I' ID pleased that over the last 12 months we've really got a better downside resilience
in the portfolio. I hope we never have to demonstrate how useful it is because you find
that... as well as divesting some stuffthat's vulnerable, if you can improve your cost
petformance, it works well at $14.00 a barrel. It works even better at... what is it. .. $22.00 a
barrel today_ As far as getting to detailed numbers. I think that's a bit early. I'm looking
forward to seeing the Scbroders comparison of the oil industry in this coming June, July, so
that we see what's bappened to the unit finding costs and the like. Dominique?
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Dominique Gardy: Well, r would just like to come back to what lsaid this momin~ Return
on average capital employed improvement between 1999 and 1998 was some 13 point. Half
of that was due to better price per barrel but half of its 6 point return on average capital
employed was a result of the aetion... we did it through strategy cost leadership and portfolio
management Re divestment, we divested some $1.7 billion capital employed in 1999.
Generally speaking, high cost type of assets and... this is definitely something which has
improved our portfolio and will bear fi-uit in the years to come,

Q.
You got a couple of new LNG facilities Omau., Nig.eria, what kind ofnetbacks to the
wellhead are you guys getting for the gas on that stuff and in a $14.00 a barrel Brent
environment, what kind of gas purchase price would you need to make a new LNG plant
economical?
A

Linda Coole 10 tenns of the netback to the wellhead, I think the important thing that we
always try to do with LNG projects is look at the integrated economics because in each ofthe
different countries we operate in, the contracts are written differently and the profit and
margins can be distributed differently so I think it's important to look ar it on an integrated
basis" What we can say though is that the overall LNG portfolio at Shell as I showed you in
the numbers here is profitable at $14.00 a barrel and expect a reasonable return, a strong
return actually. And the economics on the integrated projects look equally good, if not better,
Phil Watts: Let me give an example of that I used to be Chief E:l;ccutive in Nigeria and we
just approved Train 3, we're a panner in Nigeria LNG. As well as being inherently profitable
in its own right, it will gather associated gas from our fields with the gas gathering system and
will do two things It will facilitate the production of the oil and the profitability ofthat and it
will also help to put out the flares which is part of our commitment to have a flares-out policy
in Nigeria with a strctch target at 2005 and certainly everything out by 2008,
Q.
Tom Schmidt from Alliance Capital, Ifyou look at your total pcoduction and then look at
your exploration spending, aren't you going to have to increa'le exploration eventually here or
you're not going to be able to replace reserves? You spent roughly, what, a billion and you
produced 1.3 billion.
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A.

Phil Watts: Here would be an appropriate point to... we certainly want to do the best we can
with exploration and you saw the numbers that are coming through, they're in your charts.
On a... I Uge the phrase "expectation I think you used the phrase "resources" basis os
opposed to the proven but... last year, 1999, in a traditional way ofloolcing at it we... what we
found at $2.00 a barrel oil equivalent Ifyou look at the expectation, the resources, it was
closer to $.90. But, you're right, if you look at that and the rate at which it's going to mature
perhaps we're a bit short.
n

Last year, we also went ahead with the Athabasca oil sands project and the day we took the
investment decision, 600 miUion barrels went, bang, to our reserves. Of course, they're under
mining reserves. Then you look at the deal that was done in Iran, and that's a buy-back
contract, and there is by law no entitlement to reserves. So, they don't show in all the reserves
numbers. When other Middle East Major Resource Holders open up, they could well not
adopt a sort of way of counting reserves and a way of looking at the business that we're used
to So, I think we've got some explaining to do in working with analysts so we get a kind of
fair picture of how things are developed.
That wasn't quite the question you asked but I broadened a bit to... and it may be also that at
some stage we'll want to acquire reserves for money as opposed to the drill bit but there is
another tremendous source of reserves and I'd like Tim to comment ifhe would. Because, if
you look at our proven reserves and compare them with the expectation of what they could be,
there's a dramatic prize there_ Tim?
Tiro Warrcn: You saw a vcry interesting chart in Din Mcgat's presentation this morning that
separate our resource base in proven exploration expectations and what we call scope for
recovery. And scope for recovery is the resource base that we believe is unlockable with new
technology. Ifyou look back to those charts, the numbers are very large indeed.
Phil Watts: I have no doubt that if wc gct Volwncs to Vmue to work with the application of
new technology, we don't need to go to Wall Street for it, we're amually sitting on a lot of it.
Q

The question is one on the power business. Global power businesses are very highly
competitive and you have some pretty aggressive competitors there, for instance, Enron. Just
wondering if you can elabomte a little bit more in terms ofthe approach that you take and also
that the target market perhaps what is different than some ofyollr competitor or what
differentiates yourself and gives you the advantage. The second question is related to the gas
to liquid technology as well as the floating LNG as you indicate that both of them potentially
could reduce the cost or that could make the project more viable or feasible. Ifwe're looking
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out at, say, the next )0 years, do you foresee the two that will be, as a competitor, one will
paee the other or do you think they will be complimenting each other.
A.

Phil Watts: The first question is about the global power business and aggressive competitors
all over the wodd. Linda or Waiter, there...
Linda Cook: I'll at least start. I showed you the chart that compared InterGen to the
competitors over 1996 to 1999 and it showed that InterGen was the second most successful
greenfield independent power producer in tenns of de\-'Cloping new projects in the world
outside ofNorth America. So, they even beat Emon on that score and AES, of course, was
the company that was number one. I think they have... and that proves that InterGen has
world class skills in teom of project development and financing and those are the key
strengths they rely on in order to win the bid successfully and then have profitable projects
when they're actually pwsuing them and get the financing done.
The second question was on gas to liquids and floating LNG and I would say that we see
them as quite complimentary actually, to our existing LNG business. There are times, as I
mentioned, you can actually get started with a floating LNG project on a smaller scafe and
expand it into a large LNO facility later or you can do SMOS which is Shell Middle I)jstillate
Synthesis process which is our gas to liquids technolo!,'Y in conjunction with LNG and
enhance thc overall profitability of the project.
Phil Watts: Perhaps I eouldjust ask Waiter to comment and you may talk about the situation
in the US with InterOen.
Waiter van de Vijver: As probably are aware, we started up InterGen in North America last
year and I was actually having dinner with Carlos Rivs, the CEO ofInterGen yesterday
because as you can imagine he is very excited about the next stage of where we're going with
InterGen and we feel that that venture and this unique linkage it will have with Shell, we'll
not have to worry about the big Enron we always like to talk about. I mean, Enron is a
different business from the business we are and where our strategies are. We don't try to
compare ourselves just with EnroD. We have a more complete package we have... and more
linkage with the E&P business that's very important and we have different investment
opportunities, so we don't look at the business through the eyes as Enron. At the same time,
we are very confident as I.inda has shown with the success today that we can go where we
want to go with what we have put together and where we think we're going.
Phil Watts: And, we'll build, I think, on the global spread we have in this capacity. We're in
130 countries, Shell has a presence and I think that's a really valuable thing to have in terms
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of getting to know who the customers are, how the country works, what the marketplace is
like.

Q.
John Mahady from Sanford Bemstein. To foUow on Tom's earlier question, what is the
finding and development cost assumption that's being used in the volume and capital
spending forecasting that you've shown us and, then, also, if you can share with us some of
the factors that went into your decision regarding Chad.

A.

PhiI Watts: 1 got the question on Chad. I missed the first part and we have people listening
speak up.

SO

Q.

John Mahady: What is the assumed finding and development cost that you bave embedded in
the forecast that you've shown us today? What's your expectation for that number?
A

Phil Warts: I think the short answer to that is... am] if you take one of those charts that was
demonstrated where Shell is actually the leading company as far as unit finding and
development cost is concerned, we would want that and, frankly. something impro..mg on
that as we gel more focused and also with the benefit of beller technology and doing Lhings
faster
As far as Chad is concerned, I said that we had to make some hard decisions about which
projects to go forward with and which not and you saw the reality ofthe choices last year
were that
went for a major project in the deepwater in Nigeria, a major project in the US,
Gulf of Mexico, Brutus, an offshore pipeline in Nigeria, shallow water field EA. We went to
Athabasca with all the st01)' around that, huge reserves and the longevity of the project and
some olhers Lhal you know and Ihen a conscious decision that we would withdraw from lhe
Chad project. I'm pleased for Chad that it's going ahead and that new partners have been
found in the fonn of Chevron and Petronas and I wish the project well and J hope it
contributes to the development of the country but there are some hard and tough choices lhat
you have to make as to what you can afford to spend in total and then what the balance and
shape of the portfolio ofprojects should add up to. Very ofren, it's this downside resilience
criteria that forces you to take some hard decisions. I hope that's... Tim...

we
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Tim Wm-ren: ... on the first part, again. If you look at what we've achieved through Drilling
the Limit so far which... anything from 25~50'% reductions in our weU costs and recognize
that weU construction costs are anything to 40-50% of your finding and development costs,
and we don't believe that the 25·50"./0 that we've realized now is today's technology
limit... we've stiU got way to up the learning curve to actually extract the most from
today's... and then factor in the 30"10 value increase that is the basis for which we're investing
with Halliburton and WellDynamics and I think you can see that there are some very, very
significant reductions in unit finding and development costs going to be coming in the Shell
portfolio.
Q

Fred Leuffer with Bear Stems. How much ofyour Nigerian production is being affected by
the disturbances there now and what's your assessment of that situation going forwm-d?
A.

Phil Watts: Thank YOll. I'm at least reasonably well~informed on that because every Monday
morning I insist on a special report from Nigeria... not that the guys that are ruoning it aren't
doing their job well but I have been the CEO in Nigeria This is more for old times sake and
deep affection for our people in Nigeria They had a realty difficult time last year and part of
the year before and that persisted until the fIrst part of this year. I'm pleased to say that just
lately things have improved quite a lot and the atmosphere seems rather a lot better and, in
fact, we're not restrained in our production at the moment by community disturbances.
We're, in fact, more restrained by quota restrictions from OPEC, would you believe. I think
it's something, though, that we have to manage and live with and certainly we make all the
representations that we can to the Nigerian government about making sure that the people in
the local communities, where we're producing, see their fair share of the revenue that comes
from the production of oil and that it's not just in the capital and big cities Md whatever. But
actually makes it back to the communities and what they need is jobs. We play our part but
there's no way we can take the role of government But, as I say, things just at the moment
are looking quite a bit better.
Q.

Tyler Dan from Bank of America Securities. I wanted to address the underlying decline rate
that's in your projections. When you fonnulated these projections, was the Reali7ing the
Limit program... how far along was that and to what extent will that have perhaps offset that
Wldcrlying decline rate? In other words, could your projections be conservative or... I guess
I'm trying to figure out the impact of the Realizing the Limit program on the existing field
production
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A.
Tun Warren: J think you're doing something we're trying to figure out, as well, at the
moment.

Phil Watts: That's a very honest answer.
Tim Warren: Yes, that's hooesLRealizing the Limit we kicked off, you know, at the end of
1998 and it's been building momentum throughout 1999 and some of our operating units are
already banking the advantages in their plans, The others are planning to do that this year.
So, there is a significant component that is not yet in our plan, part of it is in our plan. We'll
certainly give you clarity on that at the end of this year.
Phil Watts: And, we'll see how things develop over these next few years with these
programs. It's not just a mechanical process. This is also about attitudes, hearts and minds,
and the ingenuity and the enthusiasm that you can engender wh~ people see it delivers
results.

Q,
Actually. that sort of segues into my second question which 1'm sorry 1 didn't state earlier.
The accountability that you mentioned in terms ofyour new way of managing the business,
could you just give us a refresher as to what's different now, in terms of accountability, in
terms of management structure, versus before and when that major shift may have taken
place.

A
Phil Warts: Shell had an organization or management structure that served the company very,

very well for many, many years and I was part of that. I enjoyed the freedom I had in the
operating unit as man and boy and it was good fun. The world changes. You get into a more
competitive situation and the Group decided to change in early '% from this matrix structure
which, frankly, had got terribly overgrown with all kinds of weeds and bureaucracy and we
went to a business structure. We sharpened that up significantly early in '99 where we went
from a kind ofloose and vague business committee to an executive committee. I think that's
enough of the history.
I'll tell you what the situation is like now. We're talking about both Executive Committees,
both for E&P and gas and power and it applies just the same. I'll describe the E&P one just
for ease of doing it only once.
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At the end of last year, Tagreed my scorecard with the Chainnan, with the Board, in fact, and
the scorecard has on it, top line perfonnance, return on average capital employed. And, then,
you go into the rest of the scorecard and it has a line that says unit costs, oil production, gas
production, reserve replacement Tt goes into the next part. Tt has HSE, human resources,
some measures there. And then at the bottom of the chart... you can see I look at this quite
regularly and I can remember what it looks like... it has strategic milestones. Did we get that
investment decision for Bonga in Nigeria. There's nonnally a month next to it.
Now, I have that and I share that with my colleagues on the Ell:ecutive Committee and t cut it
up into slices. Din has his piece, and so it goes. Below that, within each particular region,
every operating unit has a scorecard that matches that. So, by the end of the year I have for
E&P and Gas and Power my books of scorecards and I know who's name it is at the top of
the thing. Perhaps the most important thing we do as an Executive Committee is make sure
that you've got the right people on the spot responsible for that piece of total score. Getting
the right people in the right places.
We have then quarterly an in·depth review ofthat and then we have a monthly review. And
it's a bit arduous. It's a bit straightfotward and it's pretty disciplined and you find out... you
know who's accountable but then you see where things are going right or wrong and where
things are going wrong how can you inject... not just criticism and give people a slap. That's
not the point of it. How can you use resources from elsewhere to help with that particular
situation? How can it be turned around? Does it need more people? Does it need a different
technology team to go and have a look at that problem? Does it need more financial
resources, or whatever? That's the way our business is.
I sometimes dream about the old days but it's all changed. And everybody's used to it by
now. Works welL Does that give you a feeling for what it's like? It's very tough but it's
also ... tries to be very helpful.
Linda Cook: I would just add one thins· The other part of it that PhiI didn't mention was dIe
whole compensation structure which, believe me, is directly tied to our performance against
our scorecard.
Phil Watts: And we've upped the amplitude of that so that people that really make a
difference get really significantly rewarded.
Waiter van der Vijver: From my side, one thing you have to add to that is that it's not a story
any more which we be very good in Shell of excuses. That doesn't work any more. That's a
big differcncc.
Phil Watts: We had brilliant rear-view mirror explanations of why this wasn't really a very
sensible target to have in the first place. Last couple of questions.
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Q

You said in your conclusion you wanted to be the partner of choice in major resource areas
going forward. Do you have trouble sleeping at night that you're maybe too stringent on your
criteria at $14.00 a barrel oil and 15% return?
A.

Phi! Watts: I think you'ye put your fmger absolutely on one area that. jf I did stay awake at
night and look at the ceiling and worry about things, it would be that we missed that trick,
yeah. And that's why you can have that for every day, every day... there are the
[unintelligible] ... but you also have to have certain areas that you're thinking about. Could
these be a special exception to this? If 1 didn't get that, would it be a shut-out forever? And
that doeso't mean that we're going to lose our capital discipline which some people would
argue is a bit tight. I would argue that it then makes funds available, if we wanted te:. do it, for
really high value positions that were perhaps one-time opportunities that we should have an
open mind 10 consider that sort of thing.
Q.

Let me twn it around another way. Are you seUing assets at $14.00?
A

Phi I Watts: Are you selling assets at $14.00, Waiter?
Waltervan derVijver. No way.
Phil Watts: No way. And we don't sell assets on just the bare bones assessment. We dream
of how much more reserves you could possibly get out of it and then combine that with a
higher price before we let go.
Din Megat: I think it's good that the CEO of the business worries every night.
. Phil Watts: Not every night
Din Megat: well... about the faet that some hurdles need to be met because we all feel it the
next morning. But through feeling that, then the creative juices started flowing and one thing
especially with the M<\ior Resource Holders is all about continuing their engagement such that
we find solutions between ourselves which would lead to a win·win between both them and
ourselves. And through proper understanding as 10 what they really want-not just in the
short-tenn but over the longer term-it seems you are looking at helping in the development
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of not just their natural resource but perhaps also their country. We will eventually find
solutions which meet our hurdle as well as the aspiration_
Phil Watts: Then we'll have the last question after this one.
Q.

This is Stan Harbison from Scudder Kemper, You didn't say a 101 today, I don't think, about
into the lower 48, the mature Canadian onshore and, if I might add the North Sea to that list.
These are all areas where it appears as if most major oil companies lIJ"e disinvesting or
lowering their investment, sort offuU-cycle economics were not very attractive after '97 and
then we heard the technology. So, it occurred to me that as a percentage ofthe rent that exists
in properties perhaps the biggest impact ofthat kind oftechllology, ifit worked Oil smaller
scale issues, could be in the North Sea, or lower 48 or Calgary and it's really just a question of
how you think about those areas, because thcy'rc not trivial. I mean, they used to consume
most of the rigs in the world and I just wonder how you think about those basic areas.
A

Walter van der Vijver: If you look at the lower 48 and the mature areas in the US and to
whatever has happened in industry, there's an enormous fragmentation, as you know. And
one of the things that I clearly worry about is that with this fragmentation, aJ) the smaller
players now looking at the mature R'lSets. __ they don't have the skills, they don't have the
technology, nor do they have the capital toactuaJly make these things really work. I think you
comment in that sense is valid for the US. I would predict that you will see further· changes in
the lower 48 because, given the advantage of technology and associated skills with it, you will
see that other companies will have to come back to get the best out of the assets. I assume
that the same wiU be valid to some extent for the North Sea, as well Technology and the
skills and also the access to capital to do some of these things are going to be very dominant
factors.
Phil Watts: But we ean prolong active life and help the aged and all the rest of it, but in the
end, you need the new provinces of West Mrica, offshore Brazil, the whole Caspian area, the
other Major Resource Holders and that really must be a big... the commercialization of huge
quantities ofstranded gas. So, there's a whole spectrum of possibilities out there that you
have to compare the lower 48 or the North Sea or whatever with you. The last question, ifwe
may.
Q
Rob Amott from Morgan Stanley. I had a quick question to you on returns and looking out in
the future, in particular in the Middle East region because you talked ofthe area being a
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tll:rnendous resource space... tremendous ITom the point ofview of cost. What about the
returns that you think you may get from the projects that ultimately you'l1 be involved in
there?

A

Phil Watts: I thought Lioda expressed it VCI)' weJl when shc was talking about these new
things to do in gas and power down the gas value chain and all the rest of those when she
said... and then she said about LNG... we're doing all this stuff, and your question is, "Do we
make any money?" And I think that's the big caveat about Major Resource Holders, these
new opportunities that we're looking at is, will we make money? And we're not in it for
utility rales of return because there's too much risk associated with it. But that wiU be the big
challenge and it will need the sort of relationships and discussions that Din was talking about
to make sure that you can get into real win-win situations where we make an acceptable rate
of return and the government feels that the way it normally should go is that they make even
more and the better we do, they do ever better. It's that sort of challenge that we face in these
new areas.
Can I say at the end, thank you very much for your attention and for coming. We really
appreciated the opportunity to talk about the company that we know and love and enjoy
.working for. Thank: you very much indeed.
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Notes on,the Definition of Proved Reserves

'.

111 e foundation definition is that ofthe SEC, being that "proved pil and gas reserves are the
estimated quan~ities of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas Jiq':lids which geC!logical and,
engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years from
known reserves under existing economic and operating conditions."
The SEC do not specify ho~ reserves are to be calculated. Other majors calculate published
reserves figures using the 'Deterministic' approach whereas Shell (alone, perhaps) uses a
",
"
.
,"Probabilistic" approach. " ' ,

I

,~

"

The'deterniinistic method involves using best judgement to estimate a single reasonable value for' ,
each parameter related to reserve determination for a specific field, but restricted to field areas
considered proved by drilling. The result is a single value for proved reserves. Beyond proved
reserves, ,in undeveloped areas there are also probable and possible reserves but these need not be
calculated with the same degree of caution as proved reserves and are not published (generally).
The probabilistic method involves assigning ranges of possible values to each parameter,
including the areal extent, and a possible range of values for reserves calculated by probabiJistic
multiplication of the variables. The result is expressed as a probability curve, 110t a single value.
An expectation curve is developed which plots the confidence !evel that reserves will be greater
than the indicated volume, .The 50% confidence level plots to the expectation reserves (which is,
also the area under the expectation curve). To meet the SEC requirement of reasonable certainty,
that value having an 85% chance of being exceeded is read from the expectation curve and termed
proved
reserves. '
.,
'"
\

,r:"·

ExPectatlonCu~

VolI"".,

.As data becomes more complete, particularly in producing fields, the deterministic estimate may
be expected to approach the Group expectation figure. The probablistic proven figure(85%}
, approaches the expectation (50%) figure towards the end ofthe field life.'

(:"

"

Conceptually, and broadly, the deterministic and probabilistic met~ods can be 'reconciled' as
follows:
Undeveloped Area

Developed Area

~rerJ, ,..J-t..1i ""t){t

Mt

Del~rminislic

Proved
Reserves

Deterministic,
Proved
Reserves

le dfl'{;-I~ (QYrecl.
Perkrr ff' (.(;I!Jl~.1 1,Jd '"
'~(. tor'er e. ')I'/(It.,.., h'</h "r fv j

ill- ~e~

I

f.'l'f'(;I~i4.+(O".

Probable
Reserves

Reserves in a developed area are reported as proveddevelop~d and,thq;>e in an undevelope'd area
are reported as proved undeveloped.
,'~

I
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FROWD. D,E~ SIEP-EPS·SE
28 November 1997 14:28 .
Frowd, Davld SI~PXG:
FW: Reserves Reporting

From': '
Sent:
To:,'
,Subject:
t'
.

~~~~~~~f:~]'.~ ~Pp~~T~~~~~p~I~~~II~;KcgrG~~~~~.A.1 EPA,;,

SIEP, OPENMAIL; PARSLEY, A.J.'t EPB, SEPIV, OPENMAIL;Sprague, ~.M./
EPE: SIEP lONDON, OPENMAIL; ROElS, H.J.M. /EPM, SIEP, OPENMAIL
Cc: EVANS, S./ EPT-AM, SIEP RIJSWIJK. OPENMAIL; BOSTOCK, 0./; •
,EPT..AM, SIEP RIJSWIJK, OPENMAIL; WATTS, P.B./ MGDPW, Si LONDON.
PROFS; ·SMITH. J.M.·/ EPS-FX, SIEP, OPENMAIL; FROWD, D.E.I EPS~SE,
SIEP,OPENMAIL
'
, Subject: ReserVes Reporting
Date: 28 November ,1997 14:51
Please find below an initial synopsis of the OU responses (no response
from Nigeria as yet) to our letter. There is promise of a significant .
reward and EPT-AM, EPS-SE will provide a paper for discussion and
decision at our 11/12 BUSCOM meeting. However, I believe it is useful
for you to have early warning of some of the issues. in. particular, I .
would suggest that John and Harry encourage SSBand PDO to be open to
,
implemel']ting any decision which would be communicated to them on 11th December.
A Greater inclusion of "commercial SFR" in reserves

There is some negative reaction to this. The rationale of the negative
reponse is that once volumes are in reserves they will not receive the
same attention or it will not be so easy tojustify appraisal/data
gathering to mature to reserves. This would appear to be more of a
mentality issue but if this perception is held by governments (BSP are
the most concerned aboufthis aspect) or joint venture partners. there
, may be real issues behind them.
'

(,'

There were @isues ar~und the princi@e2t prcibabili~tic addition
only around the practIcality.

.

B. Use of expectation developed reserves as proven in mature fields
"

,

1. There is approx 500MMboe increase due to SWitching from P85 to
expectation developed as fields mature. (Nigeria has quite a few mature
fields so I would anticipate it having a positive contribution to this
number): These figures are mainly based on 1.1.97:
Impact on NIAT (from Peter Elani) is of the order of $.1§.QJD!.n
' "
would be gained in 1997. Only a few OU submissions give NIAT data for
later years, but there1SSome indication that the difference in NIAT
in,1998 would be siin·ilar. This would contribute some 0.5% in ROACE in 1'998.
'2. Three OU - BSP, SSB, NAM • report 'a negative impact on their
cash flow and hence a reduction in field NPV. These are due to proved
reserves being the basis for depreciation for tax purpose (BSP, NAM).or
for capital allowances (8S8). The impact on SSB is pretty small, NAM is
the most significant at $10mln p.a. BSP in between,
,3. Two OU - BSP and POO (and probably Nigeria) ~ report a negative
, } _ impact on the government relations front: time they have invested in
'bringing ~he governments round to the existing SheU system. ,~

--'-
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.,' "{ 4. Expro 'do not wani to "book" any positive changes this year because
of the liklihood of downgrading Brent next year when they WCluldUke to
. have offsets. .
'.
.
..
.
.
.
.

~

"

"

,

5. Denmark figures illustrate nicely the longer term impact on NIAT and. ,
ROACE. ROACE is comparatively worse from 2000 if the reserves increases
are adopted.
6. Ne.gative reactions to the methodology have come from esp, NAM.
Expro, EPE. These. centre around "greater volatility" due to using
expectation; book-keeping rather than rear adjustments; inconsistency
. with probabilistic addition. The first two are correct; the latter is .
true far mature fields but the existing methodology is more attuned to .
immature fields and the methodOlogy for mature fields needs to be
revised. . .
7. QU'sneed to know which way we are going sooner rather than later
(5th'december for SSB; too late already for POOl.
Also if they are to go ahead they wish to be assured that this change
has been cleared by Group auditors. EPS~SE are actioningt.he latter

Regards,
rim
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from:'
Sent:
To:
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Subject:
Importance:
Sensitivity:
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SI~FSCAH

Perry, John J SOPE·OAMF
"
10 April 2000 02:34 - ,
,
"
-'
'
"
Jones, Peter J SOPE-OAM; Elsenhan's,'Lynn l SOPE-OA; Waight, RoyR SOPE·OAF,
lee; Tzu-Yang TY'SOPE-OAP; Sadler, David M SOPE-OAPS; Haney, Matt MBSIPCOFAD; Elkins..John J SI-FSCAH; Arnot, Miles M SI·FSCAH
' ,, Rayong-Impairment
High
Confidential _

The complexity surrounding impairment of Rayong continues.
,

"

"

Impairment of Rayong needs to be reviewed at v'arious levels:
Group accounts
',
the acco'Lints of the various holding companies: SIHl which owns (and only owns) the Shell investment in' Rayong,
and SPCo which owns the shares of SIHl,
"
-.'
"
. '
the accounts of Rayong ,itself
- Each of the above is SUbject to different accounting standards for impairment:
Group accounts· American GAAP FAS121
-, SIHL, SPCO - UKaccountingstandard. FRS 11 .'
_
'..
Rayong - Thai accounting standard. "
' ,
,
" "
,'\nd the principles underlying the above are all different to'varying degrees.
('

-'

'

,

,

-

'~ou may recalllhat at th'e beginning of this ye,ar the 1998 accounts of SIHL were published including an impairment'of
its investment in Rayong. The impairment was based on (all numbers are end 1998):
,'"
,'•
$IHL investment (before impairment) USD 536mln,' ,
:, '
remaining shareholder equity in local accounts, of Rayong USD 380mln, equivalent to USD 243mln Shell share..
impairment of USD 293 mln (being difference 536 - 243) _
The rationale for using the equity value of USD 380 mln (100% basis) was the unlikelihood of any dividends in next 20
, years and ongoing discussions with a third party which, at that time. were based on a Shell view o~ selling an int~rest
· (100% basis) for circa USD 400mln,
. " ,
_ ,,'
,

I have been discussing with London the need or othelWise to show an impairment in speo's 1999' accounts in respect·
of the investment in SIHL. Based on continuing belief that no, dividends are likely to be paid by Rayong in the next 20
years a valuation based on fair market value is considered appropriate. For this purpose we have used the maximum
fair market value quoted in the recent CMD presentation. Le, USD 200mln (100% basis), This would give rise to an
. '
,
impairment in speo's accounts as follows: '
investment vaJueUSD 303mln (net of provision already taken in 1998 accounts)
fair market value USD 128 mln (64% of USD 200mln), '
impairment of USD 175 mln
'
It is proposed to include in the accounts of SPCo in 1999 an impairment of USD175mln.
An alternative of delaying,the issue of SPCo accounts (e.g. untilthere,is more clMtyon sale to a thir-d party 'and/or
impairment in Group accounts) has been examined but is not feasible,
' , .
'
alternative of writing down the. inve'~tme~t tq zero was rejected since any subsequent third party sale ata value
,:'::-..)ve zero would cause accounting dIfficulties.
'
," _
'--' ,
, It is understood that the impairment will be identified in the'SPCo accounts (since it is a material item) but details of the
asset being impaired will not be shown in the accounts. Therefore, this impairment is unlikely to cause sensitivities vis
a vis lenders, PTT or Rembrandt.
.
We will review impairment in the accounts of SIHL later this year, by which time the Group accounts position should be
clearer,
-

·(:t

Mall Haney has been fully involved with these.discussions and will' be keeping Frank informed on these deve'lopments.
· regards.
John
John Perry
OAMF . General Manager, Finance MSD Business East Zone
Shell Easlern Pelroleum (Pte) Limited; 83 Clemenceau Avenue, UE Square, Singapore 239920
Tel ~5 384 8649
Fax: ~5 384 8491 Email: john,j.perry@shell,com,sg ,
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Preliminary Summary of End 1999 Proved Reserves
The objective of this nOle and presenution is to infonn ExCom of the end 1999 Group Resoultes.
especially proved and proved developed reserves. prior 10 the finalisation and External Audit c1eannce of
these numbers by the 4" Februll1)' 2000. ahead of the Q4 pre,;s release. The numb<= are still being
finalised, but adjustmenlS are expected to be minor.

Summary
•

The 1999 proved reserves replacement ratio is 46% for o/lINGr.. (141'" in 1998) a.nd 23% for gas
(255% in 1999). Total oillNGUGas ",placement ratio for 1999 is 37% (182% in 1998).

•

Three yeM average proved reserves replace:ment ratio for 1999 is 106% for oil (146% in 1998) and
161% for gas (249% for gas), total replacement on hue basis is 126% (lS4% in 1998) (ref
attachment I). It should be noted that the implementation of the new Pell'Oleum Rcsourt:e Guidelines
during 1998 lICCOU'lled for mughly 50% of Ihe 1998 proved reserves increase.

•

Including the AOSP "mining reserves- the overall proved replaeement ratio inaeases from 37'1> to
82'1> and funha inclusjon of Ihe Iran Mpseudo reserves- inaeases the n:placeIDenI ratio to 94'1>.

•

Regional proved reserves replacement indicates a trend o( limited reserves replacement in the maUJre
areas of EPN and EPA from production and divestment and reserves addltioh$ in the other tWO areas
EPGand EPM.

'Ib<i:n: are a number of issues reglUliing proved reserves booking for 1999 which require endonoemem by
ExCom. The issues and reeonunendations are presented In thjs Note under "lssucs".

Changes during 1999
Summary of Prond Reserves

The ESOSC proved reserves as of 1.1.2000 (assuming reconunendatiol1$ presented are endorsed) stand at
1523 mJn rn' oillNGL (9581 mill bbll and 1647 mrd Sin' gas (10.037 mln hoe), showing a d = of
71 min rn' (449 mln bbl) and 64 mrd srn' (388 mln hoe) for oillNGL and gas respectively after taking
accoum of 1999 productionbcing 132 mln rn' (831 mIn bbl) oillNGL and 82.6 m"hrn' (503 mln hoe).
Total pmved reserves replacement ratio is 37% wHit an:placement ratio of 46% (or oil and 23% for gas.

Unit

Proved
Reserves
1.1.1999 .

Proved
Reserves
1.1.2000

Change:.

mJ"m3

1594.8

G:u

nudsmJ

1711.1

1523.4
1647.4

.71.4
-63.7

Total

"'llln hoe

20.5

19.5

-1.0

OilINGl

Proved
Rl:$<:fVe$

Rep\. Ratio
46'1>
23%

37%

One new venture has booked flfSl time pmved resel'Ve$ in 1999. Kazakhstan (SaIgoJc +2 mln m3 oil) and
one veo1Ure no longer books proved reserves a.ad (-OA mln m3) as the Group has pulled OUl of the
Doba-project end 1999.
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Summary of Reserns by Region
The changes'in proved ro:servcs ~plit by Regiop

i

$bOW$ that only EPG bu • $igniflClUll replacement mio
for 1999 both oillNGL and gu. As • Il'$IlIt of production and divcsimenu in !he iDatufe aR;u iD EPN and
El'A rq>lacemeot ratio i~ very lQw with ~ just off$eaing !he divested JQCtVe$. EPM replacement
ratio is mo low. (Gas replacement ratio's in EPM and EPG lU'C 'distorwd' due 1(1() low producOoll).

OIl.JNGt 1_ 11I31
Ddb
rro-l Plod
1.2000 '1999

~

1.1999

EPN

571

D'M

316

70
21

ErA

157

410
301
IS9

£PG

S44

576

22

ToIaI

15'5

1523

~

14

-97

.a
2
31

-'I

It£pI.

1.1999
""""""

Jtodo
.39'1'0
11..
liS"

'IS

lot

244"

m
no

4'4

1711

Gu ImnI sIII3)
f'rowfId Prod
lldIa
1.2000 1999
196
61
-I'
94
S44

IU
164'

3
17
1
13

!

'.

....

Rql.
RaIio

·IS

I1

lUt.

m.

11"

·391"

24..

·33

-93..

4..

]

)21"

m ..

-64

13..

31"

...
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Breakdown of Ch.anges by Calq:ory
The d = iD both oillNGL and gas re$erVCS is the resull of Pfoduction and Divestnlenu (Sales in
Pbee) from Portfolio ManagelllCllt rceommendations, the reductions are only panly off$el by inaeans
from Discoveries &. Extensions, ImproVed Recovery. Revisions &; ReclassiflcatiOllS and Aequisitions
(Purchas"s in Place).
OilINGL

Proved Resen'U I.U,"
Revisions "" Reclassific:atiOll$
improved ReeovefY
Extensions &. [)iscov(;ries
P\u-chues iD Pl_

Sales In Place
Production 1999
Proved Reserves 31.12.1m

[mlnmJ)

Gas
(rnrd smJ)

15'4.11

17lL!

39.2
18.7

15.2

S3.7
11.9
--62.8
.132.1

·38.6
.2-37.3
.82.6

1523.4

1647.4

2.2

,'.)
".
\
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Chanc,"" by Cat"cory and Country
BreUdoWl'l of the major chanl:'es is as follows
OiIINGL

Gas

Im..."m3]

(onIn 1113)

.03
-41

Sales in Place (DiV'C$lflJenu)
USA (E.ntapri>e&.Apad>e)
Philippine< (Ta;aco)
Canado (Mains)

-4

-10

...

I

PurcllaseS ID' Place (AcqUlSltlOIl)
Nigeria SP~ (EAlEJA)

Sales in Place (DivesuncnlS)
USA (Emt>prise&Apohe)

-31

I'bilippi""" (Teu<:<»

-19

~(Plains)

-3

·1__l_1~·_._1 I ~ h, Place (Ar;qulsluonl
11

Denmatl< (Half<bn)

S4
24
10
1
6

Nigeria SPDC

5

Extoo",loos & Diseov.r1...
Nigeria SNEf'CO CEhnI)
USA (ffick.,.y. Spirit, AuC...... )
l'I..,..oy (Onneo Longe)

-15

Exttnsioos & Dlscoyeries
Nigeria SN'EPCO (Ehn)
USA (Hicl<:ory. Spirit, AuC'" t.L)
NllI'WaY (Ormc:n Unge)
Denmark (HaJfdan)
Niteria SPDC
OthcB (~ a.w.y>ia, B"'od. ouo.)

<::l!h= (New ~bA4, 0 - <.0.-)

8

Improved Recovery

19

Improved Recovery

O_nPOO
omen (Sald1aJin, All...... Brunei)

9
10

Maloysia

Rfvisions &< Redassifications

39

Nigeria SPDC (Shallow Olfsbon:)
OnwoPOO
Gabon
Canada

Olh= NET

E--"--o:J
39
0

9
12

2'
7

9
2

(Lower~)

2

Otheu

0

+18

Revisions &< Redassuacations
Canada (Royalties in Cash +14)

+12
+5

15
19
·7

Norway (Troll gas cooln(:\ e.a.)

13

+6

Oman Oi;co (&til1<:lII<:lll)

-\2

-2

Olh=NET

USA (Owu U:<e)

2

hnpactAOSP and Inn
The proved oiVNGL and gas r<:s"""cs exclude the Canadian OilSands ADSP - 95 m1n m.3 proved
(600 miD bbl) as thes<: und<:f SEC rules ue c1usified as "minning ~servesri (volumes ue incl. minority
interest). Also c>;clude are the Iranian "Pseudo Reserves" Sor()(>shINowroct - 24 mIJI m.3 (150 mln bbl
Shell shue) as proved I'e5CfVCS booking is currently still v<:fY sensitive in Iran. Note thc 100'1> project
="""es volumes illlran are 950 mln bbl (151 mln m3).
. Ahhough the externally reponed proved oillNGL and gas reserves will not include AOSP '"Minwg
Re5<:fVes" nOf the Iran wPseudo Res<:I"VeS the overall hydnx:;uilon ~ repl~mellt perfOfJllalK:e is
bw<:r ...,presented if these volumes are-included resulting in a ~placement ratio of 94%.
h

OillNGL
Gas
Total

Initial
Submission

RepL Ratio

Repl Ratio

P~ved

E>;cI. AM>

Rep!. Ratio
InclAOSP

excladj.

Reserves
46<Jo

84%
68%
78'10

118%
23%
82'10

11%
3\ 'I>
56%

23%

37'10

Rep!. lUtio
lnel. AOSP

kllm
136%
23%
94%

The initially submitted reserves prior to the proposed adjusunent gave a n:placemwt ntio of 56'10: after
adjustments but excluding Acquisitions and Divcstmel>ts the replacement ratio is 78%.
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R~rYes

Th~

proved developed ~es as of J. UOOO SWld llt 795 mln m) oillNGL and 175 mrd SIn' las.
showing an increase of 15 tnln m' wi 2 mrd sm' (Of oilINGL .nd p$'aftct tUinglCXOUDl of 1999
production. !>roved developed replacemenl ratios ate 1Il'J> (or oillngl and 103'1> for Gas (1084 IOIaI
boe).
The proved developed =mres replacement .-alio (or 1999 indieaw:f that producDon as well as divesuocl
deVeloped reserves Wl:re replaced. Lu-ge contributions wae ~de by from lnIlSfcr o( tmdevcloped
tesa'Ves to developed rt=rveS in Qoada (Sable profl:ct sun-up). OIlWl Oiseo (produc:tion start-up).
Malaysia (Compression InstallatiOlJ F23). USA lUld

me.

Issues
The following issues nud ClIdors~mc:nt from lhe ExCom before finalising the 1999 proved res:.:tVes:
Nigeria ~- Ebra Discovuy
In their initial submission SNEPCO have booked the 1999 Ehn di$OOvery (made by Euonf as
c:onunacial SfR andnOl as reserva. Up 10 the t1ovembo:r 1999 lIlOIltbIy n:poniDl. (MISCOM) by
SN"EPCO indiea\l:d booking of Eltra \<OIuRle$ as proved 1't$eSVe$ for 1.1_2000. EJn voIumc:$, however.
wer-e excluded from the 1.1_2000 proved n:serves lIS Euon indi~ mid ~ 1999 tMt dley _Id
nOl. include \be volumes in \beis' proyed resetves and did IlOI pruent SNm'CO Witb • pldbninal)'
deVelopment plan. Subsequent clWIwge has indicaled lbat voluuw are wtficleody Jara:e an4. sulfil::lent
IeChnlul work has been dOl1e in HoustolllD sUpPO!t proved =er"leS booking (Of 1.1..2000. h is ~or
fl:COlJJIllended 10 advi$C SNEPCO 10 book Ehra proved reserves for 1.1.2000 0(24.0 IDIa SII3 oil Shell
PSC entitlemetll.
Booking of me Ebra discovet)' is al$O importalll in view oflhe e:xtellW Unit Finding Colt (UFC) wbicb is
............._ Ilasecl .011 proved n:sefVCS
~"",o.u*'iLiif •• e.....
addilicHu aDd' explomion
,.,....
apetldlime
discJosal
Psetimilwy figures indicate
an . 1999. eq>1odti<nl
eXjJeMiJure. of 1081 mln

................

....

..

,

..........................

.US$ foe Group c:ol1Jp3Qies...
Based .OQ
the Group
company proved addi\ion$
fom
"dilcoveries
&.
~"
the UFC"99
W(IU1d be 1.71 SIb excludlnt
and . 2..0 SIb ineluding IlIc

:,...,e

-

Ehn discovery.

j

;
i

j
i

i

1
I
1

i

NigtrlIISPDC
Nigeria SP'DC Jw $ublllitted BQ ~ iD proved J"Cl:etVe$ of 80 mIn m3 proved ttserves - this is
believe4 to be too optimistic in vi""" of the WfI'elIt lit'ellC:e expiry of 3Cf" JUuc: 2019 fOr . . Onshore
(MOt1) and Shallow Of&bore ~ by 30" November 200lt
Ulldel' \be alternative fulldinC arrancemePI for EAlfJA Shell sbaic of ~ iPeRUe for tbesl: fields
from 3O'J, 10 71.14" and me licence has been extended 10 3$0 million ba=ls cumulative prodt.leOOn. Net
lC:3ult o( lbese c:haules is In ~ in proved (CSICl'VeS in the ShaDow Oft'shon: of J() mln m3
(139 mln bbl). It is recommended 10 boot these iQCfemellw volumes.
The Onshore Ucena: expire$ mid -2019 &lid it is ~ to freeze the ambon: ptoved RSefVes at
the 1.1.1999 level 10 prevent polntiallatge proved ~ tcductiOQ in tutulc, if \be planned growth
dlleJ: nol or only partly materiali$Cs. This means IlOI bool: !he 50 mln m3 oil proved reR:rVes addition for
fzQlm bJ>ved filial updale,do<;Ex{;em Pm

~ til\al
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1.1.2000 as ~Ubmilled by SPOC. As a co~uenc;e plOv..:! onshore oil n:serves in SPDC will d~line with
cumulative production in fumre yean: until such Iimc that ~ignificant growth in oil production volumes has been establi~bed or a licence ~ltnsion has be<:D ~l:Curcd.
Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi proved oil Tl'$erves have hiswrically been booIced on an e;<epected growth scenario which still
has not materialised under OPEC coosuaints. As a =ult of the Abo Dbabi licence ~piJy early 2014
reservcs have ID be de-booked with deferral of the e;<epecu:d production increase. Jt is recommended to
differentiate between an eqleCled (50/SO) forecast and a proved (9QfIO) ~ when estimating proved
rcscrve~. An initial gap of two years delay in growth for 1_ 1.1000 requir-ct l de-booking of 6.5 mln tn3.
Canada
The Group Resource 'Guidelines pn:uribe in line with SEC rules that 'Royalties in Kind' should be
excluded from the reserves but that 'Royalties in Ctsh' should be: included in the resavcs. Historieally
Canada proved teserves have been included net of all royalties, directly Crom the SbdJ Canada AnnD~
Repon data. Eaily 1999 it became clear that only oil royalties in Canada ~ due in Kind and dw Gas
royaltics ate due in Cash. For 1.1.2000 resetVcs gM royalties have been included in the
reserves addition of 13.8 ...m-I':!.'JUm3. With the divCSllllC1l1 of the Plains properties all oil fid<h'have been
divC5ted and Royalties in Kind are no longer applicable.

se

AustJ;"alia
Australia SDA bave indioued that WAPET have re.evaluated the Gorgon reserves which has lead to a
20% increue in recovenble volumes. In view of the limited rnJt(\cer. lvaibbiUry .and already large
uncommitted ptoved gas reserve~ cauied by SDA based on future Walket expcctatioM it blCl been
proposed and agre..:! with SDA and EPA nOI to include the additional 10 mr4 $1113 for 1.1.2000. Booking
of the additional volume in fUlUre ~ $ubjcct to further ItUlJ'ket developmeotand capwre.
Proved Gas volumes io AuSU'1l1ia bave been a point of challenge by the exlNll8l Auditors (KPMGlPWC)
for the lastl;Wo years -already and incremental booking at pt'l:$enl would be bard to suPP<>"'

USA
Shell Oil up to 1998 reponed its fmmcial perfnrmance externally separately from the: Group, which
included proved reservcs based on Shell DU's iDlJUDaI reserves Guidelines. The Shell Oil definition of
proved reservcs includes 'own use' gas in the proved gas reserves.
Following the Globalisation in 1999 and dNegimation of Shell Oil from the SEC Shell Oil no longer
individually pnblishcs its results and reserv«. The Group'~ definition of proved reserves CJtplicidy
excludes 'own use' gas form the reserves. To align reporting across the Group it is prop<»ed that SheD Oil
reserves for 1.1.2000 are reported excluding 'own use' gas in line with the Group GuidcliDe!l.
te$ults
in a reduction of 6.5 mnJ sm3 venus the number submined by Shell Oil (.1.9Ih for Shell Oil, .75~ for
Aml and -7'h for AllUra).

nm

The issue has been discussed with the Group Reserves Auditor and Group External AuditoJS

who eoofum

that both interpretations are defendable under SEC roles bUI a1~o acknowledge that tqlOrting eoD$istency
acro~~ the Group is a moDg consideration.
;
Excluding own Ul:e gas from the USA reserves :also aligns with the new gu defmitioll propo$ed for 2000
HGu Production Available for Sales (fmm own Reserves)~ which also excIudl:$ own Ilse and O&red gas
volumes.
It should be noted Shell Oil prefer nol to adjust reserves and have ~ubmitted 1.1.2000 prov~ gu JUd'YCS
including 'own use' gas.
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1be lOal of me: above tt:Cot1llIlQIdluions in ~ of elwIge~ to the originally submilU:d ptoved ~es
by the Group VenlU"'~ is as follo",s:
f'mvt4 R<:seryp
OIL
... 24,0 OIl» m) ,
• lncll$ion of Nigtri~SNEPCO 1999 Ehra di$covery ('woo' block)
• lncn:asc NiJ:cria-SPOC SlWlo'" Offshlne Reu:rvCl' (fAIEAJ) ~ &om
altcnoative furiding ~l (77~ shale) and Licence exlCllSioa post Nov-2008
... 30,Omlnm)
(mu of 350 MMb)
• Limit Nigen.-SPDC OnshaR (MOD) 10 cum:nlly booted proYed resetYe$ minus
1999 production Idlecting doobling of prodllCtion to 1.400 bid by 2010 OQly with
licenc;e ~piry in 1uo-2019; Reduction fOJ1ll SPOC submissiOll of
• SO.O mlnm'
• Reduce Abu Dhllbi proved ~ based on two Y~ delay pt"Odutrlon n.a-and IiccD«. e:q>iry in Ju-2014
'6-~ miD rn)
ToQJ: • 2.5 m1Jl m)
GAS

•
•

Exclude USA 'own use' ps in Iiue with Group Reserves Guidelines
AUSlr.Wll SDA, inause. in Gotgon voluJnC$ are DQt included as PriJva1 n:.servc:s due:'
l<:> ps matkd limitations (l9.1 nud sm'incn.ue from 86.1 to 105.8 DUd sm1

•

Include Canada pi royalty in cash in liDe with Oronp

Resetves Guidelines

-6.5 mrdsm'

,)
-',,:'

,O.Omrdsm'

. . 13.' mal il!J'
Tow... 1.3 mrd srn'

Discoveries 1999
Two NVOs and si~ OUs have reported a IOW of 59 succeufol ~ MUs COl" 1998 VUSlJ$
60 dry wells (nou: Shell Oil lIIId Shell Canada $Wistics ale not yet c:ompleIe). Total Group 4we OQequlry
basis (ie. incl.uding canied Govem_ take in PSC countries) of ~ di*=OvemJ .bydtocarboa ~
vo111J1)C is 136 mln m' oillNGL (857 mln bbl) and 67 mrd srn' gas (411 mJu boe). • c:ombillcd tDllI1 of
1,268 inln b<>e..
'
TheJe are seven large oil finds one each In Nigeria-SNEPCO ~ 746 mI. hoe). Demll.lIdc (lWfdq 491
mln hoe) and 0""", (Ghafoerll5 mIn bbl). plus !WO ad> in AlutTali2-Woodside (V"UIClml61 mln bbl and
Enfield 72 mill bbl) and An&obl (f1auDll 117 mln boe and P1utonia 2f.J mln boe).
A ~rthef seven gas fields. wen: discovClCl1 one in Egypt (Obaiycd-Soulh" 74 mbI hoe). fWO in Mabysia
(1CamallSu East UplhroWll 62. f23..SW 23 miD hoe). Australia SDA (Geryoo and 0rdJnls) ud NOfWllY
(Omlen tange Soulh 125 mln hoe). The large deepwater gas di$COvery in Nigaia SNEPCO (Doro) under
CUIttlll COlllDetual _
does not pvc SbeU any enull~
Total exploration expendilWe fo.- 1999 is cunencJy estimated at USS 1222 JlJ1n ~ ia :Ill lnlCnul
unit resource finding eoJt or 1.02 SIb for tbe discoven:d expt:eWloo ~ vol_ of 1268lDhl ~
If,di!cov~ fC$(>U!tts fono ~plQndon In 1999 IlK limited to sbe1l dwe cxpecwioIl AlStrVCS booked
for U.2000 of 60mln m3 oillrlcJ (377 inIn bbl) and 19.4 mrd sm3 (118= bot). UlQl ol495 mID boe
this results In .. unil fC!tcnC$ finding cost of 2.60 SIb.
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Key Proved Reserves Messages
- '99 Proved OiVNGL and Gas Replacement Ratio 37%
- Lowallerthree'~high
- Challenge 10 CLlITlI1'01lc:ate "xlemaJly
• UPSi<Ie AOsP _ ...... & ,,~diYes1menls

- Unblocking Nigeria is Key
~

Produc1ioro Perl~ and Proved R"selVes additions

- 2000 Scorecard
- SPDC Irnpac::l on proved re_s laryel equates io a 20% loss (t£ 62%)

• BP'gg 2000-2004 Proved Res;l!tVes
- 25-'" addilions proml$edby SPDC are uolilwly 10 malarialis..
Need to fe$olve reporting of Innovative Contracts
- Booking Pseudo Rese.....s "Buy-backs"
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• Nigeria SPNEPQ - Deepwater
_ Book 1999 EhIa di!;covel)' (Exlton tJIod()

Nigeria SPDC - Shallow Offshore
_ Book EAlEJA AIIemalive FundingIFlO

Nigeiia SPDC • Onshore
_ 00 oot book proposed lner..lI$e MOO

I
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.. 30.0
-50.0
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• Abu Dhabl
_ Reduce pl'O\Ied rtl$el'lll$
Delay grPWl/'> scenario by 2 years
\..icence elq'i1Y Jan 2014
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O#lM''''-Proved Gas Reserves Issues

• Canada
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Australia'
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EPEXCOM
Minutes of meeting held 31st January 2000

1. Minutes and Highlights
•

EP Procurement "table" distributed to Excom who committed themselves to use it
when visiting aus as a reference to review progress being made in implementing EP
Procurement strategies.

•

Exwm on 7lb Febru.aty. ...; deocooference confirmed; no Highlights.

•

SBW~PLF ~a! 2000: ~~jfiKG-M.@'RJe.~p,.~!~
pTl::panng lOgIstics (when fon:nat finill y agi-ud).
l._~. -

..i!\?lfJ' Inc. to help

•

Shell Capital financing proposals to third parties in EP and GP sectors: Gardy to
contact Tremor to ensure EP and GP are made aware of such financing proposals
r;

b Clor

ehan~ili(f~'fl""":"'"~Mll~":-:<"""'}"Mf!<th
...: __ >-:
. ~LO.¥.~"!.'f'R~u.f.!W.es--lO:JiSU(; CO-crUlil<'--UOD
at th e next Sb eU

/
.

CapitalBo
Valle MorOOo: Rothermund to review impact of sudden increase in water production

•

and latest status of reserves.

•

Brazil: Rothermund to review leamings from the unsuccessful joint SbeW Enterprise
farm.in bid for exploration block BC20.

•

Nigeria:

.." ...country review. in April to be confinnedby Rothermnnd, .. - .. -_.- _-.-. -"-'-'" .
value for money audit to be closely monitored by RothennundfGardy.

• "Stress Management" project teaIIl to discuss with
•
'. Rothe...mund
.
•

Reminder: agenda iteins for EXcom need to be fuial on Thursday 9.00 (the Hagw:
time) preceding Excom and prNeading to be submitted by Doon latest. .

2. Technology PortfoUoNalue M3Jlagement
Support given to move forward with proposed .. pilots". However review with
Nigeria the most effective way forward in the light of other priorities (production in

particular),
Proper balance between short term deliveries and medium term strategies is critical,
Review possibilities to use Business to Technology maps as a Potential "entry
ticket" in new or existing ventures (Iran),
Prepare a presentation focused on short term deliveries to be included in the March
cost workshop,
Progress to be reviewed at Excom in April and at May EPLF.
3. Sustainable Development
Megat/(Manp)to prepare a strawman on Vision ("Weave", "Infuse") and the way forwmd
within EP: review at Excom in April in anticipation of discussion and release at May
EPLF.

PBW0003870
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4. Allegro
~ Recommendation reviewed and way forward agreed,
• Achilles: should the ongoing merger not get FTe approval. what are the
alternatives ?: review at 7'Jl February Excom,
~ Ulysses recommendation to be reassessed in the light of their balance sheet,
• Brass to send out a note for information OD "financials" iropact of potential deals to
be reviewed at 7'Jl February Excom.

Cairn~VAR to be conducted. Megat to redraft the note re the way forward.
5. Preliminary Snnunary of end 1~9 proved reserves

•
•

Brass/{Gardy) in liaison with de Vries to review with Scbroders bow to deal with
AQSP!Itan reserves.
Proposed revisions in reserves supported except for.
AbuDhabi: no change
Gas in USA: "own use" still to be included.
Brass/(platenkamp) to provide an analysis of exploration expenditure, discovered
expectation volume and unit resource finding cost for sector, USA and WOUSA

by 7"" February.
6. New Nigeria MOU
·Rothennun d· to review-possibility-to get·new MOU'Va!id for- more than 3.yeatS {up ·to·5- ,.._. ---.
. year.:) or at least get some insurance whereby this MOD would remain valid UD.til a new
One W!?uld be put ID.plate.·
.
.
.-

1.' Arge.ntina NtuquenE:tj:lloration proposal re$lIbmisslonProposal to be reviewed as part offue overall EXPEX 2000LE at 21st February Excom.
8. Request for manda.te to negotiate asset Sl'I'ap with USX!Maratboll
Strategic support confumed. Need to be on lbe driving seat with a "good" share (but not
the 55% option). Any swap alternative should be based on the respective value/risk of the
assets to be swapped.
Megatl(Tambo~er) to redraft the request for mandate accordingly.
9. EP and Group Strategy process
Way forward to be decided at I" February Excom(s) Strategy Woricsbop.
10. New gas Volnmes Definition "Gas production available For Sll1e"

Supported.

Gardy'ffff>feiJ'"€~UbU;' fo'r< ilifo'iinaFio~- 6l)l;ilUifrllhc6 co\I-eIing,~t~~e f6r'rn.·r~ .t/

] 1.1D$llraD~;:~t"41,¥.:e~-"';"",~~-tt$;<~;,Ii.. i'..'-4•.",.,;...;';:\'~'~'.'.-, <l"-' '\

Supported.

_.

12. e-Business: Current status and nen steps
Commitment to deliver Commerce One deal implementation to be developed by Gardyf_
(Henderson). Additional specific opportunities (lntegrated Planning, EP industIyported,
E-surplus, EP Expertise) on bold for the time being.

PBW0003871
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13. Future of Noordwijkerbout Learning Centre
Warren to tell (3(Jlden Tulip that current tenns are off and alternative terms and conditions
are expected by April. In the l)leantime Wanen to come back v.-ith terms and con'ditions of
alternative solutions in the light of Global! EP Open University requirements.

14. Learning and Development co-operation with BP-AlllOC:O
Supported.
15. Travel- Servke expectations :and measurement
Supported.. Metrics to be in place dwing Ql 2000.

16. Oil Opportunity in Algeria
Support given'to gomiD""aataroom tofrOdout if there is a huswess case, Brass to dedicate
required resomees.

...
18. EP Procurement conference
Supported
---

19. Economics of tu on Group Loans
-- -.' -_. -··Supported."·
, ,. _
-- _

--.-----.

20. Project Scr~ning criteria.
Brass to prePare a note for discussion on the rationale for proposed changes in Gas PSV's
and power evaluation and screening criteria: review al21" February Excom.
21. Technology Implementation FRD follow np plan
Supported.

J

22. Realising The LimIt • $tams

Supported.. Concern expressed about getting resources.
23. Fint Assignees - status
Supported. Opportunities to be identified with GP.

24. Sbell Technology EP - Mandate to Negotiate a joint venture
Supported. Scope will have to be specifically defined
25. SheU Technology EP • Mllndate to Engage external financial partners
Supported. Warren to send the supporting strategy Dote to Brass.

26. Plans talk to staff in 2000

Supported.
H. Financial Analyst Expectation re EP Business
Supported.
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28. Stakebolder Engagement in the EP Business

Supported.

. 4lIIIl\

J
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MOST CONFIDENTIAl-

-No. 2494

COMMITTEE OF MANAGING biRECfORS
MINUTES OF
THE MEETING
HELD
IN THE
.
,.
.,..,
-:. HAGUE
ON TU~SDAY, 11 SEYfEMBER 2001' _

Present

PBWatls
Jvan der Veer
HJMRoels_ PDSkirmer
W van de Vijver

In attendance:

SMGHodge

SA Fish

1.

Chairman

Secretary

MINUTES
The Minutes of CMD Meeting No. 2493 were approved, as amended.

2.

ciIINA EAst-WEST PIPEUNFjGAZPROM
Din Megal.

rim Warren,

Peter de Wit and Dominique Gardy entered the

meeting.
Tim Warren presented a report on recent developments relating, infer alfR-, to
the Shell bid and the question of financing support to Gazprom.
In light of these developments, he explained, the proposal is to: .

(1) - .establish a Shell-led consortium of 16% Shell/16% ExxonMo]:)il/16%
Gazprom/l % Hong Kong Orlna Gas to negotiate a full 49% participation
in the pipeline and associated upstream PSCs;

24561M
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(2)

should either ExxonMobiJ or Gazprom be ~willing, to participate; ~'::
consider Petronas as an alternative participant; and '

(3)

to agree anappropriatetim~arnewjthPetToChiria. '

The Coinmittee expresse(!'considerableconcern over a number of aspects,t~ the "
proposal including 'the q~eStlon 'of reputation management; the' 'cOst of,
fu:umcing,. the issue of Board approval, and the ability of Gazprom, to,deliver on
its promises. In particular, the COlllIIlittee:
(1)

queried the cost of the $1 bIn guarantee and the basis for the'risked
exposure of $70 mIni

(2) ,

emphasised the need to, obtain real value from Gazvrom for any
financing support;

(3)

sought the assurance that the Group was not already coll'llllitted (in termS
of the protocol with Gazprom);

(4)

expressed a desire for a smaller interest in the pipeline; and

(5)

,acknowledged that introducing Sakhalin would complicate matters but ,
recognised thiS could be raised in the discussions.

In sum., the Committee accept~d there would be some ,co~t to entering

(

•

into

China but that any such, cost should be in return for concrete projec~
supported with enforceable security instruments. It recognised that Shell may
have to walk away,hom the proposal at the risk of disappointing both the
Chiflese and the Gazprom alliance.

,Copy ofMinute to: W van de Vijver; LCook.

3.

NICHE ACQUISITIONS
.'

Dominique Gardy, Lorin Brass•. }udy Boynton and Aidan McJ<ay ,entered the.
:meeting.

(

Aidan McJ<ay presented a further report on EP Niche Acquisitions. He
identified five posmble targets and compared their various duuacteristics,
valuati~ns, their impact on the EP bUsiness and the likely 'competition for Such
targets. The targets were ranked in terms of their' strategiC' fit, development
and growth opportunities and Synergy value. It is proposed to' continue with
lONOOO30964
24561 M
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further staff work to eristirepreparations
are in a "deal ready" shite by' end
.
December.

.' '. The principal aspects of"the report were:
(i) . Mega mergers have gi~en both HP and ExxonMobil greatly
s~ale and additional positions in both old EP and new EP.

m~eased'

(2) , Shell EP has a high decline in "old" business and there is an indication
that some "new" business will not produce major returns for some time.
(3)

There is a desire to reinvest in EP (which has been respon$.ble for
delivering 60% of Group cash since 1975).

(4)

Certain"old BP" targets may never really become"cheap"•

.

The Committee thanked the presenters for an excellent presentation and, the
very thorough staff work that had gone into, it. The Committee made the
following conunents:
(1)

"

.
.
All acquisition ProP9sals shotild make clear the assumed forward curve
(hard numbers per year) for oil and gas in the presentations and pre-

rea~g materials.

(2),

The size of these acquisitions is critical; each one will have a large impact
even on overall Group performance. A dear statement on impacts on EP
and Group earnings at different prices is required. An assessment of the
impact (as options) of the acquisitions against the Base EP plan would be
helpful

(3)

An assessment of the EP and GP aspired portfolio

(4)

lllE~reis uncertainty about appropriate energy-prices ~d a clear view on ,
this is required. All the relevant market metrics at L/M/H prices would
be heIpftil..

(5)

An assessment of share price~ agcrinsi EBlTDA would be helpful, as
would an assessment of goodwill effects.

(5)

It is becoming very clear that a material shift to gas is going to be difficult
for a company of Shell's size even through acquisition.

(6)

It is critical to maintain confidentiality on these targets.

)

.~~'

..

is' required to .
determine the gaps and the fit of each of the targets. An analysis of each
targer 5 !!hort term and Iongwterm opportunities is required.

lONOOO30985
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" lbe Committee thank~d the presenters for an excdlen.t presentati~n and the
very th~rough pr~aratorywork a~d' req~ired'that' dUrlngOctober notes be

pr~pare~ co~taining the evaluationcrlteriaand thenecessary',co~ditio~f~r·

launch?ng acquisition efforts. Theseshould be discussed before the Corilmitt~
in time for the review at the October Conference.

0Jpy ofMinute to: W van de Vijver..

4.

EP ANALYSTS PRESENTATION

(

. Dominique Gardy, Lorin Brass, Judy Boynton imd Malcolm Brinded entered
the meeting.
WaIter van de Vijver presented the proposed storyline for the EP presentations
to analysts on 19/20 Septeinber.'
The Committeeagieed to revise the production growth rate to 3% a.aj for the
period 20Q0...2005. The Committee acknowledged, however, that this growth
rate should be communicated with "appropriate caveats"..
In ~erms of the proposed messages, the Coffimittee suggested that the
statement .,productivity improvement from global value delivery drives"
would not be dear to analysts.'. The Committee suggested alSo that the
messages include "rQbust profitability with downside resilience".
.

" ,

Copy OfMinute to: none.

.t"

~

5.

YABUCOA REFINER);"
Evert Henkes enteied .tPe meeting; Rein Willems joined by videoconference.
Evert Herlkes presented a propOsal to make a $123: ~ bid (or the 85 kbd Sun '
refinery at Yabpcoa, Puerto' Rico. ' The proposed bid price comprises $20 mln
for the acquisition of the fixed refining and logistics assets, $50 mln for working
, capital, $30 mln for projects to align the refinery to Shell's desiied operating
mode and $23 mIn for projec~ to improve HSE perfonnance and to comple~
site re-instrumentation.

(

The Committee expressed its support for the proposal.

,
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. The Conun:ittee noted that the $5' mlri per anniJin, ne~tive' impact oil the .OP
sCorecardwouidbe resolved betWeen Chenuc;Us" and OP. The COlnrrdttee .
rioted also that the proposal did n~t containanana1ysi~of~OACE impaq and .,
requested that the same be included in ltihire propc>sals'ior all businesses.
.
,

,

Copy ofMinute to: J'van der Veer, EHenkes, M Warwick.

6.

PROJECT "NEWMARKET"

Tiro Warren, Peter Duncan and Peter dE; Wit entered the meeting.

e

, .)
~",

.,"

a

Tint Warren presente.d' repOrt on the \rarious OpSons avallabie to EP/GP
following the rejection of the tevisedmergei ptoposal for WoodsidePetroleum.

.

As regards the current position, Woodside have been advised that SheU is
concerned by the fact that it has nO'c0t:\trol and limited influence over major
inve~bnents, it is unable to gairi acce~ 'to full value from all investine:nts and is
exposed to what it regards as WoodSide's' value-cioding activities. Woodside,
by' contrast, believes it is in a stro~g position to remain indepen~ent and wishes
to retain the current status quo. BHP sees' this as an opportunity to increase the
sc<,lle of its petroleum business,'extract s}rnergies and to increase its operating
capability.
., .
-.
,

Two (mutually exclUsive) paths lor moving forward are proposed: .

,

(1)

enhanditgSheU'sCUl'tent position with a view to gaining control of
Woodside at an appropriate time thereafter; or

(2)'

exiting Woodsid~ (throuih faCilitating a BHPP/Woodside merger).

-'

The Conunittee considered the, merits, of ea~ option. The Committee noted .
that option 1.(enhanced status quo/gain control) provides some improvexnent
in the short term bu~ will be ,~cult to achieve in the IOng~
Option 2
,(~t) is, achievable in the short-term although gives rise to a number of
uncertainties that require resolu~on beforehand.

term..

The Conunittee supported the proposal to triaintain "par~el paths" for the
time being focusing on enhancing the current status quo as well as exiting.
In relation to the exit option, the Co~ttee suggested that eIJorts Shernld be
directed at determining preCisely'what Shell's requirements are but leaVing the

LONOO030987
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. remainder pf the. work.on the proposal.to BJ-IPP: The Conunitt~ suggested
a).so that an
eJtit f~r- other assets
rather than cash
would ~preferable.
.
_.
'..

Copy ofM~nutt; to: W v~ de Vijver.

AUSTRALIA COUNTRY REVIEW
.
Peter· Duncan, Peter de Wit, Tiro Warren and Campbell Grant entered the
meeting.
.'

(

Dunean

Peter
presented the Australia Country Review. His review fOcused on
identifying. the principiil, 'issues confronting Shell iD the coming years,
presenting a realistic view of the outlook [or Shell businesses and presenting
certain recommendations regarding the company's operations..

•

The key challenges .lacing Sh~ Australia over the next decade include
prospering ~ the "great game of gas", the Woodside relationship,' an overhang
of local and. regional. refining capacity that is leading to hyper~mpetition
partkularlyin retail gasoline and chasing opportunities in energy retailing.

o

"

Shell has $2.3 bin of' capital employed' in 'AtistraHa. Shell Development
Australia (SDA) 'has some $1.13 bin in capitai employed imd th~ Oil Products
business has $1.18 bln in capital employed. SONs assets are piimarUy [~
on the North West Shelf and Timor Sea but include also the GP/Shell
Consumer int~rests in EdgeCap and .~. The OP buSh-tess is' ~derpinned
byrCflneries in Sydney and Geelong, 21 .tenriinals and about 1,400 service
stations.
The recent performance of the two businesses has I>een very different with SDA
returning a record result in 2000 of $724 mln (ROACE 60%), while the OP
business :lost $30 mln <RC?ACE -3%). Latest estimates [or 2001 iJ;idicate EP/GP
returning $708 mln (ROA~68%) and OP retuming,$43 mln (ROACE 3%).
The presenter then discussed the' key businesS strategies'for both the
.EP/GP/Consumer and OP buSinesses before tur;rrlng to the outlook for each of
these busineSses. He concluded with some remarks concerning HSE· and
Human Resources issues.

ASked by' the Committee about the lik~ood of the sUccess o[ the Sunrise
Floatulg LNG proposaL. and the reaction of the press thereto, the pr~enter
replied that there~ctionhad been negative and th~t the Comp~y: was engaged
in briefing the press in order to change ·opinion.' Peter de Wit added that the
lONOO()30988
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ING business will double in th~ next '15 ' years' and Shell, was not weD
pot>itioned in Australia because of high costS iniliat cOUntrY. Fi~ting lNG, if
successM, v:.ould transfo;m this PQ~ition, resUttuig in the lo~est c~st'gas iIt the
'region. Shell will m~st likely have to accept other parlieS'inio the'venhire. He
further commented that only 20% of the field is located in~t Timor territory,
, , and so the tax issue is less important than for say PhiUips, ~hose interests lie
100% in East Timor territory.
,

,

.,

,

'1Il re1ati~ to a question ori Group reputation, the presente~ replied that 5h~'S
~'

.".

reputation is not very high; Some ten years ago it would h'ave achieved a 20%
positive .rating; today its reputation probably receives a 10% rating. The'
decline in reputation is probably attributable to high pump prices (particUlarly
in the face of globalisation) and Wood side.

:

•

Asked by the Committee about the Gorgon field and ~e stranded gas position,
Tim Warren replied that one would expect the Gorgon field to be t:!'e next field
to be developed through North West Shelf, but the'compan}'~ with Chevron's
support" would need to convince BP of this (as the latter hope to develop
Tangguh). The joint venture structure is currently quite complicated, thus
eroding value, and one objective is to simplify this. '
Asked by the Committee about whether Chinese oil companies such as
CNOOC could become irlvolved in order to provide a market, Peter de Wit

replied that this was a possibility, most likely using gas from Gorgon.
The Committee thanked the presenter for the review and expressed its
appreciation for his loyal service to the Group over the past 35 yearS.

•

special

Copy a/Minute to: none.
.~J.-

8;

,EQUlLON GULF OF MEXlCOPIPEUNES
Mark Williams entered the meeting; Rob Routs, Gus Noojm. Raoul Restucci
and John Hollowell joined by videoconference.
I

an

Rob Routs and John: HolloweD presented
'overview of Equilon'sGuH of
Mexico (GoM) transportation business as well as a proposal to participate in 8.
significant pipeline play related to BP's deepwater developmentS in the
Southern Green Canyon area.

,I

The presenters explained that Equilon has built an extensive' network of
transportation asSets in theGOM over the past 40 years. ,It has leveraged that
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pqsition to attract both affiliate' aTId non-affiliate volumes and has grown the '
busU;ess to Mestimated $120 mInin2001. lhe challenge aheac(iS fQ~ EqUuon '
, _to continue to grow thiS busiri~s: The presenters then set ouUn some detail
~e proposed pipeline play. '
The, Cciminittee expressed its directiorial support' for ,'the proposed' way

'forward. h reqUested that the' i:api~ investment proposal, when submitted"
,'should place the proposal within the conteXt of the business' overall strategy ,
and the opportunities that may arise from gaining full control of the oil and gas
. pifleJine system_ ,

(

,COpy oJMinute to: P Skinner:

9.

PREPARATION FOR 17/18 SEPTEMBER

Malcolm Blinded, Roxanne Decyk and Judy Boynton entered the meeting.
The Conlmittee considered the proposed agenda for the Business Options
discussions on 17/18 September.
CopY ofMinute to: none.

10.

PROJEcr "NIKEn

Waiter van de Vijver reported ~at the Oll-'going discussions with Bridas have
been widened to include BP also.

;.
<;"

~

Copy ofMinute to: none.

11.

ANGOLA BLOCK 34

,Waiter van de Vijver reported that Shell Exploration and Production Angola
RV. ha.s entered into a production sharing contract with Angola's national oil
company, Sonangol, in Block;W offshore Angola.

(

eupyofMinute to: none.

~:

:,
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.

Roe)sr~P?rted'that he had' ~et )Villi.the
Director General of METI.
Harry

...

"

.

mayor of

shan~ai and

the

Co/YofMinute to: none.

13.

PROJECT "POPEYE~'
Hllrry Roels reported that the GP CEO had met with £reSident IGm of Kogas.

Copy ofMinute to: none.

14.

SHELL eAPITAL·

Roels reported that the. business would senerate a. sizeable profit on a.
recent loan transaction. .hi terms of the transaction, Shell Capital loaned
monies to a coal bed methane company, Mannix, in return for certain t:oralty
.
.
rights. Mannix had recently been acquired bY Williams who now' wish ~ buy .
out Shell Capital's rights. .
.

Harry

Copy ofMinute. IQ: none.
.

:.)

e::('

15.

TRADE RANGER
Harry Roels reported that following the recent technical. disappointments,·
. Trade Ranger's financial position was noHooking' partiCularly healthy.. Trade

Ranger members, how€Vitr, wer~ commi~d to ~~~~e venture. ~en
was looking to see whether there was an. opportunity to acq,me a greater.
interest in the venture.

Copy ofMinute IQ: none.

16.

PROJECT "SPECTRUM"

LONOOO30991 .
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Paul Skinner reported that the FTC had published its Consent Order relating to
. the Olevron/Texaco merger which provideS; inter alia, fodhe establishment of
the trust mechanism. Shell has issued a press release in response indicating its
acceptance of this ·outcome. Shell received thereafter another approach from Te:itaco's
s~eldng further discussions with Shell. Shell has set out
clear terms and conditions whiCh would· form
basis of :the meeting
including a value range and the acceptance of the terms of the draft MoD.
Texaco have accepted these t~.

o.au:man

the

Copy o/Minute to: none~
(
-"!' .....

17.

NAMIBIA-FATALm
Paul Skinner reported, with regret, a road accident that resulted in five third
party fatalities. The accident occurred on 2 September when 1lI passenger
vehide with seven occupants collided with a road tanker. The accident is being
investigated.

CopY ofMinute to: PSkinner.

18.

NOTES FOR INFORMATJON/DISCUSSJON
The following matters were before the Committee as Notes for Information/
Discussion:

ITEMS FOR DiSCUSSION

Forthcoming Itexnsfof CMD and Conference·

. Carbon Constrained-Future FRD

LONOOO30992
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Unknown
From:

Sent:
To:
.Subject:

Bell, John J SIEP-EPB-P
20 January 200219:15
Van Oriel, Peter P SIEP·EPB·P; Wharton, Mark M SIEP·EPB-P
FW: Proved reserves addition from Groningen

fyi
-----Original Message----~
From: Van De Vijver, WaIter SI-MGDWV
Sent: 18 January 2002 09:40
To: Bell, John J SIEP-EPB-P; Gardy, Dominique D SlEP-EPr
Subject: FW: Proved reserves addition from Groningen

,

"'"'>..

·'fyi
~~---Ori9inal Message----From: Bouman, MGJ NAM-ELG
Sent: 17 January 2002 13:57
To: Sprague, Bob RM SI~SEPI-EPN; Van De Vijver, WaIter
Subject: Proved reserves addition from Groningen

From: M.G.J. (Hans) Bouman, NAM-ELG, Hoogezand
Te1: +31 (0) 592 ,- 363276
gsm:
06 201 35 448
4330
Internet:
m.g.j.bouman@nam.nl

SI~MGDWV

fax: +31

(OJ 592 - 36

Hello Bob/WaIter
It is my pleasure to announce that today it has been formally approved
by all parties that Groningen will add a cool 22 mrd m3 proved reserves
(Shell share) to the pot.
We dD this from the goodness of our heart, it was not in the scorecard'
It only materialised due to the relentless pushing of Remco Aalbers who
knows about these things.
I

hope this will help your scorecards.

Greetings from the north
Hans

EXHIBIT

iu,r:; £.,tUttJ -!I
OB 07591

V00120427
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Unknown
From:

Warren, Tim T.
22 January 2002 22:08
FROST, OAVIO O.B.; ALLMAN-WARD, PATRICK P. ISEPI/EPA-X; CLIFF, J./SEPI/EPA;
Jager, Robert R.J. ISEPI/EPA; Kerr, BRAD B ISEPltEPA; SUNMONU. MUTJU M.OA ISEPI
tEPA; TAUECCHIO, P.G. ISEPI tEPA; Martin Ten Brink (E-mail)
FW: Reserves Replacement Ratio 3 yr rolling average

Sent:
To:

Subject:

3yr rollin avg status

2H·200...

Gents,

Just to emphasise how important 2002 reserves bookings will be.
1998 has long gone and we now need a repeat.

Regards,
'rim
-----Original Message----From, NAUTA, JAAP J.
;> Sent,
21 January 2002 18,34
;> To:
Brass, Lorin L.L.; Cook, Linda Z.; Darley, John J.;
> DUbnicki, Carol
> C.; Gardy, D.; Megat, Zaharuddin Z.; Sprague, Robert M.; VanDevijver,
> WaIter W.; WARD, BRIAN B.J.; Warren, Tim T.
> Cc: Bell, John J.; Bichsel, Matthias M. /777264; Wood, Andy A.
> Subject; Reserves Replacement Ratio 3 yr rolling average

;>
;>

;>
;>
;>

Linda, Carol, Gents,

;>
;>
;>

In response to a question raised in Excom today please find
attached graphs showing 3 year rolling average RRR for three cases.

;>

>
>
;>

In line with Excom steer we will proceed on the basis that;
- Bonge main is not de-booked.
NLNG train 4 & 5 are booked in 2002

.>
;>

This is

reflec~ed

in Graph 3 (2001 RRR 80% including Athabasca )

... ..
~

>

Regards,

;>

>

Jaap Nauta

>
>
>

",!
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NOTE FOR DISCUSSION

Subject: Review of 2002 and 2003 Reserves Replacement
Date:

7th November 2002

FROM:

EPB,EPG

TO:

ExCom

Excorn,
The attached note swnmarizes the current outlook for reserves replacement in 2002 and
2003. Its objective is to stimulate discussion and management detennination of
bookings and debookings that are being contemplated for the 2002 yeat~end reserves
disclosure to the SEC. Summary presentation material is also attached.

LOrin
In support of the above, an additional note on SNEPCO is attached, addressing issues
raised by the recent audit of SEC Proved Reserves.

Brian
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Note for Discussion
Review of 2002 and 2003 Reserves Replacement
The purpose of this note is to advise ExCom of the current outlook for pr6ved reserves
replacement in 2002 / 2003 and to obtain management determinatipn of certain reserves
additions and debookings that are being contemplated for 2002.

"'§l

The latest estimate for organic proved reserves additions in 2002 is 659 million boe
Reserves Replacement Ratio, RRR). Including the effects of A&D (principally Enterprise) this

increases to 1759 million boexD9oz;}. Significant downward pressure is exerted on these figures
by ~ecent SNEPCO audit rmding that reserves there may be overstated by 133 million bot:. A
similar volume of Enterprise reserves may also be at risk, subject to the findings of ongoing
audits (Italy Tempa Rossa and Norway Skarv Area). "Consequendy the 2002 RRR could be as _
low as 29% excluding A8cD, or 101% including A&D. Offsetting upward pressure is limited.
Details are provided in Appendix A.
These figures compare with an EP plan for 2002 of 56% organic RRR (98% with Strategic
Options, none of which is likely to be delivered this year). The principal reasons for
underperformance are a delay in the maturation of Bonga SW (90 million boe), disappointing
appraisal results in Narnlbia (125 million boe). PSC / PSV effects in Malaysia, Iran and Oman
GISCO (100 million boe) and a variety of other unforeseen negative revisions. These have been
offset by the Enterprise acquisition (1140 million boe. subject to audit) and acceleration of
Kashagan booking pursuant to the Declaration of Commerciality (380 million boe. to be ratified
by the Group Reserves Auditor, once S~ documentation has been received).
Planned organic proved reserves additions for 2003 are 867 million boe (56% RRR), this being
heavily reliant on the delivery of Sakhalin, China W2E and Pinedale reserves additions. The total
would rise to 1021 million boe (66%) if euttendy defined Option projects mature (principally
.Qunen I angr). Considerable uncertainty applies to these figures and at this stage actual organic
performance could nmge between 40 and 100% depending mainly on the degree of success in
maturing (and funding) option projects and on the approach taken to the booking of Sakhalin
reserves. Sakhalin offen; further flexibility to offset downward pressure on reserves replacement
for 2003, subject to success in fuming up LNG markets and to eonsideration of the planned
dilution of our interests in the venture.
Additional potential sources of reserves additions have been identified via T&OE (100 million
boe) and Strategic Options (some 500 million boe, risked), none of which are currendy funded in
the plan.

I
I
I

I,
I
I
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The Reserves Opportunities Catalogue has been reviewed and updated (Appendix B). No items
are considered to be deliverable during 2002, although several hold pottntial for 2003 and the
following new items are being progressed at present
SPDC licence extensions: Nigerian legislation, supponed by precedence, OOay allow
automatic licence renewal rights to be chimed and incorporated in SEC reserves filings.

r

Tu-paid p.§..Cs: it may be possible to include production and reserves in recognition of taX

LPaid on behalf of Shell by National Oil Companies.
The Potential Reserves Exposure Catalogue has been reviewed and updated (Appendix q. No
debookings are considered to be necessary at this stage, apart from SNEPCO reserves (see
below), pursumt to the 2002 SEC Proved Reserves audit. The same audit supported the proved
reserves associated with waterflood in Bonga and Erha, which consequently have been removed
from the inventory. Certain elements of the Enterprise portfolio are potentially at risk and have
been added to the inventory pending ongoing audit.

Proposal
_ Enterprise should be portrayed externally as a fundamental contributor to the Group's
reserves growth for 2002.
-

Possible major de-bookings:

SNEPCO
New Zealand Pohokura
Malaysia PSC effect
Iran PSV effect
Thailand WF projects
Oman (GISCO) PSV effect
-

-133 million hoe: sec separate Note for Infoanation.

-55 million boe~ technical revision

oE=..:~: .....(...4., ~
.39 million boe: lower eost., lower entitlement

-28 million boe
-27 million hoe: uneconomic
-23 million boe

possible major bookings:
Kashagan
Angola Block 18 (mcremental)

USA Brotus Phase 1

.380 million boe: justification in preparation
45 million hoe: audit planned, November 2002
39 million boe: SEPCo internal audit in progress

,
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Appendix A

Appendix k 2002 Proved Reserves Additions Latest Estimate
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Appendix B: Reserves Opportunities Catalogue (November 2002)
PlD
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Uco:nco: Extensions:
Nigerill SPDC (mostly c::.p.iting in 2019)
Oman PDO (2012)
MlI1aym (various YelIJ$)
Abu Dhabi (2014)
Denm:ttk (2012)
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Venezuda (2013)
Syria (2009 ~ 2014)
Bmnti (2003)
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40%
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7%
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A&D
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20%
15%
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A&D

10\I

1t<mked out of the Base Plan 2002
Ni~a SNEPCO Bonga SW
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2003
2004

China Changbei Up&tn:atn
Australia 5unriso:
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5%
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4%
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4%

OptiODl and Strategic Options. 2003
NotWlly Ortnm Langs
Thisdt:(riskcd)
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2003?
2003
2003

300

2003

60

150
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Approximate Proved Reserves Additions, million boe, unrisked. Apptoximate contribution to Proved Reserves Replacement Ratio in· the yeat of reserves booking,
assuming annual production of 1500 million hoe total for EP. OA basis.
Ongoing work suggests thar SPDC might be able to claim automatic rights to production beyond
licence expiry. If confirmed, this could be the key to lifting the reserves booking moratorium, with new
bookings being tied to PlOs in future years. Reserves booking impact to be investigated.
Ba.sed on the (urrendy reported post-licence Expectation Reserves (550 million hoe). Reserves to be
booked when there is certainty that a deal will occur with DO risk of ~eailled negotiations de-railing it.
Not under Shell control: negotiation to be condue:ted exclusively by ConccSsionaires (A.P. Moller).
Reserves aJrudy booked assuming that BSP's rights to two 15-year licence cxtensions will be cxercised.
Any reserves upside would be in relation to the negotiation of further extenSions beyond the 3o.-year
window, but this may be offset by potential equity reduction in the first two 15-year extensions.
A quota increase is necessary in any case to enable production to grow and thereby enable the currendy
booked Proved Reserves to be realized.
Bookings should in prinCiple keep pace with "reasonably certain" market developmcnt and preferabJy
with actual LNG sales conttact fixtures.
Cash-based Service Agreement with little exposure to oil price. Reserves bookings might not be
possible.
Nominally 25 million hoe from Wllterflood projects, 25 million hoe from the T&OE Opportunities
Catalogue and 50 million hoe from V2V reviews.
Under investigation: in some PSCs tax is paid by the NOC on behalf of cOnttactor (i.e. Shell)_ It may
be possible to claim production and hence reserves in recognition of this.
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Appendix C

Appendix C: Potential Reserves Exposure Catalogue (November 2002)
Asset (Ye.., booked)

Reserves·

Comment

mlnooe
Austt:Wa Gorgon (1991)

Booked in 1997 in snuopadon of imminent FID, subsequently

560

defened indefinitely by the dowtnurn· in Asian economies and the
consequent reduction in demsnd for LNG. It is

inevit2ble

that a

resolUCe of this magnitude will be developed eventual1y.

It is
wil1

SNEPCO

\lssurn~

that.,.Ul million hoe of potentially oventllred resuves

be debooked
recommendation).

Angola Block 18 (2000)

up to 55

at

31.122002

(SEC

Reserves

Reserves tely on the successful implemaltation of wa~et

.Audit

flood in

reservoin that hIve limited local supportiog analogues. Nevertheless,

Rcutves potentially at risk
estimated prorisionally to be
75% of the current inventory.

lJDaIogy with the Girassol 6eldis invoked. Audit is planned before
the end of 2002.
.
..

Similar bookings by SNEPCO were considered acceptable during •
2002 fe$ttVes audil, being supported by e:neDSive reference to analogy·
(although predominantly not with local reservoin).
Norway OMen Lmge

109

Reserves have been partiaI1y booked lIhad of VAID md FID, whilst
~ that then: are issues that could privent it

procmlip&a Debooking will be considered only when md if it becomes dear that
development definitely will. not proceed. FID planned in 2003 or

(1999, 2000)

2004.
EnterpriS<'

136

Certain elemmts of the ponfolio may not sldsfy . rnuwnum
tequirc:mentll for project maturity (ltlliy Tempa Ross... Norway Skarv
Atea, possibly elements ofKMoq. Auditsllte in progress.

Netherlands, Waddcm:ee

25

Govemment..cnfoteed moratorium on WlJddcnzee dtiJling.due to
c:m>ironmental concems, could ultimatdy prevent development from

(?)

proceeding.

Bmnei legacy

20

(Vuious)

Historical reserves bookings that (:lUJ no longer be supported an:
inventorized &Dd actively managed. It is expeeted that the remaining
balance will be m:lueed to :l;UO over the next two or three years, in
consultlloon with national regulatory authorities.

Total

905

The total proved reserves balance at t.t.2002 was 19100 MMboe.

~-

addition, reserves in some OUs would be at risk if planned production rate increases do not materiali%c.
The OUs thus affected are SPDC Nigeria and Abu Dhabi. Furthermore. Oman PDO must 5Ust2in cuaent
prod~ction rates throughout the remaining lifetirrte of the licence to ensure production of the booked
proved reseIVes.

The SEC provides no specific guidance on resetvt;S disclosure for "novd" conttact structures. Shell
currendy has four bookings in this category: the Venezuda service agreement, Iran buy-back contract,
Oman Giseo and the booking of NGL reserves in connection with interests in Abu Dhabi GASCO.

L

Note: this inventory Cllptures reserves bookings that ate fully justified at present but which could come

o

under threat of debooking, for example, mguld the SEC further clarify its mles to imply that mors.conservatism should be applied by Form 2O-P registrants.
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Note for Infonnation
Changes to Proved Reserves Additions
SNEPCO. Nigeria, November 2002
Proved Reserves Additions, million boe, Shell share
Plan

116

Previous LE (end-Aug)

49

Current LE

0

Bonga SW (92 mln boe) plus Erhll Deep aDd Erha South E&A
Bonga SW discounted, possible delay to VAR 3
Bonga SW ddeted, VAR 3 deferred.

All potential E&A gains zeroed.

Proposed end-year position
Total impact on BP RRR

-133
·16.9%

De-booking pursuant to 2002 SEC Reserves A~
Rehtive to Plan

None of the activities incorporated in the SNEPCO plan for reserves additions in 2002 will
materialize during the year. Futthennore, a recent SEC Proved Reserves Audit of SNEPCO
found that proved reserves were overstated by 133 million hoe at 31.122001:

(m mln boe SS)
Abo

31.12.2001

Erha

33.4
366.2
42.8
165.9

Total

608

Bonga

Oil/NGL:
Gas:

31.12.2002 2002 Delta
28.9
-4.5
Apply Proved Area concept
290.4
16.9
139.4
475

-75.8
-25.9
-26.5

} P~oved Area &
} revised ~ecovery facto"
Erha-3 and Ptoved Area

c-

..

'&~

. -133

In Bonga, the revisions are due to the exclusion of reserves in unpenettated reservoirs \
(the so-called In Fidd Opportunities, or IFOs), this being despite an increase in recovery
that is now projected from the proved IIIas (FOP Revision 5).
The revision in Erha reflects the results of the Erha-3 appraisal well (which removed
significant in-place volumes from the model of the· eastern fault block), and from the
exclusion of reserves in an as-yet unpenetr2ted central fault block.
lbe bulk of these teSer\I"es were firSt booked in 1998 and 1999. Since then, Shell has introduced
a revised interpretation of the SEC roles on the disclosure of tJroved reserves. nus is explained
on the following tJage.
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Clarification of SEC Rules
The SEC/FASB definition of proved reserves is, and always has been, strictly deterministic,
being based on recovery from the so-called "Proved Area": the area of each reservoir that has
been proved by drilling. Ths area is limited laterally by reuonable certainty over production
continuity, and hence it generally StopS ar faults that could be sealing. It is limited vertically by
the limits of hydrocarbons seen in wells, unless contactS outside this range can be inferred from
pressure data acquired from the hydrocarbon and water legs of the same reservoir. In
undeveloped or immature fields, the reporting of proved reserves for unpenetnted reservoirs is
not consistent with the SEC rules.
Before the SEC introduced its roles in 1977, Shell had developed a probabilistic approach to
describe uncertainty in reserves. Thereafter, unri11998, Shell continued to use its prohabilistic
approach, equating the 85% cumuhtiYe probability level to the "reasonable certainty" required by
the SEC's rules. This could lead to the inclusion of reserves horn outside the Proved Area,
insofar as these areas were included in the probabilistic range. Also, in the case of Bonga. it lead
to the inclusion of reserves from reservoirs that had not yet been penetrated (the IFOs).
Shell's probabilistic approach generally resulted in the over-reporting of proved reserves in
immature fields, but this was (more than) offset by cia-reporting in mature fi s. In 1998, in
order. to correct the latter andcutb excessive depreciation charge~,
Shell guidelines were
changed and brought more into linc with the deterministic approach of
SEC. Apfiro:rimately
1,200 million boe proved reserves were added to the inventory s II resul 1 ,

..

The Shell guidelines for immature fields were not finally updated until 2002, spurred by the
isSliance in 2000 and 2001 of guidance fro~ the SEC which confirmed that their deterministic
limiting criteria (1.e. the proved area) must be honoured even if probabilistic estimation
techniques are used.

~

(WOrk is ongoing to try and establish whether Shell is conseJ:V3ttve or otherwise in its approach to
the disclosure of proved reserves compued with competitors.

'I
I

I

I
I

I

Opportunities will continue to be sought to engage the SEC in dialogue concerning· modetn
industry practices.. The main aim is to encourage the SEC to recognize technologica.i advances
that enable registrants to build confidence in "reasonably certain» recovery estimates without
incurring the appraisal costs that are required to establish proved reserves according to the SEC's
eurtent rules.
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From:
To:

CC:

Warren, Tim SAL-CMAN
Bell, Sarah SDA-OE/21
Stouthamer, Christiaan SDA-FP/4; Crabtree, Paul SDA-OE/2; Spong,
Penny SDA-DCN/7; GX SDA Leadership Team

BCC:
Sent Date:
Received Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

2002-12-1522:45:24.000
2002-12-1522:45:27.000
RE: Annual Reserves Reporting Assumptions

Sarah,
Happy with your proposed approach.
Regards,
Tim

EXHIBIT

£lA "1£,1)- J3

-----Original Message----From: Bell, Sarah SDA-OE/21
Sent: Friday, 13 December 2002 4:15 PM
To: GX SDA Leadership Team
Cc: Stouthamer, Christiaan SDA-FP/4; Crabtree, Paul SDA-OE/2; Spong, Penny SDA-DCN/7
Subject: Annual Reserves Reporting Assumptions
Tim, David, Wim Hein, Dave, Helen,
In order to smoothen SDA's Annual Reserves Reporting process I have attached a list of
assumptions and recommenqed reserves management issues and would appreciate any comments
before 20th December (report submission date is 15th January). The three main discussion points are
as follows (refer to attached note for more details):1. Direct Gas - Gorgon to remain as reserves, as advised by the Group Reserves Coordinator, even
though there is some debate as to whether it satisfies updated stricter guidelines for proved reserves
bookings. There remains a small possibility that Waiter Van de Vijver might decide to take the hit on
Group reserves replacement ratios this year and de-book Gorgon. For the NWS it is recommended to
incorporate technical revisions to Tidepole, Echo Yodel and Sculptor - which results in no change to
gas ultimate recovery and a small increase in condensate ultimate recovery, (2002 production will
result in a decrease in remaining reserves for both). The final technical status of NWS gas reserves
will be available from Woodside next week.
2. Direct Oil - Recommended to balance NWS oil ultimate recovery increase with Laminaria ultimate
recovery decrease - both have been peer reviewed and are technically justified (shell share ultimate
recovery neutral). Excellent production in 2002 will result in a significant decrease to remaining direct
oil reserves.
3. Indirect Oil - Recommended not to de-book Vincent volumes and classify Enfield 2002 'sHtherblock' discovery as scope for recovery as opposed to Woodsides anticipated reserves booking (on
the basis that there is no clear evidence to de-book Vincent at this stage, however we do not want to
increase exposure to the total VincentlEnfield/Laverde project prior to FID by increasing volumes).
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If you have any comments on the attached it would be much appreciated. If you would like to discuss
in further detail please let me know
Regards, Sarah
« File: ARPR 1.1.2003 assumptions v2.doc (Compressed) »
Sarah Bell
Reservoir Engineer
Shell Development (Australia) Proprietary Limited
QV1 Building, 250 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000, Australia
Tel: +61 892134607
Email: sarah.bell@shell.com.au
Internet: http://www.shell.com.au
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Tel +61 3 88234070
Fax: +61 388234084
Email: helen.morgner@shell.com
Internet <http://www_shelteom,aJP

----.Qriginal Message---·
From: Papaspiropoulos, Anlonius A SOA-DPA
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2004 1:42 PM
To: Morgner, Heten L SAL-MV; McKenzie, lan E SAL-ADP; Poofe, Catherine M SAL-ARE; Simpson, John P SAL-ARG; Cannon,
Annette C SAL-ARV/l

Cc: Harben, Anlta SDA-DPAl; Pe!ides, sara L SDA-BSG; Freeman, Karyn SEPl-EPA-S-E; OlittleborOUlj1, Marlt L SDA-OCG;
McLaughlin, John J SOA-OCG/2; Youngs, Charles SOA-FP/42; Oll'lstie, DiMd A SDA-FP; Crabtree, Paul T SDA-EPT; 8eIl, Sarah
SDA-OE/2l; Gunner, Chris SDA-OC; William;, Sylvia R srG-GPHX; Corrigan, Andy A SI-PXXM

Subject:
Importance:

Recategorisation of Reserves
High

Colleagues
David Chrislie (as acting COO) chaired a meeting this morning in which the folloWing (below) was
discussed:

I have spoken to Nigel Wilson a110.15 this morning, merely to refer him to Andy Corrigan in
Media Relations, in London. I have referred other callers to Andy over the weekend (London
Financial Times Australian stringer on Friday night, and John Phaceous at the West Australian
yesterday afternoon). Gorgon, and Shell's commitment to it, is obviously the issue everyone
wants to discuss.
I received a message at 9.30am from a Peter King (Department of Industry, Tourism, Resources
in Canberra) and pursuant 10 Tim's directives would ask that one of you contact him.
1have referred Nicky Todd at MP (Brisbane) to Andy and to you, Helen, because she says Tim
is talking to the media (quoting a Reuters interview this morning).

I am attempting to obtain Q&A's from London, but I am not confident that these will be
forthcoming.
In the interim, I have been instructed to draft our own Q&A's which may prove worthwhile when
answering any questions in a reactive context.

Andy's contact details are:
Andy Corrigan
Group Media Relations
Shell International Limited
Shell Centre, London SE1 lNA, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7934 5963 Fax: 5252 Other Tel: Mobile: 07786 661 733
Emall: Andy.Corrigan@shell.com
Internet: http://www.shell.com
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Tim's instructions:
•
•
•

All queries OTHER THAN govt and JV partners should be directed to London (AMy
Corrigan)
All queries, including those directed to London to be channelled via DPA and logged and
sent 10 him
GovtlJV queries - WA queries to be channelled Ilia Mark and Antonius
• Federal queries to be channelled via Melbourne EA & Tim

•
•

David Christie and Paul will be back-ups
NO lIolunteering/proactive engagement· reactille response to queries only

Messages:
•
•
•

This is a recategorisation, it does not change the molecules 'in the ground
It does nol change our minds on the commerciality of Gorgon project
It does not in any way change our commitment to the project, we remain fully committed
to Gorgon

Main reason for the change - Shell's internal guidelines have become more restrictive over time,
nothing to do with SEC compliance
Briefing to staff
•
•

ForA

staff to notify DPA of any meetings planned with gOllt, JV partners over the rest of this
week
NOT to be proactive in sharing above messages
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